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Introduction

The problem of national or ethnic minorities became and has remained
inseparable from ,the spread of national consciousness the carry nineteenth
century, which soon translated into the political concept of nationalism aimed
at the creation of nation4tates. Althotigh nationalism spread to all continents,
eastern Europe became the classic historical example of its force and implication. The complexity of the issue grew is national mindides became "subject

nationalities." This division of ruling nationality and subjpgatecl ethnic
minorities led to a Multiplicity of issues, conflicts, and problems. In short,
,these problems became a historic force dangerous to overlook or underestimate as an element of cause and effect.
Realizing the importance of the national minorities in eastern 4urope and
the absence of scholarly tools necessary for an hi-depth study of and understanding of,the problem,.a group of experts was assembled for the production`
of a one-volume handbook comprised of basic information to serve as a,guide
to the pertinent international literature on the subject. While being aware of
the difficulty of covering the vast material Within one volume and provjiing a'
complete bibliography, thd decision was made to introduce the student and
researcher to the better-known international sources,"modogoraphs, and periodical literature. Additionally, the Handbook reveals the substance, extent;
and importance of the issues related tb national minorities as they emerged

after World War I and assesses the developments up through 1980. The
bibliography, international in scope, should make the Handbbok useful not
only in the English-speaking world but in other countries as well.
The contributors- made
extra effort to include material for all the
minorities poptilating the respective countries. However, the number and
quality of entries vary, depending on the number of works ,that have been

printed and their availability. For this reason an unevenness remains as a

1,7
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witness to existing gaps, a problem to be considered by experts in future
research and publications.
The Handbook's prganization and scheme are patterned on my Guide tit)
the Study of the Soviet Nationalities: Non-Russian Peoples of the USSR
(1982), which, in fart, ,pointed to the need for the Handbook. Thu this

volume can be seen as a logigal extension otthe Guide, since several east
European national minorities after World War II were incorporated into the
Soviet Union, and in some instances still reside on both sides of the present
Soviet frontiers.
.
As to the technical organization of the Handebok, the following should
be observed:
.

1) A general chapter brings the national minorities issue into,tbe focus
and context of east European history and the present situation. This chapter is
followed by a list of works discussing various aspects of eastern Europe as
introductory literature and then by works on national minorities in general.
i

2) Chapters on individual countries discuss the treatment of the national
minorities, statistical data, and political, social, econoinic.and educational
aspects and changes that have occurred during the three periods: the interwar

period, World War II, and post-World War II up to 1980. Each essay is
followed by an annotated, selected international bibliography of titles representing different views and interpretations.

\
3) Entries under the respective national minorities are arranged 'in

alphabetical order. However, when the number of entries surpassed 30, a subdivision by subject headinseemed appropriate, offering the u a more
direct access to the material. A co lete description of thew
cited is

accompanied' by an annotation info

ing the user of the wo

special

features, value, and point of view. Mos of the titles in non-Western languages
have been translated into English to facilitate wider use.

The jnclusion of Austria and Italy, with their small ethnic groups of
Slovenes and Croats, extends the Handbook's coverage to countries which
otherwise are not geographically considered a part of eastern Europe. Likewise, Theodor Veiter's contribution on "Nationality Research Centers in
Eastern European Countries" provides information not always available,
increasing the Handbook's value as a guide to further study.
The magnitude of the problem with which this volume cancerns itself has
been very recently acknowledged by the British author Raymond Pearson in
his study National Minorities in Eastern Europe 1848-1945 (London:
Macmillan Press, 1983), offering a general overview of National minorities in

eastern Europe with the background development since 1848. Pearson's
volume, together with titles included in the general chapter of the present
work, provides additional material for experts and as well as general readers.

In my capacity is contributor, organizer, and editor of the project, I
would like to expresk my thanks to all the contributors for their part of the
project and for their collegial collaboration during all stages of the work for
the last eighteen months. While the handbook is the product of a team of
sehohrs, .1 personally am obliged to Professor Joseph Rothschild from

12
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toliimbia University for his advice in the preparation of my contribution, and''.

to Professor Donald F.. Tingley froM Eastern Illinois University for his
generous assistance in the execution of my editorial responsibility. A generous
grant from the U.S. Depart Inent of Education in support of mc -project made

it eask for contributors to complete their assignments. Certainly my wife,
Marinouise, after many years of loyal collaboration and support, deserves
my gratitude not only for the preparation of the finalliraft but also for her
involvement in the Afork from the beginning.
.

.

N4Stephan M. Horak
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Eastern European
National MQrities,
1919-1980Stephan M. Horak

HISTORICAL SUMMARY

Demographic Problems and Changes
ous, and cultural as well as socioeconomic
linguistic, r
implications pertaining to a
emerging from- the presence of national
minorities' (ethnic groups not belonging to a dominant nakionalitk in a nation)

are better understood through statistics. Without statistical data, issues
\discussed remain vague and arbitrary in perception. Hence, any compilation
Of arguments aimed at the fortification of conclusions or solutioits necessitsttes
a knowledge of the number of peoples in question. Specifically, any judgment
concerning,the borders of a given state, especially in the east European area in
an age of nationalism and national consciousness, can best be addressed withthe use of proper statistical information. Popular opinions and false data will
not survive the test of time and do not serve any purpose, as the history of
post-World War I eastern Europe shows.
ontrary to the popular conception, the end of World War I, the collapse
of the Russiarl and German empires, and the disintegration of the Habsburg

empire were not followed by the emergence of national states. Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia cannot be considered to have true national
states. Likewise, the states in existence prior to the war, such as Romania and

14
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Bulgaria, contained a significant number of minorities. Hungary and Albania
came closest to the concept .of national states, with less than 8% of "foreign"
elements.

The following tables, covering both periods, illustrate the problem of
national. minorities. They are based on P...auP S. Shoup's data in The East
European and Soviet Data Handbook)
z
1.

Albania
1945

1955

olo

cio

,

Total population

1,122,944

100.(40

1,391,499

100.00

Albanians

1,075,467

95.82

1,349,051

97.00

46,577

4.18

42,448

3.00

Others
S

Czechoslovakia
1930

1970

glo

Total population

14,729,536

100.00

14,361,557

Czechs'& Slovaks

9,756,604

66.20

13,538,102

94.32

Others

4,972,932

33.80

823,455

5.68

°

100.00

...,
(1930 census within prewar boundaries; 1970 census within the postwar boundaries)

Bulgaria
1934

1965

olo

Total population

6,077,939

100.00

8,227,866

100.00

Bulgarians

5,274,854

86.80

7,231,243

87.90

803,085

13.20

996,623

Others

_.

12.10

Hungary
1930

Total population
Hungarians
Others

010.

.

1970

8,685,109

100.00

8,000,335

92.10

10,322,099
10,166,237

7.90

1.55,862

i

684,774

(Nationality determined by language)

5

0
100.00
98.50
1.50
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4

Polagd
1931

1/4

1975

t.

.

Total population

31,985,779

100.00

33,846,000

100.00

Poles

21,993,444

68.90

33,142,000

97.90

Others

9,992,335

31.10

704,000

2.10

(1931 census by native tongue; 1975 census only by estimation. Since the census of
1931 was based on native tongue, its results do not reflect correct number's when
religious and ethnic affiliation are used in determining nationality. By these latter
identities, the number of Poles would be approximately 19,430,000461%) and all
non-Poles 12,486,000 (391/4). See Stephan M. Horak, Poland and Her National
Minoritiel, 1919-1939 [New York: Vantage Press, 1961], pp..86-100.) :

Ronania
1,10

1930

.

1977

Total pppulatio?

.18,057,028

100.00

.21,559,416

Romanians

12,981,324

71.90

19,001,721

5,075,704

18.10

, 2,557,695

c Others

1

100.00
.4,...-,

88.10
11.90

(1930 census within the prewar boundaries; preliminary results only 41977 census)
;

.

Yugoslavia
1931

Total population

,..,

Serbs, Croats,
Slovenes, Macedonians, Montinegrins, Muslims
Ot'hcrs

t

°la

1971

010

13,934,038

100.60

20,522,972

100.00

11,866,233

85.16

17,781,619

87.00

2,067,805

14.84

2,741,353

13.00

I
otb

.
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By dividing the total population-of thFse seven east European cobntries

for the interwar and post-World War II periods into two gOups stat4
na i

lities and national ninerities the following "picture emerges:

Post-World War II
Period

Interwar Period

,.1930s

Total population
state nationalities
National minorities

.

1970s

a7o

it

ale

94k5i1,473

100.00

11b,231,409

100.00

,.10?948%261

'15.00

102,209,973

92.80

23;643,212

25.00

8,021,436-

7.20

-

This cumulative table, together with the data on individual countries cited
above, illustrates several crucial changes whiCh iodic place in eastern, Europe.
Ap froth political and socickeconomic upheavals resulting from Wo rld War
II
its aftermath, pefhaps The most lasting impact upon the region was the
demographic Simplification in several countries: This-is especially true when
considering that the problem of minorities of the interwv period was the most
troublesome end unresolveable isse.affecting.the internal as welt as external
affairs of several states.
r
The decline of the number of peoples identifiable as national minorities
reduced the level of 'dissatisfaction and potential conflicts. The - number of
people in that .category of the interwar periOd has declinded significantly from 23.6 million/to -only 8 million (7.2 %) -and does not currently pose a
serious poThtical problem. Moreover, after 1945 all seven countries emerged
almost as national states, with the percentage of minorities 'tinging fiQrn 1.5%
(Hungary) to 13% in Yugoslavia, which had always been a multinatiOnal state.

The largest. shift in the demographic composition took place in
World War II Poland and Czechoslovakia, countries which had experienced
the greatest ethnic problems during the interwar period. This shift was' the
result of the war, the defeat of Nazi Germany, subsequent territorial chanSes,
and the forcefu; resettlement of some 10 million Germans. Extermination. of

the Jews was the second largest cause affecting Poland, 'Hungary, and,
On the other hind, the only large current national minority living outside
its mother country Ts the Hungarians in R6mania (1,706,874) and in Czechoslovakia (572,569); Numblering over 3,800,000in the 1930s, the large Jewish
population of eastern Et*ope was reduced to only 72,600 by the 1970s as a
result of Isiazi extermination and the emigration after 1945. The Jews who
remaianed were no longer set apart from the rest of'society as they had been

before the war, but in most cases integrated themselves into the native
population and institutions. The disappearance of the Jews, together with the
removal of the Germans from almost all countries except Romania (358,732)
in 1977), emerges as the most characteristic change on the demographic map of

eastern Europe. Additionally, over 5 million Ukrainians and 2 million

17
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Belorussians, formerly Polish citizens, together with their ethnic territories,
were incorporated into the Ukrainian SSR and Belorussian SSR, respectively.

Political ImpliCations and, Problems

of the Interwar Period and World War II
,

-

The year 1919 did not precjpjtate nationalism; nationalism ankedatet1 it
and had existed for decades. This date is selected for practical purpthes as a
point from which nationalistn emerged in a new and active role, marking the
opening of the interwaLera. Several important events took place that year
' which affected the fate and future of all the peoples of east and southeak
Eurqpelt.--was the year of the Versailles peace, treaty with Germany and the
Treaty of St. Germain -en-Laye with Austria of Septemter 10, by which the
independent republic of Austria recognized the independence of Czechoslovakia, Poland? Yugoslavia, and Hutigary states which had come into existence
toward the end Of 1918. These two settlements, together with the Trianon
Treaty of 1920 with Hungary, redrew completely the political map of east and
southeast Europe and finalized the victories of nationaliSm by accepting the

principle of national self-determination in drawing up new frontiers and
resolving international disputes.

Despite the noble intentions regarding the rights of peoples to selfgovernment, in practice, justice was n t always carried out. The right to selfdetermination of many ethnic groups
geoaphical area was violated on
geographical
numerous occasions. Several reasons / /cap be cited for the uneven application of
this principle. World War, I and the local wars and skirmishes which followed
left in their wakes both victorious and defeated nations. The latter, of course,
were denied equal 'treatment, as was the case with the Germans, Hungarians,
Ukrainians, Belorussians, Macedonians, and the Albanians of the Kosovo

province. Another contributing factor was the uneven development of
national consciousness among the peoples of eastern Europe. Like any other
trend, world view, system, or ideology, nationalism is characterized by varying
degrees of development. Its intensity and degree of penetration among the
masses, as well as the commitment by the elite, differed widely from one
geographical location to another, making one nation stronger than the other

and placing some people in a more favorable position than others. Fc.or
example, the Poles found themselves in a better position than the Belorussians
or the Ukrainians. The Czechs' fortune and position greatly outweighed-those

of the Sudeten Germans and the Slovaks. The Romanians quickly took
advantage of their position opposite the Hungarians. The Serbs considered
themselves superior to the Croats and the Slovenes; herice, they seized the role.
of the dominant nationality, in Yugoslavia.

Apart from real or perceived causes dividing the peoples into statenationalities and ethnic minorities, the post-World War I settlement left in its

wakc the most serious problem 23.6 million out of 94.5 million people
remained as subject nationalities. Two out of every seven east central
Europeans were forced to live in a country not of their choice and were
deprived of national freedom and full citizenship. In fact, only 70.9 million
people could claim status of state-nation for themselves.
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In countries where the minorities numbered above- 30Wo, the celebrated
victories were premature. Multinational states such as Poland and Czechoslovakia found themselves having to deal simultaneously with two enemies
social or economic internal difficulties and hostile neighbors. The animosities
created by the local wars and conflicts and unstable conditions encouraged
foreign intervention. To wit --the Polish-Ukraistian war of 1918-1919 for the
possessiati of Eastern, Galicia (West Ukraine); ttie Polish-Soviet Russian war
of 1919-1920, which led to the partition of Belorussian and Ukrainian terri-

nories under the terms of the Treaty of Riga of March 18, 1921; the PolishCzechoslova' -conflict over the Teschen area in January 1919; the PolishLithuanian feud of 1922 precipitated by Poland's .incorporation of Vijna
(Wild)); Czechoslovakia's disregard for the principle of self-determination in
regards to Sudeten Gentians; the Hungarian-Czeclioslovak short war of
March 1918 ewer an area in South Slovakia with a population ofsome 700,000
Magyars, occupied previously by the. Czech army; the Romanian invasion of

Hungary and the occupation of Transylvania in November 1918, and the
invasion of Hungary in April 1919 to forestall reconquest of that province; the

imposition on Hungary of the Treaty of Trianon's hatsh terms leading to
losses

of territory and population to Czechoslovakia? Romania, and

Yugoslavia (as a result Hungary was willing to join any alliance aimed at the
nullification of the Trianon terms); Yugoslavia's dispute with Italy in February
1919 regarding Fiume and the territory on the Dalmatian coast; the Treaty of
Neuilly of November 27, 1919," which, among other restrictions, deprived

Bulgaria of a seaboard on the Aegean Sea and gave some border areas to
Yugoilavia. Refugees from previously Bulgarian-held parts of Thrace and
Macedonia .organiied the Internal MaCedonian Revolutionary Organization
(IMRO), whose activities in the years to come created a state of chronic
tension between Bulgaria and her neighbors. As a result of these activities,
Greece invaded Bulgaria in October 1922: And, finally, in January 1918,
Bessarabia was invaded by, and later incorporated into, Romania; and in -a
separate peace treaty of the same year, Romania was given the province of
Bukovina.

This long list of short wars and lasting conflicts occurring immediately
I) directly or
indirectly, all countries involved had to deal- with the issues of national
mitibrities, mainly the ethno-territorial group; 2) almost all resurfaced on the
agenda of history and contributed enormously tb new decisions, conflicts,
wars, and settlements less than two decades later; 3) all found themselves
pulled into World War II, after which most of them underwent basic political,
social, and economic changes as well as territorial and demographic changes,
becoming predominantly, except for Yugoslavia, almost homogeneous states.

after World War I created three distinct complications:

In regards to the ethnic problem of interwar eastern Europe and its
implications, Professor Joseph Rothschild correctly observed that
all in all, the rather complicated structure of the. ethnic_ minority
question both reflected the attempted but fragile interwar European power-balance and, due to the ensuing political tensions, also
helped to overturn it.2
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It is unfortunate that the countries of eastern Europe were either unable
or unwilling to comprehend the poignancy of the issue .and to resolve it in a
spirit of compromise and partnership. This is not to suggest that all ills and
wounds were instantly curable and_that an ideal magic formula could have
.been applied. Nevertheless, much of the ensuing hostility, bloodshed; hatred,
and readiness to ally with either Nazi Germany or the Communist Soviet
Union would not have emerged at all, or would have been kept to a min um,
if internal peace and justice had.been promoted. Rothschild portrays a dismal
picture of prevailing social and economic conditions in eastern Europe which

hampered attempts to defuse nationalistic animosity through economic
improvement.3 Overpopulation in some areas, the absence of industrial
progress, low agricultural productivity, and high illiteracy, together with the
impact of the worldwide depression, could hardly provide/a favorable climate
for reconciliation. Yet the failure of most of the regimes in power to explore
means other` than the use of power and terror stands out as the most obvious
deterrent to improved relations. Having divided the population into first-,
second-, and third-class citizens, mainly on account of their ethnic origin, the

goirernments of Poland, Romania, Yugoslavia, and, to a lesser degree,
Czechoslovakia, invited the consequences they were neither ready nor able to
handle when their policies began to crumble.
f
Ukrainian, Slovak, Croat; andTrungarian ipredenta were conceived not in
Berlin or Moscow, but in Warsaw, Bucharest, Prague, and Belgrade. Berlin

jumped on the wagon when it was already rolling; therefore, rewriting the
history on this aspect serves no useful purpose.
Admittedly, the constitutions of all the respective countries provided, in
various degrees, for the equality Qf all citizens, and some states, like Poland
and Czechoslovakia, were obliged to sign agreements explicitly protecting the
rights of their national minorities. The-Polish, parliament (Sejm) approved, on
September 29, 1922, a provincial autonomy for the voivodships of Lwow,
Stanislawow, and 'Tarnopol (West Ukrainian'territory), although it was never
implemented. Also, Article 7 of the Riga Peace Treaty required both parties to
guarantee the rights of national minorities.

Article 12 of the Covenant of League of Nations entitled this body to
assume the role of guarantor of the rights of national minorities. The Howbe
ing international instruments also stipulate, that the national minor'
protected by the League of Nations:
"Minorities" treaties signed at Paris during the peace conference
1)

Treaty between the Principal Allied and associated Powers and

2)

Poland, signed at Versailles on June 28, 19
Treaty between the Principal Allied and Associated. Powers and the
kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, signed at St, Germain
on September 10, 1919.

3)

Treaty bet een the Principal Allied and Associated Powers and

4)

Ciechoslov kia, signed at St. Germain on September 10, 1919.
Treaty bet
n the Principal Allied and Associated Powers and
Romania, signed at Paris on December 9, 1919.

5)

Treaty between the Principal Allied and Associated Powers and
Greece, signed at Sevres on August 10, 1920.
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Special chapters inserted in the general treaties of peace
1)

Treaty 'of peace with Austria, signed at St. Germain-en-Laye on.

September 10, 1919 (Part III, Section V, Articles 62 to 69).
2) Treaty of peace with Bulgaria, signed at Neuilly-sur-Seine on November 27, 1919 (Part III, Section IV, Articles 49 to 57).
of peace with Hungary, signed at- 'Trianon on June 4, 1920.
3) T
(P III, Section VI, Articles 54 to 60).
4) Tr y of peace with Turkey, signed at Lausanne on July 24, 1923
1, Section IXI, Articles 37 to 45).
(P
1,

Special chapters inserted in
1) German-Polish c

g treaties
cation on Upper Silesia, dated May 1-5, 1922

(Part III).
2) Convention concerning the Memel Territory, dated May 8, 1924
(Article 11, and Articles 26 and 27 of the statute annexed to the
convention).

Declarations made before the Council of the League of Nations
1) Lieclarationn by Albania, dated October 2, 1921.
2) Declaration by Estonia, dated September 17,
3) Declaration by Finland (with - respect to the Aaland Islands), dated
June 27, 1921.
a
4) Declaration by .Latvia, dated July 7, 1923.
5) Declaration by Lithuania, dated May 12, 1922.
During the years 1920-1931, nineteen nationalities from thirteen countries

submitted 525 petitions to the League of Nations citing violations of their
rights. Of these petitions, 155 accused Poland' of violations. From October
1931 on, some two hundred charges were filed against Poland concerning
atrocities committed during the pacification of the Ukrainians. During the
years 1920-1930, 63 petitions were submitted against Romania, 60 against
Czechoslovakia, and 53 against Yugoslavia.4
In 1934, hoping to bring an end to the flow of petitions, Poland refused to

cooperate with the League of Nations and to recognize its obligations as
outlined in-the minority treaty of 1919. This resulted in a weakened Polish
position on the international scene and did nothing to stem the growing
internal difficulties. In searching for a way out of this predicament, Warsaw
turned to an intensive polonization program. The results were predictable
increased violence, creation of two concentration camps, mass arrests, and a
subsequent increase in terroristic activities by the Organization of Ukrainian
Nationalists (OUN). The policy of "an eye for an eye" continued into the last
days of the existence of interwar Poland.
A similar situation existed in Czechoslovakia betwee4 the Czechs, the

Germans, and the Slovaks, and in Yugoslavia between the Serbs and the
Croats. Conflicting national aspirations had not withered away. On the
contrary, polonization , was moving . stubbornly toward confrontation and
ex losion. World War II merely helped speed it up andincreased its intensity.
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Eastern Europe's desire for a departure from the stars quo coincided in
the late 1930s with similar aims in Nazi Germany and Communist Soviet
Russia. Moreover, Germany and So 'et Russia shared an interest in the belt
separating them, a*fact which forced em in the initial stages to coordinate
their actions. The prevailing condition in Europe,' and particularly in some
east European countries, provided th
with issues, such as national selfdetermination, territorial claims, andbiapressed minorities, which would easily
be exploited.
In 1938, under the pretext of justifiable causes, east Europe entered the
most brutal period of its history, lasting until 1945 and beyond. The proces
began in Austria, whose annexation.to the Reich was approved by 99.75 o
the voting population in an Austrian Plebiscite on April 10, 1938. Despite the
presence of German troops and selective terror, this action was considered an

exercise in self-detertRination, a privilege denied them by the Western
democracies in 1919 when the Austrian constituent assembly had voted
Austria an integral part of Germany. R and large, the Westez democracies
remained silent, being aware of their owi inconsistency in handling the
problem of self-determination. AltEbugh at $ti4 time it appeared that justice
had been served, the. Austrians' self-determination would soon be obscured by
the totalitarianism of the Nazi state.
The fate of the Sudetenland. and Czechoslovakia was inescapable,
especially after the peaceful solution of the Austrian problem. After all, it was
argued, over 3 million German people living in a compact area for centuries
were entitled to self-determination just as the Czechs, the French, and others
were. Neville Chamberlain, Edward Daladier, 'Benito Mussolini, and Adolf
itler found themselves in agreement on that issue on September 29, 1938.at

conference in Munich. The warm welcome the Brish and French
esmen received uplan their return from Munich was for 'saving the peace,"
ell as a testimony to popular acknowledgment of previous wrongdoing. A
ain reaction followed. Now Prague, humiliated and weakened by the loss of
the Sudetenland, had to grant full autonomy to Sloyakia on October 4, and to
Carpatho-Ruthenia (Ukraine) on October8, 1938. Indeed, both acts were long
overdue, having been promised in the Pittsburgh Pact of May 30 and in the
Philadelphia Understanding of October 26, 1918, respectively.
At this point, Czechoslovakia's issues had been resolved in the spirit of a
jiist implementation of the principle of self-determination., The basic
democratic fratnework of the republic remained intact and had even been
improved through the elimination of the remnants of national discriminatDn.
Neighbors to the north and south believed the time was right ter submi
territorial claims s well.

On September 29, Poland, with the largest percentage of the national
minorities and the worst record in the treatment of them, subtnitted a virtual
ultimatum to Prague claiming the Teschen region, to which the Czech government yielded. Hitler was pleased to have a new partner in his Neuordnung of
Europe. Poland's reward for this precariously fragile partnership was an area
of 400 square miles and some 240,000 inhabitants, with less than 100,000
Poles.

The other territorial demand came from Hungary, a request for the
southern region of Slovakia where 700,000 Magyars lived. On November 2,

the German-Italian Commission gave Hungary a broad strip of southern
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1,000,

d Ruthenia, an area of 5,000 square Miles with a population of
Warsaw, in the past eager to establish a common frontier with

Hung

welcomed the decisioq, but she had to wait until, March 1939 to sae it

Slovakia

enacted. Budapest celebrated the partial recovery of Hungary's pre-1918
while rapidly falling into Hitler's web.
remainder of the country, now renamed Czecho-Slovakia, whetted
the appetites of Hitler and his new partner, Hungary. The epilogue to. Munich
began in Prague when the government depose-4 Msgr. Josef Tiso, the premier
territo

;

of Slovakia, accusing him of separatist intent. Tiso appealed for Hitler*
intervention, which Ikas duly forthcoming. President Hacha was summoned to

Berlin, and in a dramatic confrontation accepted protectosate. status for
Bohemia end Moravia, which were promptly occupied by German troopi..
Slovakia, now under German protection, proclaimed her independence on
March 14, 1939. Germany's involvement and its most benevolent suppOrt of
Slovak national aspirations should, howsver, neithei minimize norcondemn
the act of March 14, for the majority of Slovaks did not regret the collapse of
the republic and welcomed their national independence. The_mood of the
people began to undergo changes only in 1944, but never to the point of
relinquishing national aspirations.
The fate of Carpatho-Ruthenia, which proclaimed its independence as
Carpatho-Ukraine on March 15, 1939, was tragically different. On the next
day, with Hitler's permission and Poland's political support, Hungarian troops
invaded this tinylepubfic of 400,000 people. Stalin acquiesced because of his
fear of resurgent sentiment for Ukrainian national statehood sa dangerously

close to Soviet Ukraine. The paramilitary units of the "Carpathian Sich"
fiercely resisted the invaders. Within this sequence of events, Ukrainians were

the first to forcibly resist Hitler's Neuordnung, but Hitler's decision not to
tolerate Ukrainian national self- determination had the support not only of
Bud_ apest but also of Warsaw and Moscow.
Both Hitler and Stalin were eager to exploit national issues, adroitly using
them for their own designs and thereby adding a new dimension to their
.

strategies. Although the dismantlement of Czechoslovakia, except for resistance in Carpatho-Ukraine, had been accomplished peacefully, supporting in
some quarters the belief in Hitler's innocence, the events of the coining months
and years convi iced skeptics and the naive alike of the real nature of Nazism.
The realizatio of its naked brutality began to spread over Europe from Berlin
ti out, totalitarian ideologies, while in
and Moscow,: Ats Karl Jasper
n
of,"terror as such."
power, necessitate the administra
The Hitler-Stalin Pact of August 23, 1939 not only unchained the Second
World War but also initiated a new re-mapping of eastern Europe accommo-

dating Hitler's Lebensraum and the Soviet Union's territorial expansion

program, followed by Sovietization of the incorporated areas. The slightest
hopes for improvement of the fate of national minorities became an illusion.
The destruction of Poland and subsequent partition of her territory amounted
to a total disregard of the national self-determination of the Pples and
Poland's minorities. The incorporation of the Polish ethnbic territories, Upper.
Silesia, the Poznan province, and eastern' Pomerania, into the German ReiCklk.
and the forceful resettlement of the Poles into the General Gouvernement were
acts of conquest and violence:These historically Polish lands had experienced
German colonization from the time of Poland's first partition in 1772, yet had
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preserved their ethnic Polish character into the twentieth century. The number .
of Germans in the territories in 1931 amounted to 630,000, i.e:, 10% of the
total population. The irony of history his this same pattern of conquest and
depopulation applied against the defeated Nazi Germany in 1944-1945, with
the expulsion of the German population froM east of the. Oder-Neisse rivers.
Germany's partner, the Soviet Union, while,sharing the spoils, excused
the occupation of the eastern part of Poland, with a population of 13,199,000,
as an act of "liberation of the Belorussian and Ukrainian brethren from the
Polish yoke." But the Belorussian and Ukrainian lt inhabitants had not been
consulted about their coming "liberation," were not told about the Hitler-

- Stalin Pact, and no delegatiots begging for "liberation" reached Moicow
before the Red Army crossed the borders. There were no welcome banners, as

r.

was the case in 1941 when the German
were greed in towns and
villages. Meetings, propagspda, elections, and "unification" followed the fait
QCCQMPii, lhile all proeeduralcletails of "liberation" were formally wo

out in Moscow. The old yoke was replaced with the burdens of Soviet
citizenship and deplorable life under the totalitarian ;regime. National selfdetermination, never mentioned in the official propaganda, was substituted b

slogans of the "unification" with the quasi republics of the BSSR an
Ukrainian SSR. Ukrainian nationalism was proclaimed the "enemy of the
people," and the Russians introduced themselves as "big brotheri." The
"reunification" of Ukraine with the USSR in 1922, and then West Ukraine and
North Bukovina with the.Ukrainian SSR in 1939/1940, wasp one of the most
costly unifications in history in ACTITIS of human lives. Conservative estimates
for the period 1922-1955 run between 10 and 12 million Ukrainians who were
executed, starved to death during the 1932-1933 Stalin-instigated famine, or

perished in Siberian concentration camps. Belorussian losses for the same
period are `estimated as between 3 and 4 million people.
The fate and treatment of the peoples under Nazi and Soviet occupation
diniing the Second World War are discussed in separate chapters, and a
selected list of the literature on this subject is appended. The striking similarities of methoticused by the Nazi and Soviet powers to achieve their aims, are

well known. The differences as to detail as well as documentarY sources
available result from the fact that the defeat of Nazi Germany made original
documents available to the victors and researchers, whereas in the case of the

Soviet Union much of the source material remains out of reach, and only
limited data, some archival pieces and eyewitness accounts, offer fragmentary
insight into Soviet policy and action.
The fact 'remains undisputed, holt/ever, that the Hitler-Stalin partnership

resulted in tragic consequences for the whole of eastern Europe. Poland's
disappearance from the political map was only the beginning of the new
rearrangement, followed by the incorporation of the Baltic states, northern
Bukovina, and Bessarabia into the Soviet Union. With Hitler's support and the
Western powers' indifference, and under the threat of force, Stalin, proceeded
with the destruction of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania on September 29, 1939,

first with the establishment of Soviet naval and military bases and then
complete integration into the Soviet Union on June 15-16, 1940.

The liquidation of the Baltic states resulted from several motives: it
extended Soviet borders, thus providing increased security; it restored Imperial

1'4
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Russia's frontiers, referred to in Soviet historiography as an act of "reunification'; and it complied with the Marxist vision of world socialism. Ironically,
the latter,motive evolved not fromihe "proletarian revolution," but from the
Nazi:Noviet collaboration:
A different outcome of the Hitler-Stalin Pact affecting territorial change

and a national minority involved Romania. The twb northern territories,
,Bukovina and Bessarabia, formerly belonging to Austri

?espectivelx, cattle under the Soviet "sphere of in

ungar)I and Russia,

cc." Bukovina, an

Austrian province from 1774 until 1918, with a mixed pulation of 800,000
by 1910, comprised 305,000 Ukrainia4s livinimainly in the northern part, and
268,100 Romanians in the southern area. By 1930, the number of Ukrainians
increased to 582,115, living predominantly in Bukovina and in lesser numbers
in neighboring Bessarabia: Unlike Bessarabia, Bukovina had jever been a part
of the tsarist empire, and only the large Ukrainian population could serve as a
convenient argument tbr Stalin's decision to demand it from Romania for the

pake of liberation and unification" in an ultimatum of June 27, 1940,
Bessarabia, with a population of 2,452,000 (1939), mainly Rorzranian- speaking
(65°To), was part of the historical principality of Moldavia. Since the province
had been acquired by Russia in 1812, Moscow was offered another opportunity to insist on a historical claim.
A partial dismantling of Great Romaniaabegan on August 30, 1940 under
ressure from Berlin and Rome (Vienna Arbitrage). Bucharest agreed to yield
o Fitingary an area of 16,646 square miles (two-thirds of the Transylvania
province) with a mixed Hungarian-Romanian-German population of

2,392,600. According. to the 1930 census, the area contained 1,555,000
Magyars and some 700,000 Germans. On September 8, a further territorial
cession of some 3,000 sqtare miles (southern Dobrudja) was demanded by and
yielded to Bulgaria (the Treaty of Craiova). All in all, during 1940, Romania
lost 40,000 square miles of her territory and 4'million people, of which 40%
wire native Romanians. Admittedly, Romania once again became a nationate; however, a large number of Romanians concomitantly were made
national minorities, at least until 1944/1945.

A still diffitent course of fragmentation, rearrangement, and territorial
and demographic change took place in Yugoslavia. On April 6, 1941, German
troops invaded Yugoslavia,,and eleven days later the Yugoslav government
capitulated. The collapse of interwar Yugoslavia provided an opportunity for
a very different stttlement by the parties involved, thereby satisfying the
territorial claims of Hungary, Italy, and Bulgaria, and creating an "Independent Croat State," with the remaining, mainly Serbian territory falling under
German military administration. The political rearrangemnt remedied little.
Internal civil war involving the Chetniks, the Partisans, an,d the Ustashe on the
one hand, and emerging partisan' warfare against the German occupation on
the other, contributed to internal disintegration, mass resettlements, and huge
losses of human lives.
Hitler's Netiordnung implemented in Yugoslavia only in,th case of the
Northern
Croats resembled the application of national self-deterrninati
Slovenia, occupied by Germany, was incorporated into the Reic s frontiers,
tal area of
and the southern part, with Lubliana, in addition to half of the
Croatia, was annexed by Italy. Hungary reacquired the northern part of her
former province Vojvodina, comprising the whole of Batchka. Bulgaria was
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allowed to administer Macedonia, which she' claimed from the pre-World War
I era, and incorporated small areas along the Bulgarian-Yugoslav frontiers.

'6- Albania, under Italian protection and occupation, was rewarded with the
Kosovo province, populated .by some 750,000 Albanians. Montenegro
remained occupied by Italy. As mentioned before, Serbia, in addition to the
Banat, was under German military authority up until the time the Axis powers
were ,ilefeated.

Mor to the Nazi-Soviet war, the territorial changes made in eastern
Europe reflected Hitler's program for the destruction of the settlements made
by the Versailles peace treaty and its extensions --St. Germain, Trianon, and

Neuilly. Among the losers were Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, and
Yugoslavia, and among the winners were those former losers which had
revi§ionistic expectationsGermany, Hungary, and Bulgaria. When considering the principles of national rights, self - determination, and national freedom

in general, it might be concluded that the unsatisfactory situation only
worsened as it was changed. Increasingly, oppr
could not be accepted as
a permanent and satisfactory solution by those lo 'rig for an improvement in
the fate of national minorities. Germany invade the Soviet Union on June 22,
1941, embarking on a two-front war; while conditions in that part of Europe
stayed basically the Same. Eastern Galicia was incorporated into the remnants
the former Poland, now named General Gouvernement, and Bukovina and
Bessarabia were returned to Romania, which was generously compensated by
Hitler with a large piece of territory from Ukraine, Transnistria, together with
tile seaport Odessa.
Restoration of the territorial status quo' ante in eastern Europe
ea
ont.
possibility in 1944, when the German army retreated from the easte
However, what a few years earlier would have been considered inconceivable
became reality the Soviet army, having reconquered Soviet territory dt1ring

the summer of 1944, reached the Romanian border, and on August 24,the
Romanian government surrendered, offering the Soviet troops free access to
Hungary and the Balkan Peninsula. By the end of 1944, the whole of eastevi
Europe was free of German occupation, but was now overrun by the Soviet
army and faced with new political decisions.

Post -World War II Period
The post-World War II period witnessed several basic political, social,
economic, and demographic changes of historical significance. The reduced

presence of Jews in

all

of eastern 'Europe reflects the most obvious

demographic change. The forceful expulsion of German's (VOlksdeutsche)
from Poland, Czechoslovakia (sanctioned by the Potsdam Conference of

Augbst 2, 1945), and Hungary, resulting in a decline of their number to
500,000 at the most, represents another basic change in the ethnic composition
after 1945. As a consequence of these two singulal, events, two former multinational states, Poland and Czechoslovakia, emerged as nation-states,

especially after the Soviet reannexation of Western Belorutsia, Western
eaine, and Car-patho-Ukraine from Czechoslovakia on June 29, 1945. By
1970, some voluntary resettlements reduced the numbers of Hungarians let
Czechoslovakia to 572,569, a decline of 9% from 1930.
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As a result of these developnients, the proportionof national minorities in
eastern Europe was reduced to 7.2% from the 27.7% of the interwar pericid.
The Yugoslavian and Bulgarian situations remained almost unchanged, due to

-

"he restoratiolof their respective borders in 1939, with the exception of the
territory around the city of. Trieste, as provided by the agreement of 1954.
The elimination of the German element- from eastern Europe was not
limited to the demographic aspect: The restoration, of Poland within her
historical frontiers of the Piasf dynasty (10th-14th centuries) along the OderN-eisse rivers moved the boundaries of eastern Europe some 70 miles westward,
nuifying the centuries-long German drive to the east. Instead of becoming an
area for German colorfization,' eastern' Europe pushed its German Minorities
hack into the remnants of the Third Reich, the Federal Republic of Germany
and the Gentian Democratic Republic. It should be noted that the ouster of the
Germans was aided by their mass flight toescape theapproaching Soviet army
and the liquidation of some 2 million who perishedin reprisal for all atrocities .
and persecutions by'. the Nazis during %Wartime. In ,fact, Nazi Germ
brttality and disregard of:hasic national and human; htt made the expulsion

of Germans seem- morally and legally justifia

Berlin's refusal-'-'fo

compromise, to:take advantage of the rijectiop of the Soviet r
Balti, Belorussians
s, and many Othersi and her lack

e by the
awarenesS,,,

of the limits of Germany's potential and pOwercontribUted to the eXclusion of

Germany as an ally j that part of Europefor deeadetV,,come.
The forceful Sovietiiation of eastern E).irtiiii:ari: states %did nothing toimprove conditions. Moseow'S policies were equally opprOsive, and the deeply

rooted national,: consciousness ando economic 'hardships Continued. The'
problem of national minorities remained in seVereir,uiitries despite Marxist
claims of ,Having resolved national issues and COnftit'iti of the; past.
With the signing of the Peace treaties on February'10,1947 in Paris with
Hungary, Bulgaria, and Romania, the question of the borders, and thereby of
the ethnic minorities, was determined once again. Aetordingly, Hungary now

officially recognized th.e loss of the territories annexed in 109 and 1941,
including Transylvania and the southern rution'-Of SlOvakia. Hungary once,
again was made into a' nation-state, with 8.5W of .the population being
Magyars. As far as the problem of- Hungarian ;Minorities in Romania and
-Czechoslovakia is.'concerned, the difference -lieg in the fact that interwarr,
Hungary could speak and complain on bekalf of its countrymen, whereas the.
present regime pretends the problem-does not exist, tind only recently has the
issue been raised in Budapest. When and how the old Htingariari revisionism
can resurface depends on external developments rather than Budapest's ability'
and planning.
Bulgaria retained southern p-pbrudja but lost all the Yugoslav and Greek
territories that had been ',annexed and occupied during the War. By 1965,
Bulgaria's national minorities accounted for 12% of her :total :population
.
(8,277,866), the largest percentage of which were Muslims.
Romania was compensated for her loss of northern Aukovina and Bessarabia (Moldavian SSR)- with the return of Transylirania and; apart from the
large Hungarian and German minorities (1,706,876 ,and 358,732 as of 1977) '
,

comprised 88.1% ethnic Romanians. With the recent rise of nationalism,
Bucharest is returning to the. pOlicy of Romanization, especially of
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Transylvania, a province in dispute .for centuries, and billy a restraine4)
inentiori of Bessarabia by semiofficial quarters has been detected publicly.
Poland, despite her geographical dislocation; emerged after World War
as one of the most homogeneous societies, not only ethnically but religiously,
which contributed enormously to the revival of Polish historical nationalism,
especially of,its anti-Russian characteristic. The minor remnants of non-Poles
(2,1%), comprising an estimated 350,000 Ukrainians, 200,000 BelorussianS,
and 400,000 others, do not pose any particular problem, especially after the

forceful resettlement of Ukrainian Lemkos into the northern and western
voivodships. The outburst of anti-Semitism in the 1950s forced the remnants
of the Jews to emigrate, and their number at the present can be estimated at
sonic 20,000.

Czechoslovakia, left with only one larger ethnic group, the.iMagyars
(579,617) as of 1980), found herself in a more favorable position than before
1938. However, strife between. Czechs and Slovaks, even under different
political conditions, bears Watching. It is important to observe that Czechs and
Slovaks living outside of Czechoslovakia maintain their separateness at all
levels, including political, cultural, social, and scholarly.

By creating a federation of six republicsSerbia, Slovenia, Croatia,
Bosnia-Hercegovina, Montenegro, and Macedoniaindependent socialist
Yugoslavia endeavored to resolve national conflicts by implementing the
principle of self-determination. Only the Albanians, among the larger ethnic

groups (1,309,523), were denied theJ'right to set up their own "people's
republic," an&thy_continue to chal4 the system in the form of strikes,
riots, and general disobedience.
from this, Yugoslavia's national
minorities (those not identified with one of the republics), the Hungarians,
Ruthenians-Ukrainians; Italians, and others, enjoy a greater degree of
, national, religious,' and cultural freedom than the ethnic minorities in any
other east European state.

Although the old Serb-Croat animosity has diminished, it remains
potentially explosive. The massacre of the Croatian Ustashe at the end of the

war .by Tito's partisans, an act of retaliation against Ustashe wartime
massacres of non-Croatians, exacerbated siMmering rivalry. The hostility was
intensified further by economic strife and administrative posturing, as in the
case in Croatia in the early 1970s. Similar to the Czech-Slovak situation, th4e

Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes do not fraternize outside of Yugoslavia,
pbeferring to group themselves to their own organizations. The animosity
often translates into acts of violence and even assassinations, as has frequently
been the case in West Germany. Such a protracted state of unrelenting mutual
suspicion might easily _be transplanted into Yugosl via once again whenever

the power of the Communist systemeither weake or disintegrates to the
point of chaos. For these and other reasons, inclu ng the possibility of
external interference, the results of the Yugoslav feder tive socialist experiment remain unpredictable at best.
In summarizing the impact of World War II on population changes, it
should be noted that the size of the modern-day mass movement in eastern
Europe can be compared only with the mass migration of the fifth and sixth
centuries, which resulted. in significant changes in Europe's demographic
structure. By using Joseph B. Schechtman's findings5 and updating them for
the 1945-1946 period, we can estimate that the number of peoples affected by
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all forms of transfer, evacuation, expulsion, and voluntary and involuntary

resettlements totals 14 million. This number.does not even include the approximately 9 million Jews and others who,,ivere physically liquidated by either Nazi
Germany or Soviet Russia, which would raise the total to 23 million people.
Based on this figure, four out of ten persons of the pre-World War. II
populatiOn of all eastern European-countries were either removed from their

native places and regions or perished altogether in less than a decade. A
further footnote to the 'above figures is that approximately 1 million east
Ii uropean political refugees fled to the West to escape the advancing Soviet
anted forces, and perhaps as many were deported to Siberia, mainly from'
West Ukraine? West Belorussia., Poland, ,Romania; and Hungary. Hence, the
number of 2.3 million, as asserted here, should .easily stand.up. to-any critical
challenge.

Concluding Observations
The importance of the sational minorities in eastern Europe in all three
periods -- interwar, World War II, and since 1945has been discussed at some
length. While the degree varies from one country and one period to another,
the national minorities problem warrants an extensive study within the context
of modem history, since it applies to many, other parts of the world.
It is possible to speak of two different phases 'pertaining to the eastern
European ethnic Minorities problem, and the question of differences, in both
periods must be answered on several levels. While in the interwar period the
issue of nationalities involved not only the desire for self-determination but
also the demand for significant-territorial changes within the existing states,
the post-World War H situation virtually eliminated the necessity for major
territorial adjustments. Compared to the Albanians in ,Yugoslayia and the
Hungarians in Romania and Czechoslovakia, the ethnic problems in other
countries are of lesser importance. For instance, the small territorial-pockets
of Belorudisians in Poland, Ukrainians in Poland, Romania, and Czechoslovakia, Slostenes in Austria and Italy, and Turks in Bulgaria do not contain the
potential for eruption or challenge to the respective states. In those cases, the
regional problem has been defused and replaced with concerns for cultural

development, human rights, survival of educational institutions, and

preservation of the language. These concerns are equally present in any west
European country comprising'ethnic elements. The difference remains in the
absence of political freedom in all east European states.
Denationalization, widely practiced in eastern Europe in.the past, survives
into the present. All regimes, including the USSR, officially profess to Marxist
intitnationalism, insisting on having resolved national issues and removed
nationalistic conflicts by abolishing all forms of former political, national, and
economic discrimination.
In fact, theorAand practice have diverged in a number of ca s and
where in a communist country the population suffered totals
rule, the weight of this bore especially heavily on the minority
which found itself under a double pressure. With the growth of the
'national element in the policies ... in the late 1950s and early 1960s,
the pressure on the minorities tended to increase.
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This pressure leads to denationalization of ethnic groups that are attempting to escape the additicalal hardships caused by their origin. While motives
differ, the results remain the samean increase of the dominant nationality
and a decline:of the ethnic minority. This was especially true in Poland and
_Romania throughout the interwar and postwar periods. More recently, the
process of deliberate denationalization was initiated in Yugoslavia, as the
results of the 1981 census indicate. For the-first time since 1945, the number of
various non-Serbian nationalities began to decline at the expense of publicly
encouraged "Yugoslavism," the Yugoslav equivalent of Moscow's prograM of
Sovietization, which was to result in a monolithic society'. Since the number of
Yugoslays increased from 273,077 in 1971 to 1,150,000 in 1981, a correspond-.

ing decline of almost all non-Serbian nationalities, including Croats (by

98,647) and even Ruthenian-Ukrainians (by 2,483), cannot be explained as the
result
marriagesonly.
The resul of the 1981 census have been officially commended as a
"victory over na nalism," thereby implying that socialism and the process of
Yugoslavization ar compatible and that society as a whole is progressing. It is
uncertain whether th trend will continue in the future, for in the censuses of
1953, 1961, and 1971, the number of "Yugoslays" vacillated '998,698 in 1953,

and only 263,077 in 1971. Obviously, the return to a traditional national
identity can repeat itself again under different conditions, a possibility not
only in the case of Yugoslavia, but equally so in the rest of eastern Europe.
The Soviet- Union is no exception, as recent events indicate. To many nonRussians, the Soviet Union remains the notorious "prison of nations."
Neither nationalism nor ethnic awareness has been obliterated in eastern
Europe, despite the 35-year-long experiment in socialism which has denied
nationalistic values, identities, and appeals. The present situation is not unlike
the interwar period, with its discrimination, restrictions, and lack of basic

human and national freedom. This fact stands in stark contrast to the

pronouncement of the Universal Declaration of llunian Rights adopted and
proclaimed by the General Assembly of the United,Nations on December 10,1948. Its Article 15 assures that "everyone has the right to a nationality," and
Article 2 states that ,"everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth
in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
property or other status." For many peoples of eastern Europe, there has been
no evidence to suggest that these rights exist.
The history of eastern Europe since 1919 clearly demonstrates that
minorities are most often oppressed by equally oppressed majorities. Perhaps
the recent events in Poland serve to keep alive a flicker of hope for a better
futurr for both
minorities and majorities.
ot
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on Eastern Europe of the American Council of Learned Societies in 1976 in Seattle,
Washington. The conference recognized that ethnicity has-been a factor in determining
the developments in eastern Europe from the middle of the aghteenth century'until the
present and that 'there is a need for a more general understanding of its impact. The
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des internationilen Minderheitenichaties.. Positives materiel es MInderheitenrecht.
Introduction by Graf Stephan Bethien. Budapest: R. Gergely Verlag, 1937. 475p.'
A global treatment concentrating on east central Europe, the book includes interstate agreements on protection of minorities and reviews the le of the League of
es. See also: Erler,
Nations. It contains relevant documents in their original 1

Georg H. J. Das Recht der nationalen Minderheiten. Deutschtum und Ausland. Studien

zur Auslandkultur, Heft 37/39. Munster in Westfalen: Aschendorffsche .Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1931, 1931. '530p. This title contains an extensive review of nationality
statistics, historical background, education, protection of minorities, politics, etc., in
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland.
34. Mair, Lucy Philip. The Protection of Minorities: The Working and Scope of the
Minorities Treaties under the League of Nations. London: Christophers, 1928. 244p.
The author reviews the treaties and actions on behalf of the national minorities
placed under the protection of the League of Nations.
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Stone. Julius. international Guarantees of Minority Rights: Procedures oI the
League of Nations in Theory and Practice. London: Oxford University Press, 1932.
297p.
.,4
The book offers an account of the role of the Council of the League of Nations as
protector of minorities and of its Successes and faAtires since 1919. Four valuable

appendixes enhance the usefulness of the book to the casual student. Excellent'
treatment of a complicated subject.
6. Stone, Julius. Regional Guarantees of Minority Rights: A Study of Minorities
Procedure in Upper Silesia., Cambridge, MA: Bureau of International Research,

Harvard University, 1933. 313p.
A companion yolume to the author's International Guarantees of Minority Rights,

this study deals with the procedure in force that protects minority rights in Upper
Silesia, The appendixes include the text of the German-Polish Convention of May 15,
19p, acrd the rules of procedure of the mixed Comrnissimigr°Upper Silesia. The book
retrains the standard work on the Geneva Convention of 1922.
37. Veiter, 'Theodor, ed. System eines inteinationakn Volksgruppenrechts. I. Teil:
Grtodlagen und Begriffe. VOlkerrechtliche Abhandlungen. Band 3/1. Vienna, 1970.
European experts -describe the juridical relationship between the law of ethnic
groups on one side and international law and human rights on the other as it exists in
authoritarian states and in democracies. The practice in east European countries before

and after World War II is frequently referred to and used for clarification of the
prOblenk
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38.

Batowski, Henryk, ed. Irredents niemiecka w Europie irodkowej i poludniowowschodniej przed 1T wojnq iwiatowt (German Irredenta in Central and South-Eastern,:

Europe before World War II). Cracow: Pailsiwowe Wydawn. Naukowe, Oddz. w
Krakowie, 1971. 281p.
The purpose of this work is to show what part the German minorities living in east
Euro played during the interwar period, specifically in. CzechoslOvakia, Poland:

Hungary, Romania, and Yugoslavia. A team of authors discuss in brief outline the
position and activities of those Germans who maintained particul3rly close links with
the Reich and the Nazi. party organization. Included are maps, a name index, al
graphical index, ands a list of Germari organizations. Each chapter provides an updated
bibliography in German and other languages.
39.
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Brunner, Georg, and Meissner, Boris,- eds. Nationalititen-Pxpbleme in der

Sowjetunion und Osteuropa. Köln: Markus Verlag, 1982. 221p.
This is the first German publication dealing with the non-Russian nationalities of
the USSR and national minorities of the eait. European states. Each chapter offers a

general introduction, a short historical background, statistical data, the legal and
political treatment of the minorities, and an updated selected bibliography. Appendixes
provide statistical data based on official censuses for the nationalities of the post-World
War II period in/each' countiy. Pertinent and well-condensed information introduces
the reader to a complex and less known area of Soviet and east European studies.
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40. Chaszar, Edward. ,"The Problem of National' 'Minorities before and after the
Paris Peace Treaties of 1947." Nationalities Papers 9:2 (Fall 1981)1 195-206.

The League of Nations had minority petitions presented in its council, yet the
League lacked sanctions and had to rely on internal (national) constitutions. The U,N.
has not followed suit. The Paris Peace Treaties after World War II favored forcible
transfer of minority populations. Thus, minority rights remained unprotected, although
they were included in the human rights provisions of the charter.
41.

Chmelai, Josef. Evropski many s4ck orgastisacieh European Minorities in

Their Organizations). Narodnostni °duly (Nationalities Questions); vol. 2. Prague:

spole&ost pro studium mengino*h otazek, Orbis,1933. 57p.
The subject of this booklet it the organizations' of national minorities in Europe
after World War 1 and their cooperation, with emphasis on central east Europe. A
bibliography is included.
42.

Chmelai, Joseph. National Minorities in Central Europe. Prague: Orbis, 1937.

105p. Map.

Following the country-by-country approach, the author discusses national
minorities in Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Austria, Italy,

GerMany, and the Baltic states during the post-World War I period. This is a iery
useful, though brief, survey of the area of intermingled nationalities. A map of central
Europe's nationalities mosaic is attached.
43.

Congress of European 'Nationalities. Sitzungsbericht des ,Kongresses der

organislerten nationalen Gruppen in den Stamen Europas. 13 vols. Wien and Leipzig:

In Kommission bei Wilhelm Braumiiller UniversitAts-Verlagsbuch-handlung,
1626-1938.

Thirteen congresses were held annually between 1925 and 1937, usually in Geneva.

Representatives of the ethnic minorities chiefly from Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, and Romania made situation reports reflecting the problems of nationalities
in those states as well as the degree of implementation of minority rights and the possibilities for peaceful solutions. Included are addresses, statistical materials, reports on
group and individual cases, and resolutions presented to the congresses,.
44., Dami, Aldo. Les nouveaux martyrs; destin des minorites. Paris: Fernand s Sorlot
[1936]. xvii, 277p. Tables.

An extensive discussion of the fate of MC Ruthenians (Ukrainians) in *

Czechoslovakia. and of Hungarians in Czechoslovakia, Romania, and Ytigoslavia.
In
,
each case, historical background is provided together with statistical data. Appendixes
include texts of treaties and agreements concerning the rights of the national minorities
in Czechoslovakia, Roniania, and Yugoslavia.
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45.

Dawidowicz, Lucy S ed. The Golden Tradition: Jewish Life and Thought in

Eastern Europe. New York: Holt;.Rinehart & Winston,'1967,. 502p, Maps.

This is an anthology of memoirs and biographical setches of Jewish writers,

.

politicians, revolutionaries, and scholars from eastern Europe. Taken all together, the
effect is a picture of the spiritual atmosphere and crosscurrents of east European Jewry
from the beginning of the eighteenth century up to the Second World War. A scholarly
introduction traces the history of spiritual and political .movements of the period.
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416; Dawidowicz, Lucy S. ills War against the Jews, 1933-1945. New York: Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, 1975.

460p.

In. addition to discussing .Nazi extermination of Jews, the author analyzes the
prevailing forms of anti-Sault* in east European countries.
47. Deutsche Ostsiedlung Is Mittelalter. mid Nemzeit. Studien zum Deutschtum im
Osten, <Heft 8. Köln: Bahian Verlag, 1971. 240p.

In 1970/1971, the University of Bonn arranged a series of lectures devoted to the
----Topic of the-German- settlement in themist_duringthe Middle Ages and Modern times.
These 12 lectures are included in this collection, which is a splendid introduction to this

topic although it closes with the year 1914. It appears from, these studies that the
"German" settlement in the east could be regarded in a broader, sense as a west
European settlement.

f8. Gsatl, Erni:). Nenutetiseq, whales, ertebniseq(Nationality, Morals, Intelligentsia).
Budapest: Szipirodaltiti Publishers, 1978. 472p.
While the author analyzes the meanings and implications of "nation" and "nation-

ality," the problems connected with literature on nationality are at the center of his
interest. In fact, he draws out examples from studies or other' literary products to
.

illustrate points encountered during the scrutiny of histories of ideas, including the ones
underlying programs and claims of nationalities. A favorite study of Gall's is the history
of ideas in Transylvania.

Grulich, Rudolf, and Pulte, Peter. Nationale Mindeibeiten In Europa: Fine
Dirsteilung der Problematik it Doliumestea and Mat riales irk des eitropiiisciten
Volkagruppen mid Spraciunisderimiten. Foreword by Prof. Dr. 'Johannes. Hampel.
Opladen: Heggen Verlag, 1975. 215p. Map. Statistical tables.
The volume comprises six sections. The 63-page introduction provides the most
essential data aboit the most important countries in Europe that. contain national
49.

minorities. The data include the numbers and percentages of national minoritiesAlts well

as terse infonnatioh about the positions, cultural, educational, and the like, of the
larger minorities within the various countries. Other sections deal with international and
supranational documents and documents and material records of individual European

states. A short list covers the addresses of research and interest organizations (not
separated nationally) and of nationality-group organizations tabulated according to
individual countries.
50.

Janowsky, Oscar

I.

Nationalities and National Minorities: With Special

Reference to East- Central Europe. New York: Macmillan, 1945. 232p.
This general account of the interwar development in Europe and in eastern Europe

in particular concludes with the author's proposed solution, the creation of a large
federation of nations of east central Europe.
51.

Junghann, Otto. National Minorities In Europe. New York: Covici-Friede

Publishers. 1932. 121p.

One of the ideals for which the First World War was fought was the right of
peoples to self-determination. In addition, internationally guaranteed treaties were
enacted for the protection of minorities. yet the newly enlarged states could nOt resist
temptations either to take advantage of possibilities under the protection of the victors
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or to avenge injustices. Consequently, radical hostility was expressed towards minorities
and national tolerance was often fully clisregardetL4
52.

King, Robert R. Minorities under Communism: Nationalities as a Source of

Tension among Balkan Communist States. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1973. 326p.

The subtitle of this book Is more descriptive of the contents than is the main title.
King is less interested,in the political, cultural, and socioeconomic conditions per se of
Czechoslovakia
the eshnic4niaciritihe several Balkan Communist states (in_ch.
and Hungary) than he is in, ascertaining how ffe relations between a Staatsvolk and the
ethnic minorities in any particular Communist state become a source of international
tension between several Communist states. King's' thesis is that communism has not

solved the nationality problem in eastern Europe. Cases of Communist interstate
tension that are studied in this book in order to illustrate and confirm its main thesis are
the Czechoslovak-Hungarian conflict, the Romanian-,Hungarian controversy, and the
Yugoslav-Albanian disagreement.
53. Komjathy, Anthony, and Stockwell, Rebecca. German Minorities and the Third
'Reich. New York: Holmes & Meier Publishers, 1980, xii, 217p.
The central aim of this study is to describe the relationship between German ethnic

minorities in CzechosIdvakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia and the
Third Reich in the period between World War I and the end of World War II. After
World War II, about five and a half million. folk Germans were expelled from east

central European countries. They were accused of supporting Nazi Germany,
promoting Nazism, serving the Reich's imperialism, and providing a fifth column for
the German army. Stereotyping German ethnic minorities as a fifth column or as a blind

instrument of the Third' Reich's imperialism ars found to be grossly misleading.
German minorities belonged to diverse political groups, Marxist, conservative, liberal,
and Nazi, although most of them had one common characteristic, the desire to preserve

their cultural identity, their Germanness. Strong efforts of some governments to
assimilate them only strengthened their resistance to acculturation.
54.

Lendvai, Paul. Atti-Semitism without Jews: Communist Eastern Europe.

Garden City, NY. Doubleday, 1971. 393p.

This study examines the present conditions and status of Jews in Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Romania. Despite the enormous numerical decrease of
Jews since World War Il (to about 0.23/4 of the total population), many of the problems
remained, including anti-Semitism in various forms. In addition to a large number of

appended documents, the author offers his own analysis, which is not entirely
supportable by history. Nevertheless, the book provides a wealth of information for
tic
future historians.
Meyer, Peter, et al. The Jews in the Soviet Satellites. Syracuse, NY: Syracuse
University Press, 1953. 637p.
This is a collection of surveys on the situation of the Jews in five Soviet bloc
countries up to spring 1953. Each survey begins with a review of the situation before the
55.

Second World War and during the Nazi occupation, but deals mainly with the
Communist attitude toward Jewish problems and the effect of the Soviet system on
Jewish life, The work is based on Communist-sponsored Jewish publications, official

documents, and Jewish press from the West. There is an excellent, extensive
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bibliography under the headings "Czechoslovakia," by Peter Meyer; "Hungary," by
Eugene Duchinsky; and "Poland" and "Polish Jews under Soviet Rule," by Bernard
Weinryb..
56.

Niederhauser,

Emil. A Nemzed mitgujalisk mozgalmak ktlet-eurOpisban

(National Renewal Movements in Eastern Europe). Budapest: Akademia Publishers,
1P77. 385p.

A novel approach is used here for the analysis of movements of national renewal.
Instead of dealing with them one by one, the author provides comparisons on various
levels of such related topics as the emergence of cultural institdtions, mational-language

education,Tnerature, theafr-t;thiisicifbi-Catory and historical consciousness, and ,
so on. Also, social programs and activities (uprisings and revolutions) are discussed.
The comparisons of the various national movements help In identifying their principal

patterns. Additional aspects examined and compared include history writing and
historical consciousness as well as the ballot and'the constitution.
57.

Rhode, Gotthold. Natimuditiitenproblesu In Oat and SildosteurOps. Darmstadt:
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1973. 110p.
The various nationalities of east Europe are extensively reviewed from historical
and political perspectives. The autho
scholarship and objectivity are well
demonstrated.
'58. Schechtman, Joseph B. European Population Transfers, 1939-1945. Studies of
the Institute of World Affairs. New YorJo Oxford University Press, 1946. xi, 532p.
Illus. Maps. Bibliography'
This study mirrors a phase of the profound social transformation in central nd

southeastern Europe and its implications for the years to come. Its immediate concern is
the decisions of the Potsdam Declaration of 1945, which envisaged population transfer
as instrumental to the final peace settlement. In addition to the resettlement of Germans

from east European countries, the transTer of non-German minorities is-discussed:
Appendixes provide statistical tabulations for all transferred or, resettled nationalities
during the years 1939-1945.

Schmelz, Uziel 0., comp. Jewish Deinography and Statistics: Bibliography for
1920-1960 + Addenda. 2 vols. Jerusalem: Hebrew University, Institute for Contemporary Jewry, 1961.
Approximately 5,000 items relating to Jewish communities throughout the world
are listed in this very useful, extensive bibliography. It includes books and articles in
many languages, adding .English translations of titles in lesser-known languages.
Demography is used here in a wide sense to include health, economy, education, social
matters, and community organizatidn. A third volume with new material up to 1966
59.

and an addendum for 1920-1960 was' published in 1968. Another bibliography,
narrower in scope, is Jews in the Communist World: A Bibliography, 1945-1962 (New
York: pro Arte, 1963, 125p.), by Randolph L. Braharn and Mordecai M. Hauer. This
selected bibliography of books and articles lists 845 entries. Part A lists references to
non-English literature, with titles in lesser-known languages translated into English.
Part B supplements an earlier compilation by Braham entitled Jews in the Communist
World: A Bibliography, 19451960 (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1961, 64p.), which
listed materials in English only.
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Schulz, Eberhard G., ed. Le stung. and Seisicitsal: Abhimdlungen and Berichte
Ober die Dentaciten im Osten. Köln: &Alan Verlag, 1967. 414p.
The book is divided into five parts: history of settlement and languages, climate
and economic history, cultUral history, political history, and postwar deVelopments. It
deals with the contribution of the Germans to the development of east central Europe,
and in particular their previous settlement areas within the German borders of 1937, in
Poland and in Czechoslovakia. The fate of Germans in the Soviet Union from 1917 to
60.

1965 is discussed briefly. The contributions give a gout- picture of the political,
ems of the Germans, which for political reasons are
economic, and cultural achie
4.1
tnisi
today either minimized
a

61. Seraphim, Peter H. Das Jaisignium fea osieuropilsches Raum. Essen: Essencr
Verlagsanstalt, 1938. 736p. thus. Maps. Ports.
This is a history of the Jews in eastern. Europe from their first settlement there until
the Second World War, Prepared in cooperation with the Institut fOr osteuropaische
Wirtschaft of Konigsberg University, the study presents more details on the economic
aspect of Jewish life and the participation of Jews ein the economy ©f the various
countries than on the cultural and religious life of the Jews. A special chapter is devoted
to demography and statistics. Although it is anti-Semitic, this is the only general history
of east European Jewry in a Western language:

Stillschweig, Kurt. Die Juden Osteuropas in den MInderheitenvertriegen. Berlin:
J. Jastrow, 1536. 207p,
The minority treaties between the Allied Powers of the First World War and new
states, and the provisions in peace treaties with defeated nations, guaranteed the
62.

religitius, linguistic, and educational rights of Jews in eastern Europe. This book
discusses these rights and the factors involved in their adoption. For information on the
struggle for Jewish autonomy and minority rights in Europe and the United States, see

also Janowsky, Oscar 1., The Jews and Minority Rights (1898-1919). New York:
Columbia University Press, 1933. 419p.
63.

Straka, Manfred, ed. Handbuch der europiiischen Volksgruppen. Ethnos, vol. 8.

Published on behalf of the Foderalistische Union Europliischer Volksgruppen,
Povl Skadcgard, Secretary General. Vienna: Wilhelm Braumiiller UniversitatsVerlagsbuchhandlung, 1970. 658p.
This book deals with all European ethnic groups, but two-thirds of it is devoted to.

eastern and southeastern Europe. Essays discuss individual ethnic groups within.
particular' states and are generally divided up as follows: history, statistics, legal
position, political representation, religious and church life, language, schools, masmedia, and the position in the state.
64. Trunk, Isaiah. Judeurat: The Jewish Councils in Eastern Europe under Nazi
Occupati% Introduction by Jacob Robinson. New York: Macmillan,, 1972. 664p.
The Midy centers on the questions: Why and how did the councils (Judenrat) work
and was Jewish-Nazi cooperation decisive in the destruction of European Jewry? To
arrive at an answer to these questions, the author spent five years of study aid research
in various Jewish archives in the United States, Israel, and Germany, in addition to
compiling a personal collection of notes and summaries of documents in Poland during
the years 1946-1950. The notes cover 62 pages. In addition, Trunk utilized 927 question, naires that were filled out by survivors. The author set for himself the task of writing an
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objective history of the councils; his intention was not to pronounce judgment on those
institutions but rather to probe deeply into the entire complex topic.
65.

Vago, Bela. The Shadow of the Swastika: The Rise of Fascism and Anti -

Semitism in the Danube Basin, 1936.1939. Published for the Institute of Jewish Affairs.
London, Westmead, Hants, England: Saxon House, D.C. Health, 1975. 431p.
Vago has used British Foreign Office material relevant to the precarious position of

Jews in Romania, Czechoslovakia. and Hungary within the general framework of
domestic develpprnents from1936 until August 1939. Of the documents included, 164

are prinredin part or in full.
66. %ester, Theodor, ed. Volkstum zwischen Moldan, Elsa mid Donau. Festschrift
fur Franz Hieronymus Riedl. Ethnos, vol. 10. Publication series of the Research Group

for Questions of Nationality and Language. Marburg/Lahn. Vienna: Wilhelm
Braumaller Universittits-Verlagsbuchhandlurig, 1971. 416p.

The 32 essays deal with the area between Silesia, Transylvania, and Tk.ent.
Arranged by subjeCt, they are concerned with ethnopolitical and nationality questions.

This is an impressive volume, although, as is the nature of such commemorative
publications, the essays are of varying quality. Some articles stand out above the others,
such as Ermacora's contribution on the "Plebiscite (1920 in Carinthia) as a model for
the application of the right to self-determination in the community of nations," and the

contributions by Burmeister and Meusburger on the Italian minority in Vorarlberg,
1870-1918, and on the transfer of those willing from South Tyrol to Vorarlberg and
their integration.
de Zayas, Alfred M. Nit 113CSIS at Potsdam: The Anglo- Americans and the
Expulsion of the Germans. Background, Execution, Conseq
67.

Boston: Rout ledge and Kegan Paul, 1979. 268p. Illus.
This is a new edition of a book that describes the expulsion
15 million Germans 2
million of whom did not survive, from most parts of east
utope, a process which
has received scant attention by Western scholars. It is aston
g that 34 years later, so
little is known in the English-speaking ,iorld about
tragic ent. The author
attempts to remedy this situation by discussing the flight pr -.'
the expulsion and
the actual transfer and its consequences against the historical pieced is and principles

of population transfers. He pays special attention to the role and attitudes of the
Western Allies.
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69,
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70.
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N ational-Minorities
in Poland,
19194980
Kenneth C. Farmer,
with the assistance of David Crowe (Jews)

and Richard Slat* (Germans)

HISTORICAL SUMMARY
Poland in the twentieth century has had a troubled history of minority
nationality relations, all of it complex and Much of it violent. Part of the
problem throughout history has been the difficulty of defining the locatio
the Polish state; as in much of eastern Europe, there are no unamb"
s
geographical frontiers, and the villages and settlements have been
, so
that there have been no distinct ethnic boundaries either. Included
Polish
territory, therefore, have been Ukrainians, pelorussians, Lithuarti
Czechs,
Germans, and Rtissians, in addition to Poles and Jewsto
on only the
major ones. There have also been numerous numerically smaller
°graphic
groups such as Gypsies, Kashubs, ICaraims, and Goralen (a small
fiercely
independent Carpathian mountain people). In addition, Poles
tved in all
the neighboring east and central European countries, in
g the Russian
empire and the present-day Soviet Union.
As a result of her unfortunate location between Germany and the Russian
empire, Poland has in the modern age been successively partitioned between
these two competing and expanding powers, disappearing from the map
entirely as a political entity in 1795. In 1807, with Napoleon's help, a Duchy of
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Warsaw was created, followed in 1815 by. so-called "Coilgress Poland." By
1830, however, even the pretense that Congress Poland was other than a
suzerainty of the tsar had been dropped.
.

Minorities in Interwar Poland, 1919-1939
The avowed intent of the Allied powers at the close of World War I was to
create an independent Polish state on the ethnographic principle, comprised of
unquestionably Polish territories and having free access to the sea.1 This was
the thirteenth of President Woodrow Wilson's famous Fourteen Points, which

became the nominal guidelines for the territorial settlements in postwar
Europe. The underlying principle of the Fourteen Points was that of "national
self-determination," the radical, indeed for its time revolutionary, idea that
national self-identity shoultbe the basis for the formation of an independent
state. While it was given much lip service, the principle was not really applied
at the peace conference because it was essentially unworkable: its rigorous
application would have led to-the creati9a of dozens of small states, unviable
economically, geopolitically, and militarily.

In fact, the creation of an independent Polish state reflected less the
principle of national self-determination than the desire of the Allies to isolate
Germany and Bolshevik Russia with a cordon sanitaire. Polish spokesmen
(unlike the Germans and Soviets admitted to the peace conference) were even
less concerned with national self-determination except insofar as it applied to

Poles. Roman Dmowski's memorandum to the Commission on Polish
Problems of the Supreme Council of the Paris Peace Conference, for example,
made the following territorial demands. for Poland: in the west, Upper Silesia
and part of Breslau province, Western Prussia, the southeth half of Eastern
Prussia, and' most of Pomerania. In the east, the Poles demanded Lithuania,

two-thirds of Belorussia, and virtually all of Western Ukraine including
Galicia.2 The Poles claimed for Poland any' territory that contained Polish
inhabitants; fully half the population.of the proposed Polish state would have
been non-Polish.

German protests against a draft treaty based on these demands were

vocal, leading to a series of plebiscites on the status of Upper Silesia and East
Prussia, the results of which favored German administration of these
territories. Meanwhile, Polish rebels were staging uprisings in Upper Silesia.

Eventually, the differences over Upper Silesia were reconciled, as were
differences over East Prussia and West Prussia, although Polish gains
in these territories were smaller than in Upper Silesia. All told, the German
empire lost to Poland a total of 3,947,537 people, including about 1,670,000
Volksdeutsche.

In the east, lukewarm Allied interest in the non-Russian peoples of the
Russian empire, the withdrawal of German forces, and Bolshevik preoccupation with the civil war in Russia all permitted the Poles to gain significant
territory, essentially by conquest. The Riga Treaty of March 18, 1921 resulted
in the incorporation of Vilna province In Lithuania into Poland. The same
treaty recognized the partition of Belorussian and Ukrainian territories
between Poland and Soviet Russia. These annexations were accomplished
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primarily as a result of military activities, bur in the end the Polish-Soviet
frontier was recognized by the /Western powers.3

Bitter confrontations be ween Poles and Ukrainians also marked the
creation of the eastern fronti rs. Ukraine, as well as 'Poland, had aspirations
or independent statehood f lowing the collapse of the Russian and Austrian
empires. The conflict center around Western Ukrainian territories to which

Poland made a "historic claim": Eastern Galicia, Kho

hchyna, and

Volhynia. A Ukrainian nati nrik republic had been establish on January 22,
1918 in/Kiev, and its western borders had been recognized n the Treaty of
BreSt-titovsk of February 9, 1918. Following .the collapse f the Habsburg

monarchy; Ukrainians proclaimed an independent U ainian Western

Republic, soon to be attacked by the Poles. The Ukrainian in conflict also
with the Bolsheviks, were unable to sustain a two-front s
independence. Prolonged clashes for the possession of Ukraine were vonclu
by the'
Riga Treaty, and Western Ukraine fell to Polish rule (the voivodships of
Lwow, Stanislaw*, and Tarnopol). In March 1923, the Council of
Ambassadors vested complete sovereign power over Western Ukraine in
Poland.
Thus, the newly independent Polish Rep lic, created nominally on the
basis of the principle of national self-determination, came into existence as a
multinational state in which, at best, only about two-thirds of the population
was Polish.4 The 1921 census (the figures of which are disputed by non-Polish
historians) give the following breakdown Of the population: Poles; 69.207o;
Ukrainians, 15.2%; Jews, 8.0%; Belorussians, 4.0%; and Germans, 3.0%.
The remaining 0.6% was comprised of Lithuanians, Russians, Czechs, Tatars,
and Karaites.5

In spite of the federalist orientations or leaders like Jozef Pilsudski and
the efforts of sympathetic Poles such as Leon Wasilewski, interwar. Poland,
was not a multinational federation of nationalities living together on the basis
of equality; rather, a nation-state mentality dominated the thinking of the
Poles, and Poland was a Polish republic with a large number of minorities.
This attitude fostered constant hostility and strife between Poles and nonPores. The efforts of the Polish state were oriented not toward accommodation, but toward pacifying and Polonizing its dissatisfied minorities,
particularly its large Ukrainian, Belorussian, and German nationalities.
German mistrust of Polish nationality policies in large part bibught this
problem to international attention. The dissatisfaction of Germany with the
Versailles settlement, along with the efforts of Jewish organizations in Britain,
France, and the United States, was the major stimulus for the minorities treaty ,
of June 28, 1919. The east Slavic nationalities and the Lithuanians had less
influence on the treaty because the eastern borders had not as yet been settled.

The treaty significantly limited Polish sovereignty, insofar as

its

provisions were stated to be fundamental principles of the state, and were in

fact to be guaranteed by the League of Nations.6 Protection df national
minorities became a precondition for recognition of Poland and for its

admission to the League of Nations. The,treaty, consisting` of twelve articles,
guaranteed equality to non-Polish citizens in political, cultural, economic, and
religious life.' The Polish government, lukewarm about the treaty at best,
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regarded it as a gesture of appeasement to Germany, Voicing the fear that it
would handicap Poland in international affairs, since any member state of the'
League of Nations could formally charge Poland with infractions of the
treaty.8 Until Hitler's accession to power in 1933, Germany rarely missed an
opportunity to embarrass Poland through charges in the League of Nations of
minority abuses.9 This German harassment was no doubt meant as much' to
discredit, Polish ability to rule and to foster irredentism in Polalt=ts was a
genuine protest against real abuses. Germany was not the only state to charge
Poland with abuses.. During 1920-1931, there were 247 petitions: the Germans
filed 104; Ukrainians, 85; Jews, 33; Lithuanians, 19; and Belorussians* 62°
The Polish government signed other international conventions pledging to
safeguard the rights of all its minorities. Article VII of the Treaty of Riga with
the USSR bound both countries to respect minority. rights. An international
convention on the status of Upper Silesia, signed with Germany in May 1922,
'contained similar provisions. Further guarantees of minority rights, based on
the provisions of the minorities treaty, were incorporated directly into the first
constitution of the Polish state." Finally, a series of laws, the so-called "Lex
Grabski," was passed in July 1924 in response to Ukrainian, Belorussian, and

Lithuanian 'complaints about educational, linguistic, and political

r
discrimination.11.
The period 1919-1926 saw worsening relations between the state and the
minority nationalities, due to the chauvinism of central and lOcal officials, and
continuing opposition among some minorities to their inclusion within Polish
.

borders. Some abatement of the hostility, occurred after the coup d'etat of
Jozef Pilsudski in May 1926, as the Sanacja government sought to deal with
the grievances of the minOrities.13 Most of the minority nationalities
cooperated with the Pilsudski government by throwing their electoral support
behind its legislative coalition, the Bloc of Non-Partisan Cooperation with the
Government (BBWR). The honeymobn period was shortlived, however, and
relations between the minorities and the Pilsudski government deteriorated.
By the 1928 general election, the minorities opted out of the BBWR and ran
their osvii candidate lists. A year later, all the Christian minorities boycotted
the official celebrations of the tenth anniversary of Polish independence,
evoking harsh retaliatory measures from the regime, particularly against the
east Slays. To ensure a snbstantial BBWR victory in 1930, after dissolving the
rebellious parliament, the regime employed obstruction and terror against the
opposition among the minorities.14
Except for a momentary respite folloWing Pilsudski's death in May 1935,
the decade of the 1930s witnessed progressive deterioration of state/minority
reiatons. In 1934, Poland unilaterally abrogated the minorities treaty, ,further
exacerbating the mistrust. The post-Pilsudski regime proved even more
chauvinistic than its predecessors, and, on the eve of World War II, Poland
found itself virtually without support among its non-Polish citizens.

Jews
The status of Jews in the new Polish 'state that emerged at the end of the
warvas, on paper, secure in view of the minorities treaty and the guarantees
of the 1921 constitution.15 Unfortunately, their real status frequently
contrasted with these guarantees. Problems between Poles and Jews were
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based on centuries-old anti-Semitism, though immediate difficulties can be
seen during the period of German-Austrian occupation of Poland, when new.
Polish-Jesvish conflicts emerged in the midst of a Jewish economic decline that
'continued until the outbreak of World War 11.16
The outset of Polish independence and its accompanying bloody pogroms
between 1918 and 1920 dashed Jewish hopes that conditions would be better
under Polish rule, and caused one Jewish newspaper to comment, "Poland has

been reborn' with bloodstains on her forehead!'" Furthermore, these feirs
were exacerbated by the

fa_ilure of the Polish government to enforce treaty and
constitutional guarantees of Polish rights, and its"refusal to grant promised
adequate financial support to the independent Jewish school programs. The,
government also tried to restrict the activities of Poland's 599 Kehiloth, or
communities for religiotis affairs, which hurt the efforts of Poland's Jewish
community.to develop a strong national identity.18
The government hoped tkforce the assimilation of the lewish population
into Polish society. It combined restrictive community and educational
policies against the Jews, with economic programs in the urban areas that
favored Poles over others.'9 Most of Poland's Jews- 2,853,318, making up
10.5c7o of the population in 1921 lived in urban areas; 81% in central Poland

and 61.3% in eastern Poland lived in cities., Consequently, they were
disproportionately an important factor in Poland's predominantly rural,
society.2° To counter this, the Polish government adopted policies throughout

the interwar period to reduce Jewish and other non-Polish urban strength,
which in turn affected the economic and social status of the urban Jewish
Populatiop. As a result, although the Jewish population continued to grow in
the cities4during the interbellum period, its percentage in urban areas in
relation to non-Jews dropped.21
Essentially, the policies of the various Polish governments after World
War I created an economic and social structure that favored the ethnic Polish
population and weakened the economic and social strength of its non-Polish
3 elements.22 Wide-scale dismissals of Jewish civil servants took place soon after
Polish independence, and this trend spilled over into other areas where Polish

public funding was involved. As a consequence of these policies, Jews
increasingly were barred from a number of professional fiefs and stood out
only in the areas of medicine and law; 5610 of the country's physicians were
Jews, as were 35.5% of the lawyers. The former, however, were usually not
allowed to work in state hospitals, and the latter were excluded from holding,
court positions.23 In education, similar restrictions timited Jewish teachers and

professors to 5.7% of the total, and only 3.1% in the universities,24
Restrictions were also placed on Jewish university students in tho interwar
period, rd their proportion of total higher education enrollment dropped
from 24.6% in 1921-1922 to 8.2% in 1938-1939.25
Jewish community and cultural life suffered similar restrictions, although

it continued to provide Poland's Jews with important outlets for ethnic
expression. Jewish communal life in Poland functioned around the Kehildh,
which oversaw Jewish ,religious, educational, and 'social welfare matters.
Unfortunately, Polish officials tried to restrict the Kehiloth to a religious role,
but by 1928 they had given the country's 599 Kehiloth jurisdiction over Jewish
Schools and social welfare institwions.26
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The Jewish educational system, the cornerstone

Oche maintenance of

ethnic identity, sufferedparticularly in the 1930s from lack of governmental financial support, though in some regions, such as Vilna; Bialystok,
and others, local government support in the 1920s had been strong.27 With the
rapid decline of government support for Jewish schools and the economic
deterioration of the Jewish population the following decade, the number of
Jewish schools continued to decrease steadily.2s
A number of Jewish organizations sponsored schools for Jewish children.
Agudath Israel had Horeb and Beth Yakov schools, while the Zionist Mizrachi
organization maintained Yabneh schools. Another Zionist school system was
the Tarbuth schools. Those who sought a Yiddish education could attend the
Jewish Bunn Central Yiddish School Organization (CYSZO) schools. Others
included the Yeshivoth and Poale Zion's Shuktilt schools. Each of these
systems reflected the religious or political tincture of its sponsoring organization.29 There was also the Institute of Judaism, in the Polish capital for training

rabbis, as well as the Yiddish Scientific Institute (YIVO) in Vilna, with its

emphasis on Yiddish higher education and research, and the Orthodox
Yeshiva Chachmey Lublin. Although it is difficult to verify the accuracy of
figures, in 1936 there were 468,309 Jewish children enrolled in Jewish and non-

Jewish schools in Poland, with 180,181 students attending 1,465 Jewish
institutions. With the additiqn of students in the numerous heder and Kehilah
schools, there were 232,428 students in 3,045 schools."'
The Jewish community was equally active in social welfare. The Society
forNktel4Protection of Jewish Public health (TOZ) oversaw many of these
effort while other groups, such as Bikur Holim, Tomche Aniyim, and
Hachnassath Kalah, provided relief in many of Poland's urban areas. These
organizations maintained hospitals, clinics, and other facilities to aid the sick
and needy, sometimes with local governmental support.31

To exploit their numerical strength for political gain, Jewish leaders
created political organizations to represent. the Jewish population in the new
Sejm. Unfortunately, the traditional factionalismomong oland's Jews hurt

these efforts, and Jews as a political bloc were ineffective in halting th
economic and social decaS, that affected the Jewish community. In the first
Sejm of 1919, the Zionist and Mizrachi (religious Zionist)-led Temporary
Jewish national Council had sixcirdeven Jewish delegates in the legislature,
led by yitshak Grunbaum. Poale Zion, a Maixist group with Zionist, leanings,
had one delegate, while the Folkspartey a conservative Yiddish, anti-Zionist
factionand the Orthodox League each had two.32 These internal divisionS'
hurt Jewish political efforts and strained t it ability to work with the Sejm's

National Minorities Bloc to resolve mut al hostilities between Poland's
government and its ethnic groups.33 Jewish political leaders remained
determined and at the initiative of the government sought ways in the
mid-1920s to resolve the oppressive economic situation of the Polish Jews. The
government, however, failed to propose or support any proposals that would
have brought significant economic relief to the Jewish community.34 With the

onset of the depression and the emergence of a more virulent strain of antiSemitism, Jewish politics became more radicalized, and the General Zionists
lost their dominant political position, to be replaced by the Bund, the Jewish
Social Party, which had long represented the Jewish working class.35 On the
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eve of the Na4 occupation and the Holocaust, Poland's doomed Jewish

community was still working within the Polish political syStem to preserve its
identity and its rights.

Ukrainians
The Ukrainians were the largest, and perhaps the most troublesome,

minority in interwar Poland. Stephan Horak estimates the Ukrainian
population in 1931 at approximately 5,660,000, concentrated heavily in south-

eastern Poland,36 in the provinces of LwOw, Lublin, Polesie, Wolyil,
Stanislaw Ow, and Tarnopol. The Ukrainians were predominantly rural (as
were the Belorussians), and, indeed, agrarian reform was one of the major
areas of contention with the government. The Ukrainian peasantry was more
mobilized and better organized politically than were their Polish neighbors.
The well-developed Ukrainian cooperatives in Poland_ were viewed with
suspicion by the Polish peasants and were harassed by federal and local
government officials. The Ukrainian press also thrived in Poland, as did the
network of Ukrainian-language schools; these latter, while continuing to help
maintain Ukrainian identity, were also a target of government repression.
The Ukrainian community, less cohesive politically than socially or
religiously, was united on the ultimate goal of independence from Poland. At
the center of the political spectrum was the Ukrainit National Democratic
Union (UNDO). Working for an independent, dem
tic Ukraine, it was
closely associated with the Uniate Church and was strongest in East Galicia
and Voihynia. Because it was moderate in its techniques an relatively so in its
program, it was 'with this party that the Polish goVernment usually preferred to
deal.
There were four major parties on the-Left. Two with non-Marxist socialist

programsthe Ukrainian Socialist Radical party and the Ukrainian Social
Democratic party were influential. The Marxist parties the Communist
,party of Western Ukraine (KPZU) and its offshoot, the Sel-Rob were active

but less influential. On the Right was the Organization of Ukrainian
Nationalists (OUN) and the Ukrainian Military Organizationillegal, underground organizations devoted to Ukrainian independence, espousing an
increasingly integral. nittionalist ideolfro influenced by Fascist movements to
the west and sometimes employing political terror. All of Mese parties and

organizations entered into political, educatiOnal, and religious activities,
sometimes violent, aimed at preserving the Ukrainian way of life against
discrimination and Polonization. The government responded alternately with
oppression and accommodation.

During the period of parliamentary s remacy., which lasted until

Pilsudski's coup d'etat in May 1926, the Ukrain ans of Eastern Galicia had, as
a result of their boycott of the elections of 122, n representatives in the
Polish Sejm, with, the exception of five den es
by the Ukrainian
Agricultural party, which collaborated -with the olish overnment. However,
twenty Ukrainian deputies and six senators, el ed fro Volhynia, Polissia,

and the province of Lublin, stated their dem

d for
nal territorial
autonomy within the Polish state, though their a
fence with the successive
coalition governments ruling Poland during this period proved to be bitterly
disappointing.,
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?erhaps the greatest single reverse they suffered was the passing of -the
school law of July 31, 1924, which ultimately dealt a devastating blow at
Ukrainian public schools in Eastern Galicia and Volhynia, transforming most
of them into either bilingual or outright Polish institutions. According to the
last Austrian school survey, there were- 2,496 public elementary 'schools in
Eastern Galicia with Ukrainian as the language of instruction. By 1938, only
452 of them had survived and the number of schools with Polish as the
language of instruction had increased from 1,590 to 2,100. Bilingual schools,
which began to operate only in 1924, increased to 2,485 by 1938; only the
Ukrainian language and religion were taught in Ukrainian. The number' of
Ukrainian high schools (gymnasia) declined from twenty in 1929 to only five
,by 1934. By 1934Ukrainians were left 'with only one teachers college. The
virtual nonexistence of Ukrainian vocational schools affected the rural areas
the most, since the majority of thirural population could not speak Polish.
The question of existence of these schools was a social-economic problem for
the Ukrainians. For Poland, this seemed to be chiefly a political matter. One

of' the most bitter controversies between the Ukraknians and the Poles
concerned the establishment of a Ukrainian university in Lwow. Poland

agreed to create a university under the autonomy law of September 26, 1922.
However, the promised university was not established until 1939.
It was after Pilsudskilcoup, in March 1928, that the Ukrainian deputies
.

and senators from Galicia, representing "two major political parties the

Ukrainian National DemocratiC Union (UNDO) and the Ukrainian Socialist
Radical party as well as some splinter groups, entered for the first time the
Polish parliament. While pledging sum:int for the idea of Ukrainian statehood, they were, at the same time, prepared to seek a dialogue with the Polish
government on the basis of existing political realities, with a view toward
reaching some kind of settlement on at leak the most pressing issues. Their
influence was being constantly eroded, however, by the nationalist under-

ground. which rejected any accommodation with Warsaw and vowed to

continue by all means at its .disposal a revolutionary struggle against what it
considered to be an illegal Polish occupation of Western Ukraine. Obviously,
they could not ignore the fact that the policy of the newly created Organization
of Ukrainian Nationalists (which in 1929. replaced-the UO) of actively and
was rapidly winning the
openly seeking a confrOntation with the Pblish
allegiance of the younger generation, whi* the po ical platforms of the legal
parties were becoming largely irreleva4t. Therefore, it is perhaps not
surprising that the leaders of these parties 'piaintained regular contacts and in
some instances even tried to coordinate their activities with the command of
the nationalist underground.
Strife between the Ukrainians and the Polish government continued
throughout the 1920s until at the end of the decade the OUN (under the
military and ideological leadership, xespectively, of Evgeni Konovalets and
Dmytro Dontsov) launched a campaign of sabotage and political terror against
the regime. The Pilsudski government responded forcefully with arrests,
deportations, and military occupation of Ukrainian communities. This period
of vi ;tual civil war in eastern Poland, euphemistically termed "pacification"
(June through November 1930), resulted in widespread property destruction,
severely tarnished Poland's image abroad, and poisoned relations between
Ukrainians and Poles for the remainder of the decade.
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In the second round of'Polish- Ukrainian discussions started in the spring
of-1935, an attempt was made to reconcile Poland's security concerns with the

legitimate aspirations of the Ukrainian minority. As a result of tilese

'negotiations, a gentlemen's agreement, generally known as the "normalization," was concluded by the representatives of the UNDO and the Polish
government, leading to the election of fourteen. Ukrainian deputies and five
senators to the Warsaw parliament; in addition, five deputies and one senator
from Volhynia were elected on the government list. The leader of the UNDO,
,Vasyl Mudryi, became Deputy Speaker of the Sejm, an amnesty for political
prisoners was approVed, and certain credits were extended to Ukrainian
economic institutions. In return, the Ukrainian deputies voted for the budget
and either ceased or mitigated their criticism of the government's policies. At
the same time, however, the hopes of the-Ukrainians for bilingualism and a
greater participation in local administration, as well as for some meaningful
concession in 'the field of education, remained unfulfilled. As time went on,
the chances .for a lasting normalization of Polish-Ukrainian relations began to
decrease, for the Polish government never regarded the agreement of 1935 as
part of-a broader political settlement' but rather viewed it as a purely tactical
move, limited in its scope and significance.' In addition, forces decidedly
opposed to any concessions in favor of the national minorities were beginning
to gain ascendance in the ruling camp after the death of Marshal Pilsudski.37
The policy of antagonizing Ukrainian peasants had been initiad in July
191.9, when the Sejm pa4sedtWo agrarian reform laws following occulltionof
the WeSt Ukrainian terOtory by the Polish army. These laws ignored the fact
that villages ;n Galicia were already overpopulated, -and the land estates,'
owned mainly by the Polish nobility; became the focal point of 'conflict
involving socioeconomic and national-political dimensions. The land obtained
for parceling was distributed primarily among Poles, with the following
priority: 1) invalids of the Polish army, 2) farm hands' formerly employed by
land estates, and 3) other rural workers and small farmers. As a result of this
policy, the Polish government succeeded in parceling out 800,000 ha. of land
within the Ukrainian territories. During eighteen years of Polish rule, 300,000
Poles were resettle4 in rural Ukrainian areas, and abOut 100,000 in towns.38
Pacification, coupled with the unfair policy of land distribution,
intensified three types of retaliation: the strengthening o nationalistic
sentiments among Ukrainian peasants; passive resistance and consumer
boycott of prOducts under state monopoly, such as liquor and tobacco; and
renewed interest in, and extension of, economic organizations such as
cooperatives and agricultural banks, and fierce determination to keep the land
in Ukrainian hands at any price. A similarly effective gReasure resulted from
application of the policy of boycotting non-Ukrainian businesses, enterprises,
and stores. The Polish-Ukrainian confrontation soon reached a level of allpervasive hostility, punctuated frequently by act Of violence on both sides.
Warsaw's decision w treat the whole agrarian issue as a political one and to see
in the Ukrainian peasants not a social class but a different non-Polish
nationality, reverberated and contributed significantly to the rising anti-Polish
sentiments among. the Ukrainian masses, who otherwise might lave been
molded into loyal citizens.
This exacerbation of Polish-Ukrainian relations enabled the OUN to win
once mere the support of the masses of the Ukrainian population in Eastern
.
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Galicia for its policy of confrontation with Poland. The southeastefn

provinces of Poland were becoming a battleground of two nationalities, with
both communities living ?their separate lives, alien if not outright hostile
toward each other, with even social contacts between the members of the two
opposing groups frowned Upon, with nationalist fighting squads on both sides
setting the tone, and with Ukrainian and Polish political parties making only a
lukewarm attempt to defuse the situation; The Polish government reacted to
these developments by taking a series of repressive measures, which had a
certain similarity, both as far as their extent and the methods used were
concerned, to the "pacification" of fg30.

It was at this inauspicious moment, on December 9, 1938, that the

Ukrainian deputies in the Sejm presented to the Speaker a bill providing folthe establishment of an autonomous "Galician-Volhynian Land," enjoying full
rights of self-government except in foreign policy and in military and financial
matters. The bill was roughly modelled after the home-rule law granted by the
prague Parliament to Slovakia and Subcarpathian Rus', but it also evoked
unhappy memories of similar demands put forward by the Sudeten German
party, which later escalated and eventually led to the dismemberment of
Czechoslovakia. While proposals for a territorial autonomy for Eastern
Galicia and Volhynia had been voiced in the Polish Sejm as early as 1922, the
attempt to revive the issue at a time when Poland's international situation was
becoming increasingly insecure produced deep-seated resentment and
indignation in the Polish press and among Polish politicians, including/ even

those groups which usually showed a sympathetic attitude towak the

Ukrainian minority and its legitimate aspirations.
Hitler's territorial demands tal Poland and the threat of war hanging over
the country persuaded the Ukraini4n politicians to keep a generally low profile
in order not to antagonize The Poles during their hour of trtial. It was hoped
that, .by doilig so, the Ukrainian minority would not be regarded as a"fifth
column" within the Polish state and treated accordingly. The Nazis w, of
course, quite anxious to exploit the Ukrainian underground .in Poland, but
these hopes did not materialize, with the exception of a few isolated incidents.
The OUN leadership refused to initiate any large-scale anti-Polish action. In

fact, the apprehensions that the dubious allegiance of the Ukrainians to

Poland might provoke a mass anti-Ukrainian action on the part of the Polish
population, if not the Polish authorities, led to the declaration of loyalty to the
Polish Republic; jaAis declaration was made by the head of the Ukrainian
Parliamentary R'O'esentation and Deputy Speaker of the Sejm, Vasyl
Mudryi, during the extraordipary session of that body on September 2, 1939.
By then, of course, it was mfich too late to expect any meaningful reconcilia
tion, as both the Poles and the Ukrainians were rapidly drawn into the Second
World War as victims of both aggressors Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia.

Belorussians
The Belorussians, concentrated primarily in northeastern Poland,
comprised a sizeable minority in Wilno and Bialystok provinces, and a
majority in Polesie and Nowogrodek. Stephan Horak, utilizing a variety of
sources, has estimated the number of Belorussians in Poland in 1931 at
2,150,000, and nearly 3,000,000 by 19'39.39
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Like the Ukrainians, the Belorussians in Poland were overwhelmingly
rural. They were of a lower socioeconomic and cultural level, however, and

lacked the political maturity and institutions of self-help created by the
Ukrainians and the Germans. Nonetheless. several parties competed for
Belorussian support. These included the moderate Belorussian Social

Democratic- party; the Communist Belorussian 'Independent Socialist party
and Belorussian Social Revolutionary party; the' Belorussian Christian
Democratic Union at the Far Right; and the terrorist Belorussian
Revolutionary Organization, which sought the unification of the P9lish
Belorussian territory with the Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic,.
Having initially gained the support of the Belorussians early in the PolishSoviet war through generous promises of autonomy, the Polish government
began showing its chauvinism by late 1919.. The campaign of Polonization

among the Belorussians evoked from them' an outbreak of anti-Polish

violence. While the repression was brief, it strengthened sentiment among
Belorussians for union with Soviet Belorussia. This pattern continued; Polish
efforts at accommodation only gave s?ricler latitude to Belorussian autonomist,

secessionist, or terrorist groups. These activities evoked a harsh Polish

reaction, which only introsified the Belorussians' sense of national unity and
determination to resist. Vuring the N.E.P., the Polish Belorussians compared
their -unfavorable situation with that of their Soviet compatriots across the

border, wh

probabl4 accounted for the appeal that communism found

among the Selorussians. The leftist Belorussian groups had coalesced by 1925
into a Belorussian Peasant-Worker Association, called the Hramada,
dedicated to uncompromising confrontation with the Polish state.
As the Polish government failed in its initial efforts to create and foster
pro-Polish groups among the Belorussians, it turned to oppression. The years

1924 and 1925 saw "pacification" in the form of martial law, arrests, and
property destruction, followed by an intensive campaign to eradicate
Belorussian national consciousness. The Belorussian leaders of the Hramada,
the deputies- to the Seim, and the senators did not escape the tortures of the
Polish police; because of their protests, they were accused of disloyalty in
1928. By order of the Polish government, the Hramada was declared
dissolved, that is, illegal. Fifty-six leaders of the Hramada were taken to the
courts and tried behind closed doors, although the press made no mention of
these trials. "Deputy Tarashkevich had been brought into the courtroom in
shackles, the Deputies Dvarchanin and Hauryliuk were beaten to death, and
others were treated in a like manner."40.Those who'survived the beatings were
sent to nil. The local Belorussian leaders who were accused of un-Polish
activities were sent to a concentration camp at Bereza Kartuska. "Pacification"
-was eenewed with vigor in 1930, escalating to full-fledged civil war in some
regions. The net effect of this was dramatically to increase Communist
strength among the Belorussians in the 1930s.
Anti-Polish sentiment continued to grow in all sectors of the Belorussian
community. Following Pilsudski's death in 1935, even the Belorussian Roman
Catholic clergy whom the Poles had counted upon as a Polonizing force
were demanding cultural autonomy. The Polish government accordingly
moved against the clergy, outlawing the Belorussian Christian Democratic
Movement in 1936;' it also stepped up its repression of the Orthodox Church.
Between 1935 and 1939, the state intensified its cultural battle against the
IBA
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Belorussians to the point where schools were closed, community organizations
and societies were dissolved, and Belorussian candidates were excluded from
electives. The final result was that, as Nicholas P. Vakar 'observed, "World
War 11 found'Western Belorussian loyalties divided between communism and
natipnalism but with none whatsoever for Poland."41

Germans
One of the reasons that made the case pf the German minority in Poland
so sensitive was that there was a sharp reversal of previous roles: the new
Polish state found itself in charge of a significant minority of Germans after
more than a century of it being a German state with it Polish minority to cleal
with. To a large extent, the Poles simply applied to their German minoritYthe
same policies which the Germans had previously applied to them oft, it is
generally agreed,42 very unimpressive results. The Poles were determined to.
make Poland a homogeneofs state in the shortest time possible.
The study of the German minority in interwar Poland is complicated by
the fact that the numbers involved, indeed, the very definition of a "German,"
differ considerably from one source to another. Official Polish government
figures sought consciously to understate the number of non-Poles, while the
figures -offered by the minorities themselves doubtless inflated their own
numbers. It does seem clear, however, that Poland had a lot more to show for
her efforts to reduce the number of Germans than did-Imperial Germany in its
effort to reduce the number of Poles before 1918. According to the prewar
census figures from the three partitioning powers, approximately 2.2 million
Germans inhabited territories which became part of Poland by 1923, including
1.4 million living in areas acquired from the German empire.43 By 1927,
following a major exodus, especially from these formerly German regions

(Poznania, Pomerania [West Prussia], and Polish Upper Silesia), there

remained an estimated 1.1 million Germans in Poland, comprising 3.7% of the
total population of the state. They were scattered fairly widely around the
country: some 370,000 lived in Poznania and Pomerania, and another 300,000
in Polish Upper Silesia (more on the "Germans" of Upper Silesia below); but
another 320,000 Germans lived in the former Congress Kingdom, especially in
the Lodz industrial region; 95,000 more lived in formerly Austrian Galicia;
and even in the eastern provinces, especially Volhynia, there was a German
population of more than 50,000 living in mostly German-majority villages."
By 1939, these latter figures had changed only slightly; there remained

more than one million Germans in Poland (321,000 in Poznania and

Pomerania, 180,000 in Mtlist Upper Silesia, 364,000 in central Poland, 99,000
in Galicia, and 67,000 4-nrfie eastern provinces).45 They were about 70%

Protestant, 30% catholic, much like the Germans of the Reich; in Upper

Silesia and the LOdz industrial region, they were mostly engaged in industrial/

commercial activities as workers and entrepreneurs, whereaS in the other
regions the German population consisted mainly of farmers with medium--,sized holdings (this was true of 70% of those in Poznania, Ppmerania, and_
Galicia and of almost 100% of those in Volhynia)." It may also be noted that
by this time a majority of the Germans in Poland lived in areas that had not
been part of Bismarck's German empire. In other words, political control was
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nets decisive for the development of a German presence in Poland as is often
suggested, especially, in Polish accounts.
The most striking development in the German population of Poland was
the drastic' decline of the German population of Poznania and Pomerania-in

the first half-dozen .years of Polish rule: from about 1.1 Allmon persons at
war's end to the 370,000 cited above. The reason that most Germans in this
area were farmers is that it was more difficult for farmers to simply pick up
and leave, but the once-substantial German urban population of Poznania and
Pomeraniaeleelined by son* 85W0 during this short period.47 These figures are
no longer controversial, but the cause of the exodus receives widely differing
interpretations even today: Polish accounts generally argue that it was mostly
voluntary, consisting of Germans who did not want to be citizens.of Poland,

serve in the Polish army, accept the lower standard of .living offered by
Poland, or who had never really been at home in the area in ,the first place;,
German accounts generally argue that the exodus was the result of much
chicanery and coercion. Only about 20% of these Germans originally opted to
retain their German citizenship, many to avoid being conscripted to fight in
the Polish-aussian war in 1920-1921, discovering only later that this was
grounds for their expulsion; only about 15% had been civilian or military state
employees and thus presumably without real rootOn, these provinces." Most
who traced their presence in the area back for decades or even centuries were
willing to accept Polish citizenshrb (whatever their opinion of the Versailles
treaty), but simply found it impossible to stay. Recent accounts, even from
Poland, concede that it was National Democratic policy "to forcibly reduce the
number of Germans in Poland,"" and at least part of this sizeable populatiop
movement must be seen as a consequence' of conscious Polish government
action.
The objective of reducing the number of Germans in Poland was pursued
by economic as well as political means. "Poland's practice," writes one recent

author otherwise sympathetic to Poland, "was one of dispossessing the

German rninority."5' Germans lost about 500,000 ha. of land, mostly as the
result of various state measures, in the early years of Polish rule. And this was
before the onset of the Polish "land reform" program, which turned out to
bear some similarity to the Prussian Settlement Law of 1886 (which had led to
the state's purchase of Polish land for German settlement): 68% of the land
held by German estate-owners in Poznania and Pomerania was "reformed"
between the wars, but only 11070 of the land held by the Polish.51

The rights of the Germans and other minorities of Poland to the use of
thtir language and schools (rights which Prussian Poles did not enjoy before
1918) were supposedly guaranteed by both the Polish Constitution and special
minority protection treaties. These treaties provide a basis for -bringing
complaints even before the League of nations, and sIS group took advantage

of this opportunity as often as the Germans of Poland: 155 of the 525
grievances formally taken up by the League between 1921 and 1933 came from
this minority.52 But these efforts provided little real redress in the last analysis:

the number of German public schools in Poland dropped by two-thirds
between 1924 and 1933, by which time at least half the German children in
Poland were compelled to attend POlish schools.53 Soon after Poland signed
the non-aggression pact with Hitler's Germany in 1934, she also unilaterally
renounced her adherence to the minority protection treaties.54
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The problem of the German minority in Poland carne toa sudden end in
1939 in a way that is familiar to alt. Nazi Germany increased its pressure on
Poland, and Poland simultaneously increased its pressure on its German
population. Many Germansithere had been attracted to Nazi ideology (proportionately more so than in Germany itself), and this served as justification for
still harsher measures by Polish authorities and people. Germans were forced
frcn their places of work by Polish fellow workers and from universities by
Polish fellow students; Vir businesses were widely boycotted and the people
themselves victims of occasional pogroms. By the, summer of 1939, some
70,000 German exiles from Poland were housed in refugee camps across the
frontieNZ When Hitler deClared war on Poland in September 1939, the
strained iltuation inside that country erupted in a 'so-called "bloodbath,"
certainly exaggerated by Nazi propaganda and exploited for the Nazis'
purposes (thus frequently discounted altogether in the West). But something
like a pogrom did occur: four to five thousand German civilians were killed
inside Poland during the first weeks of the war, and, of the several thousand
Volksdeutsche who died or turned up missing as members of the Polish army,
most were victims of theft. Polish comrades rather than the Wehrmacht.57 The
virtually unanimous point of view in Polish accounts even today is that these

Germans functioned as a "fifth column"' steered from Berlin, and thus
presumably deserved their fate," but this assertion does not Seem to have a
very firm factual foundation and is rejected by the most recent study of the
problem."

Lithuanians
'The Lithuanians in Poland occupied the western section of Wilno

province and the northern part of Nowogrodek. Although Vilna is historically
considered Lithuanian, the city has been a source of conflict among Poland,
Lithuania, and Belorussia. The city was surrounded in the pre-1945 period
with Belorussians, complicating ethnographic claims as well as census figures.
The 1921 census showed 72,000 Lithuanians in Poland; the 1931 census
showed 83,000. 'other sources 6ffer figures as high as 300,000.60 ere is little
eilidence by which to dispute these figures, although the census eitimatesseem
low. Stephan Horak suggests, based on statistical statements of 1861-1910,
that over the previous two centuries many Lithuanian families in these
territories had become Polonized, and hence indicated the Polish language as

native in census surveys that employed native tongue as the criterion of
nationality.6'

Relations between Poland and Lithuania were hostile, due in no small
measlite to unremitting conflict over the city of Vilna. This interstate hostility
affected the situation of khe Lithuanians in Poland as well, as the Polish
govert6ent subjected thein to a policy of rapid assimilation. Schools were
closed (although the Lithuanians maintained a fairly viable private school
system), and the Lithuanian press was' muzzled. Lithuanian capacity to resist
politically was limited insofar as they had no rrsentatives in the Sejm.
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Other Nationalities
In addition to the five nationalities discussed, there were about a quarter
of a million other non-Poles in interwar Poland: Russians, Czechs, Slovaks,
Karaites Armenians, Bulgarians, Tartars, Gypsies, and others. These groups
had arrived. in Poland' at different times and under varying circumstances,

including military campaigns, escape from religious persecution, and the
search for economic advantages.
The largest of these grouin was the Russians, their number estimated at
-139,000 in 1931. The 1931 census also listed 38,000 Czechs in Poland. The

other nationalitie were not separately enumerated, being classified in the
census as "others" or as so-called "locals" (tutejsi). Because of their small size,

these groups did flat present a serious political' challenge to the Polish
government. Actions against the largest of these numerically unimportant
minorities, the Russians, were limited to expropriation of the property of large
landowners and repression of the Russian Orthodox Church.

World War II and
the Nazi Occupation, 1939-1945
The outbreak of World War II marked the end of the Polish state; once
again, her territory was divaided between the two ,voracious powers to east and

west. Under the terms of the Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact of August
1939, the eastern third of the country was assigned to the Soviet Union, under
whose control it remained until the Nazi invasion of June 1941. The population under Soviet control included, in addition to Poles, some Jews, a few
Germans, and nearly all of Poland's Ukrainians and Belorussians. Most of the
Poles, Jews, and ethnic Germans fell under German control.
The Germans divided: their territory into two separate administrative
districts. Northern and Western Poland (surrounding Gdansk,' Poznan, and
Upper Sileiia) were itiiorporated into the Reich. The remainder (including
Warsaw, Lublin, and Cracow) became the Generalgouvernement Polen, or
general government, administered separately by a "governor general" who
reported' directly to Hitler.62 The General Gouvernement was envisioned as a
dumping ground for Poles and Jews who were to be deported from the incor-

porated regions; the latter would then provide a home for ethnic German
"repatriates" from other areas of Europe.63

The Volksdeutsche Polish Germansdid not fare as well as might be
expected under this policy. The Nazi government preferred officialS imported
from Germany proper, the Reichsdeutsche, for leadership positions. Waves of
ethnic Germans pouring into the' Reich from the General Gouvernement and
other parts of Europe also came into conflict with the local Germans.
In the east, nearly all the Belorussians and most of the Ukrainians came
under Soviet control. Belorussians in German Poland were allowed to move to
the Soviet zone, in exchange for the resettlement of Germans from the Soviet
zone in the Reich. In the first weeks of their occupation, Soviet authorities
conscientiously avoided policies that would antagonize Belorussian national
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pride.. Thus, the Belorussians euphorically voted for incorporation into the
BSSR, believing that the dream of a united, sovereign, and democratic
Belorussian nation was being realized. Stalinization was not long in coming,
and soon all areas of the lives of the disillusioned Belorussians were
methodically and forciply Sovietized and Russified.
There was some &agreement in the Nazi hierarchy over how to handle
the half a million Ukrainians who remained under German control. Himmler
and the police establishment argued obsessively that all non-Germans to the
east be treated brutally as Untermenschen. A more moderate position was
reflected in the views of Hitler's early deputy, Alfred Rosenberg, who saw the
non-Russian subjects of the USSR as natural allies in the struggle against the
hated Bolsheviks and that in return they should be promised autonomy in
Hitler's new territorial reorganization of Europe. Hinunler's racist views were
ultimately to prevail, but in the first years of the war German policy favored
the Ukrainians, especially in contrast to the brutal policy toward the Poles.
Ukrainian cultural, political, and educational institutions were supported and
even upgraded. In contrast to the Belorussians, large numbers of Ukrainians
poured into the General Gouvernement and later into the Reich from the
Soviet zone. Early in 1940, Governor General Frank warned his subordinates
that the Ukrainians, should be considered subjects of the Reich, not as the
representatives of any future-independent Ukraine; tolerance of their cultural
and social autonomy was to be contingent upon their loyalty to Hitler." In
spite Of Berlin's worries that Ukrainian nationalism might complicate GermanSoviet relations, special detachments of Ukrainian combat troops trained for
against the Soviet Union were formed in 1940 and transferred to the
neral Gouvernement in early 1941.45

Germans,
With. the *end of the Polish state in 1939, the concept of a German
minority in Poland, strictly speaking, also comes to an end; it is almost
impossible to trace this population group through the war period, with its
radically changed boundaries and infusion of new settlers from German

settlements farther east. Wherever they lived, in reclaimed western Poland or
in the. General Gouvernement, Germans Were again part. of the dominant
political group. The Poles were again on the receiving end of hostile nationality policies, except that these new policies were quite without precedent in
recent European history and harsh even by the standards prevailing elsewhere

in Hitler's Europe. Among other things, more than 1 million Poles were

expelled from western provinces to make room for German newcomers from
further east; 1.5 million Poles were sent to de forced labor in Germany; and an
effort was made to liquidate the entire Polish intelligentsia. On thlist of the
victims of Naziim, Poles ranked third inAilbsolute numbers, behind Jews and
Soviet POWS. But in 1944-1945, as in 1918, the victimizer/victim relationship
, was again reversed: the final chapter in the story of the Germans in Poland was
aTilten when Russia and her temporary allies in the West agreed to shift
Poland westward to the Oder and Neisse rivers and "transfer" westward any
aermans living cast of that line.
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Jews
Although estimates vary, there were approximately 3,300,000 Jews 'in
Poland in the fall of 1939. They made up about 10% of the Polish population,
while their heavy concentration in Poland's cities made them easy prey for the
brutal actions committed by German Einsatzgruppen and other 'forces when

they entered Poland on Sej,teniber 1, 1939. Fortunately, with the SoViet,
occupation of eastern Poland under the terms of the Nazi-Soviet Pact,
1,200,000 to 1,250,000 Jews came under Soviet jurisdiction, while another
200,000 to 300,000 fled into the area from German Poland.67

After the initial wave of destructive violence against Jews and their
property, synagogues, and businesses in the early stages of World War II, the
1,550,000 to 1,600,000 Jews under German occupation were subjected to a
series of German actions that isolated them from the rest of Polish society.
Many were forced into labor camps, paving the way for later policies designed
to exterminate them completely.68
Essentially, the Nazi scheme for ridding its region in .Poland, and later
Europe, of Jews was to ship them to ghettos in the General Gouvernement's
four major cities Warsaw, Lublin, Radom, and Cracow. The ghettoization
process began in Poland in early 1940, and the Warsaw ghetto, with its 4.00,900
inhabitants, was set up on November 15, 1940; 150,000 to 200,000 Jews were
later transferred to Warsaw, though its population remained relatively stable
because of the high death rate from disease and malnutrition.69

German authorities Administered life in the ghettos through the
ludenriite, or Jewish Councils, established in 1939 to oversee and maintain
Jewish life in these enclaves. At first, they appeared to be a German attempt to
continue the Jewish tradition of ethnic autonomy, though in time they came to
be seen as a Nazi tool, for acquiring forced labor and victims for the death
camps.7° The next phase of the Holocaust came with the 'German invasion of
the Soviet Union On 'June 22, 1941. Nazi officials, using'the cover of war to
mask the wide-scale massacre of Russian-and other Jews living in the western
USSR, established a number of death camps. The first deaths by gassing took
place at Auschwitz in the fall of 1941, and formal death camps were established at Chelma, Belzec, Sobibor, Majtianek, and Treblinka by 1942.71 Over
the next three years, the majority of Poland's-Jews who survived the ghettos,
as well as Jews from other parts of Europe, died in these camps. Although
estimates vary, at least 90% of Polatld's prewar Jewish population died during
the Holocaust.72

Ukrainians,. Belorussians, and Lithuanians
The Ukraifiian population in eastern Poland initially welcomed the Nazi
invasion as "liberation" from Polish and Soviet oppression. During the first
two years of the war, Nazi policy was,indeed more favorable to the Ukrainians
Irthan it had been to the Poles. The Uniate Church was granted autonomy, and
the Ukrainians were encouraged to develop self-help organizations and were

appointed to leading roles in civilian government, although under close
German supervision.
The initial reaction of the Belorussians was likewise favorable, although,
as
all cases, the honeymoon was short-lived. The Belorussians had not
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figured nearly so prominently in German strategy as had the Ukrainians:and
before long a brutal reign of terror was instituted in the Belorussian territories.
The average Belorussian found himself caught betWeen the repression of the
Nazis and the retaliatory responses of the Belorussian partisans.Th
The politically More advanced Ukrainians-attempted to take advantage of
the occupation. Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) leader Stepan
Bandera organized in Cracow a Ukrainian National Committee, and on June
30, 1941, in Lviv, the committee declared Ukraine a sovereign state. This was
predicated on the belief that the Nazis would permit an independent Ukraine
in Hitler's new territorial reorganization of Europe, a hope for which there was
little basis. Bandera and his associates were arrested and placed in concentra-

tion camps, Ukrainian civil leaders were replaced by German rahit,ary
personnel, and Galicia was incorporated into the General Gouvernement; the

brutal Erich Koch was appointed Reichskommissar for the remaining
Ukrainian territory. The Gestapo then instituted a reign of terror against the
local inhabitants. The German effort to recruit -Ukrainians to fight alongside
German troops, which had gotten off to a good start in 1941, was impeded by
these policies and was a failure before war's end. In March 1945, Hitler
personally ordered the disarming of the Ukrainian division "Halychyna."

Hitler and Himrnler's views, not those of a few Nazis who favored
cooperation with the non Russian peoples, prevailed in the occupation; this
meant that the Ukrainians, Belorussiant, and Lithuanians were treated like the
other Untermenschen. Th it hopes for national freedom from Poland and
Russia were cruelly and bloodily disapPointed from 1941 to 1945.
,

.

National Minorities in the
Polish People's Republic, 1945-1980

Through a process of infiltration, subversion, terror, purges, and sham
elections, Communist regimes were established in all the east European
countries that were liberated and occupied by the Red Army, with the sole
exception of Austria. This included Poland, which, with its intense
nationalism, democratic aspirations, and attachment to the Roman Catholic
religion, might have beenhad the Poles had any freedom of choiceamong
the least likely countries to fall under an atheist, totalitatian regime
subservient to Moscow.74

Postwar territorial and population shifts re--amatically changed the ethnic
makeup of Poland. In the words of -one noted historian:

Iti addition to the movement of some 3 million Poles from the
--'eastern marshes to the newly acquired western lands, between 1946.

and 1949 about 2.5 million Germans, Ukrainians, Russians and
Byelorussians left Poland. The total population of Poland fell from

34,849,000 in -1939 to 25,505,000 in 1951, while the ethnic
composition by the latter date was more than 98% Polish and 94%
Catholic. As a result of the wartime as well as postwar changes,
Poland became ethnically and religiously homogeneous as never
before in its history.75
.
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Essentially, Poland's boundaries after the war were moved to the west, at
the expense of Germany and to the benefit of the Soviet Union. The USSR
retained those territories it had annexed as a result of the 1939 Nazi-Soviet
Pact. The Oder-Neisse ,River line, suggested as early as 1918 by Ronian
Qmowski as a Polish frontier, became the western boundary. This boundary,
, as well as procedures for removing German citizens from these areas, was
provisionally accepted' by all 'parties at the Potsdam Conference in August
1945.76 The Soviet Union recognized- and guaranteed the new boundaries
immediately, and this was reaffirmed in 1965. East Germany recognized the
new border in 1950 and West. Germany in 1970. International acceptanc.t of
the Polish borders was finalized in the Helsinki Agreements of Security and
Cooperation in Europe in 1975,
Postwar changes in the makeup of the population resulted from ,four
factors: 1) deaths. during the war; 2) the retention by the USSR of the eastern
territories inhabited by Ukrainians, Belorussians, and Lithuanians; 3) the

repatriation of Poles from the eastern territories, the USSR, and other
countries; and 4) the evacuation from Poland of many of the femaining non,Poles. Most of the latter were Germans. Nearly 6 million Germans emigrated
or were evicted in 1944-1945. During 1946-1949, an additional 3 million people

of various 'nationalities left Poland as -a result of the Potsdam Treaty. In
1957-1958, there was a new wave of emigration of indeterminate size, arranged

by the West: German ,and Polish Red Cross to reunite families. Finally, by
1958; 500,000 Ukrainians, Belorussians, and. Lithuanians had moved to the
USSR; and 200,000 Jews had emigrated to Israel.77
There is no question that the population transfers after World. War II

reduced ,the non-Polish population of Poland dramatically. By Polish
assertion, only about 450,000 people, or 1.5% of the population, were nonPolish in 1950. A later report by a Polish sociologist placed the number in
1965-1966 at 440,000, acceding to estimates of administrative authorities and
minority organizations, broken down as follows:
Ukrainians

approximately

180

'160

Belorussians
Jews

s.25

Slovaks

20,000

Czechs

2,000

Russians

10,000

Lithuanians

10,000

Germans

4,000

Gypsies

(8,000

Greeks and Macedonians

10,000
1,000

Miscellaneous

44000078

Total

These estimates are conservative, and Western estimates are invariable
higher. West German sources, for example, placed the non-Polish population

66
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of Poland in 1963 at 2.5 million, or 8% of the population.79 (Western
estimates are further discussed below under individual countries.) Much of the
ifficulty lies in the fact that, while the government'
overnment at least nominally respects
ationality rights, it does not officially recognize nationality as a demographiccategory: all citizens of the Polish People's Republic are officially regarded a
Poles, and this pertains especially to census data.
Most of the national minorities in present-day Poland inhabit the border
provinces; the central provinces are more hombgeneously Polish. The Western

Territories contain about 50% of the min rities, and these are mostly
Germans. Three nationalities Belorussians, S yaks, and Lithuaniansare
clustered, compact, and located in the eas More dispersed are the
Ukrainians, Jews, Russians, Germans, Gypsies,

eeks, and Macedonians.

In spite of Poland's self-definition as a nat nal state, and despite the
pretense that Polish state citizenship obliterates n tionality, the party and
government began in the 1950s to pay attention in haphazard way to the
needs and problems of national communities. After 50, school systems for
minorities were established and Jewish emigration to Is el was liberalized but
serious attention to the German problem had to wait u til 19 7. Article 69 of
the 1952 constitution bestowed equal rights on national i7ino ties:

The citizens of the People's Republic of Poland possess,
independently of nationality, race or religion, equal ights in
'al and
'all spheres of governmental, political, economic,
ect or
cultural life. The violation of these principles through
indirect expansion or restriction of the law with r and to
nationality, race or religion is punishable.
2.

The dissemination of hatred or indifference, the instigation of
discord, or the humiliation of any person of different
nationality, race or religion is forbidden.8°

There have been some noteworthy governmental initiatives on behalf of
national minorities: a 1952 Politburo resolution on education in the Likrainian

language; a 1955 letter of the PUWP Central Committee Secreariat on
Ukrainian problems; a 1957 Secretariat resolution encouraging aid for
Germans and Ukrainians, German emigration, and the return of some
Ukrainians from the Western Territories to take over un,occupied farms in the

southeast; a 1952 government resolution on aid for Gypsies and Gypsy
settlement; and a 195-7 Central Committee letter on anti-Semitism.
These efforts at accommodation in the 1950s followed several years of
hostile relations between the government and the minorities. Not counting the
long (and ongoing) campaign for first the expulsion, then the assimilation of
Germans, the high point of this hostility Was the "pacification" of Ukrainians
in the lemko region in 1947.

The problems of Germans and Jews in contemporary Poland have
received considerable international attention. In part, this has been because of
their numbers; more importantly, it is the result of vocal concern on the part,
of intensely interested homelands. The Ukrainians, always a cohesive and
vocal minority wherever they have settled, have received somewhat less, but
some, attention. The remainder have received almost none. In perspective,-
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national minorities in today's Poland are small and. unconnected islands in a
large ethnic Polish sea, andin a political system which discourages any form of
pluralism. While they enjoy limited cultural auto my, grudgingly 'granted by
the regime as a measure to pacify them Ind buy their-support, they enjoy little
communal political power and are subject to assimilationist pressure.

Germans
In an exchange that was only superficially symmetrical, Poland received
lands inhabited before the war by about 9.5 million Germans in return for
eastern provinces which she had conquered in 1920-1921 and which contained
only a few million ethnic Poles. Virtually the entire population of Germany

cast of the Oder-Neisse line, as well as those Germans.who had lived in
interwar Poland, was expelled as part of the removal of some 15 million
Germans from throughout eastern Europe, the largest such expulsion in the
history of Western civilization.81 It remains unclear how many of these
Germans fled before the arrival of the Red Army and how many waited
around for the formal expulsion notices that followed within a short time of

that arrival, but the distinction is not a very important one in any case.
Certainly they did not remain in the newly established Polish state long enough
to be the object of a new period of Polish nationality policy or to function for

any time as an organized national minority (which does not rule out the
existence of numerous Germans living in today's Polaiid strictly as individuals). The only emnant of this problem that survived after 1945 was the case
of the "Polish-speaking Germans"; in Upper Silesia and Masuria, for example,
many persons of subjectively German orientation were able to avoid expulsion
due to their objectively Polish nationality. This phenomenon reemerged,
however, in the wake of the West German-Polish Warsaw Treaty of Noyernber
1970. Among other things, this treaty allowed for the repatriation of Germans

living in`Poland, but it did not define what a "German" was, with the result
that many -more people thanvanticipated applied to emigrate, including a large
contingent from Upper Silesia that showed up in West Germany unable to
speak any German. 82

Jews
In the interwar years, Jews,, 10% of the population of Poland, constituted
about 25% of the Polish Communist party. Even after Stalin had liquidated
the party's leadership in 1938, Jews continued to be disproportionately represented in the Communist elite in exilethe "muscovite" Communists who
followed the Red Army back into eastern Europe, and especially into Poland.
The reason fdi- this was that the Polish Jews, living under regimes that were
anti-Semitic as'well as authoritarian, were attracted to socialism's internationalist promise and believed that the victory of socialism over capitalism would
surely herald the end of ethnic discrimination. In fact, the Jewish Communist

leaders became the victims of anti-Semitic campaigns and purges. The
imposition of Stalinism engendered resentment among Polish Communists
and non-Communists alike, and this became joined to a latent but power-

ful popular anti-Semitism. In Poland in 1956, and again in 1967-1968,
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anti-Semitism became an open political issue and was cynically manipulated as
a weapon in factional stiuggles, at the top."

Anti-Sunnis:1i, a04;oommunism, and anti-Sovietism were-prominent
among the forces at work in'the complex factional struggles of 1956. Although
Jews had been prominent in the Pulawy group, the Politburo nomination of
Roman Zambrowski - a member of this group- was vetoed by KhruShchev

because Zambrowski was Jewish. The opposing Natolin faction ,openly
employed demagogic anti-Semitic rhetoric during and after the October crisis.

The following years' under Gomulka saw the ascendancy of both former
Natolinites and "Partisans" (former' Polish resistance fighters) at the expense
of moderates, repentant StaliMsts; and reformist intellectuals - a very large
percentage of whom happened to be Jewish.
In the aftermath of the Arab-Israeli .war of 1967, official anti-Semitism
came to the fore again in the forrn'of Uriti-Zionism. GomulkaAva.s alarmed at
Polish popular support. for Israel, akthoUgh this was probably prompted more
by Polish delight at a Riissiari setback than by Sudden widespread love for the
Jews. Suck open anti - Sovietism, extending even to the Polish officer corps,
could have had repercussions' that' would have sorely complicated Gomulka's
standing with the USSR: Perhaps inspired by his "Partisan" secret police chief,,
Mieczyslaw Moczar,- Gornulka launched_an anti,Zionist campaign, clearly
hoping to use latent PoliSh anti-Semitisnkto counteractpopular sympathy for
Israel. General Moczar 'and his, allies manipulated tha anti-Zionist campaign
into a full-scale purge of Jewish officials at all levels of party and government,
as well as the scientific and edlicatiortal establishment. Moczar's manipulation
was also behind threedays of Student not beginning March 8, 1968 at Warsaw
University and extending intolhe provinceS. By May, the purge had claimed at
least eighty government officials and'hundreds of other .Jewish victims in the.
sciences, the arts, ecoriontics;42ind finance. The attacks centeied mainly on
those sectors of the polity which had resisted control by the "Partisan" faction
of Moczar and Ryzard Strzelecki'.84The anti-Zionist .campaign, pervaded the

mass media, was marked by viciOus slander, and,. before ebbing in early
summer, sank even to'tfie level of defaming the memory of the Polish Jewish
')
victims of the Holocaust.
Eight to nine thousand Jews left Poland in 1967-1968; between 10,000 and
15,000 remain." Arrestimated 70,000 to 80,000 J6vs living in Poland survived
the Holocaust, and in 1946 another 150,000 returned from the USSR. Initially,
the survivors tried to revive their community life in league with the Polish

Committee of National Liberation in Lublin, which created a Central
Committee of the Jews of Poland t 944 to oversee cultural risgpstruction.86
ligious Communities, oversaw religious
Another organization, the Union
questions. The committee, which d representatives from Poland's most
importan olitical parties, dealt firs with aid to Holocaust victims and then
wprked to eate a stable Jewish communal fife. Jewish; cooperatives, farms,
profesSicinal
moverpent.87

.

societies, and newspapers forMed the cornerstone of this

_Unfortunately, many of these efforts were, undermined by a latent antiSemitism that erupted in violence in Klementow, Czestochowa, Lublin, Kielce,
and other cities, resulting in hundreds of deaths." Despite efforts by

government and Jewish leaders to reassure the Jewish community that the
excesses would cease, these events triggered a mass migration of Jews that

.

,
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would empty Poland of the bulk of its Jewish population over the next
decade." By early 1948, 150,000 had left.93
Emigration and the Stalinization of Poland after 1947 seriously hampered
the rebuilding of the J,eWigh community. Aided in part by Jewish Communists,

most independent Jewish communal institutions were either abolished or
communiad between 1947 and 1950.91 These policies fostered further
emigration, and about 30,000 Jews left in 1949-1950.92 Ten years. later, a new
wave of emigration left only about 30,000 Jews in the country. With the final

wave of exodus during 1967-1969, Poland's Jewish communityonce a rich
and thrivieg subculturevirtually disappeared.93

Today, the remnant of Polish Jewry inhabits urban areas, with the
greatest concentration in'Warsaw, Lodz, Szczecin, and such towns inLower
Silesia as Wroclaw, Lenica, Walbrzych, and Klodzko. About half of all Polish
'Jews live in the Oder-Neisse region; another one -third lire in Lower Silesia.
About 3,000 Polish Jews are organized in eighteen religious organiza- .
tions; until 1981, they had no rabbi. The largest ctiltural organization is the
Jewish Social and Cultural Society, active since 1945. The Yiddish Such
publishing house issues fewer than ten titles per year. -AYiddish newspaper,
Folks Shtyme, and a literary monthly, Yidthshe Schriften, exist with
miniscule circulation.

Ukrainians
At present, Ukrainians are the largest *minority. in Poland; according to
the Polish count, there are between. 180,000 and 200,000. Some 30,008 to
35,000 of the'se are Lemkos (originally from the Beskidy Mountains), and an
indeterminate number are Hutsuls, a 'Carpathian mountain people.
Ironically, most of the Ukrainians in Poland live in territories far from
their place of origin. About two-thirds of, the Ukrainians live In the OderNieisse region; most 15f these were forcibly resettled there in the 1947
"pacification" of the Lemkos. Only a small fraction of Poland's Ukrainians
remain in their native southeastern regions adjoining Soviet Ukraine.
The tkrainians in Poland 'arc mainly rural-90-9507Q live in villages.
There are apparently na gromada (the smallest territorial administrative unit)
inhabited exclusively by Ukrainians, and only in rare instances are villages

inhabited exclusively OF nearly so by ,Ukrainians. In a few localities,
Ukrainians are the majoiity, with most of them located in northern and
western Poland-.94.The usual pattern is that Ukrainians occupy 5 to 15010 of a.
village; there are thousands of villages with only a few Ukrainian families.
The largest cultural association is the government-sponsored Ukrainian

Social and Cultural Society, founded in 1956,- with its governing board in
Warsaw. It has five provincial, branches in Olsztyn, Gdansk, Koszalin,
Szczecin, and Wroclaw;. there ate thirty county branches and approximately
200 "circles." The society, with ,a, membership of about 5,000, publishes a
weekly Ukrainian - language newspaper, Nashe slow (with a supplement for
Lemkos), and a literary monthly, Nasha kullural.

Ukrainians have had the legal right to education in the Ukrainian
language since 1956. There are three Ukrainian elementary schools with over

200 pupils each, two high schools with over 300 students, and some 100
"centers" for part-time ,instruction in the language, at which about 2,000
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people study. In addition, there arc departments of Ukrainian philology at
Warsaw University and the teacher's colleges in Olsztyn and Szczecin." Some

teachers are trained in Kiev. Minority languages will be taught in Polish
schools, upon petition, with a specified minimum number of interested
Students; for Ukrainians, the state-set minimum is seven pupits.96

The Special Case of the Lemkos
The Lemkos (Lernky) are a culturally and linguistically cohesive group
that had inhabited the Beskidy (Bicszczady) Mountains in southeastern Poland
for centuries. Their- language is closely related-to Ukrainian. In spite of the
marked ethnic and cultural differences between the Lemkos and their Polish
neighbors, there were not the daily antagonisms with the Poles that characterized other parts of the borderlands.
After the 1944 repatriation agreeMent between Poland and the Ukrainian
SSR, it was 'frequently the Lemkos who were forcibly Sent to the USSR, even

though the agreement had called for the voluntary exchange of Polish and
Ukrainian populations. The Lemkos also bore the brunt of the 1947 anti-

Ukrainian pogrom, euphemistically called "Operation Freedom" (or
"Operation Vistula," Akcja,"Wista," or. simply Akcja "W"). In response to the
death on March 28, 1947, of the popular Polish general Karol Swierczewski in
a UPA ambush, the operation was authorized by a decree of the Presidium of
the Council of Ministers dated April 17, 1947.97 The purpose of the operation

was to deprive the underground UPA of its support in the Carpathians by
forcibly resettling the Ukrainians in northern and western Poland. A total of
17350 sOldiers were sent into the region to liquidate no more than 1500 UPA
members, and the campaign was carried out with extraordinary brutality. It
encompassed areas that had had no contact with the UPA, and at times the
mere presence of a Ukrainian newspaper in a home was sufficient evidence to

brand the inhabitants as UPA "bandits." Conditions in the new settlement
areas were poor: 70% of the buildings allotted to the Ukrainian refugees were
in ruins. The authoritiei ruled that no more than 10% of the population of any
given village could be L7krainian, in order to prevent the concentration of
Ukrainians into compact communities." The Ukrainians were ill-treated by
Polish settlers from the eastern ,territories and by the security forces, both of
whom regarded anyone speaking. Ukrainian as a UPA terrorist:" The LemkOs
have, in 1968 and in 1971, appealed to congresses of the PUWP,tor rehabilitation and restitution of their rights, but without success."

iklorussins
Polish estimates place the Belorussian population of Poland at between
165,000 and 200,000. Unlike the Ukrainians, the Belorussians haVe remained
in their traditional territories; the majority of them live in Bialystok province,
in the southern and eastern counties near Soviet Belorussia.,For tht most part,

they are a rural, peasant, farming population, although a small portion of
them are engaged in trades or crafts in small towns.
Since .1956, there has been an officially sponsored Belorussian Social and
Cultural Society, with a governing board in Bialystok, which claims 5,500

members and publishes a Belorussian-language weekly (Niva) with a
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circulation of 7,000. The Belorussians have the largest number of nativelanguage schools (thirty-four, with 2,400 students), and there is a chair of
Belorussian philology at Warsaw University. Many of the teachers are trained'
in Minsk. ml In spite of these advances, there is a high degree of Po Ionization
of Belorussians in Bialystok province.

Lithuanians
The Lithuanians are concentrated in an enclave of about 10,000 people on
the border of Poland and SoViet Lithuania, in the northern part of Bialystok

province; most of these are to be fbund in Sejny county, which is 40%
Lithuanian. Small colonies of Lithuanian settlers also live in the Western
Territories, in Gorzow, Wroclaw, and Slupsk. There is a Lithuanian Social
and Cultural Society with 1,300 members, which irregularly publishes a
Lithuanian-language newspaper Ausra.

'Other Nationalities
Th approximately 19,000 Russians living in Poland are widely dispersed,

althbu h ost live in towns such as Lodz, Olsztyn, Gdansk, and Szczecin.
There is a ubstantlal Russian settlement in the rural area on the border of.
Olsztyn and ialystok provinces, comprised mainly of the descendants of Old
Believers who fled religious persecution in Russia in the eighteenth-century.

The 17,000 or 18,000 Gypsies in Roland are divided into four tribal
groups: Polish Highland Gypsies, Polish Lowland Gypsies, Kelderasze, and
Lovari. The latter two groups, mainly from Russia, Hungary, Romania, and.
Germany, and numbering about 7,000, persist in a nomadic way of life despite
official settlement policies. The Poligh Gypsies live a settled existence (in Nov
Huta, Szczecin, Warsaw; Lublin, Lodz, and other centers), and are employed
in farming, factories, roadbuilding, metalworking, and cottage industritv.1°2
Slovaks, numbering about 20,000, are concentrated in Spisz and Orawa,
in Cracow province. Between 2,000 and 5,000 Czechs live in Lower Silesia near
the Polish2Czech border. There are about 5,000 Greeks and a similar number

of Macedonians still retaining Greek citizenship who left Greece after
World War 11; most of whom live in the Western Territories:
The Kashubs (Kaszuby), an ethnographic group numbering perhaps
200,000, live -in the Polish Corridor and in eastern Pomerania. Even in the

1919-1939 period, the Kashubs preferred not to be considered Polish,
Although their language is related to Polish, it is strongly influenced by
German and by the language of Lithuanian tribes that occupied eastern
Prussia prior to the settlement of that region by the Ritterorden in the midthirteenth century. The Kashubs have a cultural society and publish a
Kashubian-language newspaper, Kaszebe.
There are a small number of Slovenes to be found in western Pomerania
and Stolp. Finally, there are about 1,200 Moslem Tartars, concentrated near

landsberg/Warthe, and a smaller number of Karaims, a Tatar people of
Jewish faith, who live in small communities in central Poland" Silesia, and
Pomerania..t.
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83.

Goodhart, Arthur Lehmann. Poland and the Minority Races. London: George

Allen & Unwin, 1920. 194p.
This is a memoir account by the legal counsel to the American Morganthau mission

to investigate the pogroms in Poland in 191871919. The work touched on Poland's
relations with its BelorusSian, Lithuanian, and Ukrainian minorities, and ends with a
brief history of Polish Jewry.
,

84.

.

Hotowko, Tadeusz. Kwestia narodowa w Po Lsce (The Nationality Question in
Poland). Warsaw; Ksiegarnia Robotnicza, 1922.
This book expresses the views of a close supporter of Jozef Pilsudski, expounding
the "federalist" solution,of the national minorities problem.
85. Horak, Stephan. Poland and Her National Minorities, 1919-1939. New York:
Vantage Press, 1961. 259p. Tables. Maps.
This volume, the definitive work on the subject in English, features a good source
.

I

base (given limited access to Polish archives) and substantial use of statistics /The
author examines major issues in.general terms, then focuses on each separate minority.

Strongest on the eastern Slays.
86.

Kierski, Kazimierz. °citrons prim mniejszoici w Poisce (Protection of the

Minorities in Poland). Poznan: Nakl. Zwiazki Obrony Kresow Zachodnich, 1913. 103p.
The author endeavors to prove that the national minorities in Poland enjoyed
freedom and equality as formulated by international agreements and guarantees.
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Mauersberg, Stanislaw. Szkotaletwo powszeduie dia niniejszoiei narodowycb w
Poisee w Wadi 1919-1939 (Elementary Public Schooling for the National Minorities in
Poland, 1.919-1939). Wroclaw: Ossolineum, 1968. 230p. Tables. Stats. Maps.
The thorough, indepth examination of this topic is based on extensive primary
archival sources. It offers an even treatment of each group, with solid analysis and a
good bibliography.
87.

88. Mornik, Stanislaus. Pollens Kampf gegen seine nichtpolnisehen Volksgtuppen.
Berlin and Leipzig: Walter de Gruyter, 1931. 154p. Maps. Tables.

This critical yet objective study concentrates on Poland's ethnographic and
economic aspects,
sociological structures of its national minorities and on religious
.

followed 'by a liscussion of Poland's measures aimed at the destruction of minority
organizations, culture, languages, and churches. Of special benefit are the numerous
statistical tables comprising demographic, educational, religious, and economic data on
national minorities.This is one of the most informative studies on the subject.
89.

Paprocki; Stanislaw. Polen tin das Minderbelienproblem: Informationen in

Umrissen. Warsaw:'Institut zur Erforschung ter Minderheitsfragen, 1935. 173p. Also
published in English, Minority Affairs and Poland (Warsaw, 1935) and French, La
Pologne et le problime deb minorites (Warsaw, 1935).

The author presents the official Polish 'view on the minorities, supported by
statistical data on various cultural, religious, social, educational, and economic aspects
of the minorities.
90.

Sworakowski, Witold S. Mitdzynarodowe zobow4zania nriejszokowe Polski:

Komentarz do art. 12-go Malego Traktatu Wergalskiego; z przedinowg Juliana
Makowskiego Internation4I Obligations Concerning Poland's Minorities: Commentary

to the Art. 12 of the Litt Versailles Treaty). Warsaw: Instytut Badan Spraw
Narodowoktiowych, 1935. 2

narodowe w Polsce (National Minorities in
Urbanski, Zygininqt. M
Poland). Warsaw: Wydawnictwo "Mniejszoici Narodowe," 1932. 375p.
This balanced account of the national minorities problem features historical background on each group, along with excerpts from key statutes concerning minority
affairs.
91.

Wasilewski, Leon. Sprawy narodowaielowe w teoril w tyein (Nationality
Affairs in Theory and in Practice). Warsaw: J. Mortkowicz, 1929.232p. Stats.
Presented here are the views of one of Jozef Pilsudski's most eminent experts on
minority problems, along with his recohimendations for improving ethno-religious
relations. Considered a "liberal" on the minorities question, the author focuses on the
92.

eastern Slays.
93.

Wynot, Edward D. Jr. "World of Delusions and Illusions: The National

Minorities of Poland during World War II," Nationalities Papers 7:2 (1979): 177-96.
This is a concise summary of the actions and fates of the Polish Jews, Ukrainians,
Belorussians, and Germans during the war that co arcs and contrasts each case while
deicribing it.
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94. Wytwycky, Bohdan. The Other Holocaust: Many Circles of Hell. Washington,
DC: Novak Report Publishers, 1980. 96p.
This compact book is a. first attempt at a comprehensive account of the fate of 9 to
10 million east European Gentiles who died with the 6 million Jews under the Nazi
terror in World War IL In descending numbers, the victims were Ukrainians, Poles,
13elorussians, and Gypsies. Their horrible deaths cast a shadow over eastern Europe that
has never been penetrated by Western scholarship. The book gathers facts and figures,
and sketches out the possible avenues of research into the subject.

Ukrainians
General Reference Works
95.

Korduba, Myron. La litterature historique sovietique-ukrainienne. Harvard

Series in Ukrainian Studies, 10. Munich: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 1972. 365p.

This is a reprint of the 1938 Warsaw edition, edited by Orne ljan Pritsak, of
Korduha's outstanding bibliography and survey of Ukraine, beginning with 1800. It
includes over 55,000 works, as well as a survey of works on Galicia, 1921-1926, by Ivan
Krypiakevych.
96. Magocsi, Paul Robert. Galicia: A Hltoricil Survey and 'Bibliographic Guide.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, in association with the Canadian Institute of
Ukrainian Studies, 1982. 300p.'
$

The history of Ukrainian Galicia is surveyed from earliest times to the present, -and
the bibliography covers the extensive literature about Galicia's archeological, political,

social, economic, literary, ethnographic, linguistic, and artistic developments. A
separate chapter is devoted to Galicia's minoritiesPoles, Jews, Germans, and
Armenians. The volume includes, over 1,000 notes and 3,000 references, six maps
tracing historic development in Galicia, and a detailed name and subject index.
97. Pelenskyj, Eugene J. Ucralnica. Selected Bibliography on Ukraine in WesternEuropean Languages. Memoirs of the Seientific'evCenko Society, vol. 158. Munich:

Bystrycia, 1948. 111p.

This compact publication contains 2,600 entries on subjects pertaining to
Ukrainian studies. The entries on Ukrainians in Poland are arranged by general
subjects.
98. Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopedia. Edited by Volodymyr Kubijovyel. Prepared by
the Shevchenko Scientific Society. 2 vols. Toronto: University of Toronto Press for the
Ukrainian.National Association, 1963, 1971. Vol. 1, 1185p. Vol. 2, 1394p.
The encyclopedia provides numerous concise entries on various periods and all
aspects of the Ukrainian national minority in Poland before 1939 and after 1945. Each
entry includes a selected bibliography, basic statistical data, and maps.

Weres, Roman, comp. Ukraine: Selected References in the English Language.
2nd ed. Chicago: Ukrainian Research and Information Institute, 1974. 312p.
This comprehensive annotated bibliography of books and articles contrises 1,958
entries, many relating to Ukrainians in interwar and postwar Poland.
99.
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Andrusiak; Nicholas: --ple Ukrainian Movement in Galicia," Slavonic Review 14
.(1936): 163-75;372-79.
A contemporary description and analysis of the internal political divisions within
the Ukrainian community under Polish rule in the 1930s.
It10.

101.. Felinski, M. Ukralitcy w Polsce odrodzonej4L1krainians in ,Reborn'Poland)
.

Warsaw, 1931. 1,70p. Translated and published by the author in English under the title
The Ukrainians in Poland (London, 1931. 173p.).
Available in the develand..Publie Library, thiihook contains useful information
on the civil rights, political life, ecorfbmic conditions, 'and cultural and social organizationa of Ukrainians in 'post-World War I Poland.
.
02.

hfunczai, Taras, ed. A History of Pidbaitsi and Its Rigio

New 'York Paris,

Sydney, 'Toronto:. Sgeychenko Scientific Society, 1980.,774p.
.

Rani?. Wasyl, ed. Travelog of Pidhaltai Region. Ncw York, Paris, Sydney,.

70p.
Toronto: Shevchcnko Scientific Society,
The American Shevihenkci Scientific,
cty has'published'a'numb r of regiOnal
studies onvarions'West Ukrainian areas.
history anft accompanying photo album.'
covirs Pidaitsia one of the most active and ationally conscious counties. It contains

4

personal memoirs of close to four score au ors With an intimate knowledge of the
region and historical documents dating back to Austrian rule (1795-1918). Especially
well covered are the last decade of Polish rule (1929 -1939) and the, Soviet and Nazi
occupatioh
during World War II.
.
103.

Karpatitik,)Zenon. "Ukrainians in Present-Day4'oled." Ukrainian Quarterly

23:4 (Winter 1977): 348-65, This is a very infOrmative account of the fate of Ukrainiantih Poland relating to all

aspects of their existence, including, their forced teSettlerrient after 1945 .from their
native lands into newly gained noithern and wegern prdkinces. InforInation on the
cultural, economic, educational, and political activities of some 250,000 Ukrainians
living, in li'.91and'is also provided.

104.' lolynsskyi Mykhailo. HalYchyna v ff. 1918-1920 (Galicia ifP 1918.1920). New
York: Vyd. "Cherwona Kalyna," 1970. 228p. (Reprint of 1922 edition).
TEtis is
political history of East Galicia during the, existence of the Westerly.
Ukrainian republic, of which Lozyns'kyi was on:of the leading personalities. The

work provides background developments beginning 'with World War 1 and' includes a
number ofloriginal documents on the activities of the Ukrainian government.
r

105. Na vichnu han'bu PoLshehi, tverdyni varyarstvi v gvropi (For Pdland's Ever
'jasting Shame, the Fortress of Barbarism in 'Europe. 2nd al:. ,Series: Materiialy
dokumenty, no. 2. New York: "Howerla4 1956. 150p. Photos.

This is a collection of reports and eyewitness accounts about Polish "pacification"
of Ukrainian villages 'and towns in Galicia, in 1930. Included are personal reports' of
foreign journalists, foreign newspaper accounts, and feports of official visitors to the
scenes of destruction-. PacifiCation was carried out by units of the Polish army, .wl-ro
were assisted by`the police. As a result of this actiiin, several hundred buildings were
destroyed and thousands of Ukrainian men and women were brutallybeaien.
c,

,
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106. Pankivs'kyi, Kost'. Roky nimetsloi okupatsii (The Years of German Occupation). New York and Toronto: "Kliuchi," 1965. 479p.
The former chairman of the Ukrainian Regional Committee in Lviv during the
German occupation in 194)-1944 recalls his activities and those of the Ukrainians under
the Nazi occupation. His memoirs are objective and reveal many previously unknown
details.. The historian will appreciate this publication as an important contribution' to
the literature on' this subject.

derzhavy do komitetu (From Statehood to Committee). New York
and Toronto: "Kliuchi," 1957. 160p.
In this'study, Pankivs'kyi discusses Ukrainian political aspirations, 'expectations,

and di¢appointinenh under the Germ= occupation of ,Galicia, including the OUN

attempt to proclaim an independent Ukraine in Lviv on June 30, 1941 and its

.

uppressiOn.

Vid komitetu do derzhavnoho tsentru (From Committee to State
Organization). New York an&Toronto: " Kliuchi," 1968. 2841).
This is the third volume of Phnkivekyi'S memoirs, covering the years 1944-1948.
Q

PotiChnyj, Peter 3., cd. Poland and Ukraine: Past and Present. Edmonton and
Torcinto: The_Canadian institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1980. 364p. Distributed by the
Uniyersity of Toronto Press.
This volume of the Proceedings of the E venth Annual McMaster' Conference
offers the views of Ukrainian and Polish whol s on one of the most sensitive issues of
cast European history. The eighteen essays arc grouped into five sections: Historical
Legacyx,Cultural Relations, Economic Ties and Communications, World,War II and
Afterfand Political Problems. An introductory essay offersa framework for all other
contribittions;all are balanced, impartial, and marked by good will.
108. Revyuk, Emil, comp. Palish Atrocities in Ukraine. New York: United Ukrainian
Org,anizations of the United States, 1932. 512p. Illus.

Presented here are eyewitness accounts of the so-called pacification of the

rt
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Ukrainian's in'Eastern Galicia that was carried out by units of the Polish armed forces
ands" the "police in the summer of 1930. The physical punishment of hundreds of
Ukrainians and the destrUction of Ukrainian cultural facilities and cooperative
econoraic installations are illustrated by numerous original photographs.
Rudnyts'ke, Mliena. Zakbilinia Ukraina pid bolshevykamy, 1949-1941: Zbimyk
(Western Ukraine under the Bolsheviks, 1939-1941: A Collection of Essays). New York:
fihevthenko Scientific Society, 1958. 494p.
109.

phis is a study of the occupation of Western Ukraine by the Red Army in the
beginnings of World War 11. The author, a one-time member of the Polish Sejm, has
succeeded in presenting a study which explains and analyzes all methdtis applied by
communisn in occupied foreign territories..
°
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Rudnyt cky, Ivan 1.!. "The Roleof the Ukraine in Modern History. SlavicReview
2:2 (1963): t99-216.

A. controversial but important article in which the author discusses the role of
historical factors in shaping Ukrainian political attitudes and affirms that differences
between Russian and Ukrainian thought are historically toilditioned. The Principal
historical factor is Ukraine's association with the West, particularly',Poland.
1
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1

Stachiw, Matthew, and Sztendera. Jaroslaw. Western Ukraine aktbe Turning Fioint of Europe's History, 1918-1923. Edited by Joan L. Stachiw. 2 vols..Shevchenko.
Scientific,SoCiety Ukrainian Studies, English Section, vol. 5. Scranton, PA: Ukrainian
Scientific-Historical Library, 1969..
This is the only study in English which uses original sources to show the conflicting
interests in Western Ukraine, namely among the Poles; Russians, iustrians, Jews, and

Ukrainians during' the last crucial years of World, War .1 and at the Paris
Conference. This book is based on M. Stakhiv's six- volume

Peace

Zakhidnia Ukraina.

Zakhidnia Ukrainti: narys istorii derzbavnoho budivnytstva to
Stakhiv,
zbroinoi I dyplomatychnol oborony v 1918-1923 (Western Ukraine: An Outline of the
History of State Making and of the Military and Diplomatic Defense during 191,8-1923).
6 vols. in 7. Scranton, PA: Ukrainian Workingmen's AssociatiOn, 1960-1961.
This is the most comprehensive:history of the Western Ukrainian Republic; it
includes the period of independence, 1918-1919, the Polish-Ukrainian war of 1919, the
international activities of the republic, and the political activities of the government in
exile until 1923. Volumes 1 and 2 deal with the period from 1772 to 1914 as an introduction to the subsequent volumes. All volumes contain numerous original documents and
pictures of Ukrainian political and military leaders.
112.

Vytvytsky, Stephen, and Baran, Stephen. "West 'Ukraine under Poland." In
Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopedia, edited by Volodymyr Kubijovyc. Toronto:
113.

Shevchenko Scientific Society, 1963. Vol. 1., pp. 838-50.
The best concise presentation of Ukrainian life in interwar Poland, with focus on
political and social aspects.
Wynot, Edward D., Jr: "The Ukrainians and the Polish Regime, 1937-1939." The
Ukrainian Historian 7:4 (1970): 44-60.
Based ot hitherto unavailable Polish archival sources, the essay documents the
114.

growing hostility leading to the final break between the Polish governinnt and its
Ukrainian minority.

.115.4NaremkO, Michael. Galicia-Halychyna (A Part of Ukraine): From Separation to
Unity. With an introduction by Clarence 'A. Manning. Shevchenko Scientific Society,
Ukrainian Studies, vol. 18. English Section, vol. 3. Toronto, New York, Paris:
Shevchenko Scientific Society,' 1967. 292p.

The author offers ',information about Galicia and its religious, political, and

,economic conditions in the past and present, solidly based on historical literature. His
.-intentioy was to present the material in a popular and narrative style.,
116.

Zhyla, Volodymyr, comp. Zbarszlichyna: Zbirnyk siatei, maternally I spomyniv

(Zbarazh County: Collection of Essays, Materials, and Memoirs). New Yotk and

Toronto: Shevchenko Scientific Society, 1980. 740p. Map.
The volume comprises contributions on history, geography; religion, language and
literature, education, and culture, and biographies of leading personalities. Much of the
material relates to the period under Polish rule, 1919-1939.
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7.

Armstrong, John A. Ukrainian Nationalism: 2nd ed. Littleton, CO: Ukrainian
Academic Press, 1980. Originally published 1955,'1963 by Columbia University Press
tender the title Ukrainian Nationalism, 1939-194.5. xvi, 361p.
This is a dramatic account of the origins of the UPA (Ukrainian Insurgent Army)
in Poland and its efforts to establish Ukrainian independence during World War II. A
major scholarly work, it is based on numerous personal interviews, extensive files of
contemporary newspapers, and countless unpublished documents,
118.

Deruga, Aleksy. Po lityka Wscbodnia Poiski wobec Zion Litwy, Slaloms'
Ukrainy (1918 -1919) (Poland's. Eastern Policy toward the Lands of Lithuania,
Belorussia, and Ukraine). Warsaw: Polska Akademia Nauk, 1969. 330p.
Built on impressive archival sources as well as a rich collection of monographs and
periodical literature, the study focuses on the Polish-Ukrainian conflict. The author
argues that the Polish attack on Western Ukraibe in 1919 was a war of conquest against
the Ukrainian nation. The study abstains from propaganda and treats non-Poles
without discrimination.
119.

Knysh, Zenoviy, ed. Nepohasny1otton viry (Unextinguishable Fire of the Faith).
A Collection in Honor of Col. Andriy Melnyk, Head of the Supreme Council (Provid)
of Ukrainian Nationalists.'Paris: Imprimerie f'.I.U.F., 1974: 763p.
This volume contains three parts. The first is comprised of 44 articles and memoirs
by various authors who collaborated with Col. Melnyk during 1917-1920 and during his
subsequent career as leader of the OUN and UPA. The second part contains Melnyk's
"Appeals and Speeches" on the problems of 'Ukrainian liberation. The third contains
various statements and resolutions of the Supreme Council of Ukrainian Nationalists
on events in postwar' Ukraine.
120. Lewandowski, Krzyszrof. Sprawa ttkrainska w polityce zagranicznej
C:zechoslowacji w latach 1918-1932 (The Ukrainian problem in the Foreign Policy of
Czechoslovakia in 1918-1932). Moclaw, Warsaw, Cracow, Gdansk: Polish Academy
of Science, 1974. 336p.
A great deal of useful information is provided on Ukrainian-Czech, UkrainianPolish, and Ukrainian-Russian relations during the interwar. Period. The author-is
swayed, of course, by the Communist viewpoint, but the work is still impressive due to
its extensive use of sources.

Makar, Volodymyr. Rereza Kartueks:*Spomyn* v 1934-35rr. Hereza Kartuzka:
Memoirs, 1934-35). Toronto: Liga-vyzvolennia Ukrainy, 1956. 204p. illus.
This is the author's personal story about his experiences in the Polish concentration
camp Bereza Kartutka, where several thousand Ukrainians were held, without judicial
verdicts, on the order of the Polish administrative and police authorities.
122.

Motyl, Alexander J "The Rural Origins of the Communist and Nationalist

Movements in Wolyn Wojewatiztivo, 1921-1939:: Slavic Rev
7:3 (1978): 412126.,
This is a quantitative study of peasant support -for the O
and the KPZU (Cornu.,,ernunist Party of Western Ukraine) in ths eastern Polish wn wadztwo of Wolyn in the
1930s. The author finds that the ilirainian Communists w c strongest in areas with the
Cr
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largest numbers of landless peasants and that the Nationalists. did best where poor
peasants were most numerous. He attempts to explain this in terms of land ownership.

Motyl, Alexander J. The Turn to the Right: The Idea logi61 Origins and Devel.opment of Ukrainian Nationalism, 1919-1929. East European Monographs, no. 65.
123.

Boulder, CO: East European Quarterly, 1980. 215p. Distributed by Columbia
University Press.
Motyl examines the changes in Ukrainian political thought after World War 1 and
analyzes the shift to the Right, which in'his opinion was caused by the war. Exhibiting

painstaking objectivity, he tries to come to terms with the ideology of the OUN and
searches for the beginnings of the ideology of Ukrainian idealism. This is a valuable
study for anyone interested .in the subject matter.

Paneyko, B. "Galicia and the Polish-Ukrainian Problein." Slavonic Review 9

124.

(1930/31): 567-87.

This is a contemporary account of the violent and occasionally murderous '
confrontations between Poles and Ukrainians known euphemistically as the "pacification" (June-October 1930).
,

125.

Papierzynska-Turek, Miroslawa. Sprawl; ukraidska w Drugiej Rzeaypospoiltej,

1922-1926 (The Ukrainian Problem ilk the Second Polish Republic, 1922-1926).
Krakow: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1979. 390p.
With particular focus on the activities of the Sejm, this is a thorough study of the

interwar Polish government's policies toward national .minorities before 1926. It
provides a good discussion of Polith and Ukrainian political parties, Ukrainian
community organizations, and the-olectoral, agricultural; and educational policies or
the government.°The discussion of the problem of the Orthodox Church in Poland,
'with the complicating factor of the conservative Russian population, is especially,
welcome.

Piotrkicwicz, Teofil. Kwestis ukrahiska w potsce w koncepjach pilsudexyzny,
1926 -1930 (The Ukrainian Problem in Poland in Pilsudski's Concept, 1926-1930).
Warsaw: Instytut historji, Warsaw University, 1981. 165p.
Published under the aegis of the Institute of History at Warsaw University, this
study is an inquiry into the views of Pilsudski's followers concerning the Ukrainians. s
126.

The study ends in 1930, Ifie year of the mass pogrom of Ukrainians known as
"pacification.". It is thoroughly documented, resting heavily on primary sources,
includkig government documents not available to previous researchers. Th'e book
presents separate discussions of the views of the so-called Ukrainophile Poles Leon
Wasilewski, Tadeusz Fiolowko, and Piotr Dunin-Borkowski.

Radziejowski, Janusz. Komu
Wtilowe problemy ideologickne
,1919-1929: Crucial ideological P
127.

Partia Zacboduiej Ukrainy 1919-1929:

ommunist Party of Western Ukraine,
Cracow: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1976.

267p.

k

This is,the first book-length study of the CommuniSt party of Western,Ukraine
published outside the Soviet Union; it is also the first serious andobjective treatment of
an important but heretofore neglected aspect of the Commuhist movement in interwar
Poland. the author focuses his attention on those thorny ideological issues which
presented such 'Problems for the Comintern leadership: the organizational relationships
tr.
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between the Communist party of Western Ukraine, the Communist. party of Poland,
and the ComMunist party (Bolsheviks) of Ukraine, and the Ukrainian question in
Poland and the USSR.
Skrzypek, Stanislaw. The Problem of Eastern Galicia. London: Polish Association for the South-Eastern Provinces, 1948. 94p. Maps. Tables.

The author presents the Polish view oh the fate of the Ukrainians in Galicia,
claiming that many of their accomplishments were the result of Poland's generous
policy. Included are documents. favoring and supporting the Polish claim to Eastern
Galicia.
129.

Sroko*ski, S. "The Ukrainian Problem in Poland: A Polish View." SlaVonic

Review 9 (1931/32): 588-97..

k-"\

,--

A pro-Polish government account of the "pacification" of Ukrainians in Galicia
during.the summer and fall of 1930.
130.

Torzccki, Ryszard. Kwestla ukrahiska w potityce

933' -1945 (The

Ukrainian Question in the Policy of the Third Reich, 1933-1945). Warms,
Ksiaika i
Wicdza, 1972. 375p.
This study contains much material on German assistance to Ukrainian nationalist
groups within Poland in their activities against the Polish state.
131. 11itrainskie i raskie usrupowasta polityeise w Pollee w daiu 1 kwietnia 1927 roku
(Ukrainian and Ruthenian Political Groups in Poland as of April 1,.1927). Warsaw,

1927. 170p.

This is the published version of a government study that offers a quantitative
profile and then analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of each party.

Social and Economic Conditions
13t.

Horak, Stephan M. "Belorussian and Ukrainian P
s in Poland, 1919 -1939:
A ('ace StUdy in Peasantry under Foreign Rule." In The Peasantry of Eastern Europe,
edited by Ivan Volgycs. Vol. I: Roots of Rural Transformation, New York: Pergamon
Press. 1979, pp; 133-56.
The essay elaborates, on the agrarian question, the cooperative movement, Polish

sanctions, and the political consequences of Poland's refusal to accommodate the
Ukrainian and Belorussian peasantry.
133.

Kw lecki, Andrzej. Lernkowle: ragadaienie migracji i asymilacji (The Lemkos:

Problems of Migration and Assimilation). Warsaw: Peistwowc Wydawnictwo
Naukowe, 19N, 322p.
The subject of this gaily is the fate of the Lemkos before and after the population
transfers of 1947 ("Operailon Vistula"). Kwitecki writes about the deportation, the

reception of the migrants by the local population and authorities, their economic
conditions and legal status, and their eventual "stabilization" after 1956. The author has
attempted to disccAer the current ethnic identification of the Lemkos, especially their
degree of assimilation to the Polish nationality; as he admits, his sources do not suffice
for generalization on the topic.
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Die Hletenkuttur eke 'Huzulen: Eine voikskundliche Studie.
Marburg/Latin: J. G. Herder Institut, 1981. 186p. 64 illus. Map. Table.
Based on the author's pre-World War Il field studies, this book describes the
remnants of the shepherd culture of the Carpathian Mountains, which, affected by the
economic ^devi:loprnent of the late nineteenth century, fell victim to the political
developments after *445. Senkiw concerns himself primarily ivith the ethnographic
134.

Senkiw,

.

origin of the Hutsul people and attemptS'to draw parallels between the shepherds of the
Carpathian Mountains and those bf.the Balkan countries.

Vytanovych, IIGa. lstortla ukraists'koho kouperatyvuodo rukhu (History of the
Ukrainian Cooperative Movement). Ncw York: T-vo Ukr. Koop., 1964. 624p.
This is the first' synthetical work about the development of the Ukrainian cooperatives. It is rich iri documentary material and includes personal reflections of the author,
who was`the organizer and leader of the movement in interwar Poland. Within a short
135.

period of time, the Ukrainians succeeded in building one of the most successful
cooperative systems in Europe, Of special value are statistical data unavailable
elsewhere.

Geography and Popultttion
KubijovyL=, Volodymyr, Fhnic Groups of the Southwestern Ukraine (HalyiynaGalicia) on the 1st January 1939. Vol. 1: Ethnographic Map of Southwestern Ukraine.
89p. London: Memoirs of the Scientific Shevchenko Society, 1953.
136.

This important pamphlet presents detailed information on the ethnic groups of
Galicia on the eve of World War IL Ayailable at the Library of Congress.
Kubliovych, Wolodyrnyr, ed. Naukovyi zbirnyk geografichnoi sektsii pry
Ukrainslii Hromadi v Krakovi (Scientific Collection of the Geographical Section of the
Ukrainian Students Society in Cracow). Krakow, 1950. 115p. (With summaries in
German and French.)
This is a collection of anthropa-geographical studies of the villages of East
Carpathia. The Ukrainian authors, former students at Jagellonian University, present
usefill. statistical breakdowns ,,of the population according to ethnicity (Jews,
Ukrainians, Poles, Armenians, Hutsuls, etc.) and social class in the 1920s. Available at
the Libriry of Congress.
137.

Education and Cultural Affairs
Mudryi, Vasyl, Ukrainslkyi universytet u Lvov', f921-1925 (1. krainian University
..
in Lviv, 1921-1925). Nurnberg: "Chas," 1948. '59p.
of
the
struggle
for
the
organization
Mudiyi presents a documentary story of the
Ukrainian university in Lviv, first'under Austro-Hungary rule and after '1921. under.
Polish administration. Until 1925, there existed a private, clandestine university, which,.
..
was subsequently transferred to Vienna,. Prague, and, after 1945, Munich under_ the
118.

'.

-

name Ukrainian Free University.
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Religion
139.

Prokoptschuk, Gregor, Der Metropoilt: Leben nod Wirken des grosseno,,,

Forderers der Kirebeaunion, Graf Andress Sebeptytzkyj. Munchen: Verlag Ukraine,,.
1955'. 299p. Illus.

An authoritative biography of the metropolitan Andreas Shept'tsky, head of the
Ukrainian Catholic (Uniate) Church in Ppland.'Shelitytsky, a spiritual as well as secular
leader_ of Ukrainians, was instrumental iti the Ukrainians' struggle for independence.

Militarism and World War II
140/ -Evben Konovalets to lobo doba (Eugene Konovalets and His Epoch). Munich: E.
Konovalets Foundation, 1974. 1019p.
This is a rich co_ llection Of articles, letters, and essays by some 35 authors Who knew

the intrepid Col. Eugene Konoialets, commander of the

Sich

Riflemen during

1917-192Q and organizer of the Ukrainian Military organization (UVO). Konovalets was
- assassinated in Rotterdam by a Comintern agent in May 1938. This book will be of great
interest to scholars, Ukrainian and nori-Ukrainian alike, in that it describes Konovalets'
activities during tWo crucial decades.
141.

Heike, Wolf-Dietrich. Sit woilten die Freihelt: Geschichte der,

Ischen

Division, 1943-1945. Dorheim/H.: Podzun Verlag, 119741. 2$2p.

These are the memoirs of Major W. -D. Heike, Chief of Staff of the Ukrainian
Division. He has written an objective and factual history of the Ukrainian military unit
known a0Division Halychyna" from its formation to the end of the war, including Its
deployment at the eastern front near Brody jn 1944.
Ho

Stephan M.; Armstrong, John A.; Dytryshyn, Basil; Farmer, Kearcetil
Kulch'Ycky, George;Reshetar,,, John S.;land Subtelny, Orest. "Symposium.
Ukrainians in World War 11: Views and Point," Nationalities Papers X:1 (1982): 1-39.
Thew are papers from a symposium at Ytte fourteenth 4AASS Conference at
142.

Asilomar, California (September 1981), organized around the thorny question of
Ukrainian "c,ollab.oration" with Nazi occupying forcei inPoland and Soviet Ukraine
during World War 11. Among the issues addressed by the participants are whether the
Ukrainians were bound to loyalty to Poland or the USSR,die significance of the Lviv
Act of Independence of June 20, 1941, and the activities of the Ukrainian Insurgent
Army (UPA)
141,

.1( ut sc.habsky, W. Die Westukruine im°Kampfe mit Polen and dem Bolsaiewismus

in den Jahren 1918-1923. Berlin: Junker. and Diinnhaupt Verlag,, 1934. 439p. Maps:

This is one of the best presentatims (31 the history of the Western Ukrainian
Republic. her diplornatii; activities, the _Polish-Ukiainian war, the occupation of
Fastern'Calicia by the Polish army, and the incorporation into the Polish Republi..
Included arc a useful bibliography and military maps. Of the .various stages of the
Ukrainian Polish war. Ill"c book-remains the standard work on this subject.
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Litopys Ukrainsitol Povstansicoi Artnii (Chronicle of the Ukrainian Insurgent
Army). Vols. 1, 11. Volpe I Polissita: Nimets'ka okupatsiia (Volyn and Polissia: The
German Occupation);.vols. 1I1, IV. Cbornyi Vs, 1947-1950 (Black Forest, 1947-1950);
vol. V. Volyu 1 Polissia; vols. V1rYII. Ups v svitli nimets'kykldokumentiv, 1942-1945
(UPA in the Light of German Documents, 1942-1945); vols. VIII-IX.
Ukralns'ka Holovia Vyzvolna Rada; Dokumenty, . ofitsiini
matertialy, 1944-1945 (The Ukrainian Supreme Liberation Council: Documents.,
Official Publications, Papers, 1944-1945). Toronto: Litopys UPA, 1972-1982. 1980.
319p. Vol. IX, 1982. 535p. Edited. by E. Sh'tendera and P. Potichnyi. (Summaries in
144.

English).

Contained in these volumes are historical, documents rod relevant materials
pertaining to thehistory of the Ukrainian Insurgent. Army. which operated mainly in

Western Ukraine (Galicia and Volyn). Each volume or sequence of volumes is planned
to cover a specifi; theme. Thus far, no Soviet documents concerning the UPA have
appeared in print. Even in Poland, the full edition of the captured tIPA documents has
yet to appear in print.

Povstanslia Armiii, 1942-1952 (The Uk'rainian
Insurgent Artily, 194I-1952). Munich: "Cicero," 1053. 319p:
,The book contains the story, of the fownation and warfare of the Ukrainian
Insurgent Army (UPA) against Nazi Qermany, Soviet Russia, and, after 1945, the
Polish army in the eastern territories of Poland. Included are documents, military ,
reports about UPA actions, and photographs.
145.

Mirchuk. Petro. Uk

146. Shandruk, Pavlo. Arms of Valor. Translated by Roman Olesnicki. IntroduCtion
by Roman Smal-Stocki. New York: Roetert Speller. and Sons, 1.959. 320p.
These are the memoirs-of Pavlo Shandruk, lieutonant-general of the general 'Staff,
'Ukrainian .National Army. They cover three important periods' of his life: the era of
experience uncibr the Polish occupaUkrainian independence after World War I;
tion; and his experiences during World War

B., and Szota, Wiestaw 2. Drat* do nikdtd: Dzialalno0
Organizacjl Ukraifiikich NaCjonalistaw i P.) likwidieja w Polsee (The. Road to
147.

Szczegniak, Antcipi

-Nowhere: Activity, of the Organization of Ukfainian Ndtionalists and Their Liquidation
In Poland). Warsaw Wojskowy Instytut Historyeztiy: Wyd. Ministerstwa.Obrony
Narodowej, 1973. 588p.
Based

on a large body of documents on Ukrainian-Polish relations, the study

emphasizes the period 19;0-1948, when the activities of the, Ukrainian Insurgent Army

came to .an end in eastern 'Poland. It also provides information on the Ukrainian
p-oliticW parties and their activities dt,tring the Nazi occupation. Basically, the authors

take an anti Ukrainian stance, underscoring the 'attitude of the current Communist
regime in Poland. Nonetheless, the book provides a mass of information unavailable
elsewhere.
,

Yuriy. UPA Warfare in Ukraine: Strategical, Technical and
n Resistance in WOrld War H. Translated from
Organizatio al Problems
ew York: 'Society of Veterans of the Ukrainian
Ukrainian by Walter Dustmyck
the.
U.S.
and
Canada,
197. 448p.
Insurgent Army of
148

Tys-k okhma
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This publication offers a wealth of information, documents, and statistical data, as
well as the memoirs of the surviving members who reside in the West. Organized in the
Western Ukraine in 1943, the UPA.fought against Nail occupation and later against the,
Sovievarmy until 1957.
149.

Ukrains'ka Halytsla Armiisti Materisly do istorti (The Ukrainian Galician

Army: Sources to History). 4 vols. Winnipeg: Dmytro Mykytiuk,1958-1968. Photos.

'

Maps.
The Ukrainian _Galician Army (UHA) was organized during the, short existence of
the West Ukrainian Republic (1918-1919) and was first engaged in a was against Polish

aggression and subsequently against Soviet Russia. This multivolume work contains
documents pertaining to its existence and memoirs of its officers and soldiers. It as a

useful collection of sources for the historian of Polish-Ukrainian relations.. and
Ukrainians under Polisl.rule.

.

150. Vcryha, Vasyl. Doroltamy Drtiboi svitovoi viiny: Legrudy pro uchast ukraintsiv
u varshays'immy povstant.1944 r. ta pro ukrsdneku dIviziin "Halychyna", (The Roads of

the Second World War: Legends on the Participation of Ukrainians in the Warsaw
-Uprising of 1944 and on the Ukrainian Division "Galicia"), Toronto: Navyi Shliakh.
1980. 259p.
411:-

The purpose of this volume is to examine (and refute) the allegation that units of
the Ukrainian division "Galicia", Participated in putting down the 1944 uprising in
,Warsaw, and to analyze the motives behind the organilation of the division and its
subseqUent 'Military performance. While the intent i$ commendable, the author has
overemphasized marginal or peripheral issues and fails toarial)7ze the basic problem
sufficiently..
Veryha, Vasyl. "The `Galicia' Ukrainian Division in Polish and Soviet
Literature." The likra. inian Quarterly XXXV1:3 (1980): 253 -70.
151.

This article is a valuable review of the treatment of the division SS-"Galicia" by
Soviet and Polish historians. The Polish historians are found to be nrore accurate and
objective. Veryha goes to particular lengths to refute the allegation that units of the
division "Galicia" participated in combatting the Warsaw uprising.

Jews

General Reference Works
152. Balaban, Majer. Ribliografia historii Zydow w Polsce i w krajach oiciennych w
Witch 1900-1934)(A Bibliography of the History of the Jews in Poland and in Neighboring Count,ries in the -Years .1900-1930). W.aaw: Naki. Tow. Szerzenia Wiedzy
Judaistycznej w Polsce, 1939. Vol. 1.

Balaban's extensive bibliography deals with Jewish community life, 'culture,
giOn, and the economic status of Jews in Poland and other
between 1900 and 1930. Only one volume was published in

European countriea
series.

153. Bronsztcin, Szyja. Ludnok iydoivska w Polsce w okresie miedzywnjennym:
stadium statystyczne (The Jewish Population in Poland in the Interwar Period: A

Statistical Study). Wroclaw: Zaklad Narodowy ini. Ossolinskich, 1963. 295p.

Notional Mino ies in Poland, 1914%1980
This is an extitInely valuable study of various aspects of Jewish life in Poland from
1914,10 1939. Based upon demographic and other statistics, it provides an in-depth look

at the impact of Poland's Jewish cormnuntiy on Polish society, with a summary in
English.
154: Hoskins, Janina, comp. Polish Books in English, 1945-1971. Washington, DC:

Library of Congress, 1974. 16Ip.
epared by the Reference Department of the Slavic and East European Division
Library of Congress, the bibliography has a number of important entries on the
of
of Jews in Poland, particularly for the modern period.
hie t

Mark, Bernard. Nftezesistwo i walk* kydow w Iatach chump poradnik
y (The Martyrdom and Struggle of the Jews duritig the Years of Occupan: A Bibliographic Guide). Warsaw, 1963. 44p.
This short, fully annotated bibliography, drawn primarily from Polish sources,
enals with Polish Jewry' during World War II. It lists 114 entries.
156. Trunk,
1944-1946.

I.I.S. Poland. (in Hebrew). 3 vols. New York: Farlag Unser Tsait,

This exhaustive bibliography deals with the lives of Poland's best Yiddish writers
and provides an excellent overview of Polish Jewish life over the past century.

WasiutynSki, Bohdan. Lddnok zydowska w Police w wieksch XIX i XX:
stadium statystyczne (The Jewish Population in Poland in the Nineteenth and
157.

Twentieth Centuries:A Statistical Study). Warsaw:.Kasyin, Mianowskiego, 1930. 224p.
The author provides an excellent history, of the Jewish communities in Poland for
the nineteenth century and first third of the twentieth century, with individual chapters
on Congress Poland,, Galicia, Wand other regions. An excellent selection of statistical
data and charts is broken down on a city-to-city basis.

History and General Studies
Aisene, Benjamin. Les Jails polonais: 1918-1944: Ou, les worts accusent. Paris:
Pensee universellc, 1980. 185p.
This is a rather shallow overview of Jewish life in POland between 1918 and 1944.
Its statistical information can be found elsewhere.
158.

Biderman, Israel M. Mayer Balaban: Historian of Polish Jewry. His Influence on
fhe Younger Generatioffi of Jewish Historians. New York: Dr. I. M. Biderrnan Book
Committee, 1976. 334p..
Bidermag's study serves a twofold purpose: it is a history of Polish-Jewish historiography over the past century, and a history of the life and works of one of Poland's
premier historical scholars, Mayer Balaban. It also. discusses the major conclusions
drawn from Balaban's research and his impaCt on other Jewish historians such as Ignacy
Sehipper.
159.

160.

Cohen, Israel, Vilna Philadelphia, PA: The Jewish Publication Society of

America, 1943. 327p.
This is a history' 6f the Polish- Lithuanian Jewish community in Vilna (Lithuanian.
Vilnius) from 135O through the early stages of World War II. It provides excellent
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insight into the rich historical and cultural heritage of this Jewish "Jerusalem of the
North." Approximately the last third of the book deals with Vilna's Jewish community
in the twentieth century. It has a section of supplementary notes and a bibliography.

Czerniakow, Adam. The W
w Diary of Adam Czernistkow: Prelude to
Doom. Edited by Raul Hilberg, Stan
Staron, and Josef Kermisz. Translated by
Stanislaw Staron:and the staff of Yad Vashem. New York: Stein and Day, 1979. 420p.
A' translation of Dtiengik getta warszawskiego, these are the memoirs of the
161.

Warsaw ghetto's controver%ial Judenrat leader from early September 1939 through July

1942. There are two lengthy historical introductions by the editors, as well as a
documentary appendix and a select bibliography.
a

Dubnow, Simon M. History of the Jews in Russia and Poland from the Earliest
Times until tbe'Present Day. Translated from the Russian by 1. Friedlaender; with a
bibliographical essay, Niw Introduction and Outline of the History of Russian and
162.

Soviet hwry, 1912-1974,13y Leon Shapiro. 2 vols. New York: KTAV Publishing
House, 1975.

This is a new edition of the classic study of Polish JeWry. The latter part of the

second volume contains an extensive section on the history' of Poland's Jewish
mmunity since 1912.
163.

Echt, Samuel. Die Geschichte der Juden In Danzig. Leer, Ostfriesland:

Rantenberg, 1972. 282p.

A rather detailed history of Danzig's Jewish population, with most of the work
devoted to the twentieth century through 1945. 'Included are detailed statistical
information on the Free City's Jewish community and its victimization under the Nazis
and an, excellerit section of notes.

Eizenbach, 'Artur Dokumenty I materialy do dziejow okupacji niernieckiej w
Poker. Tom III: Getto LAdzkieticist I (Documents andMaterialS tp the History of the
164.

n Occupation in Poland. Vol. III: Ghetto in Lodz, Part I). Lodz: Centralnej
Zydo skiej Komisji Historycznej w polsce, 1946. 300p.
This Polish documentary collection deals with the history orthe Lodz ghetto from
the fall of 1939 through 1944. Most of the material, drawn from official Polish and
German sources, documents the slow disintegration of the Lodz ghetto's 233,000 Jews
during the Holocaust. The LOclz ghetto survived longer, than Europe's'other ghettos
because of its value to the German war economy. However, after its elimination in 1944,
its remaining Jews were shipped to Auschwitz.
_

.

165. Fishman. Joshua A., ed. Studies on Polish Jewry, 1919-1939: The Interplay of
Social, Economic, 'and Politica) Factors of. a Minority for Its Existence, New York:
YIVO Institute for Jewish Research. 1974. 851p.
The history of Poland's Jewish community during the interwar years is the subject
of this selection of articles in English and Yiddish. Many of the entries emphasize the
probleMs tlie Jews encountered because of anti - Semitic° attitudes and their efforts to

deal with this phenomenon. Each section includes bibliographical articles and a
collection of documents on Polish Jewish history during this, period.

82 / 7 National Alinorititis, in Poland, 1919 -1980
166.

Golczewski, Frank. Poiniseh-judisehe Beziehungen 1881-1922. Quell= and

Studien zur Geschichtc des ostlichen Europa, Bd. 14. Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag,
1981. 391p.

With an emphasis on the period after the outbreak of World War filtis recent
study deals with the history of Polish-Jewish relations since 1881. it is particularly
valuable for the period immediately after the end of World War 1, when Poland's Jews
were subjected to a severe wave of anti-Semitic violence. There is a rather detailed
bibliography at the end pf the book.
167. Heller, Celia S. On the Edge of Destruction: Jews of Poland between the, World
Wars. New York: Schocken Books, 1980. 369p:
This is a detailed'account of the history of Poland's Jewish sorrununity during the
interwar period. It deals with the Jewish religious, Community; and political organizations and their relationship to the Polish state and ,discusses anti-Semitism in Poland
during this period and its relationship to the degenerative sfatits'of Jews in interbellurn
Poland. An excellent section of bibliographical notes-iSaltpended

Jewish Labour Confederation. The Pogrnms in Poland and Lithutanlatt . Special
no vol. 1, no 9. London: Jewish Socialist.Labour,Confecteration- Pciale-Zion, 1919168.

p.

This pamphlet containi the restA 'of an (000._
at took- place in Poland,4414
nroyidos cxtcosie-iiimaA.T:tiiigit nullifier of "Jews ifijniedlitid killed and discusses the

Jewish .respanse'tp 11iSse..40414;
Lestschinsky,. Jacob. On the Eve of Desiriction: About Jewish Life in Poland,
935 -1937 (in Hebrew). Buenos Aires: Tsentral Farband Poilishe Yidn in Argentine,
1951. 255p.

The author's second volume on Jewish life in Poland uses a series of vignettes to
give the reader a more life-like view of conditions in Poland for Jews several years
before the outbreak of World War 11, As in his first study, or the period 1927-1933,
Lestschinsky depicts a grim picture of growing anti-Semitism. He dies point out,
however, that there were some Poles who protested these anti-Semitic feelings.
Lichtenstein, Erwin. Die Juden der Freien Stadt Danzig tinter der Herrschaft des
Nationalsozialismus. Tubingen: Mohr, 1973, 242p.
Sponsored by the Leo Baeck Institute, this work deals with the history and status
of Danzig's Jewish population between 1933 and 1939.
170.

Mahler, Raphael. The Jews of Poland between the Two World Wars: A Socioeconomic History on a Statistical Basis (in Hebrew). Tel-Aviv: Dvir, 1968. 195p.
The study provides a balanced overview of Jewish- life in Poland between 191.8 and
1939. The author uses a large body of statistical information to discuss the economic
degeneration of Polish Jews during this period as well as the decline of their social and
professional status.
171.

Mendelsohn, Ezra. Zionism in Poland: The Formative Years, 1915-4926. New
Haven, CT: Yale Uniyersity Press, 1981. 373p.
A superb study of Polish Zionism from the early days of World War I through
1926. The author begins with an overview of the history of the Polish Jewish
172.
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community and then traces the history of Polish Zionism, through 1926. He pays
particular attention to the relationships and conflicts of the various Zionist factions
with one another and with other Jewish political and religious factions. The book
contains several appendixes and a good bibliography.
-173.

Mission of the United States to Poland. Washington, DC: Government Printing
Office, 1920. n.p.
his is a report by PreNident Wilson to Congress on the Morgenthau investigation
of the pogroms in Poland in 1918-1919.%..

National Polish Committee
iu Poing& official Reports of
the American and British Investigating Mb:skis.. .t c.ago: National Polish Committee
of America, 1920. 64p.
The pamphlet presents the reports of the Ameriesui Morgenthau investigation as
well as various British investigatory teams on the pogroms in Poland in 1918-1919. *
1'74.

175. .Rabinowicz, Harty M. The Legacy of,Polish Jt'wry: A History of Polish Jews in
the Inter-war Years, 1919-1939.few York: T. YoselOff, 1965. 256p.
A good study of the Jewish community of Poland between the two world wars,
with a valuable bibliography at the end.

176.

Segal, Simon. The New Poland and the Jews. New York: L. Furman, 1938. 2
This scholarly work deals with Poliah-antiamitassik-sluring-The4nt
from the perspective of its impact on the Jewish community and Poland as g.
Segal integrates his study with Part investigation of the political-en riiiiriletittn..Poland;

particularly after 1926, and its relationship to this phenomenott:He /.4irec...usSpItte
economic situation in Pbland vis-a-vis the Jews and Poland..and;poksat
other minority .groups in Poland during this period.
,177. -1.."'ertenbaurit; Joscit. In Seirili of a Lost People: The Old and New Poland, With

eila Tenenbaum. New York: Brechhurst Press, 1948. 312p.
In ttlis blended memoir /history of the past thousand years of Polish Jewry, the
author deals first with the Warsaw ghetto, the Jewish uprising there and its after-Math,
and then follows with accounts of events in other major ghettos in Poland. In the next
major section of his work, he discusses. post -Nazi Poland and then goes into detail on

the German use of Poland as its major execution center in eastern Europe. A brief
bibliography, with some materials in Polish, is appended.
178.

2ydo
Thi.s very

Instytut Historyczny. Bialetyh, no. Warsaw, 1951- .
portant Polish-Jewish historical journal is the principal scholarly 'organ

of the J.ewishw:Historicat. Institute 'of Poland. Published in Polish with English
summaries, its articles cover all aspects and periods of Jewish culture and history,
particutarW the interwar period and the Holocaust.

Politics and olitical Parties
Johnpoll. Bernard K. The Politics of Futility: The General Jewish Workers Bond
of Poland, 1917-1943. Ithaca, NY: Corpell University Press, 1967. xix, 298p.
179.

This valuable study deals with the history of the Polish Jewish Bund from its
inception through the Holocaust. it provides a rare glimpse of Jewish domestic politics
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in Poland Miring this period, particulitrly the impact of Jewish religious.and cultural
differences on political issues. There is a substantial bibliography at the end of the
volume..
180. N,o.rzec, Pawel. "General Sikorski and seine Exi regierung zur Judenfrage in
Polen im Lichte von Dokunienttn des Jahres 1940." Zeitschrift far Ostforschung:
2 (1981): 229 -61. (12
Liinder and Volker im osllichen Mitieleuropa. 30.* Jh

appendi
.
uded).
Kor
s with the contact between Jewish organizations and Polish government
le from October 1939 to the end of April 1940, a little-known but
agencies' in
im rtant episode in Polish-Jewish relations. The Jewish organizations expected that a'
.frien y attitude of the Polish government-in-exile towards the Jewish question would

ve the Polish-Jewish relations in occupied Poland. In spite of an uncommon
convergence of bilateral interests, the talks did not bring any concrete results, as demon-

strated by the documents inclided inthe annex.

Social and Econ6mk Conditions
181. Bornstein, I. Rzendoslo iydowskie w Polsce (Jewish Handicrafts. in Poland).
Warsaw: Nakl. Inst. fladari Spraw Narodowkiowych, 1936. 189p.
This study deals .with Jewish cyaftsmen in Poland and their impact or the Polish

economy.
182.

Gliksman, Georges. L'aspect monomique de la questiOn juive en Pologne. Paris,

1929. 196p.

'

Based upon an excellent body of statistical information, this is a good study of the
economic status.of Jews in Poland in the decade after World War I.*
Schiper, Ignacy. Dzieje handlu iydowsldego Da ziemisch,polskich (A History of
Jewish Commerce in the Polish Lands). Warsaw: Naki. Centrali Zwiqzku Kupcow,
183.

1937. 791p.

This extensive study deals with the effect Poland's Jewish community had-on that
Ration's economy.

Holocaust and Anti-Semitism
Aubac, Stephane. Les desspus dune campagne: Is question julve en Polognr et
les opinions socialistes sur les "pogroms." Paris: Picart, 1919. 94p.
The Jewish. pogrbms in Poland at the end of World War I are 'the subject of this
brief study.
184.

185. Banas, Josef. The Scapegoats: The Exodus of the Remnants of Polish Jewry..
Edited by Lionel Krchan. Translated by Tadeusz Szafar. London: Weidenfeld and

Nicolson, 1979. 221p.
This is the history of official Polish anti-Semitism since 1948 and its impadon the
exodus of Poland's remaining Jewish population over the next 2Lvyears.
186. Bartoszewski, Wladyslaw. The Blood Shed Unites Us: Pages from the History of
Help to the Jews in Occupied Poland. Warsaw: Interpress, 1970. 243p.
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This is an official Polish study about Polish help offered to Jewish Holocaust
victims by a member of the illegal Council for the Aidito Jews ("Zegota"), who also was
associate head of the Jewish section of the Delegate's Office of the Polish Governmentin-Exile in London. A valuable bibliography is appended.
187.

\

.

413artoszewski, Wladyslaw. Righteous 'among Nations: How Poles. Helped the

Jews, 1939-1945. Edited by Wladyslaw Bartos2ewski and Zojia Lewin. Londow
Earl4courts Pubs., 1969. 834p.

First published in Polish as Ten jest z ojczyzny (I-1e is My Fell& Countryman),
thisvolume is an effort to underline the positive role played by some Poles to save Jews

from death during the Holocaust. it is a collection of personal accounts, historical
pieces, and documents. An American edition was published as The Samaritans: Hercws
of the Holocaust-(1970).

Berenstein, Tatiana,-and Rutkowski, Adam. Assistance to the Jews in Poland,
1939-1945. Translated by Edward Rothert.. Warsaw: Polonia Pub'. HOuse, 1963. 82p.
188.

This official Polish account_of Poliih-Jewish relations during World War II
emphasizes various forms of Polish help extended to Jews during this period. It covers
the early stages. of the German occupation and then the efforts of the Polish resistance

after 1941 to save Jews 'from extermination. Also appeared in German and Polish
editions.
189.

Bluletyn GlOwnej Komisji Badania Throdni Nlemleckich w Poisce. Warsaw:

Wydawrtictwo Prawnicze, 1946-1976.

The official bulletin of the Polish High Commission for the Investigation of
German Crimes in Poland contains articles in its individual editions on crimes against
Poland's Jewish population. The High Commission has also published a number of
other.works on issues that relate to the Holocaust.
190.

The Black Book of Polish Jewry: An Account Of ,the Martyrdom tif Polish Jewry

under the Nazi Occupation. Edited by Jacob Apensziak, et -al. New York: The
American Federation for Polish Jews in Cooperation with the Association of Jewish
Refugees and Immigrants from Poland, 1943. 343p.
Eileginning with the conquest of Poland in September 1943, this ,unique, classic
study details the development of the full Nazi program for the destruction of Poland's
large Jewish community. It discusses the Nazi "blitzpogroms" against Jews in various
Polish communities and details the creation and administration of the Warsaw ghetto.
_Following are studies of Nazi policiei in Lodz, Krakow, Lublin, Lwow, Eastern Galicia,
Wilno, and eastern Poland, the evolution of Nazi extermination policies against Jews in
individual communities, the creation of concentration camps at Neblinka, the Warsaw
ghetto, and the development of Jewish resistance movements. The final section of the
book is a lengthy historypf the Jews in Poland and Oyer contributions to Polish society
and culture. A new edition appeared in 1982, entitled The Black Book: The Nazi Crime
against the Jewish Pehple.
191.

Central Commission for Investigation of German Crimes in Poland. German

Crimes in P.pland. 2 vols. Warsaw:
1946, 1947.
These volumes contain a collection of articles on various concentration camps in
.Poland, and German policies towards prisohers in these camps. Volume I contains a
chapter on the execution of Polish Jews. and most other chapters also touch on the
Jewish question.
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Checinski, Michael. Poland, CO ninumisin, Nationalism.`Auti-Semitism.Translaced in part by Tadeusz Szafar. New York: Karz-Cohl Publishing, 1982. viii, 289p.
The argument of this study is that anti-Semitism in its present form in Poland, like
the current, P9lish government, is aniznport front the Soviet Union. The study collates
much material on a frequently misunderstood subject.

.\

)93. Delbo, Charlotte. None of Us, WiliAeturn. Tranilated by John Githens. Boston:
\---rBeacon Press, 190. 127p.
Charlotft Delbo, a member of the French Resistance, wascaptured and sent to a
number of concentration camps. This small autobioginphy is,an extremely poignant
account of her experiences at Auschw,itz.
194.

Dokuusenty I materialy z czasew olompacji niemlecidej w Poisce: I: °boxy (Docu-

ments and Materials from the Time of -German Occupation in Poland. I: Camps).
Wydawnictwo Centralnej Zydowskiej Komisji.
Edited by. N. Blumenthal.
.
4
Historycznej, 1446. 335p.
This collection of 129 documents deals with German occupation policies, the estab-

lishment of various ghettos and concentration camps, and Poland's Jews during the,

Holocaust.
195. From the History of KI-Auschwitz. Translated from the Polish by Krystyna
Michalik.Fertig,' 19821 225p. Olt4kally published by Patistikowe Muzeum w

Citwiecimiu, 1967_

-

This is a recent Polish history of the concentration camp in Poland. It provide)

extensive details on life in the camp
deeniphasize the fact that the camp

d its administration, though it tends to
ed primarily to execute Jews.

196. Hammer, Richard (pseud.). Urger swelter Klaus: Antisemitismus in der
Volksrepublik Poten undder UdSSR. Hamburg: Hoffmann uhd Campe, '1974. 278p.
A valuable inside account of the resurgence of thinly veiled anti-Semitism in
postwar Poland. The'ews who remained in Poland were anti-Zionist and considered
themselves full-fledged Poles. Initially welcomed by the regime, they later became
pawns in the factional infighting among the leadership of the party.
197. International Auschwitz Committee. Auschwitz: Indium Medicine, Anthology.
Vol. f, parts 1 and 2. Warsaw: International Auschwitz Committee, 1971.

The volume contains a collection of articles on Nazi medical experiments at
Auschwitz. Many, of course, deal with experiments on Jewish victims.
198. Klonichi-Klonymus, Arie (Klonitski, Aiyeh). The Diary of Adam's Father (in
Hebrew). Edited by Meir Hovay. Translated by Avner Tomaschoff. Kibbutz Lohamei
Ha'getaot: Ghetto Fighters' House, [1969]. 87p. Illus. Maps. Portraits.

A translated Hebiew account of the final period of destruction of the Jews of
Galicia, written in the summer of 1943.
Kronika Betts Ledzklego. Edited by Danuta Dabrowski and Lucjan
Dobroszychi. 2 vols. Lodz: Wydawn, 1965.
This is ibtwo- volume hi4tory of the Lodzghetto drawn principally from German
documents, many of which are translated into Polish.
199.
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The Martyrdom of Jelifisb Physicians in Poland. New York: Medical Affiance
Association of Jewish Physicians from Poland, Exposition Press, -1263. 500p.
This is essentially a memorial volume to the 1900 Jewish doctors who died in the
Holocaust. Its numerous biographies paint a vivid picture of life in Poland's ghettos
during the Holocaust, particularly for the physician, who was faced with immense

*200.

mediCal problems.

Nyiszli, Miklos, Auschwitz: A Doctor's Eyewitness Account. Greenwich, CT:
Fawcett Publishers, 1960. 160p.
This is a memoir account of a Hungarian Jew who was shipped to Auschwitz after

201.

the German occupation of ,Hungary in 1944. As

doctor, he was able to observe

German experiments-on Jevasli prisoners during his incarceration.
.1

Okupacija i'medycyna; wybor artykul6 z "Przegladu lekarskiego-Oiwieeim" z
lat 1961-1970 (Occupation and Medicine: A Selection of AMcles of "Auschwiti Medical
Review," 1969-1970). Warsaw: ICsiaika i wiedza, 1971. 425p.
A study of medical and sanitary conditions in Nazi concentration camps in Poland,
particularly Auschwitz. The book also discusses Nazi atrocities, primarily against Jews.
202.

Pietrzykowski, Jan. Hitkrowcy w Czestocbowie w !stud 1939-1945 (Hitlerites
Czestochowa, 1939-1945). Poznati: Instytut Zachodni, 1959. 262p.
This i9 .another official study of the Holocaust in Poland. It discusses initial anti203.

Semitic acts during the early German occupation of Poland and the gradual
development of Nazi policies that transformed Poland into Europe's principal
extermination center.
204. Pisar, Samuel. Of Blood acid Hope. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1979.
311p.

A memoir account of the author's full life, describing a-childhood in Soviet- and
German-occupied Poland and subsequently his incarceration in the Auschwitz
concentration camp.

Poliakov, Leon, ed. Auschwitz. Paris: Julliard, 1964. 222p.
This is acollection of articles, memoirs, and eyewitness accounts of Jewish inmates
at The Auschwitz concentration 'camp.
205.

Polska, Ministerstwo Obrony Narodowej. tczelistwo, walks, zaglada iyd6w w
Polsce, 1939-1945 (Suffering, Struggle, Exte
ion of Jews in Ptand, 1939-1945).
Warsaw: Wydawnigtwo Ministerstwa Obrony Narodowej, 1960. 541p.
This is `a valuable pictographic account of the events Of the Holocaust in Poland
during World War II. Polish text.
206.

207.

Przegl4d Lekarskt(Medicai Review). Warsaw, 1961-1967.

From 1961 through 1967, this journal devoted a series of articles to medical
problems during the Nazi occupation in Poland. Many have subsequently been
published in Auschwitz: Inhuman Medicine.
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The diary was written by a young Jewish teenager from the village of Kranjo. It
covers the period from the spring of 1940 through June 1, 1942, When he and his family
were sent to Treblinka; where they died several, months later.

Sierakowiak, Dawid. Dziennik Dawida Slerakowiaka -(The Diary of David
Sierakowiak). Edited by Leor* Dobroszycki. Warsaw: State Publishing House Iskry,
209.

1960. 226p.

These are the memoirs of a Holocaust victim from the Lodz ghetto, considered in
some cases to be, worse than the Warsaw ghetto. This account was, serialized in the
Biuktyli Zydowskiego Iniytuty Historycznego before it was released in book form.
210. Telen, Christian:La Purge: chaise an Juif en Pologne populaire. Paris: Fayard,
1972. 222p.

Examining anti-Semitism in Poland after World War II, this study covers the
Stalinist period until 1953, the thaw after Stalin's death, Gomulka's.rise to power; and
the use of anti-Semitism in 1968 in response to growing difficulties in Poland.
211. Tushnet, X.,eonard. The Pavement of Hell. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1972.
210p.

This is a study of three Judengat leaders and their policies during the Holocaust

Adam Czerniakow of Warsaw; Mordecai Rumkowski of Lodz; and JacobGe'ns of
Wilno. Although the authOr tries to be sympathetic to their decisions betause of their
peculiar positions vis-a-vis-Germ officials, their positions on a number of issues are
what brought them their greatest ndemnation.
Wildeai, H. Niebeznieczthstwo iydowskle (Jewish Danger). Poznan: Nakladern
autora, 1934. 951 .
The author traces the history Of anti-Semitism in Poland and its impact on the
contemporary status of Poland's Jewish community. It has no bibliography.
212.

Zydowski Instytut Historyczny. Warsaw. Eksterminseja Zydow na ziemiach
poiskich w okresie hitlerowskiej okupacji: Mier dokumentow (Extermination of Jews
in Polish Lands during the Hitler Occupation: A Collection of Documents). Edited by
T. Berenstein, A. Eisenbach, and A. Rutkowski. Warsaw, 1957. 378p.
This collection of documents deals with Nazi extermination policies against
Poland's Jews between 1939 and 1945: The 187 documents, drawn from German and
Poland and Europe
Polish, describe the slow evolution of Hitler's program to
Faschismus-Getio"judenfrei." This publication also appeared in Genii
213.

Massenmord.

Militarism, World War II,
and the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
Ainsztein, Reuben. The Warsaw Ghetto Revolt. New York: Holocaust Library,
1979. 238p. Distributed by chocken Books.

214.

A detailed history of the background, evolution, and outbreak of the Jewish
rebellion in the Warsaw ghetto in the spring of 1943. The author also goes into some
detail on the impact of the uprising on Poland's remaining Jewish population. Included
are a valuable section of notes and a bibliography.
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Blumental, Nachman, and Kermish, Joseph, eds. Ha -Merl velni-osered be-geto
Varsha (Resistance and Revolt in the Warsaw Ghettd). Jerusalem: Yad Vashetn, 1965.
495p. Map.
A documentary history of the events that led to the Warsaw ghetto revolt of 1943
and its aftermath. The Hebrew text is followed by a summary in English.
215.

Borzykowski, Tuwie (Tuvia). Between Tumbling Wads. Translated from the
Yiddish by mendel Kohansky. Lohame Ha-Getaot, Israel: Ghetto Fighters' House,

216.

19'72.229p.

These memoirs of a member of the Jewish Fighting Force in the Warsaw ghetto
deal with the uprising in January 1943, April-May 1943, and Jewish involvement in the
Polish uprising of August 1944.
Gray Martin. For Those I Loved. Translated by Anthony White. Boston: Little,
Brown and Company, 1971. 151p.
217.

Memoirs of a young Jew who lived in the Warsaw ghetto, survived, and was
actively involved in smuggling food into the ghetto for his family and orphaned Jewish
children. He also. survived Treblinkaand later became a member of the Resistance at
.Zablow, then an officer in the Red Army.

Grossman, Mendel. With a Conan in the Ghetto (in Hebrew). Edited by Zvi
Shner and Alexander Seved. Kibbutz Lohamei Ha'getaot: Ghetto Fighters' House,

218.

1970. 96p. Illus.

This is a photographic account of the Polish city of Lodz under German occupa-

tion. it includes an essay about the photographer, Mendel Grossman, by Arieh
Ben-Menahern.
219.

Gutman, Israel. The Jews of Warsaw, 1939-1943; Ghetto, Underground, Revolt.

Transhited from Hebrew by Ina Friedman. Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1982. 487p.

A translation of -Yehude Varshah, 1939-1943, this excellent monograph details the
histoi-y of the WarsaW ghetto from its inception in 1940 through the bloody Jewish
Warsaw rebellion in 1943. The study includes a detailed bibliography.
220,

Iranek-Osmecki, Kazirnierz. He Who Saves One Life. New York: Crown

Publishers, 1971. 336p.
This is a history of Polish-Jewish relations during World War II, with an emphasis
on the role played by a minority of Poles to save Jews from the Holocaust. Ove
merely adds to the debate over-the role played by the Polish nation vis-alis its Jewish
population during this period. The book is a translation of Kto ratuje jedno
Kaplari, Chair. n' Aron. Scroll of Agony: The Warsaw Diary of Chaim A. Kaplan.
Translated and edited by Abraham I. Katsh. New York: Macmillan, 1965. 350p.
Originally written in Hebrew, 8n established writer, this diary. details the
experiences of a Polish Jew, who was confined to the Warsaw ghetto. It is a lucid
account of Jewish life in Warsaw during the Holocaust.
221.
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222. Katz, Alfred. Poland's ,Ghettos at War. New York: Twayne Publishers, 1970.
175p.

This is a scholarly account of Jewish politics in Poland before and during the
Holocaust and its relationship to the organization of Jewish life in the ghettos during
this latter period. It also discusses the development of Jewish underground movements
in each of Poland's major Jewish ghettos and looks at the impact of these events on
Polish-Jewish ties. Several documentary appendixes, notes, and a bibliography are
included at the end.
223.

Korczak, Janusz (Goldszrnit, Nenryk). the Ghetto Years (in Hebrew). Edited by

Riva Keinow. Translated from Polish by Jerry Bachrach and Barbara Krzywicka.
Kibbutz Lohamei Ha'getaot, Israeli Ghetto Fighters' House, 1980. 264p.

The, translated diary of the great Polish-Jewish writer and educator, Janusz
Korczak, includes a selection of hiiletters,'some of his manifestoes issued during World

War II, and his autobiography. It also has an essay, "Final Chapter Korciak in the
Warsaw Ghetto," by Yitzhak Perlis.

Lubetkin, Zivia. In the Days of De:atm:don and Revolt. Translated from the
Hebrew by IOW Tubbin. Kibbutz Lohamei Ha'getaot, Israel: Ghetto Fighters' House,

224.

1981. 338p.

Thisis anrautobiographical-account of a female Jewish freedom fighter active first
in the Soviet zone, occupied Poland (acquired in the secret Soviet -German treaties of
1939), and then, in early 1940, in German-occupied Poland. She became active in the Jewish Fighting Organization (JFO), its command structure, the Jewish. National
Committee, and the Jewish Coordination Coinrnittee, was actively involved in the

Warsaw uprisings of January and April 1943, and barely eicaped the ghetto the
following month. She resurfaced as a WO combatant in the August 1944 Polish
uprising. The book has a very valuable biographical section on important Jewish figures
who were involved in these activities.
225,

Mark, Ben, ed. Documents and Materials about the Revolt in the Warsaw

Ghetto (in Hebrew). Warsaw: Yiddish Buell, 1953. 405p.
This collection was meant io be used with the author's history of the Warsaw ghetto
insurrection of 1943. He uses a Lariety of sources in this volume, including files from the
Ringelblum Archives, court records, memoirs, diaries, personal statements, and other
material to document the entire background and history of the Jewish Warsaw uprising.
As in his history of the rebellion, Mark tries to use his document.to upgrade the role of
Jewish Polish Communists in the important events.

Mark, Bernard. Powstanie w pule warszawskini (Warsaw Ghetto Insurrection).
Warsaw: Wydowski Instytut Historyczny, 1953. 343p.
Published in conjunction with the author's companion volume of documents on
the tenth anniversary of the Warsaw ghetto uprising, this volume presents a detailed
account of the evolution of events that led to the rebellion, the rebellion itself, and its
aftermath. The author, head of the Jewish Historical Institute, uses a wealth of material
recently discovered in his study, though there is a tendency to try to paint a greater role
of Jewish Polish Communists in these important events.
226.

Meed, Vladka. On Both Sides of the Wall: Memoirs from the Warsaw Ghetto.
New York: Holocaust Library, 1979. 276p.
227.
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Spanning the period from July 22, 1942 until early 1945, this memoir details the
German deportations of Jews to death camps from the Warsaw ghetto and efforts of
the Jewish Coordinating Committee to help Jews who were hidden in Poland outside of
the ghetto. Particuki.r emphasis was placed on helping Jewish children and seeking the
aid of Catholic religtus orders willing to hide Jewish children during World War II.
The Coordinating Committee also tried to aid Jewish workers in German work camps
and to locate Jewish partisans in Poland, and contact was established with the Polish
underground.
228.

Moczarski, Kazimierz. Conversations with.an Executioner. Edited by Mariana
Fitzpatrick. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1981. 282p.
Moczarski recalls his prison conversations over a 255-day period, beginning on
March 1949, with Jilrgin Stroop, the SS general responsible for the destruction of the
Warsaw ghetto. He provides an autobiographical study of Stroop's career, particularly,
his anti-Semitic liquidation career in tge SS in Czechosbovakia, Riasia, and Greece.
Included are a valuable section of notes and an index. Stroop was hanged for his crimes
in Poland on March 6, 1952.
229.

Poteranski, Waclaw. The .Warsaw Ghetto: On the 25th Anniversary of the

Armed Uprising in 1943. Warsaw: Interpress Publishers, 1968. 75p.
This is an official Polish history of the Jcwiih uprising in the Warsaw ghetto in
1943.

It provides some background into the history of Germany's deadly policies

towards the Jews and the creation of Poland's ghetto system and describes Jewish life'in

the Warsaw ghetto and Warsaw's role as a transfer point to Poland's various
concentration camps. The final portion of the book details the planning.and implemen-

tation of the Jewish Warsaw ghetto uprising in 1943 and its aftermath. ThiS study
appeared initially in Polish as Warszawskie getto.
230.

Ringelblum, Emanuel. Notes from thelValsaw-CtheltO: The Journal of Emanuel

Ringeiblum. Edited and translated by Jacob Sloan. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1958. 369p.
These are-the memoirs of Emanuel Ringeiblum, a Polish-Jewish teacher, Historian,
political activist, and archivist, who recorded his experiences in the Warsaw ghetto from

January 1940 through the end of 1942. This edition is more complete than the one
published in Poland by thejewish Historical Commission in Warsaw.
231: Ringelblum, Emanuel. Polish-Jewish Relations during the Second World War.
.Edited by Joseph Kermish and Shmuel Krakowski. Translated (from Polish) by Dafna
Mott', Danuta Ilabrowska, and Dana Ker en. New York: Howard F fig, 1976. 230p.
The archivist for' thse Warsaw ghetto's archives (Oneg Shabbat)
author of Notes,
from the Warsaw Ghetto presents a history of ties fieiw
Poles an Jews from *139 to
1945. To a great extent, it is based upon Ringelblum secret archives collected during
the Holocaust, and his view is basically unsympathetic towards- Poligh claims of aid td
Jewish Holocaust victims. The author was tortured and executed for his activities in the
spring of 1944.

Seifert, Hermann Erich. Der Jude an der Ostgrenze. Mit einer Landkarte Lind 8
Abbildungen. Berlin: I. Eher Nachfolger, 1941. 87p.
The first of two books by this Nazi writer on the status of Jews in eastern Europe
232.

during World War II, this volume discusses German efforts to revive a traditional
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Jewish lifestyle in its ghettos, and then looks at Jewish conditions in Russia, Poland,
and in the General Gouvemtsnent. Seifert's second volunie appeared in 1942.
233.' Wronski, Stanislaw. iolacy-iydzii 1939-194 (Poles-Jews, 193911945). Prepared
by Stanislaw Wronski and Mr.lria Zwolakowa. Warsaw: Ksia'zka i Wiedza, 1971. 426p.
An official Polish study on Polatd's JewishlOpulation during World War bI, with
an emphasis on Polish-Jewish 'relations. An adequate bibliqgraphy is included.

-34.

Zuckerman, Isaac, ed. The Fighting Ghettos. Translated and edited by. Meyer.
Barkai. Philadelphia, PA: Lippincott, 1962. 407p.
Published originally in Hebrew as Sefer mihamot ha- geta'ot, this account discusses
Jewish rebellions in Poland during the Holocaust. It emphasizes outbursts in Warsiw,
Bialystok, Grodno, and in several concentration camps, qnd deals with Jewish participation in the Partisan movement. A lengthy biographical section andmaps of the major
ghettos conclude ,the volume.

Education and Cultural Affairs
Eisenstein, Milian'''. Jewish Schools In Poland, 1919-39. New York: King's Crown
Press, 19504112p.
polish Jews during the
This is a brief study of the complexity of school systems

235.

-

ous education often
interwar period. FPI. the most part, Jewish secular and
folloNyed the religious and political divisions :of the Polish Jewish community as a
dole. Therefore, the author centers the discussion around the educational thrust of
two of the Jewish community's major organizations, the Bund and the Zionists.

Herzog, marvin I. The Yiddish Language in Northern Poland: Its Geography
and History. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1965. xxix, 323p.
The Kist cal, linguistic, and cultural impact of the Yiddish language on northern
Polish Jewry is examined in this excellent study.
236.

Schiper, Ignacy, ed. Zydzi w Poisce odrodzonej; dzialalnok spoleczna,
otwiatowa i kulturalna (The Jews in the Reborn Poland: Social, VIticational, and
CUltural Activity). 2 vols. Warsaw: Nakl. Wydawn. "Zydzi w Poise odrodzonej,"
237.

1932-1933.

This is an excellent history of Polish JFwry. The second volume deals with the
twentieth century, through the 1930s, and with encyclopedic coverage details, with
charts pictures, paintings, etc., all aspects of Jewish social. economic, religious,
political, and cultural life. It has'excellent bibliographic information at the end of cacti
chapter.

Belorussians
238.

Bialoruskie ugrupowanle polityczne w Polsce w dniu 1 kailetnia 1927 roku

(Belbrussian Political Groups in Poland as of April 1, 1927). Warsaw, 1927. 15p.
This is the published version -,of a government study that offers a quantitative
profile and then analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of each party.
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Engelhardt, Eugen von. Weisiruthenien, Volk mid Land. Berlin: Volk and Reich
Verlag, 1943. 358p. Illus. Maps.
239.

The book providet basic information about Belorussia: its history, economy,
education, and social conditions. This is the only German work ever published on
Belorussia. Its objective presentation is of special merit.
240. Guthicr, Steven L. "The Belorussians: National Identification and Assimilation,
1897-1470." Sov;ct Studies 29:1 (1977): 37-61; 29:2 (1977): 270:83.

This is an account of the development OT Belorussian national consciousness from
the late nineteenth century to the present. The struggle for the national rebirth of the
Belorussian nation is studied against assimilationist pressures imposed on them by both

Pols and Russians.
Juzwenko, Adolf. Polska a "Biala" Rosja (od listopada 1918 o kwietnla 1920 r)
Poland and "White" Ritssia [from November 1918 to April 1920] ). Wroclaw, 1973.
241.

296p.

JuzWenko discusses, in a Very objective manner, the political relations between
Poland and "White" Russia during the years 1918-1920. He points out that Poland

could see no political gain if either Kolchak or Denikin came to power; if an
independent Poland were created, the Whites would demand that it include no part of
Lithuania OT Belorussia, nor Chelm or Eastern Galicia. This book is an important
contribution to the literature on the history of Polish-Russian relations.
Korus-Kabacinska, Janina. "Poloienie ludnoki bialoruskicj w Rzeczxpospolitej
Polsce w latach, 1924-1926" (The Position of the Belorussian Population in the Polish
Republic, 1924-1926). Zesz,yty Historyczne Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego 2 (1961):
242.

161-221. Tables.

This is an account of the "pacification" campaign of the Polish government to
counter nationalism and Communist influence among the Belorussians in Volyrt,
Poltssia, ltttd Wilno provinces during 1924-1926.
243.

1Crysinski, A.-"Liczba i rozmieszczenie Bialorusinow w Polsee" (The Number and

the Settlements of Belorussians, in Poland). Sprawy Narodowo.sciowe 3-4 (1928):
351-79.

244.

Lanicwski, Stanislaw [Pseud. Stanislaw Elski]. Die welssruthenische Frage:

Historisch-politischer Abriss. Translated from Polish. Berlin, 1942. 54p.

This pamphlet gives excellent insight into the fear: and hatred that Poles felt
towards`the Belorussians during a tense period in their relationship.
Ltibachko, Ivan S. Belorussia under Soviet Rule, 1917-1957. Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1972. 219p.
Of particular value in this scholarly, historical study of Belorussia in the twentieth
century are chapter 9 on "West Belorussia under Poland," and chapters 10 and 11 on the
245.

Nazi occupation. The book is noteworthy for its use of census data and extensive
discussion of the education system.

46.

Matsko, A., and Tsamutin, B., eds. Revoliutsonnil
kompartli Zapadnoi
Bielarusii, 1921-1939 gg. (The Revolutionary Path of the Communist Party of West
Belorussia, 1921-1939). Minsk, 1966. 204p.
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Reflecting the Soviet point of view, these articles by Soviet Belontssian authors
discuss the impact that the activities of the Communist party of Western Belorussia,(KPZB) had on events in interwar Pci land.

Poluian, Vladimir A., and Poluian, 1. V. Revoliutsonnoe i natsiOnalnoosvoboditilnoe dvizhenie v Zaoadnol illeiarusii, 1920-1939 gg. (The Revolutionary and

247.

National-LiberatiOn Movement of West Belorussia, 1920-1939). Minsk: Gosizdat
BSSR, 1962. 220p.

This Marxist interpretation of the Belorussian nationalist movement focuses on
class conflict and "social-economic radicalism" as its main driving forces.
248.

Vakar, Nicholas P. Beiontssia: The Making of a Nation: k Case Study.

Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1956. 296p.
The firgst major history of the Belorussian people in English, this book emphasizes
the modern period and the struggle for the rebirth of Belorussian national consciousness
against the assimilationist pressures of their Polish Ind Russian rulers. Chapter 9, "West
Belorussia," pp. 119-36, focuses on the Polish part of Belorussia during the interwar
period.

Wasilewski, Leon. Litwa i Bialorui: zarys historyczno-polityczny stosunkew
narodowoiclowych (Lithuania and Belorussia: A Historical-Political Outline of
Nationality Relations). Warsaw: J. Mortkowicz, 1925. 251p.
249.

This study offers a good socioeconomic and political profile of the Belorussians by

a sympathetic Pole, considered a liberal" onsthe Minorities question and a leading
advisor to Jozef Pilsudski.

Bola komunistyczaei partii ?.achodniej Bialorusi w ruche
Wyslouch,
narodowym Bialorusinow w Police (The Role of the Communist Party of West

250.

Belorussia in the Belorussian National Movement in Poland). Wilno, 1933. 207p.

This is a contemporary discussion of the activities of the Communist party of

Western Belorussia in Poland and the bases of its appeal to the Belorussian minority in
Poland.

Germans

General Reference Works
Czech,. Joseph. Die Beviiikerung Polens: Zahl,unctvolkische Zusamrnensetzung.
VerOffentlichungen der schlesischen Gesellschaft fiir Erdkunde #46. Breslau: M. and H.
Marcus, 1932. 232p. Maps. Tables. 4
More than half of this handbook (pp. 92-191) deals with the German minority in
251.

Poland, applying a so-called "anthropo-geographical" methodology while surveying
`that group's historical development, its numerical decline after 1919; its,current
bution in interwar Poland, and t4e chief c1aracteristics Of German communities in the
4
different regibns of the state.

Die Nationalitiiten in den Staaten Europas: Samrnlung von Lageberichten.
Edited by E. Ammende and the "Europiiisches Nationalitaten-leongress." Vienna:
252.

' Wilhelm Braumillier, 1931..568p.
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A handbook, similar to Urbanski, Czech,''etc., surveying (on pp. 75-11) the
economic, legal, and educational situation of the Germans in interwar Poland.

Thsoligh focusing on Poznania. Pomerania, and eastern Upper Silesia, objects of
Cerman irredentism, and critical of Polish government policy,' it contains much useful
statistical information.
253.

Swart, Friedrich, and Breyer, Richard. "Die deutsche Volksgruppe im polniscien
Staat." In das Ost liche Deutschhead: Eta Haadbuch, adited.by.QOttinger Arbeitskreis.
Wiirzburg: Holzner Verlag, 1955. pp. 47'7-526.
This is a concise survey of the German minority in interwar Poland, its population
distribution, social and econimic characteristics, religious life, legal position, etc. It also
stintmarizes Polish. nationality polic* and the impact of German-Polish international
relations on the Germans of, Poland.

History
Bahr, Richard. Volk jeaseits der Grenzeu: ,GekcIsichte. nod Problemstfik der
deutschea'Nfladerheiten. Hamburg: Hanseatische Verlagsanstalt, 1933. 4760,..
Pages 125-.205 of this survey of German minorities itt. Europe,,especially those
created in 1919; deal with the Germans in interwar Poland. Ili focus is on the problems
and political challenges presented by their new situation and their continuing inability to
form a united front,to deal with it, which Bahr attributes to the considerable variety of
German communities ajtd living conditions in Poland-

;254.

Bierschenk, Theodor. Die deutsche Volksgruppe In Polen, 1934-1939. Bereft
turn Jahrbtich der Albertus-Universitat Konigsberg, X. Wilrzburg: Ho
Verlag,
255.

1954. 405p.

The most complete account of the German minority in Poland, including he entire

range of its politiCal, cultural, economic, educational, and other organizations and
activities, as well as its numerous conflicts with Polish government policies.,Written by
a former activist in that minority, the work is quite critical of Polish policies but not
excessively polemical. The author makes the point that most Polish Germans, despite
their poor treatment, were loyal citizens of Poland until 1939.
256.

Enders, Jacob. Die deutschen Sledlnagett in Galltien. Eckarschriften no. 75.

Wien: Verlag Osten-eichische Landsmatinschaft, 1980. 80p. Map.
The authOr describes the 150-year fate of the Germans in Galicia. The kingdom of
Galicia came under Habsburg domination in the Polish partitions of 1772. More than
100,000 Germans, most of whom were farmers and tradesmen, were widely dispersed

among some 3.5 million Poles and Ukrainians and over one million Jews. Always
economically and ethnically oppressed, the Germans faced further difficult es' after
1918, and Nazi politics during 1939-1945 brought on their end.
257.

Heike, Otto. 1)as Deutschtum in

1918-1939.-Bonn: Selbstverlag des
Verfassers, 1955. 296p. Map. Bibliography.
The leading expert ore' the subject offers a balanced account of. the Germans in

' hiterwar Poland. Of special importance are the detailed statistics and, discussions.
regarding the German political parties and organizations, participation in elections, the
activities of the German representatives in the legislative bodies, the economic structure,
education, and cultural activities. Included are the Cats of ten documents pertaining to
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the German legal and political status in Poland and a comprehensive bibliography of
German publications. The number of Germans in Poland for 1938 is estimated atdk.
1,030,000.

258. jike, Otto. 150 Jahre Sc.hwabenSiedlangen in Poku 1795-1945. Level,kusen:
4
published by the author, 1979..364p.
The German litigation to Poland is.analyzed, using the example of agricultural

settlementi. Based on rich sources, the book describes in great detail the origins,
development, and fate of many Swabian settlements, including ethnologically
interesting pictures of.daily life and customs. A large volume of information has been
compiled and presented in an orderly fashion. An appendix, viikustrations, and charts
contribute to -this exceptionally valuable collection of mateAais, which includes
elements of process analysis.
259. iomjathy, Anthony, and Stockwell, Rebecca. German Minorities and the Third.
Reich. New York: Holmes & Meier Publishers, 1980. 217p.

This work includes a chapter on the Germans of Poland as part of an examination

of how Germans throughout eastern Europe behaved toward their countries of

residence in the face of the rise of Nazism in Germany and the etnergence'of Hitler's
ambitions in eastern Europe. The authors contend that the Germans of Poland were as
loyal as could reasonably be expected and do not deserve the "fifth-column" label
commonly applied by Polish historians.

Kramer, Julius, Mohr, Rudolf, and Hobler, Ernst. Aufbruch and Nenbeglim:
Heinsatbuch der Galiziaideutschen. Stuttgart-Bad Cartnstatt: Relief Committee 'of
260.

Galician Germans, 1977. 6'72p.
Over 60 writers contributed to this-sequel to the first volume published by the same
group of exiled Germans of Galicia. The well -edited book offers many photographs,

illustrations, and statistical data, and includes a history of the German Evangelical
Church and the German Mennonites in Galicia. This is a valuable contribution to the
literature on the history of Ukrainian- Polish and Ukrainian-German relations.
Lesniewski, Andrzej, ed. Irredentism and Provocation: A Contribution to the
History of the German Minority in Poland. Poznan: Wydawn. Zachodnie, 1960: 72p.
This is a translation of a Polish collection on the subversive activities of Germans in
Polanb during 1939-1945 which, while somewhat polemical, is yaluable for some of its.
historical perspectives and its bibliographicUl references.
261.

Potocki, Stanislaw. Poloienie mniejszoici nlemieckiej w Polsce 1918-1938 (The.,
Position of the German Minority in Poland 1918-1938). Wydawnictwa instytuty
Baltyckicgo w Gdansku, 4. Gdansk: Wydawn.'Morskje(1969..502p.
Based largely on primiry sources, this is the mot extensive treatment of this
subject from the Polish perspective. The author stresses the voluntary nature of the
post-1919 exodus and the "privileged" economic position and elaborate, officially
tolerated organizational network of those Germans who remained in Poland. While not
denying that Polish policy toward the Germans had some repressive aspects, Potocki
justifies it nonetheless with reference to their willingness to serve as instruments of
hostile Third Reich policies.
262.

A
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263., Rhode, Gotthol

. "Das Deutschtum in Posen und Pommerellen in dei Zeit der
In Die deutschen Ostgebiete zur Zeit der Welmarer Republik.

Weimarer Republik
Studien zum Deutschturn im Osten, Heft 3. Cologne: Bohlau Verlag, 1966. pp. 88 -132.
This recent assessment by a leading scholar-spokesman for German refugees from
interwar Poland stresses the sense of "renewal" and the trend toward self-sufficiency
among the Germans in Poland once the shock of 1919 wore off. The author is mildly
critkcal of Polish policies, but not self-righteous, e.g., he concedes that Polish treatment
of Germans was not comparable to the Germans' treatment of the Poles during World
War 11 or what happened to eastern Germans during 1945 -1947.

Riekhoff, Harald von. German-Polish Relations, 1918-1933. Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1971. 421p.
264.

Riekhoff focuses on intergovernmental relations, but devotes considerable
attention to the role of the German minority in Poland as a complicating factor in these

relations. He takes a factual, objective approach, simultaneously criticizing the
revanchism of even democratic Germany and its reluctance to accept the new Polish
state as well as Polish chauvinism and the Oen unnecessarily repressive treatment of
the German minority.
265.

Staniewicz, Restytut. Mniejszoik niemlecka w wojewedztwie ilvskim w latach

1922 -1933 (The German Minority in the Silesian Province, 1922-1933). Biuletyn no. 26.
Katowice: laski Instytut Naukowy, 1965. 111p. (Summaries in Russian and English).

A slim but comprehensive examination of the German minority in Polish Upper
Silesia prior to the Nazi era. Fairly balanced and based on sound archival research.

Politics and Political Parties
treyCr, Richard. Das Deutsche Reich und Polen, 1932-1937: Aussenpolltik und
Volksgruppenrecht. Marburger Ostfdrschungen, Band 3. Wilrzburg: Holzner Verlag,.

266.

1955. 372p.

Breyer presents a thorough analysis of German-Polish relations during the era of
preventive-war crises and the 1934 non-aggression pact. Focus is on relations between'

the two governments, but considerable attention is paid to the role of the German
minority in Poland in theie relations. The author denies that harsh Polish nationality
policies were notably relaxed by the 1934 rapprochement ,on the government level.

Dworecki, Zbigniew. Problem niemiecki w Swiadomoici narodowo-politycznej
spoleczetistwa polskiego .wojewedziw zachodnich Rzeczypospolitej, 1922-1939 (The
267.

German Problem in ,the National-Political Consciousness of Polish Society in the
Wester Regions of the Republic, 1922-1939). Seria Historia, 92. Poznan: unity.
Mjckiewicza, 1981. 250p. (Summary in German).
This survey focuses on the response of the majority Polish-population of western

Poland to the German minority. It analyzes class and other traditional factors which
went into the formation of Polish stereotypes of the Germans, and while.,critical of

ultranationalist Pates, e.g., in the "Westbupd," the author concludes that Polish
attitudes were generally an understandable reaction to provocative German attitudes
and policies.
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Deutseklandbild der Poku 1918-1939: Fine UnterGoiczewski, Frank.
socbung der Historiographic und der Publizistik. Geschichtliche Studien zut Politik und
Gesellschaft, vol. 7. Diisseldorf: Droste Verlag, 1974. 316p.
The first part of this monumental study analyzes the Polish image of the Gennans,
as Prussians, West and South Germans, and Austrians, during the interwar period; then
it anlyzes the typical German characteristics as seen b_ y the Poles. The seond part is a

268.

survey of Polish historiography on German history and in particular the history of
Polish-German relations. The bop.* is based on an impiessive bibliography, and will be
a most valuable source for scholars interested in Polish views on Germany daring the
period 1918-1939.

Griinberg, Karol. Nkmcy I icb organitscje polityczne ve Poisce mitdzywolennel
(The Germans and Their Political Organizations in Interwar Poland). Warsaw: Wiedza
Powszechna, 1970. 157p.
269.

Based on secondary sources, this summary is of the standard Polish position,
which as remained fairly consistent through thk interwar and postwar. political
changes most Germans who left Poland after 1919 were bourgeois or bureaucrats who
did so voluntarily; those who remained were treated fairly, indeed too generously, given

their lack of loyalty and easy manipulation by the Reich in the 1930s.
270.

Heiss, F., ed. Deutschland und der Yorridor. Berlin: Volk und Reich, 1939.

311p. Illus. Maps.
This work is aimed at a general audience and is tendentious and without a scholarly
apparatus; but it contains articles by leading German authorities of the period and is
useful as a compendium of the official German. position during the, 1930s. Focus is on

oppositiorf to the "corridor" for geopolitical rather than ethnic reasons, but
consideration is also given to the German minority in western Poland.

Kellermann, Volkmar. Schwa:7er Adler, Weisser Adler Die Polenpolitik der
Weimsrer Republik. Cologne: Markus Verlag, 1970. 196p.
271.

This work represents the equivalent of the Riekhoff book (see entry 264), but it was
written by a nonprofessional historian, using secondary sources, who aims to influence
contemporary policy toward Poland. Still, it is a clear, objective, and comprehensive
survey which contrasts with most other German accounts by virtue of its recognition of
the manipulation and subsidization of the. German minority situation in- Poland by
official Germany because of its value to revanchist foreign-policy aims.

Kulski, W. W. Germany and Poland: From War to Peaceful Relations. Syracuse,
NY: Syracuse University Press, 1976. xxii, 336p.
This is the first in-depth analysis in English to fully present the Polish and German
points of view regarding their mutual relations, the breakdown of which in 1939 led to
the Second World War. It traces the stages of German and Polish relations, affected not
only by wartime and postwar events but also by a thousand years of mutual history. The
272.

author, a former member of the Polish diplomatic corps between 1928 and 1945,
delineates the history of the Oder-Neisse boundary from its diplomatic origins .ap
through Willy Brandt's Ostpolitik and the Warsaw Treaty of 1972.

Meissner, Lucjan. Niemleckie organics* antyfaszystowskie w Polsce, 1933-39
(German Anti-Fascist Organizations in Pland, 1933-39). Warsaw: KsiOka i Wiedza,
273.

1973. 301 p.
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Meissner analyzes those factions within the German minority which resisted Nazi
ideology and control in the 1930s, e.g., the German Socialist Workers party centered in
Lodz (DSAP) and the Christian Peoples party (CVP) in Upper Silesia. He criticizes the
Polish government for its failure to support more effectively these loyal factions against

pro-Nazi, irredentist elements within the German minority, which were heavily
supported by the German government.
274.

Mroczko, Marian. Zwigzeis Obroay tres6w Zachodnick, 19214934: Powstanie I

dzialainoie The Association for the Defense of the Western Districts, 1921-1934:
Growth and Activity). Gdansk: Wydawn. Morskie, 1977. 258p.
This 6 a thorough analysis of the significant anti-German pressure group in
interwar Poland, and its leading figures and activities. From its emergence in the Upper
Silesian plebiscite campaign; it functioned as an unofficial organization but with general
Polish government encouragement. Mroczko approves of its "patriotism" but is critical
of its largely National-Democratic, "bourgeois" ideology.
Ratyriska; Barbara. Stosunki polsko-sdemieckie w_okresie wojny gospodarczej,
cv919-30 (German-Polish Relations during the Era "' of Economic Warfare, 1919-30).
1
arsaw: Ksiiiika i Wiedza, 1968. 35Sp.
In the context of a general treatment of German-Polishirelations after 1919, this

275.

monograph focuses Fn German government efforts to achieve political goals, for
.example, a more favorable situation. for Germans in Poland, by means of economic
pressure at a time of Polish vulnerability, especially during the immediate ptl t Locarno
era (1925-1927).

Rauschning, Hermann. Die Eatdeutschung Westpmtasens and P:sens: Zebu
Jabre Poluischer Politik. Berlin: Reirnar Hobbing, 1930. 40$p.
276.

This is a comprehensive account of the rapid decline of the German population of

oznania and Pomerania, 1919-1926, and the factors behind this development.
Rauschnin argues that most of the exodus was not voluntary but due to Poli,sh
pressures, which are treated here in great variety and detail, affecting mainly longestablished residentsmostly urban rather than recent arrivals, colonists, or civil
servants.

Rosenthal,,,,l-larry Kenneth. German and Pole: National Conflict and Modern
Myth. Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1976. x, 175p.
This is a well-documented account of the opinions Germans have held of the Poles
throughout history, and especially since the end of the eighteenth century. The author
finds the Germans in the west indifferent to Poles, those in the east contemptuous and
fearful. Since World War II, these negative attitudes in West Germany have been
replaced by a new indifference.
277.

278.

Wapinski, Roman. "Endecja wobec problemow polskich ziem Zachodnith w

latach 1919-39" (National Democracy and the Problems pf the Western Polish Lands in
the Years 1919-39). Zapiski Hisioryczne 31:4 (1966): 61-81.

The article analyzes National Democratic policy toward the western regions of
Poland, where Germans constituted the chief national minority problem. Wapinski
suggests that this party's traditionally hard line regarding national minorities was an
integral part of its struggle for dominance in national politics but that this, together with
its alleged ideological sympathies with Nazism in the 1930s, led to such inconsistencies
as the annexation of the Elsa district in 1938.
1.
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Wynot, Edward D.. Jr. "The Polish Germans, 1919-1939: National Minority in a
Multinational State." Polish Review 17:1 (1972): 23-64.
The author is quite critical of the leading spokesmen for the German minority in
Poland, who are characterized as revanchistt and fifth-columnists, but some distinction
was made between them and the mass of Germans in Poland. Wynot shares the view of
',official Polish historiography and defends the correctness of Polish government policies
toward the German minority, except perhaps when these were allegedly modified in the
wake of the 1934 Non-Aggression Pact.
279,

Economy and Social Conditions
Heike, Otto. AuMau and Em twicklung tier Lodzer Tel tlliedustrie: Eire Arbeit
Mr Ettiopii Mt nchen-Gladbach: Verlag Heinrich
dentscher EinWandekerIn
14,
Lapp, 1471. 326p.
280.

The author begarf preliminary -work ©n this'book in Lodi forty years ago. It
describes the develOpment of the Lodz textile industry: region, 'placing particular
emphasis on the importance. of the Germans in creating and expanding the most
important center of'the Polish textile and light industry. Although the account makes.
one guess that the author is a self-taught historian, it succeeds in carrying out its aim.
The, work is particularly valuable as a source of Material for future, works.
S.

Heike, Otto. Die deutsche Arfielterbewegung in Pokn, 1835-1945. Ostdeutsche
Forschungsstelle im Lande Nord4hein-Westfaleri, 1969. 195p. Appendix.
281'.

Thit is a history of the Gentian Socialist WorkerS Otrty (DSAP) in Poland,
including auxiliary, youth, culturayarid press aspects. The focus is on L;adz, the
movement's headquartm, and Polish Upper Silesia. The author stresses the willingness
of these Germans to support Poland and their difficulties in resisting:pressure from
.
Polish chauvinists and pro-Nazi Germans.
JeZowa, Kazimiera.' Die Etevbikerung- and Wirtschattsverhiltnisse tiro westlichin
.
Poka. Danzig: Towarzystwo Przyjacidl Nauk i Sztuki, 1933. 191p.
This is a frankly polemical response to ,,Rauschning's Die Eriideutschung
Westpreussens und Posens (entry 276), denying that Germans were present in western

282.

Poland in significant numbers before 1772, that Prussian rule was of any benefit to
Poles, that most Germans living there in 1919 could exist without state support, etc. It is
designed ta.make the sharp decline of the German popttlatioh of western Polandappear
process.
as a natural economic rather than .coerced

483. Karzel, Karl. Die deutsche Landwirtichaft In Posen in der Zeit zwischen den
beiden Weitkriegen. Wissenschaftliche Beitrage zur Geschichte und Landeskunde
Ostmittcleuropas, 51. Marburg: Herder Institute, 1961. 205p.
An agronomist from POznania recounts the travails and achievements of German
agriculture in interwar Poland. Despite government chicanery and land "reform;"
Karzel clairfis that the Gentians of Poland managed to maintain a leading role in that
state in the application of new techniques (e.g., the introduction of hybrids and new
animal breeds) and that they generally stayed abreast of production levels in Germany
itself.
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284.

Kowalak, Tadeusz. SpeldzIelezok niemiecka nu Pombrzu, 1920-1938 (The

German Cooperative Movement in Pomerania, 1920-1938). Warsaw: Ksiitika i Wiedza,
1965. 389p. (Summary in English).
Despite the decline of the German population of this region from 42% to 10070
between 1918 and 1922, the remaining German minority, retained a disaproportionate
economic position, aideii by an extensive network of cooperatives. The author stresses
the role of these co
in distribtiting Reich subsidies and otherwige facilitating the
organization of theterman minority for antiLPolish political purposes.

Kucner, Alfred. "Mniejszok niemiecka w Po Ike i daienic rz#du niemiekiego do
utrzymania jej starlit posiadnia w b. zaborze pruskirri" (The German Minority in Poland
285.

and the Efforts of the German Government to Preserve. Its Status in the Former
Prussian Partition). Przegled Zachodni 14 (1958): 272-305.
Focusing on the first several years of Polish rule, the article recounts the efforts of
Germans in Poland, supported by the German government, to maintain their socioecon
omic position in the face of changed political conditions. Based mostly on secondary
sources, it is without a clear thesis, although the presentation is reasonably objective
and factual.
,
286.

1979 Zeitwelser der Galizientieutschen. 20. Jahrgang. Stuttgart, 1978. 143p.
This is a collection of articles writteh by former Galician Germans who are now

living in West Germany. Much attention is given to the 160-year-old settlement pf
Germans in Galicia and their relationship with other ethnic minorities. Of particular
interest are four major articles dealing with Ukrainians.
Swart, Friedrich. Diesseits und Jenselts der Grenze: Das deutsche
Genossenschaftswesen irn Posener Land und das deutsch-polnische Verhaltnis his zum
Ende des 2. Welthrieges. Leer: Rautenberg & Mochel, 1954. 231p. Documents.
This is an ,account of the German cooperative movement in Poznania by someone
long active in that movement. It treats nineteenth-century. origins but focuses on the
interwar years, when German co-ops in Poland were targets of government chicanery
287.

and polonization efforts. The author denies that these organizations were primarily
political or actively irredentist.

Education and Cultural Affairs
288.

lwanicki, Mieczyslaw. Polityks oiwiatowa w szkolnictwie niemieckina w Polsce w

ch 1918-1939 (Educational Policy in German Schools in Poland in the Years
1.918- 1939). Warsaw: Pai'stwowe Wydawn. Naukowe, 1978. 435p. Appendixes.

lwanicki provides a detailed analysis of German minority schools in interwar
Poland, their curricula, prevalent pedagogical.theories, teacher-recruitment practices,.
and'ideological coloration. This subject is dealt with in the general context of Polish
minority policies. The author concludes that the Polish government sought only to keep
the number of German schools at a "sensible" leyel and prevent subversive teaching but
did not ,try to suppress them altogether.

Kowalak, Tadeusz. Prase tsletniecka w Polsce, 1918-39 (The German Press in
Poland, 1918-39). Warsaw: Ksikiika i Wiedza, 1971. 416p.

289.

In this detailed examination of the German PCSS in Poland, the focus is on its
predominant anti -Polish attitudes and control, by Reich agencies, although the great
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namber and variety of viewpoints are illustrated, including various anti-Nazi voices in
the 1930s which the Polish government failed adequately to encourage and support.
290. Nasarski, Peter. Deutsche Jugendbewegung mid ingendsrbeit in Po len,
1919-1939. Ostdeutsche Beitrage aus dem GOttinger Arbeitskreis, Band VI. Wilrzburg:
Holzner Verlag, 1957. 134p. Appendix.

Written by a former activist in the German youth movement in interwar Poland,
this account has mote the character of a wistful memoir than a scholarly analysis but is
nonetheless useful as a firit-hand report on its subject. The movement described here
was not monolithic; it contained a large variety of organizations (Wandervogel, scouts,
religious, young-socialist, etc.), all subject to Polish official interference but also, the
author concedes, to the attraction and eventual control of Nazi Germany.
291. Reiter, Norbert. Die polnbch-deutschen Sprschbeziehungen in Oberst!' laden.
Slawistische Veraffentlichungen der Freien Universittlt Berlin, 23. Wiesbaden:

Harrassowitz, 1960. 102p. "Lexikon."
This volume contains a linguistic analysis of the languages spoken in Upper Silesia
(German, Polish, and the local dialect), with implicit rather than explicit historical-

political meaning. It demonstrates that both major languages as spoken locally'
borrowed heavily from the other and that the Upper Silesian forth of Polish was to
some extent a conglomerate language situated between them.
292. Wynot, Edward D., Jr. "The Case pf German Schools in Polish Upper Silesia,
1922-1939." The Polish Review 19:2 (1974): 47-69.

The article points out that Poles and Germans alike saw the schools of Polish
Upper Silesia as instruments of their respective national-political aspirations, to which
pedagogical considerations often took a back seat. Polish authorities were compelled to
resist German intransigence and were naturally resentful of German "abuse" of the
international supervision of school arrangements provided by the 1922 Geneva Convention. Based on Polish archival sources.

Law and Legal Protection
Kierski, Kazimierz. Prawn mniejszoici niesnlekiej w Police (Rights of the
German Minority in Poland). Poznan: Zwick Obrony Kresow Zachodnich, 1923.
293.

This is an elaborated view on the legal and political rights of the German minority
in Poland. Texts and excerpts from various documents are provided.

Ragorowicz, Ludwik. Wykommk polsko-niemieckiej g6ruoilyskiej konwencji,
Znwsrtej w Genewie 15 msja 1922 r. w zakresle sakiinictws (The Implementation of the
Polish-German Convention on Upper Silesia, Concluded at Geneva May 15, 1922, in
the School Sphere). Katowice: Slask, 1961. 146p. (Summaries in Russian, German, and
294.

English).

This work focuses on Polish minority school polici in Polish Upper Silesia during
the time that the region was subject to the Geneva Convention (1922-1937). While the
German population allegedly plotted the region's return to Germany, Polish authorities
planned its ultimate integration into the rest of Poland by such measures' as preventing
Polish-speaking children from attending German schools and firing teachers associated
with German-nationalist organizations.
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295.

ROse, William. The Dranucof Upper Silesia: A Regional Study. Brattleboro, VT:
Stephen Day, 1935. 349p.
The second half of this workhconCerned with the interwar period, focusing on the
1921' plebiscite campaign, the 1922 partition agreement, and the decade that followed.
This first-hand, essentially journalistic account, clearly sympathetic to. the Polish point
of view, provides much useful information not available elsewhere in English.

Rukser, Ulbricht.. Die Reclitsstellung der Deutschen in Po len. Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter, 1921. 256p.
The author concentrates mainly on the German legal position in such areas as legal
protection, education, commerce and trade, agrarian reform, and the judicial system.
Abuses and discrimination against the German minority are documented.
296.

Stone, Julius:44g tonal Guarantees of Minority Rights: A Study of Minorities
Procedure in Upper Silesia. New York: Macmillan, 1933. 313p. Appendixes.

297.

This study in international law closely examines the functioning of the 1922 Geneva,

Convention of Upper Silesia and the associated League of Nations guarantees of
minority rights, such as the varieties of recourse available and the legal machinery to

implement them. The author takes a generally positive attitude toward the whole
enterprise and concludes that, given the level of nation feeling in this case, there was
really no alternative.

Church and leligious Affairs
Kncifel, Eduard. Die Evinsiisch-Augsburgischen Gemeinden in Polen
1555-1939: Eine Parochisigeschkhte in Einzeklarstellungen Vierkiercheri: published by

298.

the author, n, d. 358p.
A short, general account of the development of the Evangelical Church df the
Augsburg Confession in Poland is followed by a history dealing with particular dioceses
and parishes. Interesting illustrations round off the exhaustive work, which leaves an
excellent impression of the religious, cultural, and national life of the generally German
parishes. The book was written with a scrupulous exactitude not by a historian but by a
churchman.
Wagner, Oskar. "Staat and Evangelische
the in Polen 1918-1921." Jahrbuch
(1959): 114-67.
der Albertus-Universitat zu Kiinigsberg/Preuisen
The Evangelical Church of the Augsburg denomination represented over 500,000
I Germans living in Poland. This essay concentrates on its place and role during the first
`four years in the newly created Polish state.
299.

Militarism, World War II, Espionage
300. Aurich, Peter. Der deutsch-poinische September 1939: Eine Volksgruppe
zwischen den Fronten. Politische Studien, Ban-11 10. Munich: Giinter Olzog, 1969. 147p.
Illus.
Based on available first-hand accounts, this is a detailed reconstruction of the fate

of members of the German minority in Poland during the first hectic weeks of World
War II, including large-scale arrests, forced marches, and (for approximately 4,000 of
them) death at the hands of Polish soldiers and civilians. The author Sees some of this as
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-prAneditated but attributes most of it to general hysteria and includes examples of
humanitarianism on the part of individual Poles.
Cyganski, Miroslaw. Iiitlerowskle organizacje dywersyjne w wojewklztwie
ilfskint 1931-1936 (Hitlerite SubversiVe Organizations in the Silesian Voivodship,
1931-1936). Katowice: "Siktsk," 1971. 215p. (Summaries in Russian, English, and
301.

German).
Based on captured German documents, this study offers an in -depth account of the
Nazi-oriented German organizations in Upper Silesia.

Cyganski, Miroslaw. Mniejszoie niemi a w Polsee centralaej w 'stub
1919-1939 (The German Minority in Central Po and in the Years 1919-1939). Liklz:
.
Wydawnictwo Ledzkie, 1962. 1860.
The author makes the case that even those Germans living in areas of Poland that
had not belonged to the German empire before 1919 were never really loyal citizens of
Poland. He stresses their early Nazi proclivities and fifth-column activities in 1939. The
book was written with apparent present-minded motives, defending the Odor-Neisse
boundary against West German "revisionism."
302.

Cyganski, Miroslaw. Zawsze przeelw Police: Kaden Otto Ulnae (Always against
Poland: The Career of Otto Ulitz). Warsaw: Zachodnia Agencja Prasowa, 1966. 303p.
This is a political biography of the long-time bead of the German Volksbund in
303.

Polish Upper Silesia between the wars. It seeks to discredit Ulitz, who also was
prominent in the Upper Silesian "Landsmannschaft" in West Germany after 1945, by
focusing on his alleged ideological affinity toward Nazism in the 1930s and his service in
the Nazi occupation regime in Poland after 1939.

Cyganski, Miroslaw. Z dziejew Valksbundu (1921-1932) (From the History of
the Volksbund, 1921-1932). Opole: Instytut Slaski, 1966. 109
This is an anlysis of the activities and prevalent ideology of the Volksbund, the
chief political organization of the German minority in Poland, focusing on- Polish
Upper Silesia and emphasizing this group's ties to and alleged control by the. German
government. The author believes this organization helped impede the adjustment of
Polish Germans in order to keep revisionist hopes alive.
304.

305.

Datner, Szymon. "Z dziejdw dywersji niemieckiej w czasie kampanii

wrze§niowej kontrakcja polska w Bydgoszczy 3.9.1939 r." (From the History of
Gerrnan Diversions during 'the September Campaign Polish Counteraction in
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The work traces the drift of the Volksbund from a comprehensive organizition of
the German minority in Polish Upper Silesia to an antiTelemercratic, pro-Nazi body

under growing Reich influence. Based on archival research, it treats the German
minority not as a monolithic subversive group but stresses internal differences and antilitiazi factions as well, though fear of Russia kept the Polish government from dealing
with subversive Germans as forcefully as it should have.
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This is a comparative treatment of Germatt-frninoriti attitudes andactivitie§ in the
two countries, emphasizing the similarities between the two ethnic groups, the leading
role of pro-Nazi elements In each case (ID? in Poland, SDHF in Czechoslovakia), and
the role these minority populations played as instruments bf Qertnan foreign policy in
the 1930s.

Lithuanians,
Chase, Thomas G. The Story of Lithium's'. New York: Stratford House, 1946.
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The early history before union with Poland is described in part I of this scholarly.
outline. The third part, "Lithuania in the Late Middle Ages," includes considerable
information on Polish problems. The following history of the Polish-Lithuanian
Republic is chiefly:a history of Lithuanian separatism, mutual distrust, and an almost
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nil' essay outlines the problem of the Lithuanian minority within the Polish state.
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This general survey of Lithuanian history contains an extensive treatment of
Polish-Lithuanian relations during the interwar period and the treatment of the
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research.
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Bibliography. Edmonton, Alberta: The University of Alberta Press, 1979. 316p.
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an extensive list of books, journals, pamphlets, articles, and other items in 43 Canadian
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Senn, Alfred Erich. The Emergence of Modern Lithuania. New York: Columbia.
University Press, 1959. Riprint. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1975, 272p.
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The author, begins by sketching out the growing nationalist concern among
Lithuanians which developed out of their burial by Poland. He then notes hdw each of
the major powers figured Lithuania into their plans; material on Poland is the fullest.

The wor

provides a uniquely complete account of events, particularly as they

concern disputes among Lithuanian factions and personalities, the diplomacy of the
Entente, d the background, to the Vilna question, which became such a stumbling
block to the achievement' of Lithuanian-Polish accord.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY
The Czechoslovak Republic came into being in the years 1918 and 1919 by
the amalgamation of two groups of territories: Bohemia and Moravia-Silesia,
known as the Czech or historical lands, which up until then had formed a part

of old Austria; and Slovakia and Ruthenia, which had hitherto been part of
the old Hungarian kingdom. After its establishment, Czechoslovakia, a
country in the heart of Europe, had an area of 140,484 square kilOmeters
(approximateW5,000 square miles) and, according to the census of 1930, a
population of T4,729,536.
A glance at the map of Europe shows the mountain quadrangle of
Bohemia and the mountain ellipse of Slovakia. The western part of the
country had "natural boundaries" and the Carpathian mountains provided
such a boundary in the north of Slovakia and kuthenia, but there was,nothing
in the south tlt:vould separate the country from Hungary and the eastern
part of Austria.

The Czechs and Slovaks had a long history before Czechoslovakia

appeared on/the map of Europe. Their Slavic ancestors had lived in the area

since the seventh century and possibly even earlier. In the ninth century
Bohemia became a part of the Frankish empire and subsequently of the Holy
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Roman Empire. in the twelfth century the prince of Bohemia became king and
eventually one of thi electors of the Holy Roman Empire.
For a time the Czechs, Slovaks, and other western Slavic tribes were
unified into the Great Moravian Empire, The Mag3aar, invasion (903-907),
wever, .brought the end of the Great Moravian Empire, and the Slovaks

e subjects of the Hungarian (St. Stephen) Crown. Thus, after the
eleventh century the Czechs and Slovaks were separated and their history

-t

evolvet along different lines.
Th medieval kingdom of Bohemia, ruling also some adjacent provinces
(at one, time stretching from thy, Baltic to the Mediterranean), had natural
frontiers by a string of mountains ancl was the westernmost Slavic bastion
amidst principalities inhabited by Orman- speaking peoples. Thus, the Czech
national state existed long before Germany, Italy, France, and Spainbecame
Anited. In the fourteenth century the kingdom had its "golden age" under the
rule of Charles IV (I), who was also the Holy .Roman emperor. The fifteenthcentury Hussite Wars had long-range repercussions. On the one hand,' they

served as a basis for a variety of interpretations, usually emphasizing the
Czech self-image as a small but stubborn nation that was able to defy all of
Europe. On the other hand, the country became devastated by the religious
wars, isolated and politically weakened, internally and externally. The
extremely destructive Thirty Years' War (16184648) completed the process,

reducing Bohemia's population to about one-fifth of its prewar size. The
outcome of the war assured the rule of Habsburgs over the kingdom, which
remained a part of their domain until 1918.
In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the Czech (Bohemian) -kings
called German craftsmen and miners to settle in Bohemia and MoraAa to
develop industries and crafts. After this, the Czechs and Germans lived ate by
side in the Czech lands. The-Germans were concentrated largely in the bd\rder
regions of the historical lands and in some of the larger cities. The Habsikre
policies, notably in the eighteenth century, resulted in considerable Gerniinization of populations, especially in the cities and the border regions. The

Czech language, however, was_Iliained by the peasants living in the
countryside.

The national reawakening in the nineteenth century and Pan-Slav

agitation were manifest among both the Czechs and the Slovaks. Although'.

there were some coRtacts between the Czechs and the Slovaks over the
centuries of their separation, Slovak history, mentality, and culture evolved
along different lines than those of the Czechs. In the nineteenth Century Slovak
written language was adopted by the educated Slovaks. The Slovak Catholics

used in their schools one of the dialects as literary language, but through
L'udovit tilr's 'efforts, a central Slovak dialect gradually gained general
acceptance among the Slovaks as the Slovak literary language. The language

reform, §tar's political leadership, and his emphrtsis on separate Slovak
national identity had a lasting impact which created a permanent chism
between the Slovaks and the Czechs. A small group of educated Slovaks, the
Hlasists, promoted the idea of Czech-Slovak national unity before World War
I, establishing the basis for the concept of a "Czechoslovak" nation adopted by
most Czechs (and some Slovaks) during the existence of the first Czechoslovak..
Republic (1918-1938).
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The Czech national reawakening or renascence in the nineteenth century
reinstilled the sense of national identity and national pride among the Czechs.
Thu's, before World War I the hard-working Czechs were well organized in
political partl that reflected the whole spectrum of economic and ideological
interests. Their schools produced capable intelligentsia, political leaders, and
technicAlly skilled persons who built and developed the Czech economic and
financial isuitutions. The growing middle class was prosperous, and cultural
life in the historical lands was flourishing. The Cz.eclis, however, had valid
political, national, and economic grievances, and their representatives in the
Vienna parliament and the provincial diets did not hesitate td voice them. In

particular, the bulk, of the prewar Czech political, parties demanded the
restoration of the historical "state rights" of the Bohemian Crown, that is, a
tripartite arrangement in the Austro-Hungarian Empire in which the St.
Wenceslas (Bohemian) Crown would have a similar position as that of St.

Stephen (Hungary). The Social Democrats and Thomas Oarrigue Masaryk,
tht only deputy of the "Realist" party in' the Vienna Reichsrat, advocated
autonomy for national groups on the basis of "natutO right." (There were 107
Czech deputies in the Reichsrat.) Only the small Czech Progressives State
Rights party demanded before World War I the inditendence of,' the
Bohemian kingdom. But the war created a new situation in, which the larger
demands of the Czeh resistance at home and abroad were:realized and. the
Czecho-Slovak state was established.
According to the Austro-Hungarian census of 19(X), some 05' million
Czechs and 2 million Slovaks lived in the empire. It may be noted that, in
contrast to the Czechs, whose national survival in the Habsburg Empire was
not in doubt on the eve of the war, the number of politically 'arid nationally
conscious Slovaks was sharply reduced through the consciously pursued policy
of Magyarization applied to someone thouiand families. The bulk of the
Slovak nation consisted of peasants living in the mountainous regions of
"Upper Hungary," who were deeply religious, apolitical, and resigned to their e
,fate. While the Czechs had a full range of well-organized political parties
reflecting class and ideological divisions is the nation, the Slovak National
party was a loose political organization of leaders without a mass following.
The party's representation in the Budapest parliament consisted of three
deputies before World War I, and it shruak to just one after the declaration of
war (one deputy was called to military rvice and the other one resigned).
Although the policy of Magyarization affected all the national minorities
living in Hungary, the nationally and politically conscious Slovaks were on the
verge of extinction when the war began.
In May 1918 the leaders of the Slovak National party decided to cooperate
with the Czechs, as did the Slovaks in the United States; and, eventually, on
October' 30, 1918, political leaders of all political factions, assembled at
Turaansky Sv. Martin, formally established the Slovak National Council and
issued a declaration demanding the right of national self-determination: Two
days earlier, on October 28, 1918, the Czech National Committee, formed in
the summer of 1918, proclaimed Czechoslovak independence in Prague. The
delegates from the Slovak National Council despatched td Prague cooperated
with the Czechs in the efforts to gain control over' the area that became known.
as Slovakia.
,
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The Czecho-Skwak National Council in Paris, an exile &Loup led by

Thomas: .G. Masaryk, Eduard Bend, and Milan R. §tefetnik, issued a
declaration of independence on October 18, 1918, and announced the forma-

tion of an exile government The Czech National Committee proclaimed
independence on October 28 and, in cooperation with the exiles, became the de

facto government in the Czech lands. Its first task was 'to secure the

'

borderlands of the historical lands inhabited predominantly by Getmans and
to occupy Slovakia. The Germans; however; were opposed to the establishment of the Czech rule, which would make them a minority in the newly
proclaimed state, But the Czechs crushed their resistance and by military force,
occupied the borderlands during November and December 1918. The governments established by the Germans in several districts were unable to enforce
their a thority.
attitude of the new government on the question of German minority
in Czechoslovakia was reflected in the inaugural address of President Masaryk
on 'December 22, 1918, in which he categorically stated:. "I repeat, we halie.
created this state and thui determine the constitutional position of our
Germans who originally entered the country as immigrants and colonists.ye
are fully entitled to the wealth.of our land which is necessary to our and the
Germans' indUstry.... We - are convinced that considerations of their own
economic advantage will draw the Germans over to us. By building up a
really democratic-system of self-government we shall have the best means for a
solution of the problem of nationalities. A clear-cut frontier is not feasible
because of tH
pread intermi
:. ." The Germans resented being
immigrants and colonists, envillt ough the president took a more
accommodating attitude when he spoke of full equality of all nationalities in
Czechoslovakia when he visited the Prague German Theatrethe next day.
The Germans living in the Czech lands were not politically united and
differed in 'their views of the ethnic question in Austria-Hungary. While the
German Nationalists considered the Germans to be the master nation in the

4-.Atidestni
.

Austrian part of the empire and propagated the legal concept of a "state
.

language" by which they wanted to perpetuate the ascendancy of German, the
Social Democrats called for the creation, aifar as possible, of homogeneous,

autonomous areas akong national lines to solve the nationality questiorl
plaguing the country. 'But after the collapse of Austria-Hungary, all German
political

parties in the Czech lands fanned a temporary coalition and

demanded the right of self-determination for the Germans. On October 21,
1918, the German deputies elected in Austria in 1911 proclaimed the
"independent GermanAustrian State," and following the- declaration of
independence by the Cu& National Committee in Prague on Octobet 28, he,
German deputies in the Czech lands declared themselves to be the "Provisio al
Provincial Diet" of German Bohemia that was to be "an autonomous province
of the Getma.n-Austrian state." The goveniments, of the four administrative

areas that were established for the Germans were shortlived, however. The
Czech National Committee in Prague, which had become the provisional
government of Czechoslovakia, sent Czech troops to the borderlands, an area
that became known,as Sudetenland, and destroyed the German resistance.

The occupation of Slovakia posed a greater problem to the Czech
government in Prague. Responding to the request of the Slovak National
Committee established in Tureiansky Sv. Martin, small Czech military units
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entered Slovakia in November 1918. When they were largely beaten back by
the Hungarian troops, the Czechoslovak 'government spokesman in Paris,
Eduard Bend, secured French support for Czech policy in Slovakia. Czech
troops returning from France and Italy and some Czech volunteers, with the
assistance of French military- 'officers despatched to Slovakia, successfully
occupied the area during the months of December 1918 and January 1919. The
Czech presence in Slovakia andAthe attempt to extend the Czechoslovak state
boundaries at the expense of Hungary as well as the boundaries of the other
successor states, Yugoslavia and Romania, led to the collapse of the "liberal".
government of Count Korolyi, the assumption of power by the Communist..
regime of Bela Kan and the war between the latter and the successor_ states..

The failure to win military victory on the battlefield brought the end of
Communist rule in Hungary. The boundaries of Hungary were delimited by
the victorious powers assembled at the Paris Peace Conference on June 12,
1919, assigning a Hungarian minority to Czechoslovakia. When Ruthenia was
added to the new-state, the size of its national minorities increased further.
The establishment of Czech rule in the Czech historical lands was, justified

on the basis of historical state rights and economic and military considerations. Slovakia was.attached to the new state on the basis of the right of selfdetermination. When the Paris Peace Conference came ,to deal with the
question of boundaries; the new' state already existed by fait accompli. It
possessed all the major attributecof statehood: it had definite boundaries (at

least in the Czech part of the country), population, and a government

government had
exercising effective control. International recognition of
been achieved by the exile group even before the boundary issue came up at the
Paris Peace Conference. Since the Czechs were among the victors anq were
represented at the conference, and the vanquished nations, the Germans and
-Hungarians, were denied access to it, the Czech representatives were able to
secure international recognition of the boundaries within which lived considerable numbers of nonCzech nationalities.
As noted, the Paris Peace Conference of .1919 was confronted with a fait
accompli. The Czechoslovak case was well prepared and defended by the
delegation headed by the Prime Minister Karel KramM and its principal
spokesman, Eduard Bend, the country's minister of foreign affairs. The
Czechoslovak aide memoires were an excellent piece of propaganda. They
contained maximum demands, such as the corridor joining the country with

Yugoslavia, the adding of Sorb Lusatia and other frontier changes at the
expense Of-Germany, aid The extending of the Sjoyak borders to the disadvantage of Hungary, all of which was never seriously considered by the
peace conference.
The Aide Memoire III, entitled "The Problem of the Germans in

Bohemia," submitted by Beneg to the peace conference, exaggerated the
strength of the Czech minorities living in the borderlands of Bohemia. It
maintained that the Austrian census of 1910 overestimated the number of
Germans in Bohemta by 800,000 to 1,000,000. However, as the Czechoslovak
census of 1921 shows, the number of people incorrectly listed as Germans in
the 1910 census was nearer to a half million. This Czech exaggeration was
called 1?y some a "deliberate deception" in the 1930s, when the issue of the
justice of the peace settlement came under sharp criticism. Czechoslovakia's
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critiques' also seized on another point 'bade in the memoire: the promise that
Czechoslovakia would be a "second Switzerland," a promise that was not kept.
At the Paris Peace Conference the Czechoslovak Commission considered
the cession of some border areas inhabited almost exclusively by. Germans
(including Cheb-Eger) to Germany. .The American delegates in the commission

wanted to give Cheb to Germany, but the chief French delegate and the

.

commission's secretary, Georges Clemenceau, came out against it, believing
that the proposal for border rectification amounted-to territorial concessions
to Germany. The French wanted to weaken Germany and therefore supported
the Czech claim to historical boundaries of the Czech lands.
Although'in his memoranduin of May 20, 1919, Bend described "the
intention of the Czecho-Slovak Government to create the organization of the
State by accepting as a basis of national rights the principles applied in the
constitution of the Swiss Republic," Czechoslovakia did not become "a sort of
Switzerland." A qualifying sentence suggesting that in the process "the special

conditions in Bohemia" would be taken into coniderationwas used as an
escape clause when in 1937. Bend interpreted the "creation of a new Switzerland" as meaning liberal treatment and liberal attitudes toward national

minorities.
Since Slovakia had no historical boundaries and had been an integral part
of Hungary since the eleventh century, the Czechoslovak delegates at the Paris
Peace Conference invoked the right of self-determination of the Slovaks,
claiming that the latter were a branch of the "Czechoslovak nation." When the
boundary issue came up for discussion, the Czechs insisted on the new border
being drawn far enough south to insure,access to the Danube River and to give
the new state control over the adjacent rich plains. Thut, in additiOn to the
right of self-determination, economic and strategic interests were invoked by

the government. Although the peace conference did not assign all the

territories claimed by the Czechs at the expense of Hungary to Czechoslovakia, most of the demands were met and 700,000 HtIng,ariarts together with the
Slovaks, were incorporated into the republic.
Hungary never accepted the loss of "Upper Hungary" and strove for
revision of the- Slovak boundary. During the iinterwai years the Hungarian
minority in Czechoslovakia was vocal in its demands for "return to Huhgary."
However, the Hungarian revisionism was contained by the establishment of
the Little Entente. The three members of the entente, Czechoslovakia,
Romania, and Yugoslavia, received, at the expense of Hungary, territories
with sizable Hungarian min,orities and therefore had a Vested interest in
preventing Hungarian 'attempts to revise the Treaty of Trianon (1920), by
which Hungary lost two-thirds of its original territory to the succession states.

The small, Teschen territory, a corner of Austrian Silesia which had

belonged to the Bohemian Crown since the fourteenth century, was important
to the Czechs for its coal industry and its transportation network. It had highquality coal reserves, and the railroad going from the Czech lands to Slovakia

and on to Ruthenia and Romania passed through. Thus, the Czechs 'based
their claim on historical, economic, and strategic consideration. The Poles,

on the other hand, had ethnographic claims to it. Since the delegations of great
powers assembled in Paris accepted the Polish position, the Czechs attempted
to create a fait accompli by sudden occupation of the Teschen area in January

1919. The Poles resisted with, military force, and the Teschen issue
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subsequently was a source of embarrassment for the Czech delegation in Paris.
But in July 1920 the Czechs took advantage of the Poles' desperate situation
when the Soviet armies were advancing on Warsaw. Thus, Poland had to give
up the area, and its railroad junction and coal mines were assigned by the
Allies to Czechoslovakia. The

Poles considered this loss an injustice,

blackmail at the moment of grave crisis, and the dispute over the l'eschen
district poisoned the relations between the two west Slavic countries for the
next twenty years.t the time of the Munich crisis, the Poles took advantage
of the situation an occupied the disputed territory.
The easternmost province of Czechoslovakia, Subcarpathian Ruthenia or
the Carpatho-Ukraine, was an integral part of Hungary for nine centuries.

Approximately 600,000 people, over half of them illiterate, lived in the area at

the outbreak of World War I. About:Iwo-thirds of the inhabitants were

peasants and mountaineers speaking Ukrainian dialect, while the rest were
Hungarian officials and landowners, Jewish merchants and innkeepers, Germans, Romanians, and Slovaks. When in 1918,the leader of the Ruthenians in
the United States, Grigory Zatkiwic, met with Misaryk, an agreement was
worked out to affiliate Ruthenia with Czechoslovakia as an autonomous
province. The agreement was approved by Ruthenians living in the United
States and the Central National Council in Ulhorod (Ungvar). following the
shortlived regime of Bela Kun in Hungary, the support that existed for the
area's continued association with Hungary as an autonomous province
withered away and the Great Powers assigned. Ruthenia to Czechoslovakia on
September 10, 1919, stipulating that the province be granted autonomy. The
promise of autonomy was not kept by the Czechs, however, despite the fact
that it was a legal commitment and was incorporated into the Czechoslovak
constitution of February 29, 1920.
Ruthenia had a strategic significance for the new state, providing a link
with Romania, the Little Entente ally of Czechoslovakia during the interwar
period. The population of the province, however, was heterogeneous, and
most of the political parties representing it adopted a critical attitude toward
the Czech-dominated state. The complaints were political, religious-cultural,
and . economic in nature.. The Czechoslovak government apparently did not
understand the psychology of the Ruthenians, their religious outlook, their
cultural habits, and their unhappiness with widespread poverty and the
unfulfilled promise of political autonomy. Results of parliamentary elections
in which the "Czechoslovak" political parties, polled' a minority of the vote
demonstrate the extent of the protest vote in Ruthenia. In the 1935 election,
the last before the collapse of the republic, the Communist party polled 25.6%
of the vote, though it received merely about 10% of the vote statewide and
held 10% of the seats in the National Assembly. The Autonomist bloc received
14.9%, the Hungarian Christian Social and Hungarian National patty 11%,
and the Catholic party 2.8% of the vote.

The Czechoslovak constitution of February 29, ,1920, drafted and

adopted by an appointed National Assembly long after the peace treaties had
been signed, provided for a centralized state administration. The Slovaks were
underrepresented in the National (Constituent) Assembly, most 'of their
delegates were handpicked by the Czechs, and other national minorities had no
representation at all. Subsequently, the Slovak autonomists and the national
minorities did not approve of the fundamental law of the state and demanded
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revision. Yet the constitution was characteristically "liberal." It was based
on the principle of civic equality "without. consideration of race, language and

religion" and guaranteed to all citizens fundamental civil rights, including
political freedom. The system of proportional repreientation was used in
parliamentary elections, the vote was universal, equal, direct, and secret, the
free use of national language was guaranteed to everyone, schools for national
minorities were to provide instructions in their mother tongue, aria'

appropriate subsidies were designated for cultural and other purposes. The
constitution prohibited "every kind of forcible denationalization," though the
latter was never followed up by legislation. Persons of all religious faiths and
languages could be admitted to the public service and could practice any trade
or p fession.
vecial language law was enacted together with the constitution that
gav
zech and Slovak languages a privileged position. Courts and other
authorities had to accept written or oral submissions in the minority language
where (in the administrative units and judicial districts) more than 20% of the

population were of German, Hungarian, or Polish origin. Judgments and
other official responses had to be given bilingually, in Czech (or Slovak) and
the respective minority language. This, of course, did not apply to the Czechs
and the Slovaks, who could always use their language wherever they lived,
,

even if their number in the given community was miniscule. Thus, the
Germans and the Hungarians felt themselves discriminated againit, though
the percentage of their national_ s who did not have "language right" did not
exceed 10010.

Although the German political parties objected to being denied access to
the Paris Peace Conference. and the minority status of Germans in Czechoslovakia, eventually the vast majority of Germans accepted the republic, as the
results of the postwar elections indicate. In 1926 the German Christian Social
party and -the.Gerrnan Agrarian party entered the coalition government of
Czechoslovakia, as did the German Social Democratic party in 1929. These
,political parties, called-"activists," were prepared to cooperate with the Czechs
on the basis of the existing constitution. They received between 74 and 83% of
the German vote in the 1920, 1925, and 1929 elections. The German.National
and the German National Socialist parties, however, were consistently
opposed to the republic, insisting that the latter was "an artificial state," and
denounced the injustice of the peace settlement of 1919. Yet, until the 1935
election, the vast majority of the (Sudeten) Germans did not reject the state,
even though they did not accept it uncritically.
The world economic crisis also had repercussions in Czechoslovakia and
affected the industrial area inhabited by Germans more than the rest of the
country. Unemployment here was higher and the need for government relief

More pressing. The economic crisis and the rise of Nazism in Germany
strengthened the forces of discontent among the Germans and accelerated
their demand for cultural autonomy. In the 1935 election, the Sudeten German
party, led by Konrad Henleiri, received more votes than any other political

party. Howqver, due to the intricacy of the electoral system, the party's
representation in the National Assembly was slightly smaller than that of the
largest Czechoslovak Republican party (44 to 45). The "activist" political

parties were decimated. In March of the critical year 1938, the German
Agrarian party left the government coalition and joined, as a whole, the

ti
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Sudeten German party. The Christian Social party deputies also joined
Henlein's party, with the exception of one deputy who resigned from the

government. This WAS a preludeto the dramatic events in the summer and fall
of 1938, culminating in the Munich Conference (September 30) and the cession
of the border regions of the Czech historical lands to Germany. The Vienna
Award (October 1938) assigned the Teschen territory to Poland, and parts of
Slovakia and Ruthenia to Hungary. Thus, in October 1938, Czechoslovakia
lost territories inhabited by about 5 million people to Germany, Poland-, and
Hungary.

In the rump Czecho-Slovakia (also known as the Second Republic),

Slovakia and Ruthenia had autonomous

of the state (existing also in all d

.

The hyphenation of the name

ents submitted to the Paris Peace

Conference) reflected the recognition of the Slovak separate national identity
and administrative dualism: The Second Republic came to an end in March
1939, When Slovakia, with Germany's support, declared its independence. The

rump Czech lands were occupied by Germany and became known as the
"Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia."
Between-March 15, 1939 and the end Of the war, the Protectorate had a
Czech government, dominated by Nazi Germany. The Slovak State government was headed by Dr. Jozef Tiso, its policies subject to German approval.
Ruthenia was occupied by Hungary in March 1939 and remained under its
control until the arrival of Soviet troops in 1944. With the exception of
Ruthenia, which, became a part of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Czechoslovakia was restored to its pre-Munich boundaries in 1945.
The following data; pages 117-20,_ indicate the ethnic structure of

Czechoslovakia after its-establishment in 1919, the changes resulting from the
events in the fall of 1938 and the spring of 1939, the consequences of the
population transfer after World War 11,.and the developments in the ethnic
composition of the country during the years 1950-1980.
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Number of Czechoslovak State Citizens in Czechoslovakia
and Slovakia in 1920-1921 and 1934

Number
Czech

1920-1921

1

1929 -t421

3/4

Number
7,406,493

6,79'6,343

65.53

Number

Number

44

71,733
66.91

1930

120,426

68.12

72.09

Slevak

1,967,870

German

3.123,624

23.36

3,231,688

23.32

139,880

4.73

147,501

4.53

Humpirian

744,621

5.57

691,923

4.78

6,34,827

21.48

571,988

17.58

Ruthenian

461,449

3.45

549,169

3.79

85,628

2.40

91,079

2,80

Jewish

180,504

1.35

186,642

1.29

70,522

2.39

. -65,385

2.01

Polish

75,987

0.57

81,737

0.57

2,499

0.08

933

0.03

Other

23,065

0.17

49,636

0.34

8,967

0.30

31,394

0.4

Totals

13,372,463

1,941,942

2.282,277

100

14 ,479,565

2,955,993

100.
L

2,224,983

100

3,254,189

'100

,

Ceskoslovensku swastika. Census of Dec, I, 1930, vol. 98, part I. Prague, 1934. pp. 46-47. The
above data are incomplete; it is necessary to adcl to them inhabitants holding foreign citizenship
and whose citizenship was Unidentified. Their number in Czechoslovakia was 238,961 in 1920 and
248,971 in 1930. The respective number of those inhabitants in Slovakia was 42,246 in 1921 and

75,604 in 1930. 20,349 of whom reported Hungarian nationality in 1930. Ibid., p. 68, part
containing tables.
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TABLE I

National Groups in CzechoslovakiaThe Census of February 15, 1921
4

8,760,937

Czechoslovaks
411

461,849

Ruthenian

75,853

Poles

Germans

3,123,568

Ma8Yais

745,431

Jews

180,855

25,871

Others
Note: There were 23

foreigners in the country in 1921:

TABLE U

Distribution of the Population by Religion in Czechoslovakin(1921)
..,Roman Catholics

10,384,833

Uniate and Armenian Catholics

535,543

Protestants (All Denominations)

990,319

Czechoslovak Church

525,333

Russian Orthodox.

s 73,097

Old Catholics

14..

20,255

Jews.

354,342

Unaffiliated

724,507

Other Confessions

2,824

Unknown

2,119

Source: Official publicationsof the State Statistical Office of the Czechoslovak Republic, quoted
in Czechoslovakia: A Survey of Economic and Social Conditions. Edited by Josef Gruber, New
York, The Macmillan Co., 1924. pp. 9-11.
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Survey of the Consequences of the Munich Settlement and the
Vienna Arbitration-gctobez-November 1938
q

Territory and Population
Population
German seizure

Territory in sq. km.

3,817,865

25.9%

28,291

20.1%

Polish seizure

227,399.

1.5%

805

0.6%

Hungarian

972,092

6.6%

11,833

8.4%

9,712,180

66.0%

99,579

14,729,536

100.0%

140,508.

Se=
Remaining
territory

Former
Czechoslovakia

Source: Mnkhov v dokumer tech fMunlchtin

100.0%

. Vol. IL Prague, 1958. 355p.

Population of Carpatho-Ukraine
According to Its Nationality Affiliations
in the Years of 1910, 1921, 1930 and.193&

Nationality
of Citizens
Ukrainians
Magyars
Jews
Czechs and Slovaks

Germans
Rumanians
Gypsies

Absolute numbers of inhabitants
1910

1921

1930

319,361
169,434

372,500.
103,690
79,715

446,916
109,472
91,225

4,057
62,187

19,775
10,326
10,810

33,961
13,249
12,641

15,387

1

413,481
25,894
65,828
17,495
8,715
12,641

' 1357

.,

Polo

298

Yugoslays

.,

159

78

627

1,062

617

69
50

Total of citizens
Foreigners

571,488

597,731
6,862

709,129
16,228

544,759

Total of inhabitants

571,488

604,593

725,357

544,759

Other

Sources: [.'Office de Statistidwpaikla Kepublique Tchecoslovaque. Recrnsement dfla population,
dans la Republique TchEcaslovaque le S, y er, 1921. Prague, 1925. II, pp. 362-tatistisches
Staatsamt. Statistisches Jahrbuch der
Republik. rt e, 1934. p. 11.

Estimates after cession of territory in 1938.

Ethnic Structure of the Population in Czecho&lovakia, Cambia (CSR) and
Slovakia;(SSR), 1961-1980.
SSR

plecautilo

Shalom Hey
1961

1970

1961

1970

1980

1961

1970

Populatiori,

Czech

9,060,222

9,318,019

9,818,618

9,023,501

9,270,617

9,763.34

45,721

47,402

55,234

Slovak

3,836,213

4,199,902

4,664,460

275,997

320,998

343,321

,560,216

3,878,904

4,321,139

9,794

k
10,375

35,435

38,960

37,179

3,278

2,579

48,754

47,554

9,897

7,630

67,552

65,132

67,923

Hungarian

533,934

570,478

579,617

German

140,402

85,663

61,917

43,270

47,142

29,

Ukrainian

54,984

Russian
Polish

Others ana
unidentified

19,549

6,619

5,051%

66,540

64,074

65,432

1,012

1,058

2,491

15,152-1

18,472

19,816

518,782

552,006

559,801

134,143

80,903

56,796

6,259

4,760

5,121

36,649

36,220

24,771

:4'6,621

10,922

4,309

1961, Ukrainian and Russian nation were listed together.
cc: StutistIck rolenka &eskaslovenske sociallstleke republiky 1981 (Statistical Yearbook of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 1981). Prague,
1981. p. 92.
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According to the Austro-Hungarian census of 1900, about 6 million
Czechs, 2 million SlOvaks,, and over 300,000 Ruthenians lived in the Danubian

monarchy. The ,Czechs lived mostly in the Austrian part of the empire
(Cistleithania) and the Slovaks and Ruthenians in the Hungarian kingdom.
Statistics on population were compiled by the Anstro-Hungarian authorities
and were subject to criticism, since they favored the German and Hungarian
nationalities. During the period 1880 to 1910, the 'ethnic structure of the
poptilation in the Czech lands had been ascertained in an indirect way, that is,
by questions regarding the "language of communication." As a consequence
the number of Czechs had been reduced somewhat, as many inhabitants were
bilingual and use of the German language brought certain advantages to them.
Thus, the number of Germans (and Poles in the Ostrava region of Austrian
Silesia) was larger, since it was possible to influence people living in areas with
ethnically4thized population not to list themselves as Czechs.
As in the Czech lands, the basis for nationality affiliation in the kingdom
of Hungary was the "language of communication," which brOught about the

reduction of numbers of the Slovaks and Ruthenians. In addition, the
Hungarian census put the Jews into the Hungarian or German nationalities
according to "maternal language." Nationality of Jews and Gypsies was not
recognized.

The Czechoslovak statistics on the ethnic structure of the population
during the period between the two wars were fairly accurate, though it was
more opportune (or some individuals to declare themielves members of the
"Czechoslovak" nation. The Czechoslovak censuses of 1921 and 1930 placed
, Czechs and Slovaks into the same category, listing them as "Czechosrlovaks."
They added Russians and Ukrainians to the Ruthenian category and made a
distinction between Jewish religion and nationality.
According to the census of February 15, 1921,, Czechoslovakia had a,,
population of 13,613,172, of whom 8,760,937 were "Czechoslovaks'.
(4,796,343 Czechs and 1,967,870 Slovaks), 3,123,568 Germans (their number
was reduced by some 600,000 in comparison with the census of 1910), 745,431
Hungarians (according to the 1910 census, their number on the territory of the
Czechoslovak Republic was 1,070,854), 461,849 Ruthenians (Ukrainians and

Russians were included in this 'number), 180,855 Jews (this contrasts with
354,342 people who were of the ,Jewish faith), 75,853 Poles (their number in

1910 was listed as 169,641), 25,871 "others" (these included Gypsies and
Romanians), and 238,808 foreigners, that is, people holding citizenships, of
foreign countries or whose citizenship or nationality was unkne4n.

In the provinces, the population was distributed as follows: Of the
6,670,582 people in Bohemia, two-thirds were Czechs and one-third Germans;
of the 2,662,884 people living in Moravia, four - fifths were Czechs and one -.
fifth Germans; of the 672,268 people in Silesia, 47.6% were Czechs, 40.5%

were Germans, and 11.2% of the population were Poles. Of the 3,000,870
inhabitants in Slovakia, 71,733 were. Czechs and 1,941,942 Slovaks. Together
the "Czechoslovaks" represented 68.170 of the population living in Slovakia.

In addition, there were 139,880 Germans ,(4.70/0), 634,827 Hungarians
(21..5%), 85,628 Ukrainians (2.9010), 70,522 Jews (2.4%), about 2,500 Poles,
and almostL9,000 "others." Of the 606,568 people living in Ruthenia, 372,500

were Ruthenians, Ukrainians, and Russians (62.3%), 103,690 Hungarians
(17.34%), 79,715 Jews (13.34%), 19,775 Czechs and Slovaks (3.3%), 10,326
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Germans (1.7%), 10,810 Romanians (1.8%), a kw hundred Poles and
"others," and 6,862 foreigners (these included citizens of Hungary, Poland,
Romania, Yugoslavia, and several other cotmtries). The preceding statistics
indicate that the number of Rutheiiians increased since the census of 1910,
when their numbers were given as slightly over 319,000, and the number of
Hungarians declined since the same census when their number was 169,434,

including most of the Jews living in the province. Also, the number of
Germans declined since 1910 froni 62,187 to slightly over 10,0(X), also dtte in
part to some Jews' listing themselves as dermans in 1910knd reportinkianother
nationality in 1921.

The census of 1930 showed an increase of the whole population to
14,479,565. The "Czechoslovaks" increased their percentage from 65.5 to
66.9%, the Hungarians declined from 5.57 to 4.78% (their absolute numbers
decreased to 691,923 in 1930), and the other nationalities held their own,
showing a normal natural increase in absolute figures.
Before World War' I, the-population in the Czech lands was religiously
homogeneous, with merely 2.44% of the Czechs belonging to other than the
Roman Catholic Church. Although some Czechs were religious skeptics, anticlerical, or religiously indifferent, the bulk of the population was religious.
The Czech culture was Catholic. It was manifested in the generation of
national and Slavic saints, the Marian cult, pilgrimages, .celebration of name
..days rather than birth days, as viell as the use of baptismal certificates rather
than birth certificates. After the, proclamation of Czechoslovak independence,
as a consequence of the anti-Catholic agitation, about 1.25 million Czechs left
the Catholic. Church, of whom about one-half remained unaffiliaitd,

fifths organiZed an independent Czechoslovak Church, and the remainder
joined the several evangelical (Protestant) churches, which included the
Methodists, Unity of Czech Brethren, Baptists, Unity of Brithren, Reformed
Church, Luiherans (several groups), and Czech Brethren. According to the
.1921 census, there were 10,384,833 Roman Catholics, 535,543 Greek. and
Armenian Catholics (recognizing the Roman pope); and 990,319 Protestants
of all denominations. Another 525,333 belonged to the Czechoslovak Church,
73,097 to the Russian Orthodox, 20,255 to the Old Catholic, 354,342 were
Jews, 724,60 were unaffiliated, and a few thousand people belonged to other
confessions or their religiOn Was unknOwn. The Ruthenians were, for the tnost
part, Greek Catholics (Catholics of the Byzantine Rite), as were about 100,000

Slovaks. The number of Jews was small in Bohemia (1.2%), in Slovakia
somewhat larger (4.5%), and in Ruthenia almost one-sixth of the population.

In October 1938, as a consequence of the Munich settlement and the
Vienna Arbitration Award, Czechoslovakia lost to Germany 3,817,865
inhabitants (25.9 %© of its total population) and 28,291 square kilometers
(0.6%), to Hungc022,092 inhabitants (6.6%). and 11,83,3 square kilometers
(8.410). Thus, itl;he remaining territory of the Second Republic, amounting to
70.9% of its.termer size, lived 9,712,180 inhabitants, of whom 8,807,072
(90.6%) werOCzechs, Slovaks, and Ruthenians, 444,280 (4.5%) Germans,
5,507 (0.5%) Poles, 167,737 (1.6%) Hungarians, and 287,584 (2.8%) "others."
Together with their nationals, Germany took 962,379 Czechs, Slovaks, and
Ruthenians (mostly Czechs), Poland 120,639, and Hungary 347,849 Czechs,
Slovaks, and Ruthenians (mostly Slovaks). In the territory occupied by Poland
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lived only 76,230 Poles (33.5%), 17,182 Germans, (7.6%), and 120,639
(53.01/o) Czechs and Slovaks.

The Protectorate Bohemia and Moravia an the Slovak Republic were
ethnically moreOomogeneous than was Czechoslovakia before the Munich
settleMent in 1938. Yet, during the years 1938-1945, due to political events,
war, and the front moving across Czechoilovalda, considerable numbers of
people were displaced or dislocated. During and immediately after World War
II, the country underwent the greatest change in its ethnic structure. In 1948
Czechoslovukia became ethnically much more homogeneous than it had been
ten years earlier.
First of all, as a consequence of the Nazi racial policy and the migration),

of many of the surviving Jews to Israel and other countries, the Jewish
minority virtually disappeared. While in 1930, 356,830 persons were of Jewish
religion in Czechoslovakia and of this number 186,642 declared themselves of
Jewish nationality, the number of Jews living in the country was estimated at
sOme4 8000 in the mid-1960s and their number further declined to some 5,000
in 1980. This was due both to low fertility (the Jews who chose to remain in
Czechoslovakia were of-advanced age) and migration of Jews to the western

cointries.
The official cession of Ruthenia to the,Soviet Union (incorporated into
the Ukrainian SSI) occurred on June 29, 1945, though it had been under

virtual control by the Soviets ever since the Soviet troops occupied the
province in 1944. This reduced the state's area inhabited predominantly by
Ruthenians (Ukrainians), as noted above.
Ittyoking the principle of "collective guilt," the decrees- of President
Eduard Bend, issued in 1945, deprived the Germans and the Hungarians of
Czechoslovak citizenship, called for the confiscation of their property, and
announced their expulsion. Exempted were only those persons who could
Prove their innocence, that is, their anti-Nazi orientation or activity. In the
Potsdam Agreement of July 1945, the Allies officially consented to transier.,-',
Germans from Czechoslovakia to the occupied zones of. Germany. The
estimated German population in Czechoslovakia in May ,1945 was about

3,391,000. It has to be pointed out that the estimates, on the number of
expellees vary according to sources and that the German 'statistics arc always
higher. Between 373,000 to 750,000 Germans fled the country in the "wild
expulsion" in 1945, and before the end of 1946 some 2,256,000 Germans were
deported in an organized fashion to Germany (of these, 792,000 to the Soy'
and.1,464,000 to the American zones). A 'considerable number of Gentians

perished during the revolutionary period, and others left the country
voluntarily (irgally) or escaped. As a result of the great exodus, and the
expulsion and annihilation of Germans, their number was reduced to 165,117
persons, according to the 1950 census. In 1930 the Germani'accounted for
22.3% of the population of Czechoslovakia; twenty years later their numbers
were reduced'to 1.3% of the population.

The transfer of the Hungarian minority was also envisaged in the

National Front government program of 1945, but its implementation proved
to be impractical. Hungary became a part of the Soviet sphere of influence and

control,' and the 'Hungarian government was unwilling to reset'e those

Hungarians, estimated at some 700,000 persons in 1946. In the negotiations
about the transfer, the Hungarian side was willing to accept the idea of an
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exchange but categorically refused to approve any expulsion. , Thu.s, the
attempt to liquidate the Hungatian minority was unsuccessful..Only, about
92,000 Hungarians left Czechoslovakia during the years 1945-1947, and an
additional 68,000 persons in the spring of 1948. Then further transfer stopped:
because in Hungary the Communist party became a leading.force and had the
backing of the Soviet authorities.
In addition to the exchange of population and the moderate expulsion of
Hungarians, tivo actions were devised by the Czechoslovak authorities. One,

re-Slovakization of those Hungarians who were believed, to be of Sldvak
origin, and, two, resettlement of ethnic Hungarians who did not wantto leave
for Hungary to the Czech borderlands formerly inhabited by Germans. In the
first action, 327,000 Hungarians undex pressure declared themselves to be
Slovaks, and in the sscond action about 44,000 persons were transferred to the
Czech borderlands, most of them forcibly. As a consequence of these actions,

the number of Hungarians in 'Slovakia was supposedly reduced to 'about
190,00' in 1948. However, in June 1948 the exchange of population with
Hungary was stopped, and, after May 1, 1948, Hungarians who had been
forcibly settled in the Czech borderlands were allowed toreturn (some 2,4,000
persons took the opportunity). (It should be noted that in February 1948 the
Communist party of Czechoslovakia staged a coup d'etat and seized power.)
In the following years, re-Slovakization was abandoned and all persons were
allowed to decide their nationality. As a consequence of the new policy, the
number of Hungarians in the country increased to 367,733 in 1950 and further
to 533,934 in 1961. This represented a 42.2% increase, indicating that more

than 100,000 Hungarians reported a different nationality in 1950, mostly
Slovak.
.

The number of kungariaris further increased in 1910 to 570,478 and in
1980 to 579,617, of whom 559,801 lived in Slovakia. The Hungarian minority

in Slovakia represented 12.4% of the population in 1961 and 11.2% of the
population in 1980. In all of Czechoslovakia, however, the Hungarians
amounted to only 3.9% of the population in 1961, 4,0% in 1970, and 3.8% in
1980. The Hungarian minority in Slovakia has become nationally self-,
confident and has been pressing for recognition of its legal rights. It has been
supported by the fellow-nationals in Hungary and has become an.important'
factor of heterogeneity in Slovakia. The latter province (since 1968 a separate
republic- within the Czechoslovak federation), in contrast to the Czech lands
(Czechia, since 1968), has considerable nation minorities and is, plagued with
the ethnic problem.

According to the census of 1980, Slovakia was populated by 55,234
Czechs ( 1 .1 % of the population in contrast to 1930 when they represented
3.7% of the population), 37,1'.79 Ukrainians (0.7%), 2,579,Russians (0.1%),
2,491 Poles (0.1070), 5,121 Germans (0.1%), "others" (1.1%), the above
mentioned Hungarians (11.2%), in addition to the 4,321,139 Slovaks (86.6%).
The first post-World War II census in Czechoslovakia held in 1950 was

subjict to criticism, since it was deficient in the methods of ascertaining
nationality. It definitely favored the Czechs and Slovaks.' The census of 1961
was more accurate, yet the definition of nationality was not very exact. In the
instructions on how to fill in the census form, nationality was understood to

mean "...appartenance to the nation with whose cultural and working
community the object of the census is innerly linked and which he or she
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clairhs as his/her own.... In 'actual practice, the main Criterion in the census
was language. In the censuses of 1970 and 1980, mother tongue was ascertained in addition to nationality.
Although in theory all nationalities living in today's Czechoslovakia enjoy
the same legal rights as the Czechs, and Slovaks, in practice the small number
of other ethnics living in the country does not make it possible for them to
enjoy the same opportunities for overall development' as the two dominant
nationalities. Charges of discrimination have been made, particularly by the
,Hungarians, whose numbers make them a credible political force. The other
national minorities' grievances are real, but their small numbers make the
redress of these grievances impractical since their voices are not heard by the
policymakers. Officially, the status of nationalities and their rights are derived
from the apprypriate law of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic No. 144,
which is based on the fundamental Czechoslovak Federation Act No. 143 of
1968.

In Czechoslovakia there are two republicsthe Czech Socialist Republic
(,'SR) and the Slovak Socialist Republic (SSR). The former constitutes an
ethnically unified geographical and political entity with small and insignificant
numbers of other nationalities. This contrasts with the situation in Slovakia,

discussed above. The Slovaks, whose numbers here' surpass those of the
Germans, the Poles, and "others," are very close to the Czechs in language. In
1950 Czech majority was 93.8rie, and since then it has increased slightly. In all
the ethnic groups, the percentage of mixed marriages is high. Since the 1961

census, members of Slovak, German, 'Polish, Hungarian, Ukrainian, and
Russian nationalities have often contracted marriages with Czechs. Even the
Slovaks, whose numbers in the Czech Socialist Republic itre relatively high
(320,998 in 1980, representing 3,3% of the population, in "contrast to 1930
when they represented merely 0.4% of the population in the Czech lands), and
who live together for the most part, often marry Czechs. In 1970, 16.6% of the
Sloviiq claimed the Czech language as their mother tongue and sub
ently
their natiber increased.

The Germans in tSR have registered the heaviest losses among the
minority nationalities since the first postwar/ census in 1950, in both the
absolute and relative sense. In 1950 their total number in Czechoslovakia was
slightly over 165,000; in 1961,40,402; in 1970, 85,663; and in 1980, 61,917,

of whom 56,796 lived in (SR, representing there 0.6% of the population
(0.4% in the whole country). The negative balance betwein natality and
mortality rates and assimilation accounts for part of the change. The decline in
the numbers of Germans in the ESR over the past ,thirty years has been due

primarily to migration abroad, mostly to the Gentian Federal Republic and

Austria, although a smaller number of Germans went to the German
Democratic Republic (East Germany). The decline in the German population
has brought about their greater dispersal, and the great majority of them live
in communities where they represent but a very small minority. In, 1970 more
than three-quarters of them lived in communities where they accounted for less
than 10% of the population so it was difficult to provide them the right to
language, education, culture, and association guaranteed 'by the constitution
of 1968. In addition, over 13% of the Germans claimed Czech as their mother
tongue. Continuing migration and the large number of persons of German
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nationality in the high age brackets (and the consequent low birth rate)
indicate a further decline of Germans in the E:SR in the years to come.
There was a slight drop in the number of Poles between 1950 and 1970
and a slight increase in 1980. As many as 72,624 of them were counted in the
census of 1950, while in 1961 only 67,552 were registered as Poles (of whom
66,540 lived in the (SR). 1111970 their number was 65,132 (641,074 in the tSR),

and in 1980 their number increased to 67,923 (65,432 in the CSR). The losses
were due largely to assimilation and to migration. Poles show a higher natural

increase than the Czechs, and this accounts for the slight increase of their
numbers in 1980. (The number of Poles living in Slovakia was slightly over.
1,000 in 1961 and 1970; their number sharply increased to 2,491 in 1980.)
The number of Hungarians in the tSR steadily increased between 1961
and '1980. The 1970 census showed that their number was higher thane the

number of Ukrainians and Russians. The increase from 15,152 in 1961 to.
19,816 in 1980 was due to a higher birth Fate among the Hungarians. Further,

Hungarian nationality is claimed by some Gypsy-Romany people who
emigrated from the SSR. The Hungarians are widely dispersed among the
, Czechs, and in 1970 every seventh Hungarian in the tsg.

reported Czech, and

not Hungarian, as his or her tongue.
Russians registered a consistent decline of their numbers between the 1961

and 1980 censuses. The 1961 census listed -.the Ukrainian and Russian
nationality jointly at 19;549. In 1970 the number of Ukrainians was slightly
under 10,000 and Russians slightly over 6,600: According to the census of

1980, the number of Ukrainians. increased to 10,375 and the number of
Russians dropped to 5,051. Both the Russians.4d the Ukrainians are widely

dispersed, and marriages concluded by them are commonly ethnically mixed,
with one of the partners generally being of Czech nationality. About 65.3% of
the Ukrainians claimed Ukrainian as their mother language, while 84.45% of
Russians claimed Russian as their mother language.
Large numbers of Gypties died during World War II as they were, like the
Jews, victims of "the final solution" pursued by the Nazis. After World War II
the Gypsy nationality was no longer recognized in Czechoslovakia, although
records have been kept on them. They have caused some problems for the
authorities and'the people among whom they live, due to their unique cultural

customs. The government has sought a solution to these problems with a
mixed record of success. Due to the high birth rate among the Gypsies-

Romanies, their numbers are increasing. A family counts five to six members
on an average, and though in small numbers, they are found% in' every fifth
community. Also, 48% of the Gypsies-Romanies fall into the 0 to 14 age
group, indicating that a further growth of their numbers is to be expected in
the future. The majorityklf them are integrated into the society, while some
tend to remain different from the rest of the population and lag behind in both
education and hygiene. Since the Gypsy-Romany nationality is not listed as
such, they register thernselVes as Czechs, Slovaks, or Hungarians.
In 1919, after its establishment, Czechoslovakia was a nationally
heterogeneous state. The large number of minorities represented one of its
principal weaknesses. In addition, the officially proclaimed "Czechoslovak"
nationality and the insistence that Slovak language is merely a Czech dialect
were resented by the Slovaks. As a consequence of the changes in its ethnic
composition and the recognition of a separate Slovak nationality after World
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War II, the country has become ethnically more horriogeneous, with the
Czechs and Slovaks accounting for about 95% of its population. The official
recognition of the Slovak separate national identity and the establishment of a
legleral state in 1968 were very significant developments. The percentage of
Slovaks in the total population has consistently increased. In 1921 the Slovaks

represented 15.1% of the country's population; in 1931, 16.4%; in 1950,
26.3%; in 1970, 29.3%; and in 1986, 30.5%. In absolute figures, the number
of Slovaks increased from 1,967,870 in 1921 to 4,664,460 in 1980. Since the
SlovakS have a considerably higher birth rate than the Czechs, their numbers

are very likely to increase in both absolute and relative figures in the
foreseeable future. Slovak political influence in Czechoslovakia has increased
dramatically, and with it the tensions between the Slovaks and the Czechs.

Jews
Jewish life in Czechoslovakia differed according to the developmental
patterns of the nation's distinct ethnic areas. In the Westernizedjprovinces of
Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, which had a third of Czechoslovakia's 356,830
Jews in 1931, Jews enjoyed a hig4degret,of ethnic and professional integration, which enabled them to play an important role in these regions' economic
and cultural life. On the other hand, their status in Slovakiat with. 136,737
Jews, and Carpathian Ruthenia (Rus'), 'th 102,542, was much more limited:I
Legally, Czechoslovakia's Jews enjoyed a unique status afforded few of
their counterparts in other east European communities. Jewish leaders, in
league with Thomas G. Masary,k, acquired considerable religious and ethniC

freedom in the 1920 constitution. Furthermore, Czechoslovakian leaders
allowed Jews to choose religiott or language as the basis for their national

identity in the Czech censuses of 1921 arid 1930. Consequently, particularly in
the western provinces, these statistiCk-show strong assimilationist trends thaf:'

had been going on in these areas since the nineteenth century. In Bohemia,
46.4% chose Czech as their nationality, 31.1% German, and 20.2% Jewish.
On the other hand, over 50% of the Jews in Slovakia, with their less-integrated
Yiddish traditions, chose Jewish as their nationality, and 32% chose Czech. A
much smaller number selected German as their ethnic choice. In Ruthenia,
93% chose Jewish as their nationality in the 1930 census.2
Jewish communal and religious activities- in Czechoslovakia were further
affected by the urban-rural balance in Czechoslovakia's major ethnic regions.
In Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, for example, over 8067o of the Jewish
population lived in towns over 5,000, and 60% of the population in cities
larger than 50,000. The reverse was-true in Ruthenia, where 6507o lived in
villages)

As in many east European countries, Zionists stimulated efforts to
reorganize Jewish community activities in the new Czechslovakian state.
Although Zionist leaders tried to create a new national Jewish organizational
structure, they often found it difficult to transcend the regional and historical
boundaries of the country. Zionists had strong roots in the westernized states,
Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, where many Jews had belonged to the West

Austria Zionist Organization. On the other hand, the opposite was true in
Slovakia and Ruthenia, where many had belonged to the Hungarian Zionist
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Organization. Furthermore, Zionists from the West -Austria Zionist group
took the first steps to organize a Czechoslovakian nationaiJewish organization at the end of 1918 with the creation of the Jewish National Council.4
Unfortunately, a decline in interest in formal religious practice, particularly in
western Czechoslpitakia, as well as ideological, language, and regional
differences, kept the National Council from becoming the national
representative body for Czechoslovakia's Jews. Initially, what emerged were
separate Jewish community organizations that oversaw educational, cultural,
and religious activities of Czechoslovakia's Jews in the country's major regions
and cities. During the early days of Czech independence, separate federations
of Moravian and Silesian Jewish congregations emerged, while in Bohemia
united organizations emerged in Prague for German or Czech-speaking Jewish
congregations. Since most Jews in these areas attended governmeneschools,
Jewish community activities emphasized growth in other areas, though there
were Jewish schools in Prague and Brno. In Slovakia and Ruthenia, orthodoxy.
predominated, and thejeaders followed Organizational patterns established in

Hungary centuries earfter. TheNational Federation of Slovak. Jews (Svaz
tidov na Slovensku), founded in 1919, oversaw recovery activities in Slovakia

after World War I and represented its Jewisb population- politically. The
religious community was divided among the Orthodox, with 107 congregations, and the Jeshurun,iwith 60. Jewish political divisions in Slovakia often
followed these patterns as wells
Educationally, Slovak Jews attended Jewish primary schools with instruction first in Magyar, though later Slovak became predominant. Zionist groups

played an important rote, as they did in other parts of eastern Europe, in
stimulating interest among Slovak Jews in Jewish culture.6

Education and cultural life among Carpathian Jews were more traditional, since many of them had recently come to the district from Russia,
Romania, and Galicia. Almost two-thirds of them lived in poor conditions in
rural areas, though they made tip 15.4% of the total population. Initially,
there were few Hebrew schools in. Ruthenia, and most Jewish parents, for
economic and sociological reasons, chose to send their children to Ruthenian
schools, where Jews made up 72% of the student bodies in 1920-1921 and

instruction was in Czech and Magyar. At Zionist instigation, however,
Hebrew elementary schools were founded, and soon a Hebrew gymnasium.
The Czech government modestly invested in these schools. Unfortunately,
Orthodox Jews and those who suppofted broader integration into Czecho.slovakian' society opposed these efforts, and herder and yeshivah schools
remained important to the Orthodox and Hasidic communities. One of the
accusations against the Jews in Ruthenia in the days before World War II was
that their children had "filled the Czech state schools in the region."'
Culturally, Czechoslovakian Jews contributed significantly to literature
and are of broad intellectual endeayor. They were prominent in Czech,
German, 7nd Magyar literature, and some significant works with Jewish

themes were published in Czechoslovakia. Franz Kafka's role in Czech
German literature is unique, as is that of Max Brod.8
Jews also played an impressive role in Czech journalism, where they held

important positions as writers and editors. They published a number of
newspapers in Czechoslovakia in German, Czech, Magyar, and Yiddish.
Zionists used the press as an important part of their campaign to win converts
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to their movement, though there were also an equal number of non-Zionist
papers published by other Jewish political and religious factions.9
Jews had an important role in the Czechoslovakian economy, particularly

in the banking, textile,. food, and Raper indUstries. In the 1930s it "was
estimated that 30-40% of the total capital invested in Czechoslovakian
industry ... was Jewish-owneel."1° According to 1921 statistics, 41.15% of the
Jewish population, 145,814, were engaged in banking and commerce; 43,261
or 12.21% in agriculture and the fishing industry. The same census figures
show that 53.74% owned their own businesses or homes, and nearly 20% held

some type of private or public official position. In the context of

Czechoslovakia's total population, these figures'are less imprek.iive, since 1930
census statistics show that of the total population Jews-made up 4.21% of the
,
country's property owners and 4.93% of its officials)'
The positive status of Jews in Czechoslovakian life had little impact on
their fate in the aftermath of the Munich agreement in 1938. Cession of the

Sudetenland to Germany at the Munich conference in the fall of 1938
stimulated a significant exodus of 17,000 Jews into the remainder of
Czechoslovakia, Palestine, and elsewhere in Europe, Litin America, and the
'
United States.'2
Slovakian Jewry suffered when a pro-Nazi Slovakian state emerged and,
as a result of the Vienna Accord, turned over portions of its territory and
Ruthenia to Hungary. Budapest acquired about 42,000 of the regions' Jews.13
,

Hitler's seizure of the remainder of Czechoslovakia in March 1939 saw
Slovakia become a puppet state of Germany, while Germans created the
of Bohemia and Moravia to deal with her sections of its new
.14
satellite. Ruthenia became an integral part of Hun
Each region now began to deal differently with its Jewish populations,
and anti-Semitic policies were uneven and disorganized. In the sumtner of

1940, a more rigid pro-Nazi regime in Slovakia introduced a number of
measures designed to eliminate Jews from Slovakian economic life. A Central
Office for Economy (UHU Ustredny Hospodarsky Urad), aided by a Center
for Jews (Ostredna .kidov) or Judenrat, began to oversee the seizure of Jewish
property. Simultaneously, plans were begun to deport Jews to labor camps,

and later to 'death camps. Once the Slovak government completed its
"Aryanization" program, it moved in early 1942 to try to cleanse Slovakia of
its Jewish population. Despite protests by the Jewish community and the
Vatican, the Slovakian government shipped 50,000 Jews to Auschwitz and
Lublin, and by September 1942, according to official Slovak statistics, the
Jewish population had dropped from 89,000 to 23,451.15 Those who remained
in Slovakia were shipped to labor camps at Sered, Novaky. and Vyhnia.
Deportations to Poland and escape to Hungary slowly diminished this
number, and on the eve of the Slovak uprising in August 1944, it is estimated
that only 13,500 Jews were left in Slovakia. As a result of the uprising,
German authorities began a new wave of deportations and persecutions that
resulted in the death of thousands of Slovak Jews. In the end, almost 100,000
Slovakian Jews died in the Holocaust.'6
Approximately 120,000 Jews lived in Bohemia and Moravia at the time of
their German occupation in March 1939. This population, which had grownsince the Munich and Vienna divisions of that country earlier, began to shrink
as Jews began to flee to other parts of Europe to avoid Nazi persecution.
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Consequently, by the end of 1939, only about 98,000 "Jews remained in the
Protectorate.17 Initially, German leaders used the Czech government as its
front for anti-Semitic laws. In time, however, anti-Jewish legislation came to
mirror that of the Reich. Between June 1939 and the spring of 1940, German
authorities introduced a number of laws that eliminated Jews from any role in

the Protectorate's economic, professional, and social life, overseen by a

Central Office for Jewish Emigration (Zentralstelle fiir judische
_

'

Auswanderung). By the fall of 1939, Nazi officials began to deport Protectorate Jews in small numbers to Poland, and in,the fall of 1941, 7,000 were
shipped to the east in a new deportation program.18
German-Czech officials, however, sent most Protectorate Jews to a new
concentration camp in northern Bohemia, Terezln (Theresienstadt). Over a

three-and-a-half-year period, it' is estimated that almost 80,000 went to
Terezin, though it served prificipally as a transfer point to Auschwitz and other
death camps. While it is difficult to be accurate, Jewish survivors in Bohemia
and Moravia, including almost 8,500 Jews from Ruthenia, numbered about
24,000.19

Ilungary obtained Ruthenia in two divisions the southern portion,
along with southeastern Slovakia, in the Vienna Award of November 2, 1938
and on March 15,1939. The Hungarian census of 1941 stated that there were
78,087 Jews in its portions of Ruthenia. Hungary's move into World War II in
1941 coincided with efforts by pro-Nazi factions to adopt stringent tactics

against the country's Jewish population. Consequently, the government
implemented a program to send thousands of 'Jews to German camps in
Galicia. Between 00,000 and 35,000 were arrested, many of them from
Ruthenia and Slovakia, and about 18,000 were sent to Kamencts-Podolsk,
where they were massacred on August 27-28, 1941. Others died in labor
battalions on the eastern front.2° Most Ruthenian Jews, however, survived
until the spring of 1944, when German forces occupied Hungary and began to
ship them to death camps in Poland. An estimated 8,500 to 15,000 Carpathian

J
Jews survived the Holocaust.21
It is difficult to determine precisely the number of Jews in Czechoslovakia
who lived through World War II, since in addition to those who acknowledged

their ethnicity there were individuals included in statistics whom the Nazis
racially classified a. Jews and Jews who escaped death by being baptized.
Ethnic religious Jews who survived totaled about 44,000, though there were
several thousand more from the above classifications who also survived.22
At the end of the war, Jewish community reorganization Came under the
auspices of the Council of Jewish Communities in Bohemia and Moravia, and
the Central Union of Jewish Communities in Slovakia. These groups had
slowly begun to revive some Jewish communal activities when the Communists
seized power in February 1948. Communists began to dominate most Jewish

organizations, despite Zionist resistance. This, in conjunction with Israeli
independence, prompted a mass migration of Czechoslovakian JeWs that
decimated the post-HolOcaust population. Almost 26,000 Jews left the country

within two yeats of the Communist takeover, after which the government
halted these moves. Another 2,000 to 3,000 left in 1965, followed by 3,400 in

late 1968. At that time, about 12,000 Jews remained scattered throughout
Czechoslovakia.23
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Republic, 1918-1948. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1973. xi, 534p.
Although several of the essays in this work discuss national 'minorities in Czechoilovakia, the contribution by Ludvik Nisnec de.ali specifically with the "Solution of the
Minority Problem" p. 416-27). There are statistics and other data pertaining to
national minorities.
their post-World War II treatment, as well as an extensive
bibliograp
331.

Perman, Dagrnar; The Shaping of the Czechoslovak State: Diplomatic History
of the Boundaries of Crechosiovidda, 1914-1920. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1962. v, 339p.
332.

A detailed study of the formation of the Czechoslovak Republic, the work Is
largely .based on archival materials and documents. It is a pioneering effort on the
subject of incorporation of national minorities into the state. The book includes a
bibliography, two maps, and an index.
333.

P8ka, Zdenel. Kulturni mmospriva nirodnich =pita. S pleduthivou Dr.

Kamila Krofty (Cultural Self-Government of National Minorities. With an Introduction
by Dr. Kamil Krofta). Prague: ()this, 1933. 76p.
Published as the first volume on "Nationality. .Questions" by the Czechoslovak
Society for the Study of Minority Questions, this work by a Czech jurist discusses the '
principles of nationalities' self-government before and after World War I. It describes

and analyzes political and - cultural self-government of national minorities in
Czechoslovkkia.
334.

peika, Zdenik. Nirodnostni men my a eeskoslovensko (National Minorities

and Czechoslovakia). Bratislava: Koinalskeho University, 1932. 233p.
This is a Czech viewpoint on the status of national minorities in Czechoslovakia

during the first decade of the state's existence. it contains.statisiical data and their
interpretation. Published asvolume 35 of the Library Of. the Law ,College, Comenius
University, Bratislava.
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Raschhofer, Hermann, and Wierer, Rudolf. "Die riationale Frage in der

Tschechoslowakei seit 1918." Der Donauraum 7:2-3 (1962): 82-99.
The nationality question in Czechoslovakia after the adoption of the eonstituion of
1960 is discussed by two legal scholars. The article points to discriminatioh of national
minorities specifically Germans in Czechoslovakia. The second essay concerns itself
with the political and legal analysis of the status of national minorities in Czechoslovakia since 1918 and how the nationalities problem affected politics of the country before

and after World War II.
336. Stindor, Laszlo, ed. Es volt a Sark): Taaalmuyok, emlekuesek,
dokaaseutamok This Was the Sarld: Studies, Reminiscences, Documents). Budapest:
Kossuth Publishers, 1978. 431p.

Sixteen authors analyze various aspects of the Sar16 movement in interwar
Czechoslovakia, starting from preoccupation with folksongs rregOles") between 1925
and 1928, through preaching interdependence and cooperation of east Europeans
(1928-1931), to collabbration with the Czechoshivakian radical Left (103)-1934). They

claim that two major problems had been left unresolved by the Hungarian War of
Independence, 1848-1849land reform and the nationalities.
337.

Sobota, Emil. Stift] pRsia,

,

airodaost, rasa (State Nationality, Nationality,

Race). Edited and with introduction and notes by Prnil Sobota. Library of Legal
Actualities of Czech-Moraviali Kompas, vol. 31. Prague: Kompas, 1939. viii, p.
The Nazi occupation of Bohemia and Moravia in March 1939 created a new legal
&nation for the Czechs and the Germans. This work points out the difference between

nationality, state citizenship, and race under German law and how it affected the
inhabitants of the Protectorate Bohemia and Moravia.

7

338.

Sobota, Emil. Co to ,byl Protektorit? (What Was the Protectorate?). Prague:

Kvasnieka & Haznpl, 1946. 163p.
A colloquium of essays examines the language law, the solution of the nationality
and racial question, and anti-Semitism during 'the existence of the Protectorate Bah
and Moravia (1939-1945). The Czechs weretsubjects but not citizens of the Third R
and Jews were deported.

Sobota, Emil. Niirodnestiii-Oityo iieskoslovenske (Czechoslovak Nationalities
Law): Collection of Works on Law and National EcOnortty, vol. 34. Brno:. Barvie a
339.

NovatnY, 1927. 215p.
A Czechoslovak legal expert discusses the extent of the law relating to nationalities,
its historical development, and how it was applied in Czechoslovakia in the 1920s. The
book gives an overview of legal sources.
340.

Sobota, Emil. Nirodnostal autonomic v bmkoalovensku? (Autonomy for

Nationalities in Czechoslovakia?). Prague: Orbis, 1938. xi, 124p.
This represents volume 1 l'of publications on the nationality questions published by
the Czechosloi,ak Society for the Study of Nationality Questions in Prague. It compares
and contrasts the nationality question in Austria-Hungary and Czechoslovakia,
discusses the legal status of the German minority in Czechoslovakia, and rejects the
proposals of the latter for an autonomy within the existing`state on the grounds that it is
a "national" and not a "nationalities", state according to its constitution.
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341. Die Deutsche's in der Tsebechotiowakei 1933-1947: Dokumentenuumndung. Ed.
by yriclav Kr41. Prague: Ceskoslovenski akademle v6d, 1964. 663p.
-A documentary collection on the activities of Germans in Czechoslovakia during
the years 1933-1947. Proceeding from the "collective guilt" theory, these materials have
been published as part of the government's policy toward Germany and justification for
the expulsion of the Sudeten Germans after World War II. The editor is a well-known
Communist historican who follows the Soviet line.

342,

Dokuuteitation der Vertreibiag dir Deutsche' sus Ost-Mitteleuropa.

Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Bundesminikerium fur Vertriebene, Fluchtliage und
Kriegsgeschadigte.Edited by Theodor Schieder. Vol. IV, 1-2:' Die Vemlbuag der
deutielies Bevelherung aus der Tsehechosiowakei. 2. Beiheft: FAA Tagebnch aus Prag
1945 -46 by Margarete Schell, Bonn, 1957. 279p.

This is a very perceptive and persuasive Presentation of events affecting the
Germans in Bohemia after the arrival of the Czechoslovak government in May 1945. It
is a well-documented German viewpoint and includes several illustrations.
343.

Mnichov v dokumeatech (Munich in Documents)./2 vols. Prague: Stritni

nakladatelstvf politicke literatury, 1958. Vol. I, 356p.; Vol. II, 433p.
An extremely valuable collection of document; related to the Munich conference

and the settlement of the Sudeten question in 1938. The sources of documents are
identified, and those of non-Czechoslovak origin (British, French, German, and others)

are in Czech translation. Notes provide background history and/or additional
information.
Nittner, Ernst, ed. Dokumeute zur Sudetendeutschen Frage 1916-1967.
Uberarbeitete und erganzte Neuauflage der "Dokumente zur Sudetendeutschen Frage
1918 1959." Znd rev. ed. Munich: Ackermann-Gemeinde, 1967. 383p.
This chronological collection of documentsspeeches, declarations, reports, and ,
statements pertains to the status of the German mintrity in Czechoslovakia. The work
was sponsored by the Ackermann-Gemeinde, an organization of the Sudeten Germans
344.

expelled from Czechoslovakia, whosi representative, D. Hans Schatz, wrote the
foreword to this collection.
345.

Sigl, Christian. Quelien mid Dokumente: Fin Taisachenberickt iber die Lap ins

sudetendeutschen Gel:1kt and Aber die Entwic sing der tschethoslowskischen
Innenpolitik in der Zeit vom 24.. April Ns zum 1 Juni 193E. Vienna and Leipzig:
Wilhelm Braumillier, 1938. 85p.
Expressing pro-Nazi sympathies and presenting the case of the Sudeten German

party, this publication documents the culminatio of the nationality problem in
Czechoslovakia.in the fateful year 1938.
346.

Turnwald, Wilhelm K., comp. Documents os# the

Germans. Translated by Gerda Johannsen. Edited by the Association for
Protectio
of Sudeten
an interests. Foreword to the English lEdition by F. A. Vo
Munich:
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Munich University Press, 1953. xxix, 3O8p, Originally published in German:
Dokumente zur Austr*bungcfer Sudeten-deutichen. Einleitung end Bearbeitung bei
Dr. Wilhelm Turnwald. slim u n. Selbstverlag' der Arbeitsgemeinschaft zur Wahrung
-Sudetendeutscher.Interessen, 19.52. 590p.
In thii compilation of documents, events are described by eyewitnesses or persons
directly involved. These reports give a general view of what happened in the Sudeten
German areas after May 1945. The expulsion of the Sudeten- German national 'group
are rejected; and the recognition of the right to a
and the theory of "collectiVe

homeland of the .exilellees ittad the 'ptinisthment of the culprits are demanded. The
compiler's introductory essay discusses the history of Czech-German relations in
Czechoslovakia. The documents include the texts, of the "kaschay Statute" of April 5,
1945, and the Decree of the President of CzechotloVakia of June 21, 1945; concerning
the confiscation of the private property otthe Sudeten Gcrnians.

History and.General Studies
347. Brosz, Paul. Die. Karpsten-Deuiachen in der ,Sloviakei 191S-1945. StUttgart:
Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Karpatendeutschen ails der Slowakei, 1972. 72p. Illus. Maps.

Within the framework of Slovak' history, this volume narrates the story of the
1Germans 1i ng in the provfnce and later the Slovak state.. The Germans maintained
their o cultural, religious, and political -organizations and Were involved in the
s of Siwakia. Included are bibliogiaphical references.
hist°

Bragel, Johaim Wolfgang. Czecipslovakia before Munich: The Gernium
Minority Problem and British Appeasement Policy. Clothridge, MA: Cambridge

348.

University Press, 1973: )(Ili, 334p.
A shortened version of 73chechen and Deli:wife 1918-1938, the book examines
devades of Czech-German relations, from 19t8 until the Munich agreement. It desert
and anlyzes both domestic and foreign policy developments regarding Czechoslovakia
in general and the German minority in particular. Although pointing out mistakes made
by the Czedosloyak govermnent in its attitude towardthe German minority, the author
blames the Sudeten Germans and the British appeasement policy for the collapse of the
Czechoslovak state. A bibliography and an indeX are included,

'Europe: Weimar Germany and
Cen
Campbell, Gregory F!,ConfrontatiO
ChicagoiOress, 1957: xvi, 383p
Czechoslovakia. ChiCago: The University
Within the broader context of Czechosloyak-Gennan relations, the book examines
the status of the Czechs and Slovaks befs!re World. War I and the attitudes of Sudeten
Germans toward the Czechoslovak state d'uring the years 1918-1933. The work is based,
on extensive use of documentary materials and secondary sources. Notes, a
bibliographical essay and an index allow farther study of the problem of the German
minority in interwar Czechoslovakia. a
349.

350. Ein Leben, drei Epochen. Festschrift. for Hans Schutz zum 70. Geburtstag. Im
Auftrag der Ackermann-Gemeiade herausgegeben and eingeleitet von Horst Glassl and
Otqid Pustejovsky. Munich: Ackermann-Gemeindea 1971. 767p.
To commemorate the seventieth birthday of ljanS Schutz, one of the leaders of the

Sudeten German Christian Democrats (expellees hying in the Federal Republic of
Germany), this volume presents addresses, essays, and lectures by some 38 scholars and

1
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putlic personalities dealing with geography, histo
politics, culture, religion, and
other aspects of life of the Germans in Czechoslovakia.
0

Gotz, Wolfgang, ed. Die Sudetendentsche Frage: Entstebung, Entwieklung and
I:inuagsversuch 1918-1973. Apalysen und,Dokumente. Mainz: Hase & Kohler Verlag,
351.

1974. ?..30p.

This publication contains essays by Hans Jurgen Wiinschel, Erich Roper, Hartmut
Soell, and Eugen Lemberg discussing relations between the Czechs, the Slovaks, and the

Sudeten Germans in Bohemia and Moravia, the events leading to Munich and the
=sequence of` the latter, the stand taken by the German Social Democratic party on
the Sudeten German question, and the history of the Sudeten Germans before and after
their expulsion front Czechoslovakia. Several documents, a map, statistical data, and a
bibliography are included in the book.
Jahn, Egbert K. Die Dentschen in 'der Skmakei in den Jahren 1918-1929: Eln
Rehm zur Niadonalititenproblematik. Veroffentlichungendes Collegiurn'Carolinum,
vol. 25. Munich: Oldenbourg Verlag, 1974. 186p.
The political attitude of the German population in SlOvakia towards the Hungarian
352.

and the Czechoslovak state is described, and particular attention is paid to the
encounter between German naVonalism and CzechosloVak patriotism. The antagonism
of nationalities is considered and interpreted from various points of vi w, touching on
sociological, socioeconom ,: and sociopolitical questions. ,The works wtnotated
and based on comprehens a archive studies.
353.

Jaksch, Wenzel. Europe's Road to Potsdam. Translated and edited by Kurt

Glaser. New-York and London: praeger, 1963. xxiv, 468p.
This work by the leader of the Sudeten German Social Democratic pirty, originally
published in German (Europas Weg narh Potsdam, 1958. 522p.), takes a long-range
view on the history of Central Europe an area of intermingled nationalities. Analyzing
the Czechoslovak government policies with respect to national minorities, most specifically Sudeten Germans, the author shows hoW the road to.Munich was followed by the

road to, Potsdam. Jaksch takes a critical view of the expulsion' o'f Germans from
Czechoslovakia_ This edition contains valuable explanations by the translator and
editor in additiori to notes, photographs, maps, documents, and an index.
354.

Jung, Rudolf. Die Tschechen: Talmud Jahn deutsch-tschechischer Kampf.

Berlin: Verlag Volk und Reich, 1937. 246p:
Rudolf Jung,_ a Sudeten German Nazi, discusses the thousand-year-old struggle
between the Czechs and the Germans in central Europe. Theiprincipal focus is on the
politics and politicians of the Czechoslovak RepubIrciind the German proposals for the
solution of the Czech-German problem' in Czechoslovakia. There are tab es, statistical
data, maps, and illustrations in the book.
355.

Kozauert Nikolaus J. "The Carpatho - Ukraine be

o World Wars;

with Special Emphasis on the German Population." Ph.D. dissertation, Rutgers
University, 1964. 429p. Illus.

The general situation in Ruthenia and the German minority in p4ticular are
described and analyzed in this thesis. It contains data on politics and economics in the
province.
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Lembers, Eugen, and Rhode, Gotthold, eds, Das deutsek-tschechisehe
Verkiltnis sett 1913. Stuttgart, Berlin, Cologne, Mainz: W. Kohlhammer, 1969. 139p.
These are revised papers of a conferince sponsored by the Deutsche Gesellschaft
far Osteuropakunde in 1968. The articles on Czech-German relations since theestablislunent of Czechoslovakia in 1918 are of uneven quality. A bibliography is appended.
356.

357.

Leta, Radomir. The Transfer of the Sudeten Census: A Study of Czech-

.Gennan Relations. 1933-1962. New York: New York University Press, 1964. xxv, 365p.
Written from a Czechoslovak natioralist point of view and accepting the "collective guilt" theory, this book describes and analyzes the Czechoslovik-German relations
since Hitler's rise tel power. Using Czechoslovak statistics and other data, it proyides
details on the transfer of the Sudeten Germans from Czechoslovakia after World War
II. An extensive bibliography is attached.
358. Molisch, Paul. Die sudetendertsche Freiheitsbeiregung in den Jakren 1913-1919.
Vienna and Leipzig: Wilhelm Brauraiiller, 1932. vii, 191p.

Paul Molisch, librarian at the University of Vienna, presents a detailed history of
the Sudeten Germans' independence movement in the years 1918-1919 and how it was
suppressed by the Czechs. This is a standard work from the German nationalist
viewpoint. It also contains a name index.
359.

Milhlberger, Josef. Zwel Volker in ElOhnsen: Beitrag zu einer nationalen,

bistorisehen and geistesseschlatlichen Strititturanalyse. Munich: Bogen-Verlag, 1973.
300p.

This history of the Czechs and Germans in Bohemia focuses on the national,
spiritual, and cultural trends among the.Czechs and Germans in the province from the
arrival of thelatter until their expulsion after World War II. The work shows cultural
similarities and mutual influences of the two nationalities as well as the effect of
movements such as humanism, reformation, renaissance, and nationalistic and
international events,

Leskosiovensko (1933-1961): Sbornik stall (The German
Nirnecki
Question and Czechoslovakia 0938-19611: A Colloquium). Bratislava: Vydavatelstvo
360.

Slovectskei Akadernie Vied, 1962. 291p. (Summaries in German and English).
This symposium of essays was written by Czech and Slovak Communist historians
and published by the Slovak Academy of Sciences in Slovak. It deals with the various
aspects of the German question during the. year's 1938-1961. Among the topics are the
transfer of Germans from Czechoslovakia, their activity in West Germany, and their
alleged "revanchisai." A name index is included.

Pozorny, Reinhard. Deutsche Schutzarbeit ins Sudetenland: Die Tildigkeit des
Deutschen Kulturverbendes 1918-1938. Vienna: Osterreichische Landsmannschaft,
361.

1974. iv, 51p.

This small volume describes the many and various activities of German cultural
organizations and the German intellectual life in Czechoslovakia during the interwar

years.,
362.

Preidel, Helmut, ed. Die Deutschen in Behmen and Mihren: Elfin historischer

Rada:dick. Grafelfing, Bavaria: E. Ganz, 1952. 392p.
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This is a symposium of articles reflecting the Sudeten German viewpoint on the

history of the Germans in the Czech lands. The quality of the account varies.
Bibliography.
363.

Rabl, Kurt. Das Rinses um das\sadetesdeutsche Selbstbestimmungsrecht

1913/19: Ma:minks toad Dokumente. Muni h: Verlag Robert Lerche, 1958. 245p.
This is the third volume of the hiStorical-philological works published under the

sponsorship of the Munich-based Collegium Carolinum, a research institute for
Sudeten German questions. It is a collection of materials and documents relating to the
denial of the right of self-determination of the Sudeten Germans in the Czech lands in

1918-1919. This is an excellent source of information on the subject, including an
extensive bibliography and a name index.
364. Turnwald, Wilhelm K. RelaMIK! or Decline of Central Europe: The Sudeten
German-Czech Problem. Translated by Gerda lohannsen. Munich: University Press
Dr. C. Wolf & Sohn, 1954. 89p.

A study by a Sudeten German historian of the phases of German-Czech coexistence
during the centuries, the national problem in Austria-Hungary, the Paris peace accord
that become a source of discord, deceit by Eduard Bend, causes and consequences of

the Munich settlement, Bend's eastern orientation, and the expulsion of Sudeten
Germans, Statistics and footnotes.
365.

Winter, Eduard. Tanned Jahre Gifisteskohnpf iaa Sudetenraum. 2nd ed.

Salzburg and Leipzig: Otto Miller Verlag, 1938. 442p.

The author, a Sudeten German historian and theologian, concentrates on the
historical and religious developments in Bohemia and Moravia from the arrival of

Christianity up to the 1930s. This scholarly study points out the conflicts and
cooperation between the Czechs and the Germans, their ideologies, traditions, and
political movements. It shows the similarities of their cultures and documents that new
radical religious and political movements emerged among the Czechs earlier than among
the Germans. An extensive bibliography is included.

Elizabeth. Czechs and Germans: A Stddy of the Struggle In the
Historic Provinces of Bohemia and Moravia. London and New York: Oxford Univer366..

sity Press, 1938; 2nd ed., 1967. viii, 299p. Maps.
This is a documented study of the 1919 settlement concerning Czechoslovakia and
the ensuing problems and conflicts between the Czechs and the Germans living in the
historic provinces (Bohemia, Moravia, and Austrian Silesia). It presents a historical

background for the establishment of the Czechoslovak Republic and the cultural
developments among the two nations living in the heart of Europe.

Politics, Government, Law
367.

Brilgel, 'Johann W., ed. Ludwig Czech. Arbeitsfuhrer and Staatsmann. Mit

Beitrhgen von Angelica Balabanoff [et al.). Vienna: Verlag der Wiener Volksbuchhandlung. 1960. 20017.

A biographical account of Ludwig Czech (1870-1942), the leader of the Sudeten
German Social Democratic party in Czechoslovikia until 1938, by a Sudeten German

living in the United Kingdom. A party member himself, the author describes the
"activist"'policy of the political party in Czechoslovakia.
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Cesar, laroslav, and 'Cern9, Bohumil. Po Mika simsecittch hurloasnich stran v
eeskoslovensku v ktech 1918 al 19311 (The Politics of the German, Bourgeois Parties in
Czechoslovakia during the Years 1918-1938). 2 vols. Prague: NCSAV, 1962. Vol. 1,
312p.; vol. II,184p.
368.

A Marxist analysis of the activities, strengths, and orientation of the Sudeten
Gerwan middle-class political parties in Czechoslovakia during the existence of the First
Republic (1918-1938).

Chine lal, Josef. The German Problem In Catehoslovskia. Czechoslovak Sources
and Documents, no. 14. Prague: Orbis, 1936. 96p.
This is an official presentation of the Czechoslovak government's position on the
369.

status of the German minority and its demands in Czechoslovakia. The work was
translated from German and was also published in French in 1936.

.

Fischer, Josef; Patzak, Vac lay; kind Perth, Vincent. Ibr ifsmpf; die *Ares Ziek
der Sudetendeutsctsen Partei. Kerlsbad: Verlagsanstalt "Graphia," 1937. 139p.
An account of the clandestine activities of the leaders of the Sudeten German party
during the years 1933-1937 by their opponents. It reflects the turmoil in the Sudeten
area o1< Czechoslovakia prior to the culmination of the crisis.
370.

371.

Gcldmann, Rildiger. Die sudetendeutscbe Frage auf der Pariser Friedens-

kossferenz. Publication of the Sudeten, German Archive in Munich. Munich: Fides
Verlagsgesellschaft, 1971. 140p.

,

Based on a wide selection of sources, this work shows the two tracks of Czech
policy concerning the Germans in Czechoslovakia. The author links the Bohemian
question in the Austrian monarchy with the Sudeten German question in Czechoslovakia, revealingAhe hyposcrisy of 'Czechoslovak policy. Following an account of the prehistory of the problem, in which the Allies' attitudes are dealt with, is an analysis of the
peace conference in which it is shown that St. Germain "was no basis for the future."

Hilf, Rudolf. Deutsche und Tschechen: Bedeutung wad Wandlungen dna.
Nacbbanchsft in Mittekuropa. Opladen: Leske, 1973. 138p.
372e

Hilf, one of the leaders of the expelled Sudeten Germans, analyzes the relationships
between the Czechs and the Germans in their historical setting, beginning with The pre-

World War I situation and ending with the status, ambitions, and views held by the
expellees living outside Czechoslovakia. This is one of the moderate voices calling for
reconciliation between the two nations. A bibliography is included.
373. Lodgman
1919. 240p,.

von Aden, Rudolph, ed. Deutschbohinen. Berlin: Ullstein Verlag,

The editor of this symposium was the leader of the Germans living in Bohemia who
established their own governments in areas inhabited by Germans. He left for Germany,
where he led an unsuccessful fight for the Sudeten German cause based on the claim to
national self-determination.

Paul, Ernst, and Werner, Emil. Was nkht in den Geschichtsblichern steht: Ruhm und Tragik der sudetendeutschen Arbeiter-Bewegung. -3 vols. Munich: Verlag "Die
374.

BrUcke," 1972.

This work, consisting of three slim volumes, comes mostly from the pen of Ernst
Paul, a Sudeten and Federal German Social Democrat. Emil Werner contributed only
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td the first volume. These volumes depict the national, political, and social struggle of

the Sudeten German, working-class movement in the Austrian monarchy and in
Czechoslovakia, The manifold connections with Czechs, Jews, and Poles become
visible, pointing to the interlocking of organizations and problems. The book shows the
engagement of the Sudeten German working-class movement and its leaders for the
cause of German nationality and social justice.

Peters1 Gustay. Der neue Herr von Bohnsen, eine Untersuchung der politischen
Zukunft der Tschethosiowakei. Berlin: Deutsche Rundschau, G.m.b.H., 1927. 134p.
A well-written, critical study on the new power relationship between Czechs and
Germans in the Czech lands from the German Viewpoint. The former ruling nation has
become a national majority.
375.

376.

Prinz, Friedrich. Benei, Jaksch mid die Ssuletendeutscheu. Stuttgart: Sager-

Archly, 1975. 76p.

Following a brief historical background of the Sudeten question, the author
examines the plans by the Czechoslovak government-in-exile, headed by Eduard Bend
(1940-1945), sand the latter's protracted negotiations with the leader of the Sudeten

German Social Democrats-in-exile, Wenzel Jaksch, which ended in a complete
breakdown of communications. Political and ideological aspects are analyzed, and the
notes are extremely valuable.

Raschhofer, Hermann. Die Sudetenfrsge: hire volkerrechtliche Eatwicklung
VOID ersteu Weltkrieg bis zur Gegenwart. Munich: Isar Verlag, 1953. 3I0p.
This is an analysis of the events influencing the status of Sudeten Germans itr 1918,
1938, and 1945 from the legal and nationalist German pilint of view by amexpellee from
Czechoslovakia. Biographical footnotes are included.
378. Schaumann, Werner. Diegewaltsame Vertschechung des deutschen lgellandes.
Vienna and Leipzig: Wilhelm Braumtiller Verlag, 1938. x, 127p. 4 maps.
This is one of the Nazi propaganda publications published under the editorship of
Karl Hermann Frank. It is designed to prove the Czechization of the Sudeten Germans
by the Czechoslovak government. The pamphlet appeared in January of the critical year
1938 and contains seven statistical tables.

Schmid, Karin. Staatsangehbrigkeitsprobletne der Tschechoslowakel: Eine
Untersuchung sowie Dokumente zur Staatsangehorigkeit der dortigen Voiks379.

zugeharigen. Berlin: Berlin-Verlag, 1979. 133p.
Schmid deals with the acquisition and loss of citizenship in Czechoslovakia, the

German minority in that country, its legal status, and the laws related to it. A
comparison is made with the situation in the Federal Republic of Germany. A
bibliography is appended.

clser, Ronald M. The Sudeten Problem 1933-1938: Volkstumspolitik and the
Formulation of Nazi Foreign Policy. Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press;
Folkstone, England: Dawson, 1975. x, 324p.
Complete 04Q1 extensive documentation and a bibliography, this is a scholarly
study of the role played by Sudeten Germans in the formulation of Nazi foreign policy
during the years 1933-1938. It disputes some of the misconceptions about the Sudeten
Germans' struggle for autonomy.
380.

S
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Die Sedetimafrage in earsiiiischer Slat: Bericbt fiber .die Vortnige and
Almanac:ben der winenstkaftlidien Faciangang des Collegian Carolina's in MiinchenGranwaid ant 1.-3. Juai 1959. lfunich: Verlstg Robert Lerche, 1962. 281p.
Written by members of several different nationalities, this symposium of papers
examines the various aspects of the Sudeten German question in European politics, past
and present. All the contributors express viewpoints sympathetic to the expelled
national minority.
381.

Yorbach, Kurt. 200,000 Sadefeadesttsche %avid! Der tscheckische Veridcb-

382.

tungsiuunpf gegea 3.3 MilVoaen Sadetendentsche and sere volkspolitiscites
Auswirkungen. Munich: Deutscher Volksverlag, 1936. 384p.

This is a German nationalist propaganda directed against the Czechoslovak

Republic and its treatment of the German national minority both in Sudetenland and in
Slovakia. Several tables with statistical data are attached to the narrative, which tries to
prove discrimination against the minority and the policy of "Czechization" pursued by
the government of Czechoslovakia. Attached is a short bibliography of publications
and Czechdealing with the incorporatioriof the Sudeten Germans into Czechoslovakia
.,
Oerman relations.

Religion, Culture, Education
Donat, Heinrich. Die deutsclien Litho likes in der acitaboslowakiscben
Republik: Eire Santadnag von Mirages ear geistigea und religiose: Lege des
383.

Kalb° lizisrnus aid des Destacktams. Multich: Aufstieg Verlag, 1970. 360p.
This is a reprint edition of a work published originally fn 1934, in which a whole
series of articles gives expert information on the German Catholics in prewar Czechoslovakia, their church, charitable, cultural, and national activities, as well as the attitude
of the host country toward them. This new edition was necessary because the original
had become very rare and is witness to the real status of the Germans in Czechoslovakia, correcting many of the biased pronouncements of the postwar period.

Hudak, Adalbert. Die if.nrpatendeutscisen: Das deutsche Scbulwesen and die
Tiitigkelt des Deutschen Kulturverbandes in der Slowakei 1918 bis 1945. Vienna:
Osterreichische Landsmannschaft, 1975.'52p. Maps.
An account of the German educational system and the German cultural society in
Slovakia during the itnerwar and war period. The activities of the Kulturverband in
Prague arc discussed, and maps show the location of the Carpatho-Gernian centers.
384.

Bibliography.

Hudak, Adalbert, and Guzsak, Ladislaus. Karpatendeutsche Lebensbilder: Der
karpatendeutsche Beitrag zum europlischen Crektesleben. Erlangen: A. Hudak im
Selbstvcrlag, 1971. I14p.
This biography of Germans who used to live in the Carpathian Mountains and in
Slovakia shows their contribution to the development and elilture of the areas they
inhabited and their intellectual-cultural life. Bibliography.
385.

ell.

katboaschen Pfarrers fiir den
Steinhiibl, Josef. Mein 'exit: Kampf
Glauben und das Deutschtum in the Slowakei. Stuttgart: Hilfsbund karpatendeutscher
Katholiken, 1975. 160p.
386.
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Within the framework of historical and political developments in Slovakia during
the years 1918-1955, a Catholic priest tells of his personal experiences that were affected

by the many political changes, including several years in a prison camp. The book
contains 47 photographs, several documents, and two maps.
387. Sudetenland: Bohmen, Miibren, Schiesien: ein litildband der Heimat mit 217
Fotographien/kultur- and kunstgeschichtlich. Einleitung von Viktor Aschenbrenner.
Frankfurt: Weidlich; Umschau-Verlag (in Kominision), 1976. 23p., (120)p. Illus. Map.
Description and pictures of places that used to be inhabited by Germans in the
Czech lands of Czechoslovakia. The photographs show the art and culture of the people

who lived in,,the are?.

Hungarians
388.

AratO, Endre. Political Differentiation in the Hungarian Population of Czecho-

slovakia in the post - World War I Years. Studia Histurica, no. 122. Budapest:
Akademiai Kiado, 1975. 31p.

A Hungarian historian's analysis of the political differentiation. of Hungarians
living in Czechoslovakia after World War I. The author emphasizes the activity of ttie
Marxist groups in Slovakia as well as the role of Hungarians in the foundation of the
unified Communist party of Czechoslovakia in 1'921.
,389.

Arato, Entre. A magyararia slovak viszony otven eve (Hungarians in

( zechoslovakia). Budapest: Kossuth KOnyvkiado, 1969. 141p.
This study deals with the history of the dismemberment of the Austro-Hungarian
monarchy and the incorporation of a Hungarian minority into Czechoslovakia, with
emphasis on the status of the Hungarians in the latter country since World War H. It is

based largely on Hungarian and 'Czech secondary sources listed in the attached
bibliography.
390.

Czanda, Sandor., V &Wane,' ylastl: titudk o polltickom, vspolokenskom,

kulturnorn a hospodirskOlttlivote obilmov madiarskej nirodnosti v Ceskosiovensku
(In Common Fatherland: Study of Political, Social, Cultural and Economic Life of
Citizens of Hungarian Nationality in 'Czechoslovakia). Translated by helena Szaszova
and Valeria Hamzova. Bratislava: Pravda, 1975. 318p.
This study on the political, social, cultural, and economic aspects of life of the
Hungarian minority in Czechoslovakia was translated into Slovak from the Hungarian
original, Kozos hazabun (Bratislava: Pravda, 1972). It reflects official government
views and policies.
391.

Hocnsch, Jorg K. Der ungarische Revisionism's and die Zerschlagung der

Tschechosiowakei. Tithingen: J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1967. xiv, 323p.
A documented study of the Hungarian revisionist movement following the s g ng'
of the Treaty of Trianon11920). Regarding Czechoslovakia, the Vienna Award (19 8)
represented a success of Hungarian foreign policy and was followed by the seizure of
Ruthenia in March 1939. There are two maps, sources, and an index.
392.

Houdek, Fedor. Vznik Hranic Slovenska (Genesis of the Boundaries

Slovakia). Bratislava: Prudy, 1931. 412p. Maps.
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National Minorities in Czechoslovakia, 1919 -1980
lioudeic provides a detailed study on the establishment of the boundaries between
Slovasia and Hungary and, thus, on the incorporation of national minorities into the
eastern part of the Czechoslovak state. Sources are listed.

Hungarians is Czechoslovakia. New York: Research Institute for Minority
Studies on Hungarians Attached to Czechoslovakia and Carpatho-kuthenia, 1959.
393.

166p.

This work examines the legal status and political, economic, social, cultural, and
religious conditions of-the Hungarian minority in Czechoslovakia. It reports on the
treatment of Hungarians in Czechoslovakia after World War II and on irredentist
tendencies among them.

Janics, Kalman. Czechoslovak Policy and the Hungarian Minority, 1945-1948.
Introduction by Byula Illyes. An English version adapted from the Hungarian by
Stephen Borsody. War and Society in East Central Europe: The Effects of World Was
11, yol. IX. New York: Social Science Monographs; 1982. 240p. Distributed by
Columbia University Press.
This is an English translation of a work written in Hungarian by a medical doctor
and sociologist living in retirement in one of Slovakia's still predominantly Hungarian
regions. It is the most exhaustive study, written from the point of view of the Hungarian
minority living in Czechoslovakia, about the treatment accorded to the group during the
years 194-1948. Additional data are given in the "Epilogue as is information on the
status`of the Hungarian minority in Czechoslovakia up to 1980.
394.

.

Kovacs, Endre, and Novotny, J. Madiai a my; z dijin madirsko-

oslovensktch rztah$ (Hungarians and yie; from the History of Hungarian(Czechoslovak Relations). Prague: Statni nakladateLstvi politike literatury, 1959. 313p.

This i§ a revised translation from the Hungarian Magyar-aech tortinelmi
kapcsolatok (Kozoktasugyi Kiadovallalat, 1952). , It is a Marxist interpretation of
Hungarian-Czeehoslovak relations and history, with illustrated text.

,

396.

Kramer, Juraj. lredenta a separatizinus v sloveaskei politike, 1919-1938'

397.

Krofta, Kamil. The Substance of Hungarian Revisionism. Prague: Orbis, 1934.

(Irredentism and Separatism in Slovak Politics, 1919-1938). Bratislava, 1957. 248p.
A CommUnist analysis of the role of Hungarian revisionist propaganda and its
Slovak collaborators in Slovak politicseduring the interwar years.

3Dp.

Krofta offers a Czechos13irak description and analySis of the nature of Hungarian

revisionism and how it, affected Czechoslovakia. The pamphlet was designed to
counteract 'the Hungarian revisionist propaganda in English-speaking countries by the
Czechoslovak Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Purgat, Inraj. tad Trisuonu po Koski: K madirskel otazke v C..eskosiovensku
3198.
(Froth Trianon to Koiice: On the Hungarian Question in Czechoslovakia). Biatislava:
Epochs, t. Pravda,. Zilina, 1470. 323p.
This is a history of the Hungarian minority in Czechoslovakia between the end of
World War I and the arrival of the National Front government to Kosice (Slovakia) in
April 1945. Tables, statistics, a chronology of important events, a bibliography, and an
ihclex are included.

.
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Revesz, Laszlo. "Die rnagyarische Minderheit in der Tschechoslosvakei." Der
Donauraurn 19: 1-2 (1974): 25-46.
,399.

The essay analyzes the conditions in which the Hungarian minority lives in
Czechoslovakia. It provides statistical data and historical background and surveys the
legal status of the ethnic group.
Steier, Lajos. Ungaras Vergewaldinsg: Oberuagarn tinter tscbechischer
Herrschsft. Zarich; Leipzig, Vienna: Amalthen-Verlag, [c. 1929]. xxxii, *1007p. 87

400.

8 maps.
Written y a Hungarian nationalist, this mammoth work explores the
consequetwes of World War Ion the fate of the Hungarians settled in "Upper Hungary"
(Slovakia). It describes and analyzes religious and cultural trends among the

Hungarians in Slovakia, the political and legal status of the Hungarian minority in
'Czechoslovakia, its aspirations and grievances, and the autonomist movement in
Slovakia. This is the most extensive treatment in German of the Hungarian question in
Czechoslovakia in the 1920s.

Varsik, Bronislay. Narodnostni Hranice Slovensko-Msdirski (The Ethnographic Slovak-Hungarian Boundary). Opera eruditae societatis slovacae I tomus.
401.

Bratislava, 1940. 89p. Maps.
This Slovak publication focuses on the ethnographic boundary and the number'of

national minorities, especially Hungarians, living in Slovakia and Slovaks living in
Hungary.
402.

Williams, R. E. Vaughan,

.

The Hungarian Question in the British Partamitut:

Speeches, Questions sad Auswai Thereto in the House of Lords and the House of
Commons from 1919 to 1930. Introduction by Roland E. J. Vaughan Williams.
London: G. Richards, 1933. 459p.
These are the views expressed by members of the British piirliaMent and the British

government on the ,Hungarian question and the .Hungarian minorities living in
neighboring countries, including Czechoslovakia.

Zimak, Jozef, ed. VpId madirskYch bogievikov na Slovensko v roku 1919 (The
Invasion of the Hungarian Bolsheviks into Slpvakia in the Year 1919). 2nd corrected ed.
Bratislava, J. Zimak, 1938. 260p.
This publication contains some 35 essays written by participants in the

403.

Czechoslovak-Hungarian war of 1919. The war over Slovakia was lost by the
Hungarian government of Bela Kun, and the area, with its large Hungarian minority,
became part of Czechoslovakia. Included is an essay by Lt. Col. Karel Vondra6ek of the
Czechoslovak general staff, summarizing the struggle for Slovakia during 1918-1919.
464.

Zarava o llozhodouti Nejyyill Ratty Spojened re due 12. &ryas 1919 o apravi

hranie Inez' Uherskem s Stitem Ceskosiovensicfm (Report on the Decision of the Allied
Supreme Council of June 12, 1919 on the Delimitation of Boundaries between Hungary
land the Czechoslovak State). Zasedgini Narodniho shromiudini 6eskoslovenskeho roku
1919. Pitoha k tisku 1630. no. 5. Prague, 1919. 9p.

The report was published as an annex to the official publication of the Czechoslovak National Assembly for 1919. It contains detailed description of the boundaries
and, by implication. determines how many Hungarians would become Czechoslovak
subjects.
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Zvara, Juraj.."K problematike postavenia madirskej nirodnostnej skupiny v
CSR v obdobi boja za upevnenie l'udovej demokracie a rozWenie moci robotnickej
triedy 1945-1948" ("On the Problems of the Situation of the Hungarian National Group
in Czechoslovakia during the PeriOd of the Struggle for the strengthening of the
405.

People's Democracy and the Expanding of the Power of the Working Class,
1945-1948"). Historkkj 6asopis X11(1964): 28-49.

A Slovak historian analyzes the status and role of the. Hungarian minority in.
Czechoslovakia during the years 1945-1948.
406.

Zvara, Juraj. Madirski meatus as Sioveasku po roku 1945 (The Hungari

Minority in Slovakia after 1945). Bratislava: Epocha, t. Pravda, 1969. 221p.

Zvara, a Slovak historian, discusses the status of the Hungarian minority in
Slovakia since 1945. He divides the relations between the Hungarians and the Slovaks
into two periods-1918-1945 and 1945-4948and traces the development of the status
of the Hungarians in Czechoslovakia since 1948. Footnotes and a bibliography are
included.

Ukrainians
407.

Dami, Aldo. La Rath * subcsrpatkique. Geneve-Annemasse: Editions du

Mont-Blanc s.a., [1944]. vii, 175p., 31 fold. col. map.
This is a general history o the people living in Ruthenia up to 1944. Bibliography,
pp. 363-75.
408. Hatalak, Petr. Jak vzaikla nty4enka phpojit Podkarpatskou Rus k
Ceskostoveuska (The Genesis Of the Idea to Annex Carpatho-Ruthenia to Czechoslovakia). Uzhorod: Zvlaitni otisk z Poclicarpatsloich Hlaa, 4. 192/203, 1935. 38p.

This is a reprint of an article originally published in the Czech language in
Podkarpatske Iflasy, No. 192/203, on the origin of the idea of attaching Ruthenia to
Czechoslovakia. It deals with the economic, ethnic, and cultural conditions in the
province.
409.

Hora, Alois. Podkarpatskg Rus (Carpatho-Ruthenia). Prague: Ceskoslovensk5r

cizineckY lilac', 1919. 34p. Map.

This publication of the Czechoslovak Office for Foreign Nationals ilea' with the
ethnic conditions in Ruthenia.. The analysis is based in part on church records and on
rather inflated data on the number of Rusins living in the province.
Lacko, Michael. Unio Uzborodeusis Ruthenortim Carpaticorum cum Ecclesia
Catholics. Rome: Ponti Institutum Orientalium Studiorum, 1955. xviii, 276p. 2 maps.
The history of the Church (Byzantine Rite) in Ruthenia is explored in this extensive
doctoral dissertation by Rev. Lacko, S.J. It gives details on the reunion of the Orthodox
Christians in the province with the Catholic Church. The Uniate Church (Catholic of
the Byzantine Rite) was the largest religious denomination in Ruthenia during the years,
preceding that province's incorporation into the Soviet Union. The work, contains some
documents, a chronology of events relating to the Church, tables, and an index.
410.

Lev, Vojt&h.,Briusa na v*chod (Karpatski Rus) (Gateway to the East: CarpathoRuthenia). Prague: Ceskoslovenska socialn demokratickli strana, 1920. 55p.

411.
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This Czechoslovak Social Democratic party publication deals with the strategic'
importance of Ruthenia. It desCribes the ethnic structure of the population, the
province's ectromy, :and its natural resources.
Lewandowski, Krzysztof. Sprawa nkrahiska w polltyce zagritnieznej Czeehoslowacji w latach 191$ -1932 (The Ukrainian Problem in the Foreign Policy of Czechoslovakia during 1918-1932). WrOclaw: Polish Academy of Science, 1974. 336p.
Although the book ,is not a complete and systematic exposition of the Ukrainian
412.

Psoblem, it does provide a great deal of useful material on Ukrainian-Czech and
Ukrainian-Polish relations. The author admits that after World War I the Czechs
helped Ukrainians more` than any other country did, especially by supporting the
Ukrainian Free University in Prague and the Ukrainian Husbandry Atademy in
Podebrady. He believes that Czech pro-Ukrainian politics were guided by the desire to
establish a common border with Ukraine and subsequently with Russia.
413. Magocsi, Paul R. "The Ruthenian Incision to Unite with Czechoslovakia"
Slavic_ Review XXXIV:2 (1975): 360-81.

The author focuses on the role of the Ruthenians in the United States in the
decision of the Paris Peace Conference and the people living in the province to join
Czechoslovakia in 1'919. This scholarly treatment of the events also provides extensive
notes containing.bibliographical data.
Magocsi, Paul Robert. The Shaping of a Nations! Identity: Subcarpathian Rue,
1848-1948. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University PresS, 1978. 640p.
The theme of the book is that Subcarpathian Rusyns failed to develop into an
independent. nationality because their intelligentsia suffered from a sense of inferiority
vis-à-vis other closely related nationalities. The author divides his discussion into three
and political
sections: the historical background up to 1919; the cultural
development to 1948. Magocsi's own Rosyn-Magyar background and his anti-Ukrainian
bias preVented him from seeing the Carpatho-Rusyn linkage to the Ukrainian nation.
Otherwise, the study,contributes to the understanding of the national development of
people Who for centuries have lived under foreign domination.
414.

415.

!'Ukraine
e ukrainicn d'etudes en

Marcus, Vasyl. L'incorporation de 11.1krafne aubearpa

sovietique, 1944-1945. Preface by Andre Pierre. Louvain: C
Belgiqne, 1956. 144p. Map.
In this account of Ruthenian politics during the process of the Communist seizure

of power and the province's incorporation into the Soviet Union'(Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic), the author compares the methods used with those employed by the
Soviets in 1940 when the Baltic republics were annexed by the Soviet Union. After the
.province was'de facto a part of the Soviet state, the Czechoslovak government formally
recognized the cession'of it by an act of parliament adopted in June 1945. Attached are
a list of documents and a bibliography.

Martell, Rene. La Ruthenk Suboupatique. Paris: Paul Hartmann, 1935. 138p.,
This work provides information about the general situation in Ruthenia, including
data on its population.

'416.
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417.

Mousset, Jean. Les vines to is Ramie Subcsrptitique (1919-1938): L'effort

Teisecoilovaque. Paris: Librairie Droz, 1938. I39p. Map.

Beginning with the pre-history of the region, the author traces the history of
migrations and invasions affecting Ruthenia. He 'fives data on demography and
emigration, sociology of the region, the development of industries and urban centers,
and the role of the Czechoslovak Republic in the province. In addition, he cxnlores the
political problems stemming from the presence of several nationalities and interests of
the neighboring countries. There are tables, statistics on nationalities and religion in
Ruthenia, and a bibliography.
Soviet Seizure of Subcsrpathiaa
Nen-tec, Frantigek, and MoudrY, Vladimir.
Runlet's. Toronto: W. B. Anderson, 1955. ix, 375p.
Frantikk Nemec, a delegate of the Czechoslov government -in -exile in London
sent to represent that government and exercise its autho ty in Ruthenia (which was part
of Czechoslovakia), was unable to perform the task of venting and tells the story of
the Communist seizure of power and the province's ingo ration into the Soviet Union
from his pro-Czech perspective. Personal observations an published materials are the
basis for this work. A.selected'bibliography is included.
418.

Pazhur, Olena, comp. Ukraistsi Chekhosiovachy

y 1.962-1964rr.:

Bibliohruflis knyb, zkurusliykh to itszetnyth staftei (Ukrainians
1962-1964: Bibliography of Books, Periodicals and Newspaper
Derzh. tuna. biblioteka, 1967. xv, 257p.
This bibliography includes 3,951 entries covering various subj

Czechoslovakia
'cies). Priashiv:

419.

s pertaining to
Ukrainians in Czechoslovakia. Geographical and name indexes are p vided.

,"The
420. Revay,
'Quarterly X (1954): 227-34.

March to Liberation of Carpatho-Ukraine." Ukrainian

Mr. Revay, a minister in the short-lived Ukrainian government under the
presidency of .Augustin Voloshin, disputes the Huntarian and Czechoslovakian claims
to Carpatho-Ukraine.
421. Shandor, Vincent. "Carpatho-Ukraine in the
1918 -1939." Ukrainiah Quarterly X (1954): 235-46.

International Borgaining of

This is an informative account of international diplomacy regarding the fate of
C4rpatho-Ukraine. It focuses on the efforts of the governments in Berlin and Budapest
that led to Hungary's annexation of the country.
422.

Shtefan, Avhustyn. Avhustyn Voloshyn, prezydent Karpats'koi Ukralny.

Spomyny (Avhustyn Voloshyn, President of Carpatho-Ukraine: Memoirs). Toronto:
published by Free Press for the Carpathian Research Center, 1977. 210p.
The author was the close friend and co-activist of the late president of CarpathoUkraine, Msgr. Dr. Augustin Voloshyn. The book is a detailed biography of Voloshyn,
richly illustrated, with maps and an extensive bibliography. The author expands his
coverage. to other personalities active in Carpatho-Ukrainian politics, making his
memoir an important contribution to the literature on the history of that region. This
work covers the period from the early 1900s to 1945.
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Stercho, Peter George. Diplomacy of Double Morality. Europe's Crossroads in
Carpatho-Ukraine 1919-1939. New York: Carpathian Research Center, [19711 xxii,

423.

495p.

This extensive study of Carpatho-Ukraine comes ecplete with illustrations, maps,
and statistical tables. Stercho traces the development of the Trans-Carpathian region of

Ukraine from the end of the nineteenth cantury until the time the province was
incorporated into Hungary in 1939. The study, based on published material as well as
many unpublished documents, looks into the background of the province's annexation
to Czechoslovakia, the abuses of power by the Prague government, and the latter's

denial of the right of Ruthenian self-determination. It deals with the short,lived
independence of Rutheaki.ionNiarch 1939 and provides relevant documents, an extensive
bibliography, indexes of geographic place names and personal names, and a chronology
of events.

Stercho, Petro (Peter G.). Yarpato-ukrains'ke derzhava: do istorii vyzvolnol
boroeby karpats'kykh ukraintsiv u 19194939 rokakh (The Carpatho-Ukrainian
Republic: A Contribution to the History of the Carpatho-Ukrainian Struggle for
Freedom, 1919-1939). Toronto: Shevchenko Scientific' Sociel, 1965. 288p. Maps.
.
424.

.

Photos.
The book offers a detailed and documented ac ount of the Carpatho-Ruthenian
drive toward self-determination beginning with the first attempts in 1919 to achieve
autonomy within the Czecho-Slovak Republic. The author discusses the status of the
region within the republic, The birth of a briefly independent Carpatho-Ukrainian state
in March 1939, and the invasion by Hungarian troops, concluding'with a surveyor Nazi
German policy regarding the region.

Voloshin, Augustin. "Carpathian Ruthenia." Slavonic and East European

425.

Review XIII (Jarivaryh 1935): 372-78.

This essay compares the conditions in Carpatho-Ruthenia under Czechoslovak
.rute, which brought many improvements, with those under Hugharian rule prior to
1919.

Warzeski, Walter C. Byzantine Rite Rusins in Csupaiho-Ruthenia and America.
Pittsburgh: Byzantine Seminary Press, 1971. x, 332p.
426.

Warzeski covers a long span of history of the Uniate-Church in Ruthenia and

America. He discusses the Union of Uihorod, the roots of Ruthenian national
consciousness, the birth of Carpatho-Ruthenia and its incorporation into Czechoslovakia, its autonomy in 1938-1939, "independence," return of the province to Hungary,

,,and, lastly, its becoming a part of the Soviet Union in 1944-45. The study includes
statistics, several documents, a map, and an index..

Winch, Vichael. Republic for a Day: An Eyewitness Account of the CarpathoUkraine Incidefit. London: R. Hale, 1939. 286p.
Winch, a British correspondent, details the history of the short -lived independence
of Carpatho-Ukraine before it was overrun by Hungarian troops. He also provides a
lively description of the country and its people.
427.

428.

Zatloukal, Jaroslav,.ed. Podkarpatski Rus. Sbomik hospochihkeho, kulturniho

a politickeho pozmini Podkarpatske Rusi (Carpatho-Ruthenia: Symposium of
Economic, Political and Cultural Information about Carpatho-Ruthenia). Bratislava:
Klub pi'atel Podkarpatske Rusi, 1936. 330p,
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Nationa

oriti s in Czechoslovakia, 1919.1980

.

This is a collection of addresses, lectures, and essays' on how Ruthenia became part
and
of Czechoslovakia, the Czech attitude toward Ruthenians, and political,
social conditions prevalent in the province as seen from the Czgchoslovak paint of view.
With illustrations and portraits.)

Poles
429.

chineld, Josef. Polska mains v eeskosiovensku (The Pcilish Minority in

Czechoslovakia). Prague: Orbis, 1935: 107p. Also published in French under the title
La Ininorite polonaise en Tchecoslovaquie. Prague: Orbis, 1935. 127..
This is the sixth volume in the series on nationality questions published by the
Czechoslovak Society for the Study of Nationality Questions. Since the Polish minority

was a cause of discord between Czechoslovakia and Poland,, fhe Czechoslovak
governing circles saw to it that their views would be available to the international forum
as well; horice the Finch edition. The work surveys the status of the Polish minority in
Czechoslovakia and presents the Czech point of view on the number of people speaking
the Polish language in the disputed Teschen district a bone.df contention between the
two countries during the interwar period.
430.

Grappin, Henry. PolonsAs et Teltiqut*,Is question de ltt Silesie de Tesehen.

Paris: M. Flinikowski, 1419. 67p. Map.
This piece of propaganda deals with the Teschen territory, which was claimed by

both CzechoSlovakia and Poland at the Paris Peace Conference. The data on the'
nationalities of people living in the district were. used to support the Polish position.

Hejret, Jan. Teicinsko (Thelpistriet of Teschen). Pragtle: E. Solc, 1919;76p.
,Hejret's pamphlet analyzes the ethnic composition in the; disputed Teschen district
from the CzeChoslovak point of view. It shows the strategic and economic irnixirtance
of the area for Czechoslovakia

431.

Kaiia, Otakar, and Pavelka, R..T insko v Polsko-bmkoslovenskieb vztarich
1918-1939 (Teschen in Polish-Czechotlovak Relations, 1918-1939). Ostrava: Profil,
1970. 366p. (Summaries in Russian, 'German, and Frelich).
This is the most extensive examination of the situation in the district of Teschen
(and the Polish minority therein); which was a bone of contention between Czechoslovakia and Poland during the interwar period. The book contains detailed informa432.

tion on the composition of ttie population, tables, statistics, 'and results of parliahowing the strengths of iretvidual national
mentary elections in 1925 and
minorities. The bibliography is very

nsive; there is also an index.

433. Koz\isznik, Boguslay. The Problem of Cieszyn, Silesia. London: n.p., 1943. iv,
.
'122p.

Theauthor, a Polish e5ile in London, presents the Polish viewpoint in this history
of tht disputed territory of Teschen.
dvorem mezialrodni spravedlnostl v Haagu
KrCrnai-', Jan. Javorina pied
pred' radou'Spolanosti narodd v Patrizi (Javorina before the Permanent Court of International Justice in the Hague and before the Council of the League of Nations in Paris )'.
ZvIgtni otisk 7e ZahraniCni Politiky. Prague: Orbis, 1924.- 52p.
434.
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eprf t of-an article from the semi-official Czechoslovak government
This is
periodical Zahranie Politika on the settlement of the diipute between Poland and
Czechoslovakia over the district of Javorina, located in northern, Slovakia.
Pelc, Ferdinand. 0 Tillinsko. Vzponsinky a &shy (For Tekhen: Recollections
and Reflections). Slerska Ostrava: Nakladem Slerske Matice Osvity Lidove, 1928._
'227p.
A' Czech nationalist reflects upon the struggle for the Teschen area. He gives the
Czech rationale for the incorporation of the district into Czechoslovakia.
435.

436.

Les Poknsais en TChieoslovaquie a la Maitre des faits et des ehiffres; metnoire,de

la Consthission d'itudes sur ks relations; polono-tehiques. Warsaw: Polski Instytut
WspOtracy z Zagranica, 1935. 142p. Map.
This publication presents the Polish point of view on ate status of the Polish
minority in Czechoslovakia and on the disputed district of Teschen. Some of the dataprovided here 'differ from those given by the Czechs. The'l;ook also appeared in Polish:
' Polacy w Czechoslowacji w Iwielk fala6w i liezb (Wm-5a*, 1935. 126p.).
437. Rohnkf o &skoslovensko-poiske Spoluprici 1935. K juttileu dvieetilete
siniostatnosti CSR sestavil Mehl helms:ha (Yearbook of Czechoslovak-Polish Coopera-

tion 1938. On the Twentieth Anniversary of the Czechoslovak Independence Compiled
by Alois iteiucha). Prague: Ceskoslovensko-polska spoleZnost, 1938. 101p.
The yearbook contains.a symposium of articles on cultural and economic contacts
between the Czechs and Poles, national minorities (Polish in Czechoslovakia and Czech

and Slovak in 'Poland), and activities of Czechoslovak-Polish organizations in
Czechoslovakia and Poland. This publiCation was designed to promote Czechoslovak,Polish cooperation. 'With jllustration; and tables in the text.
438%

Roy, James Alexander. Pole and Czech in Silesia. London: John Lane. 1921. iv,

212p.

A British view on the conflict between the Czech and Polish nationalities in the
province of Silesia: The author surveys the history of the area of mixed nationalities.

439 Semkowicz Wladyslaw. Materjaly irodlowe do dziejew osadnictwa Gernej
Wavy (Original Sources to the History of the Settlement in Upper Orava). 2 vols.
Zakopane: Muzeum Tatrianskie, 1932.
A collection of materials concerning the population in the Upper Orava region.
The area was claimed by both Poland and Czechoslovakia.
Sworakowski, Witold. POlacy na Sivsku za 01z* (The Poles'in the Trans-Olza).
Warsaw: Instytut badari spray narodowaciowych, 1937. 289p.
The Polish case in the dispute, over the Teschen district between Czechoslovakia
and Poland is the subject of this publication. The work contains a survey of the press,
cultural arrangements, organizations, schools, and the conditions tinder which the
nationalitie of the area live. IllustratiOns, tables, and a map are in thetext. Translated
into German under the ttle.Die Polen in Schiesien hinter der Olsa (Berlin Publication
&trek', 1938) in the series Polacy za granicit.
440.

SWorakowski, Witold. "Polacy w Czechoslowacju w swiet ewyborow" (The
Poles in Czechoslovakia in the Light of Elections). Sprawy Natodowpiciowe 1-2:
441.

(1935): 93-100.
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The Polish author argues that the Czechoslovak statistics on the Polish national
minority in Czechoslovakia are inaccurate and that the actual number of Poles is much
larger. He presents the Polish version relative to the dispute over the territory, which
was inhabited, according to the Austrian census, ISgely Iiy Poles prior to the end of
World War 1.
442.

Szymiczek, Franeiszek. Waika a glvsk Cieszytiski w latach 1914-1920 (The

Struggle for Silesian Teschen 1914-.1920). Katowice: Instytut Slitski, 1938. 212p.
The Silesian Institute in Katowice, Poland published this study to argue its view-

point on the problem of the Teschen district and its political orientation. The work
surveys 'the `giganizations of the "Silesians" and their political outlook and presents
statistics and other data on the population of the area.

Tapie, VictOr. Le Pays de Teschen et its Rapports entre Is Pologne et la
Tchecaslovaquie. Centre d'6tudes de pOlitique shrangere, Section d'information,
Publication no. 3. Paris: Paul Hartmann, 1936. 80p. Map.
A French study on the situation in the Teschen district and the claAns to it by
443.

Czechoslovakia and Po1ind.

Uhlii, Frantiiek. Teilnske Simko (The Teschen Silesia). Ostrava arid Prague:
J. Lukakk, 1946. 364p.
This is a history and -description of ethnic conditions in the Teschen district of
Silesia, claimed by Czechoslovakia on historical grounds and by Poland on ethnic
grounds following World War I. The dispute between the two countries poisoned their
relations for twenty years, and the problem was solved only after World War II.
444.
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Witt, Kurt. Die Teschener Frage. Berlin: Verlag Volk and Reich, 1935. 291p.

A German writer analyzes the Teschen question, taking a critical view of the
Czechoslovak position.

Jews

Gineral Reference. Material
Jahrbuch der Gesellschaft fiii Geschichte der Judea in der tschechaslowaidschen
Republik. Neunte Ausgabe von Prof. Sammuel Steinherz. Prague: Jahrbuch,

446.

1929-1938.

The articles in this yearbook reflect Ciech Jewish interest in their past, though
most articled deal with pre-twentieth-century topics. The work was revived as Judaica
bohemiae in 1965. Its Czech counterpart' was Raenka Spolei-nosti pro Dkjihy id1 v
6skoslovenske Republice.
447. Judaic*
(1966).

bohemiae. Prague: Statni.lidovske muzeum. Vol. I (1965); Vol. II

A revived journal once issued before World War II in Czech and German is
published in Russian,- French. English, and Czech. Although most of its articles deal
with pre-twentieth-century Czechoslovakia, its reviews and other commentaries are
often.valuable for those interested in modern Czechoslovakian studies.
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HISTORICAL SUMMAitY
In 1919, Hungary's .boundaries were largely marked by the Carpathian
Mountains. However, much of her territory waeoccupied by Romania and the
recently created states of Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, the mother nations
of most national minorities in Hungary. A year later, the area known as
"Burgenland" was ceded in the Treaty of Trianon (June 1920). As a result,
Hungary retained less than one-third of her former area, that is, about 93,000
of her
square kilometers, constituting the central portion of the &linage basin
,
principal river, the Danube.'
Until the 1870s, Hungary had been ate agricultural coAtr;, prosperous
due to the fertility of her plains and the hard work of her peasant potsulatibrt.
Although she lost most of het mines, mineral resources, and forests in 1920,
significant production of electric energy, as well as the exploitation.of coal
;s,

iand, more recently, natural gas, oil, uranium, and bauxite deposits,
'contributed to the gQwth of industrialization, particularly in the Budapest
region.

Budapest, the capital, is the principal industrial, commercial, and
financial center of Hungary and, at the same time, accommodates the headquarters of most important organisations, including,state enterprises. As in
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the case of Paris, France, most railway lines and roads radiate like spokes
from the capital city, a metropolis of over 2 million.
Little recent .information is available outside Hungary concerning the
minority populations in that country, and still less in the English language.
Therefore, in the present study, stress has been placed on the collection of
related literature. Since most of that literature is in Hungarian, selection has
been directed wherever possible towards the most recent of those publications. Where the opportunity arose, studies reflecting such varied facets of the
minority culture as literature, history, and ethnography were chosen.
In an effort to resolve the need for both brevity and informativeness,
preference was given tci, the requirements of researchers to the extent of
'equipping them with knowledge of primary and secondary sources. The, first

step involved the selection of those libraries likely to contain a store of

:3

Hungariana and which specialized in studies on national minorities. On this
continent, libraries that met this requirement were those at Columbia and
St ford Universities (with particular reference to the Hoover Library at
rd), the Library of Congress, and the New York Public Library in the
St

V

United States; and in Canada, those at the University of Toronto, the
University of Ottawa, the University of Albert*, and the University of Regina.

Libraries in Hungary that provided useful information for the present
study were the National Sze chenYi Library, the Library` of the National
Archives, and the Library of the EiitvOs Ldrant University, all in Budapest.
'furthermore, helpful publications, particularly in German, were located in the
/
Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Austria.

Post-Trianon Hungary
The successive waves of nationalities settling in Hungary left behind
'various elements that had to merge into a viable community. After two, three,

or more generations, depending on the numbers and the proportions of
ethnocultural groups, often a distinct nationality community emerged,
'adopting the language, cuitoms, and traditions prevailing in the village or
town. The outcome of this process of fusion usually was decided locally and
spontaneously. An important factor was differences in fecundity among the
communal groups. Such differences frequently depended on external factors
illustrated by the correlation between fertility and church membership.
In the case of groupings of nationalities, an ethnocultural boundary came
into existence beyond which all ethnocultural elements were submerged intd
the Magyar majority; &title other side of the boundary, the scattered Magyars
were assimilated. A study of the Ruthenian (Carpatho-Ukrainian) settlements
in Hungary clearly shows this process. The one-time existence of Ruthenian
and folklore
groups in about fifty villages2 is indicated by the recollects
among the current Magyars describing the settlements '$cerned. The
Ruthenians were also known as Ruszins, Rusznyaks, and Kisoroszes. In many
instances, assimilation occurred between Carpatho-Ukrainians and Slovaks,
which made it difficult 'to establish the ethnic descent of the few scattered'
SzotakS. No statistical data concerning Carpatho-Ukrainians in Hungary have
been found.
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The South Slays in Hungary include 95,000 Croats, the largest grouping.

The subgroups of the Croats are the Bunyevaci (in Bacs), the Sokaeiti-hBacska, in Mohacs, i the "villages," and along the Drava), the Bosnians (in
Baranya), the Croats proper (along the Mura and in West Hungary), and the
Raic-Croats.
The number o Serbs has declined, owing to territorial changes, to 7,000
in the 1970s, fro more than half a million in 1910, and about 165,000 in
1941. The Serbs re settled around Mohacs and Budapest, and in the. counties
Bekes and Csongrad.
The Slovenes, numbering about 6,000, live in the city of Szentgotthard,
and mostly in seven villages of the county of Vas. Despite their relatively small
population, these villages in Vas are significant, as they are among the fw
nationality settlements in Hungary that form a majority population. Since the

land around these villages is second rate, many families have, moved to
Sztntgotthard, forming an urban island. The Vas County C, uncil has come up
with several measures to promote the survival of the SI ene 'ethnocultural
group, such as the furnishing of facilities at the teacher training college in
S4ombathely for the training of primary and secondary sc ool teachers of the
ondary school in
Slovenian language, with five primary, schools and one
1979.4

Romanians
The ancestors of the Romanians in present -day Hung= arrived after the
end of the Turkish wars.' The Romanians in the counties Hajdh-Bihar and
Bekes belong to the Bihar ethnolinguistic group, while the nes in Csongrad

speak Banat Romanian. The 30,000 Romanians, according t. the 1920 census,
increased to over a million for a few years after 1940, only to drop to about
12,600 in the 1970 census because of territorial changes. The latter census
included an additiynal 25,000 as being in various stages of assimilation. The

Romanians in Hungary have their own kindergartens, ?schools, teachers,
schoolbooks, publications, clubs, and libraries, just as.other nationalities do,
and their museum, folklore 'colle 'ons, and dancing and theatrical groups are
described as being very active.-

Slovaks
The Slovaks constituted one of the very few ethnocultural groups that had

settled in their mountainous homeland prior to the arrival there of the
Magyars. Owing to the physiography bf the area of their original settlement,
they not only survived the onslaughts of the Turkish armies between 1526 and
1715, but in fact greatly increased in numbers. Because of this rapid increase in
numbers as well as the unavailability of fertile land at home, a steady stream of

surplus labor came at first to the vast areas of land depopulated of its
original Ikettlers, ,mainly in th south, but also in other parts of Hungary.

Another factor could have bee religious persecution by landlords of Lutheran
Slovaks. In most cases, Austria aristocrats or other persons close to the Court

wanted to utilize, as much as

ssible, grants of large tracts of' land by

procuring settlers for them. Thus, a major characteristic of Slovak settlements
is their island-like nature, whether in Bekes County or in Yugoslavia and
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Romania, An example of, this tendency is the Bacska village of about 1,300
whose population came from 55 places in nine counties. In this case, as in that
of Medja in the Banat, where 219 Slovak faMilies had come from 10-cdunties
and 49 villages, the settlement was made up of a number of minute ethriocultural islands. An extreme occurrence, in this respect, is Bekescsaba, which
incorporates settlers from 128 villages in 20 counties. The mbvemenf of the
original settlers had been directed by agents of such large landlords as Johann
Georg Harruckern of Vienna.6 There was a tendency for such settlers to settle
not only in the same village, but also in the same street. lt,is revealing that in
no instance did Slovak immigrants of different church Memberships settle
together. In many cases, in some other streets, families of German, Romanian,
or other ethnocultural backgrOOds formed communities. 'In addition to the
settlements in Bekes-Csongraci toitnties, numerous Slovak groupings found
opportunities for settlement in the eighteenth century and later.
Not all Slovak settlers_were farmers, even at the beginning of the migrational movement. Increasing numbers of later generations of Slovaks became
urbanized by moving into larger towns or to. Budapest. One important point
raised in related literature is the question of the faith* numbers of Slovaks in,
Hungarian census. The gist.of the debate is the extent to which the diminution
of Slovak ixfpulation figures indicates planned Magyarization or merely a.
natural process of assimilation.

Some of the reasons mentioned in the .present context include the
repatriation of Slovak workers and ex-soldiers in 1918 and the inability of
formerly numerous Slovak seasonal workers to enter Trianon Hungary and be
counted at census-time as, Slovaks. Another disadvantageous factor for the

survival of the Slovak element in Hungary is. that they do not form bloc
settlements. Their networks of settlements are situated in the counties
Komarom and Veszprem, NOgrAd and Pest, &Ices and Csanad, as well as
Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen and Szabolcs. It is-relevant that each \ of the three
complexes of Slovak, villagers originally was minced linguistically. But, no

doubt as a result of continuous and internal linguistic assimilation, the
villagers had finally become speakers of three distinct idioms, after the
linguistic pattern in Slovakiathe western; central, and eastern Slovak
dialects.'
Since 1945 the Slovaks in Hungary have been exposed to the same sociot.conornieforces as the rest of the population and have gone through similar
stages of development. A striking departure from the trend was instanced by
the population exchange project between Hungary and Czechoslovakia that
resulted in the loss of some 73,000 identity-conscious Slovaks. Thus, the 1970
census in Hungary could not list more than about 21,000 Slovaks, as well as
110,000 such persons at some stage of assimilation. Not unlike the other
nationality groups in Hungary, the Slovaks have :had their own national
organizations, schools, and activities, but have encountered, at times, serious
difficulties because of the Slovak intellectuals' departure, almost in their
entirety, to Slovakia in 1946-1947.8
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Germans
One of the problems for the student of nationalities in Hungary has been
the striking decrease in the number of Hungarian Germans between 1880 and

1910, that is, from 13.6 to 10.4% of the total population. The number_ of
Hungarian Germans suffered a further loss with the Treaty of Trianon. Not
only did the number change froM more than 2 million (1910) to about 550,000
(1920), but their contact with Austria was lost. However, the figure increased
again to over 700,000 with the return to Hungary, between ,1938 and 1941, of
some of the territories lost in the Treaty of Trianon. Although some sizable
immigration, affecting the German element), was taking place in the interwar
era as well, undeniably there must have been losses of population,owing to the
scattered nature of the settlements. First of all, such settlements did not form a
large bloc with well-defined sociocultural boundaries. The oldest of the
German-Hungarian areas along the western border of the country had had the
advantage of continual contact with the Austro-Bavarian population. On the
other hand, the majority of German, villages originated between 1690 and
1790, owing to a great extent to tht enterprise of Joseph ll's state and to the
coloni4ing efforts of landowners. The settlement area most resembling the
bloc type, with relatively well-defined boundaries, was in the Danube-Drava
corner next to the Danube and half surrounding the city of Pecs; it included
parts of the counties of Baranya, Tolna, and Somogy. Portions of the Baeska
and Banat that remained within the Hungarian area comprised only a small
fraction of those territories, with their main portion having been allotted to
Yugoslavia, and contained only a sparse population.
Much more significant German populations were situated in the Budapest
area, sufficiently far from the metropolis not to be unduly affected by its
assimilative influences yet close enough to find a market for produce and
n settlements in Hungary possessed homogeneous
fruits. Few of the G
communities because th 'n-between" non-German elements found thement on the score of what has been described as
selves in a process of reinf
a consistent Magyarilzation Policy.
On the other hand, urban elements of German background were, by far,

more exposed to Magyarization. In urban surroundings, ethnocultural

segregation is very superficial and boundaries are subject to continual changes.
Thus, it was hardly surprising to find the cities and towns resembling, to an
inordinate extent, the proverbial "melting-pots" of cosmopolitan populations.
Of course, the most highly urbanized elements of previous eras, the Germans
and the Jews, proved the most susceptible to the Magyarizing influence of the
huge Magyar influx into cities and towns which resulted from the liberation of
the serfs in Hungary at the middle of the century and the subsequent collapse
of the socioeconomic status of the small and middle nobility.9 The great socioeconomic changes were signified by the development of the sleepy little cities

of Buda and Pest intot the metropolis of Budapest half a century after the
compromise with Austria in 1867. There had been little connection between
the Germans in the cities, the commercial el trade middle classes, and the
"Swabian" peasants of the villages. The amb tions of the urban Germans did
not grow proportionately with the rate of rbanization, and most of them
retired or withdrew from commerce and enterprise, preferring to avoid
commercial risk by investing' in landed property, particularly in large
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apartment buildings. Their sons found their
into government administration alongside the offspring- of the ruined gentry. In a short time, officials of
German extraction were adopting the gentry outlook, the gentry values and
mannerisms, together with the Hungarian, language and culture.1°
It

is not geneially knowx. abroad that .a strong opposition existed in

Hungary among the followers of Kossuth, after 1867, to the Compromise and
cooperation with Austria. Mihaly Karolyi, the head of this party just before

And during the First World War, was fighting not only for a Kossuthist
program, but also for social reforms. Some of his more hot-headed followers
were making statements as late as 1914 about the possibility of taking up arms
against "Austrian tyranny." So it was not at all unexpected that Karolyi should
take 'over the government when the dissolution of -the monarchy began after
the military collapse.
,

The Hungarian governments between August 1, 1919, the end of the

Soviet regime, and June 4, 1920 (the Treaty of Trianon) were optimistic about
the forthcoming peace treaty, and a new nationality policy was formulated
accordingly, with Jacob Bleyer, a representative of tkie Germans in Hungary,
acting as Minister for Nationalities. The Treaty of Trianon turned out to be
harsher than even the pessimists among Hungarian politicians had expected,

and all the initiatives for innovation in nationality matters disappeared
together with the Ministry for Nationalities. An irate Hungarian public
pinpointed concessions to the nationalities as the major cause for the Trianon
Treaty and the country's dismemberment."
The nationality decree of the. Bethlen government provided for the full

equality of all Hungarian citizens, irrespective of language, religion, or
descent. The native tongue was permitted as the language of instruction in the
schools. The Klebelsberg decree saw to the setting up of three types (ABC) of
schools: the first with the language of instruction of the nationalities, with

Hungarian as a compulsory subject; the second with nationality and
Hungarian languages of instruction; and the third in which Magyar was the
language employed, along with the compulsory teaching of a nationality
language. is

The next major reform in nationality instruction was introduced by the
Combos government. The "ABC" system of schools was replaced by unitary
schools with nationality-Magyar (mixed) languages of instruction. The signing

of the Vienna Protocol (August 30, 1940) involved not only the return to
Hungary of northern Transylvania, together with the land of the Szekelys, but
also the,acCeptance by the Hungarian government of the German "nationality
group" principle. A further consequence was the incorporation into Hungary
of about a million Romanians and a significant number of Germans.

Another result of Bleyer's efforts, was visits to German villages in
Hungary by specially trained groups to promote German national consciousness there. On the other hand, numerous scholarships in Germany, obtained
by Bleyer, enabled young Germans from Hungary to receive training as 'cadet's
of the German nationality movement in Hungary.
National Socialist organizers began to spread a new terminology for thX

rpretation of nationalities' relations, and the words "minority" and
"nationality" were replaced with the term "Volksgruppe"(fts members became

Vo/kmieutsche, individuals of German descent, but without 'German
citizenship, living outside Germany). The names in themselves would not have
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meant much had .there not been thc.potential threat of the autOnothy of the.
Volksgruppe behind them. 'Then; in the fall of 1938, the Volksbund der
Deutsehen in- Ungarn was permitted by Hungarian authorities as a bid for the
loyalty of Gennani in Hungary.
With the paSsage of time, the Volksbund became the bridge between the
National Socialist leadership of Germany and a portion of the,Germans siri

Hungary as well as between the German political leadership and the
Hungarian National Socialist groups. Perhaps the most important role of the

Volksbund,' from the standpoint of National Socialist Germany, was its
repeated efforts to draft recruits for the German SS from among the Gerinan
population of Hungary. 'These efforts yielded about 140,000 recruits. The
Volksbunalsts also provided strong Support for the six-month regime of the
Szglasi-Arrow Cross government from Qctober 1944 onwards.
.Neverthelessi the participation of the Hungarian Germans in Loyalty
-movements for4iungary should not be forgotten. The greatest strength of the
Volli...ibu4d, 300,000, or about 4107.-- of the total tiungarian German
,
tion, occurred in the fall of 1942.
In 1-945, in the tragic process of sorting °tit' the queition of responsibility
for the occupation, of the 'country by the Germans, the blame was:levied
against Germans br Hutioaxyas a Whole. The anti-expulsion sine attempted to
blame ,the- government, some organizations, and anti-German biases in:;and
outside Hungary. The. Hungarian side, on the mixt hand, pointed to pro-Nazi
activities. of VQIicsbuncfists and to the prolbngation of the War through their
support of recruiting campaigns and similar activities. The actual expulsion
began' in January 1946 and laSted throug17. 1948. Those expelled numbered'
around 250,000, which °Would leave a 1948 German pOpulation of 220,000 in
_Hungary, 'regarded, to,a great extent, as seco1 -rate citizens.
The rehabilitation of HungarianGerrnanslo have equal rights with other
Hungarian citizens took place as a result of a government ordinance of Match
25, .1050. The makeup of post-1945 German settlements in Hungary has
changed considerably. For sin,stance, 90% of the' German pofmlaation of
Zsambk has been. replaced by Magyar settlers frbm 28 villages.13,

Joys,.
'

.

st.

There have 'been Jews in Hungary frotristhat country's beginning: The flew

arrivals from Russia after the pogroms there in the 1880s turned up, fo
most art, pool' in assets but rich in comm&Cial and communal experience t
had been handed down from one goneratibn i9 "Another over ihe centuries.
Those with some means or skills and education tended to move at once into
urban communities or to Budapest itself.° Many More settled in counties4ii the
north and the northeast that had Ruthenian' and Slovak populations, with
whom they could 'make themselves understood." . 1,n lifestyle and by inclinatiOn an urban population,' the Jews quickly#Z
adjusted thernselves to the economic and sociocultural conditions of Hangary.
Thus, a stlf-Magyariz2tion society. arose, which carried out its work 'arnong
non-Hungarian:speaking Jews. Its 'members IncInded the soon -to -be chief of
k. Kossuth's press, as well as Kossuth's private secretary duringthe revolution.
-The first_yearbook. of the society glowed with "pro-Magyar patriotism."-While
other nationalities made efforts to retain their national identities, tjie Jews
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went out of their way not to be a nationality but to be accepted as Magyars:
The Magyar "hyperpatriotism" of the Jews partly derived from fear of anti=
Sernitism, which would affect their economic leadership. In this manner, they
'became natural allies, or even part, of the Hungarian leadership, attempting to
spread (or at 'least maintain) its language, literature, and historical traditions.

Apart from NI this, the Jews appreciably contributed to, the Magyar
percentages in Successive cens-uses.14

.

.,

.

Then, in a relatively short time, the Jews achieved a high representation

among the owners; but even more so among the tenants,.of large landed
estates. Their visibility in trade, commerce, finance, and industry is attributed
in part to their p\r-emancipatiop exclusion from other than finance-related
activities. In these vocations, they could be found in all manner of positions,
whether as °viers, managers, or employees. And sincethe Jews were at home
in such high-profile ventures as theatre and newspaper and book publishing,
they also became shapers and arbiters of public opinion and taste.
Although,

a large portion of the Jews remained in the lower strata of

Society, many of than, owinuo the reasons discussed above, eventually held
leading positions in their respective fields. Thus, Jewish factory hands would
quickly 'emerge as trade union leaders to demand social justice from factory

owners. Jewish .proletarians and intellectuals also stood' against Jewish
capitalists and'businessmen to provide a ge part of the leadership of the
1

1919 Soviet Republic in Hungary,
ry which
ed to nationalize JeWish Assets' as
well. There was a positive relationship, ven in the late 1930s, between the
Jews and the Magyars because of their "complementary" qualities.
According tb 1910 statistics, Hungary's Jews numbered 911,227, or 5% of

the population. Furthermore, they made up 55-60% of the country's

merchants, 45% of its lawyers, and 49% of its physicians.
Many Htulgarians felt that the Jews had played a rnajorrole in Bela Kun's
communist government, which collapsed in 1919. Consequently, many Jews
died in a post-Kun "White TerrorThat engulfed Hungary. Postwar Htingary
was no longer a heterogeneous Society in which the percentage Of Magyarized
Jews (6 0) maintained Magyar statistical majority over the ethnic minorities.
.
Parliament passed its-first anti-Semitic legislation, which restricted the number
of Jews who could attend Hungary's universities.;Although anti-Semitism
remained visible, its political impact was moderated under Istvan Bethlen,
with resultant lifting of some of The legal restrictions against the Jewec First Anti "Jewish LaVi, 1938, which attempted to reduce by 20% the
number of Jews in various prbfessions and in business and economic concerns
w that had more than ten employees,. affected some 50,000 Jews. The Second''.
Anti-Jewish Law, 1939, placed much more severe economic, professional, and
raci,a1 restrictions on the Jews. During 1938-1941, Hungary's Jewish nopulsa,

.1

R

tiori, with the return of former parts of the country, rose froth 480,000 .th,
825,000. 'The Third Anti-Je ish Law:1941, was in part "the expression of
Hungary's. indebtedness to the Reich for the re-occupation, of Northern,
Transylvania and of the lvidek." The losses of Jewish labor battalions, set
up in 1939 and sent to the front in 1941, amounted 'to about 42,000 blithe end
of the war. A major atrocity was the massacre of 18,000 Slovak, Rutfienian,
and Galician Jews by German forces at Kemenets-Podolsk on August 27 -28, '
1941. The government of MiklOs Kallay refused to *tie to the deportatitp of

1.8 0
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Hungary's Jews to certain death elsewhere,. which ensured their safety until the
German occupation of 1944.16
Kallay's pro-Allied drift and his refusal to aid completely the German war
effort and to adopt a Nazi deportation program for the Jews were among the
*

factors that contributed to Hitler's decision to occupy. Hungary on May 19,
1944. In mid-May the deportations began; mainly to Auschwitz, with the
resultant transfer and death or 437,600 to 450,000 Hungarian Jews over a twomonth period. Horthy, however, stopped the removal of Budapest's Jewish
ghetto population early in July.
Horthy's iu ile attempt to conclude an armistice with 'the approaching
by a new wave of deportations
ctober 15, 1944 was
Soviet forces o
ce of the new Arrow-Cross (Nazi) government. Despite efforts
with the asst
to save them, 85,453 Jews died. Soviet forces took Budapest and occupied all
of the country bx,early April 1945.
in spite of the loss, by the end of the war, of 564,507 out of 825,000,
Hungary still had one of Europe's largest Jewish communities- 255,500.
Because of Hungary'i severe postwar economic crisis and the presence of
.

Soviet occupation 'forces, any return of Jewish property was, as aS rule,
handled persona y. Besides, new anti-Semitic outbursts attempted to lay the
blame on the Jews for many of the country's difficulties.17
Despite this atmosphere, a workable Jewish community life was revived.
.

Zionists began to play an important role and were able toe-establish a

network of Jewish school's from the elementary through the gyktnasium level
that attracted 4,642 students by 1947. The radical socialization of Hungary in
1948, however, drastically.affected the economic, cultural, and religious life of

Hungarian ,Jews. Hungary's Zionist organization was disbanded, and its
leaders were tried and imprisoned. The anti-Jewish climate in Hungary

.

changed after the death of Stalin in 1953, and many deportees returned to their
homes. The'1956 uprising prompted over 20,000 Jews to emigrate tohe..West,
although,by the late 1950s Hungary's Jews were able to revive some of their
community activities. Hungary's Jewish community, centered principally in
t, had shrunk, according to 1967 statistics, to between 80,000 and
Bui
although
there were still a number of synagogues, a gymnasium, and a
,
90,
rabbinical seminary in operation.

Poe-World War II Development
Hungarian schools changed drastically in 1945 with regard to language of
instruction. The schools with nationality language of instruction. were obliged
to provide classes in Hungarian language and literature, while the rest of the
subjects were taught in nationality tongues. A second type, the language-

: instruction school, was available, offering tuition in Hungarian, with the

minority languages as compulsory subjects.
Until 1952, standard Croatian-Serbian, Slovene, Slovakian, and
Romanian constituted the subjects or the languages of instruction in these
schools. Primary teachers' colleges, with Croatian-Serbian,. Slovakian, and
Romanian languages of ,teaching, were set up between 1946 and 1953. For the
German nationality, primary schools were not established until 1952, and
teachers' colleges not until 1956. Teacher training., for nationalities at the

1 S1
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advanced level and for kindergarten teachers was Introduced in '1V59.
However, nationality kindergartens had begun to function in 1953. In fact,
most elementary nationality education took place at language-instruction
schools and from 1960 on the schools with nationality-language of
instruction- were transformed into bilingual schools in which the science
subjects were taught in Hungarian and the humanities .subjects in the native
languages of the students.

As a result of the impact of the human rights movement and the
increasing awareness of ethnic studies, the grip of automatism in Hungary was
weakening. This was reflected in a measure of 1968 providing for an inquiry
into the efficiency of nationality education as a whole and for the elimination
of the shortcomings. Consequently, the revitalized Nationalities Department

in the Ministry for Culture was to be supported by a newly established
Nationalities Chair at the National Institute for Pedagogy. In 1970, a network
of nationality inspectors for the counties was set up. At.the same time, seven
nationality gymnasia were in existence, subordinated directly tor. the
Nationalities Department.
The increasing importance of thg nationalities was shown, from 1969 on,
by the 5 to '10% special increment for teachers at nationality schools, by the
reduction of the minimum from 25 to 15 children required for oyganizing

nationality kindergartens, and by the directive in December 1972 of the
Ministry for Culture which among other thingsspecified objectives for
nationality education. Among these goals was to secure the following for
nationality students: background instruction in their native tohgues; up-todate basic education in their native languages and literatures so as to enable
them to carry on unaided; inclination towards and facility for the efficient
application, of both the mother tongue and Fkingarian; and appreciation of the
native language and culture.
Both the structuring and the' network of the nationality schools seem to
have reached completion by 1961. That year witnessed the peak in the number
_

of nationality students, with about 2,200 attending kindergarten, 2,500
attending schools with nationality-language as the language of instruction, and

about 26,500 attending schools with the mother tongue taught as a subject.
The years 1962 through 1968 composed a period of regression, however, with,
for example, a decline of 53% in the number of Slovakian students.

An important characteristic of nationality policies in Hungary is that
changes originate with the organs of the ruling party (HSWP, the Hungarian

Socialist Workers' Party) or the approtriate department or division of the
Ministry for Culture. It was a Op of the rejection of automatism that the
working-out of systematic nationality syllabi fell to the National Institute for

Pedagogy, which prepared and published them in nationality languages
between 1969 and 1972.
These and other reform measures soon bfought an end to the decline, and

in the years between 1968 and 1979 the number of kindergarten pupils rose
from 1,340 to 9,463; the corresponding figures concerning the students of
schools with the mother tongue taught as'a s,ubject were about 18,200 in1968,
and almost 31,000 eleven years later. However, the case
different with the
,bilingual primary schools and the nationality gymnas in both instances,
there occurred-hardly any gr vial in the enrollment duel g the same period of
time.

.
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Advanced teacher training for secondary, primary; and kindergarten
teachers haisbeen provided for nationalities in nine different colleges situated
in as many cities, other than Budapest. While the total number of nationality
students at higher teacher-training institutions was 136 in i268, in 19'79 it-rose
-tto 446.

Until the end of the 1960s, not even the nationality' associations could
achieve much with respect to folk-cultural activities. More recently, these
associations have taken it upon themselves to initiate and participate in

cultural activities and coordinate them nationally. The nationality institutions
regularly have been supported by, or have functioned within, the local council
cooperative and other enterprises. As to the nationality associations, they
supply the local nationality folk-cultural groups with program material and
advise them on the level of form and content and on proper ideology.
The number of nationality ensembles varied greatly according to changes
in outside opinion. In the 1960s, it was Often charged that the only activities
they were capable of were dancing and singing. The greater esteem derived
from the upgrading of the activities favorably influenced the ensembles'
efforts to foster tradition. As a result, more such ensembles are now active,
and their artistic expression has greatly improved. Indeed, the number of these
ensembles was growing at such a rate that there were almost 500 groups

touring in977, The number of specific folk-dance ensembles of the

nationalities grew from 63 in 1968 to 145 in 1977. During the same period, the

number of nationality folk orchestras almost doubled, to 106. The
developinent of folk theatre societies was less. consistent. An important
component of nationality - cultural work has become the cultural tour. The

arrival of a touring nationality -ensemble would bi particularly effective in
settlements with only scatterings of nationalities.
Clubs set up for the cultivation of nationality languages, with adaptable
rules and programs, were suitable for the circumstances of small nationality
islands in the midst of Magyar populations.. Such clubs were organized in

I

larger cities as well, including Budapest. Their number grew to 43 by 1975, and
in another two years reached 68.
An effective and well-organized network of nationality libraries djd not
come into being until 1969. Before the introduction of book exchanges with
the neighboring countries,(that is, the mother nations of the nationalities), the
libraries of the minority areas stocked as few as 17,000 books. By the end of
1974, 60 cormnunity libraries contained about 3a,000 Croatian-Serbian books,
160 contained 37,000 German books, 97 had 31,000 books in Slovakian, 14

had 11,600 Romanian books, and 9 community libraries had almost 7,000
volumes in the Slovenian language. The total number of nationality books had
risen to aboilt 185,000 by the end of 1977. Base libraries were organized within

close to areas with scattered nationality
the geneial library network in c'
needs of 361 communal libraries of the
groups, which in turn served th
s were loaned from the base library to
'nationalities. Quantities of r
d be kept for as long as interest was
the communal librarieg, where
shown by readers.
Owing to the application of a similar method to the collection and safeguarding of the artifacts and ethnographically significant traditions of the
nationalities, four base museums were. set up: one in Mohacs for the Southern
Slays, one in Taia for the Germans; and two in Bekescsaba for the Slovaks and
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Romanians, respectively.

In addition,

22

smaller

collections were

organized-6 with German; 6 with Southern Slav, and 10 with Slovak

"7artifacts.
The researchers of the nationality section of the Hungarian Ethnographical Society maintain contact with the nationalities, publicize the importance
of the latter, and explain, in books and articles, aspects of nationality folklore.

Several recent international ethnographical conferences on nationalities in
Hnngary resulted in scholarly papers and publications and in the exchange of
observations and ideas op the conditions of nationalities.
It is possible for nationality groups to publish books in nationality
languages. During the period 1970-1980, the publication of 54 nationality
books in 175,000 copies was approved. By the end of 1980, 80 of these were
actually published. The volumes thus published included ethriographiocal

volumes written in the nationality languages. The Oublication of 157 nationality, books has been envisaged for the years 1981-1985. Finally, it should be
noted that the educational system of present-day Hungary reflects the MarxistLeninist principle "national in form, socialist'in content," which suggests that
the promotion of culttiral and administrative self- determination 'for the s
nationalities constitutes only a developmental stage on the roadto a'"single
consciousness."
,
-

fin-the-twenty years atter 1949offiCial thinking was colored by automatism, the expectation of the automatic elimination of the problem of
nationalities through the erection of socialism. During this almoSt
"millenarian" stage, work on practical problems, research on the

of principles, and the preparation of plans for action concerning such
pragmatic tasks as education and promotiO4 of cultural advincameut. in the
midst of nationalities came to a halt.
The 1956 upheaval led to the reassessment of the conditions of the nation, ality groups as well. The Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party directed on
October 7, 1958 that workers of nationality' background, including university
gradu'ates, should be employed in areas inhabited bythe saminative speakers.
FrOm 1968 on, interest in nationality problems was resuscitated, asiillustrated
by the HSWP program declaration iii 1975 which ernphasized in addition la
general civic rights, the -freedom o1 contact and cultural eZchange::With the

nationalities' mother nations: According to the Twelfth Congregs of the
HSWP in March .1980, anew approath to the problem:Of nations ties was
needed.

,

The first neW and striking point was the recognition of the definite
relationship between the nationalities inHungAry and the Magyars; who form,
in

their turn; ,nationalities in the neighboring countries. Then- the "free

development of biting* and biculttnial citjzenty on either side of 'the 'border"
was stressed as a ineanS towards "the international solution' of the nationality
problem." The request that appearsAO lie beloW the surface of the statement is
a very s moderate One compared with demands voiced during the interwar
period,Mention of the "free developMent of bilingual and bicultural cititenry"

reveals the anxiety. that; in one or some of the neighboring countries, the
official objective Maybe the productiOn of unilingual and urticultural citizens,
to the detriment .the- native background of the Magyar' citizens of those

countriesAn'
any case, the nationality qUeition (or father, its satisfactory
.
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solution) is presented as a condition "to the deepening friendship and coopera-

tion" anions the peoples of the area."
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90f the sulastantial related literature on Germans in iclungary, sec, for instance,
MiklOs Hutterer, "A magyarorszagi nernet neixsoport," (The German Nationality

Group in Hungary), in Ortutay., Nepi Kulttira, pp. 43-117; and Bela Bell& A
Magyarorszagi nemetek rOvid tOrtenete (A Short History of,\Germans in HUngary)
(13adapest: MagvetO, 1981), about the first 100 pages.

.

1°Belleri Mao. aromagi, pp. 102-22. After the compromise between Austria and
Hungary in 1867, great economic developments followed, particularly shown .by the
growth of industrialization and modernization in Budapest. This reflected itself in the
changing role and assimilation of the Germans of the capital..
.11See note 1 above.

12Thomas Spira, German-Hungarian Relations and the Swabian P*Iem: From
Kcirolyi to GOmbos 1919-1926 (Boulder, CO: East European Quarterly, 1977). See also
Geller, Magyaron-zogi, pp. .13&61; and Anthony Komjathy and Rebecca Stockwell,
German,: Minorities and the Third Reid?: Ethnic Germans. of East Central Euildpe
betweenlhe Wars (New York and London: Holmes and Meier, 1980).
Tilkovszky, Ungarn and die deutsche "Volksgruppenpolitik" 1938-1945

apest:- Kossuth; 1978). Also. Johann Weidlein, Schuld des Volksbundes an
'der Vertreibung der 'Ungardeutschen: Kritische Unlerschungen ungarischer
Anschuldigungen (Schorndorf, West Germady: published by the author, 1967); Larant
Tilkovszky, SS toborzas- Magyarorszagon (S,. Recruiting ia. Hungary) (Budapest;
Kossuth, 1974); Beller, Magyarorszagi, pp. 160-91; Budaine, E:rzsebet lAjdu and Peter
Ullmann, "Zsamboki nemet nepdalok" German Folksongs of Zsambeek), in Eperjessy
and Krupa, vol. 3, pp. 526-32.

"For a short but very helpfut account of the history,and basic data of the
Hungarian Jewry, see Sandor Scheiber, "Zsid6k7 (Jews), in Magyar Nemizi Lexikon,
45 vols. (Budapest:. Akademia, 1982), vol. 5, pp. 632-33.
Braham's opinion as well, the Jews' role in Magyarization was most important.
Their contribution to the propagation of the Hungarian language and to the spreading
of Magyar patriotism from about the mid-1840s appears significant. See Randolph L.
Braham, The Politics of Genocide: The Holocaust in Hungary, 2 vols. (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1981), vol. 1, pp. 7-11.

16See Randolph L. Braham, The Hungarian Labor Service System 1939-1945
wider, CO: East 4:uropeanQUartirly, 1977), as well as chapter 10 of his The Politics
Genocide, vol: 1; pp. 285-361.
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lilt is difficult to compute the exact number of Jewish survivors in Hungary in
1946, partly because converts and members of other_ churches, but of Jewish origin,

could not be reached.easily at the time. Besides, there were Hungarian Jews who, having
been deported during the war, took advantage of resettlement facilities offered by the
UNRRA instead of returning to Hungary. Compare figures provided. by Braham on pp.
1143 and 1146 of The Palitks of Genocide, vol. 2, respectively.

18This section, on 'cultural and educational developments, is largely based on
KovagO's Neinzeiisegek a trial Magyarorszagon, which seems to present the latest
available information on the subject.

;
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General Reference Works

479.

Bako, Elemer. Guides to Hungarian Studies. 2 vols. Stanford: Hoover Institution 'Press, 1973. Vol. 1. 636p.; vol. 2. pp. 639-1218.
The guide provides information from. Magyar and Western language sources-on
Hungary, its society, culture, history, and economics up to the late 1960s. There are
sporadic references to nationalities. The data listed derive not only from books and
periodicals but also from maps and music.
480.

Erdci, Ferenc, e4. Information Hangs:it. Coun n

of the World In'forniation

Series, Vol. 2. Oxford! Pergamon Press, '1968.,1,144p.

The contributors are all
officials. This reference book is divi
the country's geography, history,_go

inert Hdngari=
into 1

scholars, literati, and public

or sections covering such topics as
apparatus, economy, health, education,

science, literature, the fine arts, and international activities. It contains 'maps and
illustrations of Hungarian paintings,and folk art. Much of the information is presented
here for the first time in English.
.
481.

Kabdebo, Thomas, comp. Hungary. World Bibliography Series, Vol. 15. Santa
Barbara, CA,: American Bibliography CentreABC-Clio Press, 1980. lvi, 281p. Map.
I,
This volume has 1,094 annotated entries on the,inost kmportant Hungarian works
dealing with the geography, history, economy, and politics oft Hungary, and with
Hungarian. cultural and social organizationk. The titles are 96%, English, 3% other
Westerelanguages, and 1% Hungarian. A 53-page-long introduction attempts to sketch
a highly condensed cultural-historical background of Hungary. The main body of the
volumeis topicalry organized, and is followed by a composite index of authors, titles,
and,subjects.
482.

KIsebbsegi KOrlevii (Minority Circular). 1937-1944. Pecs. Bimonthly.
Issued by the Research Institute of Minorities at the University of Pecs, the circular
focuses on the problems of national minorities in the Danubian Basin, with emphasis on
east central Europe. It contains book reviews, maps, statisti , surveys, laws, decreet, .
statutory provisions, and published texts.
483.

'A magyarorszigi aemzeti kisebbsegekre vouatkoO progrimmok, torviny-

jaysslatok, torvenyek is rendeletek, 1827-1920 (Programs, Bills., Acts of Parliaments,
and Ordinances on National Minorities inHungary, 1827-1920). Budapest: Hungarian
Society for Foreign Affairs, 1922. 43p.
The items published in the booklet constitute some of the most significant 'source
material on the study of nationalities in Hungary between 1827 and,1 20. Of the 1 e'S..t.z1S1_,,,
presented, three are4relevant in the present context: The Nationality Ordinances of the
Hungarian People's Republic 1918-1919; The Language Ordinance of 1919, dated
, August 21, 1919; and The Protsions of the Peace Treaty of Trianon, June 4, 1920.
Pecsi; Marton, and SArfalvi, Bela. The Geography of Hangar y. London: Collets,
1964. 299p.. Maps. Photographs. (Originally printed in Hungary. Budapest: Corvina
Press, 1964.)
484.
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TYlis`study contains'81 very useful black-and-white maps, 2 folded color maps, and

61, phtitographs. Us 12 chapters discuss such topics as the evolution and present aspects

of the relief, mineral resources, climate, soils, pOpulation and settlement, industry,
agriculture, and forestry. Most valuable is the excellent regional discussion called
"Landscape Units of Hungary." Also presented are changes itithe demographic and '
economic development of Hungary.
4.

.485. Telek, Joseph. History of Hungary and Hungarians, 1848-1977: A Select Bibliog.

rap* 2 vols. Hungarian Historicals Studies, nos, 1 and 3. Toronto: ppblished by the
aut or. Vol. 1, 1972 (1980). v1,.346p.; vol. 2, 1978 (1981). xvi, 963p.
The bibliography lists Mainly Monographs available in the University of Toronto
nary, with references to titles in the Library of CongreSs and the British Museum.
ume 1 'contains: Historical Periods; General References; General History;
u garian Civilization and Culture.' Volume 2 includes: Historical and Other
onnected References; Prelude to the European War of 1914-1918 and Background
tidies; European War, 1914-1918, and the Peace Settlement; Inter-War Period,
919-1939; World War, 1939-1945, and the Peace Settlement with the Lesser Allies;
,

After World War II; Foreign Relations and General Relations; Geographical and Other
Related References.

National Minorities General Works
Ats,' Erika, comp. In Inertleil Sprachen, tnit gentelnsameti
NatIonalftiten In der, ungarischen-Volksrepublik. Budapest: The Propaganda Bureau
for Popular Culture on Behalf of the Nationalities Department of the Ministry for
Culture, 1977. 120p. Photos. Map.
The volume constitutes an official description and evaluation of the nationalitiel in
Hungary in the 1970s. The publication states that 170,000 German Hungarians were
expelled from Hungary as a result of the Potsdam Agreement and that about 73,000
Slovaks left Hungary in the framework of a population exchange with Czechoslovakia
between 1946 and 1948, thus reducing the two largest nationalities of post-1945
Hungary. Another section of the book presents and illustrates the nationality policies of
the Hungarian state.
486".

Dioszegi, Vilmos, ed. NEpi Yultitra-Nepi Tirsndalom: A Magyar Tudornenyos
Akadernia Neprajzi Kutat6 Cs' oportjanak Eviconyve VII, (Folk Culture-Folk Society:
Yearbook VII, the Ethnographical Research' Group of the Hungarian, Academy of
sciences). Budapest: Akadernia, 1973. 413p.
One of the most scholarly and most important publications on the subject, this
volume deals not only with the ethnographical and folkloric aspects of the nationalities in Hungary, but also covers^historical and socioeconomic aspects. Some of the
studies are listed under the names of the contributors.

.487.

rn©, and Krupa, Andras, eds. A 11 13ekescsabai nemzetkOzi niprajzi
nemzetisegkutate konferencia ell adisal (The Papers Read at the Second International
Ethnographical, Nationality-Research Conference at Bekescsaba). 3 vols. Budapest and
Bekescsaba: The Self-Contained NatiOnality Department, Ministry of .Culture, 1981.
The conference look place -on September 30 through October 2, 1980. Volume I

488.

Eperjessy,

contains the opening address by the parliamentary representative of the County of
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Bekes, who empha,sizod the importance attached to the education of the children in the
nationality groups in Hungary and.provided statistics of attendance from kindergarten
to the university level. He also gave details of the "communal houses of culture," the
nationality clubs, and nationality base-centers.
.489.

'Herczeg, Ferenc. Az MSzMP n
the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party).

politikijs (The Nationality Policies of
udapest: Kossuth, 1976. 87p.

Mac ruling party of Hungary, the MSzMP, possesses 'authority as regards the
formulation of nationality nolities. The roots of these policies gO back to the Hungarian

Communist party's program declaration of October 2, 1944, which promised major
improvements in The field of nationality relations. Important decisions affecting
principles and practice in nationality work were made in 1958. It was 10 years later that
this work was significantly, broadened and made more active.
490.

Junghann, Otto. National Minorities in Europe. New York: Covici- Friede

Publishers, 1932.'121p.
The provisions of the Treaty of Trianon, 1929 secured protection for Hungary's
minorities, which comprised at that time, in descending order, Germans, Jews, Slovaks,
Creats-,-Romail,iatis, and Serbs. Although measures were passed in 1919 and 1923; they

were reported by the author as not having been carried out by 1930: The German
minority had no schools with German as the language of instruction.
491.

Kiraly, Bila K., Pastor, Peter,'and Sanders, Ivan, eds. War and Society in East
Central Europe. Vol. VI: Essays on World War is Total War and Peacemaking. A Case
Study on Trianon. Social Science MOnographs. Brooklyn, NY: Brooklyn College Press,
1982. ix, 678p. Distributed by Columbia University Press.
Several of the 32 essays, written by different authors from different perspectives,
present and analyze statistical and other data on national minorities in Hungary and the

successor states before and after the signing of the Treaty of Trianon in 1920. The
volume contains a bibliographical index, a gazetteer, a list of snaps and charts, and a list

of
Kosa, LaszlcS. "Thirty Years of Ethnographic Research among the Minority
Groups Living in Hungary (1945-1974)." Acta Ethnographica Scientarum Hungaricae
492.

24:3-4 (1975): 231 -46.
I

While before 1920 only about one-half of iltmgary's.population was Hungarian,
truncated Hungary emerging after World War I was an overwhelmingly national state

surrounded by Other new 'multinational states. After 1945 the situation changed
significantIy:-.The_e4tilsion, in accordance with the Potsdam Agreement, of a large
segment of the German population of the country, the exchange of Slovaks for Magyars

in Slovakia, and the deterioration of the relationship with Yugoslavia resulted in
distrust and uncertainty. In due course, however, complete political, cultural, and
national 'equality fOr the remaining national minorities was incorporated into the
constitution. National minority departments set up in the Hungarian Ethnographic
Society and later in the Ministry of Culture and Education served to emphasize the
importance of minorities.
fj
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Kovacs, Agnes. "ldegen nyelvil sztereotipialt, mondoka- dalbetetek anyanyelvi
prezai ntpkOltesi szovegekben" (Foreign Language Stereotypes, ,Speech7 and SongInsertions in Native-Language Texts of Folk Poetry). In Nipi Kultars-Nepi
493.

Tirsadalom: A Magyar Tudomanyos 4kadimia Neprajzi Kutat4 Csoportjsinak
Evicenyve VII (Folk Culture-Folk Society: Yearbook VII. The Ethnographical Research
Group of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences), edited by Vilifies DiOszegi. Budapest:
Akadtmia, 1973. 413p.
There are many village communities in Hungary that are bilingual and trilingual. In
their oral poetry, and in other forms of expression, including song, texts often occur in
the language or languages of the foreign-speaking population elements. In the author's
opinion, local folk poetry and folk songs, instead of degenerating, will be enriched with

many "stylistic instruments." An appendix of some four pages contains texts with
foreign-language insertions.

_prmzetisei kerdes a rile
494., Kovacs, Endre. Szemben a tartinelemmel:
pngary of Old).
Magyaroroszion (Facing History: The Nationality,Problem
Budapest: Magvetc5, 1977. 555p.

This is'one of the best studies on the subject. White the larger portiordif the book,

treats topics of nationality history in pre-I918 iiustgary, it jncorporates valuable
discussions on such aspects as "the concept, of nation," "the .emergence of "national
Consciousness," "national. character,- national. belonging.": and l fuoggi.zwOttisi
:nnii:,rthe ,tiarao
Most valuable.are the chat a ationa4ilie- '.;44,i4iiiiii
.
a

(Minority-Nationalities).
7.4F.szepseq
.

495;4' iCqVIii9
6°!* 17--1

Budapest:

"einternatinnal usage of the terms "minority" and "nationality" and such related
matters as the mecesses of the socialization of minorities are utilized to explain the huge

decline in the numbers of minority populations in Hungary and the neighboring
countries. The"minprity-nationality" designation is extended by the author to cover
-immigrants and those who are referred to in English-speaking countries as "ethnic
groups." A short survey of the nationalities in Hungary in 1970 and of their legal andcultural circumstances is appended.
496. Keivagd, 1.aszIO. "Nationalitatenfrage and Nationalitatenpolitik in Ungarn." Der,:
-Doriaurau'm 25:3 (1980): 92-104.

The study deals with the impact of such developments as the expulsion of certain
categories of Germans from Hungary (1946-1949) and the population exchange between

Hungary and Czechoslovakia in the late 1940s. Impressive data are provided on
nationality schooling, libraries, museums, and culture.
KOvagi, Laszlo. NemzetiSegek a mai Magyarorszagon (Nationalities in Today's
Hungary). Budapest: Kossuth, 1981. 189p.

497.

A categorization of the various nationalities of the country showi. their areas,
origins, densities of population, and, relationships to the successive Hungarian
governments. Further topics discussed include the formation of socialist nationality
policies, laws and regulations into action, their socioeconomic circumstances, the
'nationality languages and cultures, and the apparent clash between the legal expectation
and the objective fact that nationalities are very strongly tied to another state through

their blood relationship, language, culture, and past. The appendix includes 13
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statistical tables and the text of a statement of the Cultur
education objectives for nationality instruction.
498.

nistry (1972) defining the

Macanney, C. A. Hungary and Her Sucansors:.The Treaty of Trianon and Its

Consequences 1919-1937. London: Oxford University Press, 1968 (1937), 504p.
The main objective of the volume was the consideration of the problems of the
treaty's revision. Besides the heavy emphasis on the discussion of national minorities in
the 'Burgenland, SloyakiaRuthenia, Transylvaniat Croatia, the Vojvodina, Hunk, and

Hungary, each country, or area, is consid* rfroin the viewpoint of its geography,
population, history', economy, culture, a dIeduc,htion,, as well as political conditions.
'499.

Mandies, Mihaly. "A nerr zeti

k

ziook utan (After the Nationality

Conventions). Pechigogkal Review 4 (1979): ,5148.

Discussions at the conventions, in November 1,978, of the associations of the
German, Slovak, south-Slav, and Romanitin nationalities in Hungary included Ott
fostering of nationality appreciation of the nutive'tongues and their traditions. the
associations were keen to assist in fulfilling the respective plans of: the Instruction and

Culture ministries with explanttory work in their nationality areas. The training of
German, Croatian, Serbian, Slovene, Slovak, and Romanian teachers was proceeding
with the help of the neighboring socialist states.
'500.

Volgyes, Ivan. "Legitimacy and Modernization: Nationality and Nationalism in
Hungary and Transylvania." In The Politics of Ethnicity hi Eastern Europe, ed,ited by,
George Klein and MilanJ. Reban, pp.. 127-46. East European"Monographs;:9; ASS..
Series in Issue Studies, 2. Boulder, CO: East European Montag itp-h-g;TAI:061.ributedby Columbia University Press.
Volgyes attempts to provide an example for the crYsta3lizattp4ae
definitions-for "nation," "nationality," and,"TiatititiatISM'hiiicad-d'the e
major catastrophes in Hungary's past which were followed by sweeping ethnocultura

changes. The latest such event, the Second World War, entailed the reduction of
Hungary's minority population by 170,000 ethnic Germans. and 73,273 Slovaks.
' Hungary's minoritypolicies guaranteed primary instruction in nationality langues; some
400 primary schoog listed the nationality mother tongue as a school subject, with the

rest bf the instruction in Hungarian. Several secondary schools, opportunities 'for
kindergarten, nursery school, and primary teachers, and university training were
available.

Germans
Feller, Vela. A magynrorsisigl nemetek rovid tOrtenete (A Short History of
Cleri,naas in 'Hungary). Budapest: MagVetO, 1981. 212p.
e'er a discussion of the settling of Germans in Hungary and their contributions,
chapters
allotted to the 1840s. It was not until 1918 that a large movement

(Hrandsch) wiMrmed for full autonomy, which was indeed granted by the Berinkey
government in January 1919. After the collapse of the republic, Jakob Bleyer, the head

of the German group, was appointed minister for national minorities. :While the
discussion ends with 1945, a short "Prospects" refers to development thereafter.
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Frey, Katherine Stenger. The Danube Swabians: A People with Portable Roots.
Belleville, Ont.: Mika Publishing Company, 1982. 112p...
A short account' of the Swabian migra* tionis followed by historical surveys of the
settling, lifestyles, ancLpost-1945 decline, of Swabian settlements in Romania and
Yugoslavia. The traditional attitude of Magyar-Swabianism in Hungary gave way in the
late 1930s to the pro-Nazi movement among younger Swabians. More than half of
Hungary's Swatiansl were expelled.
502.

th, Bela _C. Der Volksbund Ii Ungara . Budapest:
os
Hajdu,
Pannonia, 1962. 3p. .
The booklet sets out to show how the Voiksburjd of Germafis in Hu gt4 ary gradually
503.

.

became an agency of -national-gicialist Germany with the task of channelling the
minority's hbrtiari-and economic resOuroajowards the waging of total war..

-

Hutterer, Miklos. "A magyarorszAgi nernet nepcsoport" (The German
Nationality . Group in Hungary). In Neit Kulttira-Nepi Tarsadalom: A Magyar
Tudomanyos Akademia NEprajzi Katatopoportjinak EvkOnyve VII.(Folk Culture504.

Folk Society: Yearbook VII, the IthnograPhical Research Group of Hungarian
Academy of 'Sciences), edited by Vilmos Diasz,egi, pp. 93-117. Budapest: Akademia,
1973. 413p.

.

In this well.doeumented study, the author discusses his subject from three
different, yet connected viewpoints. The treatment of the history of the three stages of
the "Great Swabian Immigration" in the eighteenth century is followed by thb crystallization of the successive levels 2 the gradual fusion of' the various German tribal
zation

elements, first into ethnic comm nities, then into regional groupings. In tie part
"Settlement Geography," the scatter- and bloc-settlements of the German population in

Hungary are located and discussed. The final segment of the study records the
landmarks in the progress of the nationality in recent years.

505.: Manherz, Karoly. "A nyelvi valtas folyamata a nyugat-magyarorszagi

nemetekner (The Process of Language Switching among' Germans in Western
Hungary). In Nemzetkozi neprajzi .nemzetisigkutato konferencia (International'
Ethnographical Conference on Nationality Studies), pp. 212-25. 13ekescsaba, October
28=3 ii--1,975. Budapest:. Hungarian Ethnographical Society, 1976.
Thepamination 9f speech dexelopment in three German nationality groupings in

western Hungary shows three successive stages in the process potentially leading
towards a switch in favor of Hungarian. In the first instance, only words referring to
things novel or unknown to the speakers were taken over from the Hungarian. At the
next stage (during the nineteenth century) Hungarian was substituting German as the
literary language in the urban areas. In more recent years, rural areas as well have been
penetrated by Hungarian, not excepting the common idiom either.
Manherz, Karl. SprachgeograPhie and Sprachsoziologie der deutschen
Mundarten in Westungarn. Budapest: Akademia, 1977. 189p. 90 language-geographical
506.

maps + 3 illus.
In the years since the Second World War, much work has been done in the field of
language-geography. Part of this effort has been the mapping of the German diaycts in

three western cow* of Hungary as well as the study of their historical voicegeographies and the peculiarities of their word-geographies.. Finally, the languagesociological part shows the differences between the contrasting developments of the
language provinces used by such social layers as peasants, tradesmen, and the literati.
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507. Mrnia, Josip. Nand u bsikcj u-drusam svetskenkratu (The Germans of Blicska
during the Second World War). Novii Sad: Institut za izuCavanje(istorije Vojvodine
(Research institute for the History of Vojvodina), 1974. 385p.
The author's source material in German, Serbian, and Hungarian, collected in the
archives of Yugoslavia; Hungary, and West Germany, forms .a broad basis for the
thorough understanding of the history of the Bacska Germans during the Second World

War,
50g.

Paikert, G. C. The Danube Swabians: German Populations In Hungaty,

Rumania and Yugoslavia and Hitler's Impact on Their Patterns. Studies in Social Life,
X, edited by Gunther Eteyer. The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1967. 324p.
The author makes a point of stating that the Swabiaps in the Danube Basin had
always bien constructive and that only, in the decade starting in 1935 did they adopt "a

negative position toward the state in which they lived; and an enthusiastic,
unscrupulous support of Naiism." The Swabian leaders, almost as a giroup, had vested
'..interest in the success of the Reieh.

Paikert: G. C. The German Exodus: A Selective Sludy on the Pcist-WorldWarII Expulsion of German Populations and Its Effects. Publications of the Research
Group for European Migration Problems, X11. The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1962.
509.

97p.

This is a study about the motives for and the circumstances' of the eipulsion of
Germans from -east central Europe, including Hungary.
510. Schieder, Theodor, ed. The Fate of Germans in Hungary: A Selection and
Translation. Dokumentatlon der Vertrtibung der Deutschen alp Ost-Mitteleuropa,

Band II. Bonn: Federal Ministry for Expellees, Refugees and War Victims, 1961. 214p.

The work consists of an introductory description and documents. Detailed
consideration is given to the expulsion and the fate of Germans in Hungary. Nineteen
eyewitness accounts and recollections illustrate the sufferings of Hungarian Germansl
and the Changes in their lives towards and after the end of the Second World War.
511.

Schmalstieg, William R., and Magner, Thomas F., eds. Sociolinguistic Problems

in Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia. Columbus, OH:* Slavica
Publishers, 1978. 503p. Maps. Tables.

The contributiOns of Conrad C. Reining and Bela C. Maday are of interest to
Hungarianists. Based on a year-long field work project in a German-speaking village iri

south-central Hungary, Reining approaches the problem of ethnic identity on the
microtevel. Maday states that "it is widely believed that the principle of one ethnic
group, one language or one'nation, reinforces cohesion, while multilingualism weakens

attachment, loyalty, and. conformity." The basic effort of most east European
governments, is toward assimilating their minorities into a cohesive,ernonacultural, and
monolingual nation-state.

Spira, Thomas. German-Hungarian Relations and,the Swabian Problem: From
Kiirolyi to Gombos 1919-1926. East European Monographs, no. 25. Boulder, CO: East'
European Quarterly, 1977. 382p. Distributed by Columbia University press.
512.

The author provides more in this hook than the title indicates, since the three
introductory chapters cover "Hungary's' Minority Policy before World War 1,"
"Minorities 'Conciliated'

Education and Cultural Policy 1918-1819," and "The Early
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Horthy Era: Swabiaris; Austrians and GermansThe Seeds of a Dilemma (1919- 1,922)."
The remaining chapters ,deal with historical surveys of the difficulties between the

Magyars and the Swabians; the latter being the largest and most vocal minority
remaining in Trianon Hungary.

Tilkovszky, Lorant. V.2 volt a Vulksbund: A nemet nepsesoportpolitika es
Magyaroroszgg 1938-1945 (Stich Was the Volksbund: The German People's Groups
Politics and-Hungary 1938-1945). Budapest: Kossuth, '1978. 424p. Gernian'edition:
Ungarn and die deutsche "Volksgruppenpolitik" 1938-1945. Cologne and. Vienna:
513.

`0,

Bohlau Verlag, 1981-370p.
By the mid-1930s, a trend had developed in Germ any which referred to Germans
living in countries other than Germany as Volksdeutsche, who formerd Volksgruppen
rather than national minorities and were entitled to Volksgruppenadtonomie. By'the
fall of 1938, the Swabians in Hungary succeeded in establishing the Voiktc;:i;sAlmoit
of the
one-fourth of the Swabian population in Hifngary in 1942-1943 were in
draftees
or
as
volunteos..
Volksbund, and large numbersejoirred the SS either as

Tilkovszky, Lorant. SS toberzas Maiyarorszigon (SS Recruiting in Hungary).
.
Biidapest Kossuth, 1974. I93p.
defensive-organization
of the National Socialist
The SS, having been set up as the
Germany.
The
consequence
for
the German nationaitty
party, became a second army in
groups in Hungary of the loser associatiOn with the Reich was the possibility Or the
514.

SS to carry onsecruiting in hrec successive waves amoniethe German minority, yielding
20,000 recruits.
Weidlein, Johann' Schicksaisjahre der 1./ngardentichen: pie' ungarische
Wendung. Ostdeutsche Beitrage aus dem Gattinr Arbeitskreis, Band II. Viliirzburg':
Holzner Verlag, 1957. I64p.
the of the historical developpents in
This is an early version of the author's per
515.

Hungary, ending in the expulsion of a great many Germans. Interest centers on the
causes and legal `preparation for tficexpul n of Germans from Hungary. Weidlein
argues that the reference to Hungarian rertnans in the Potsdam Agreement was
'inserted "at the request of Budapest.'
.

n 1930-1950.
516. Weidlein, Johann. Geschichte der Ungardeutschen in Dokume
Schorndorf, West Germany: published by the author, 1959. 408p.
Oethe 42 items of the documentation, 8 refer to the final struggles of Jakob Meyer;
.
17 pieces illustrate the fight for the "annihilation" of the Germans in Hungary. Another
8 iterns document the conflict aft the establishment of the Volksbund, the question of
Magyarization, and the impact f Stalingrad on the Germans in Hungary. Nine of the
docutnents are connected with th -dual expulSion.

:I

517.

Weidlein,

Jo-hang,-,

41-:*rittsdie tin

yelksbundes an `der Vertkeibung der
.,.,,;:.P

er Artaihtddigungen. Schorndorf,

publisfmlby ,th author v0 idop.
an effort to rectify or refute the findings of Hungarian authors concerning the ,
causes and circumstances of the expulsion of Hungarian Germans between 1946 and
1948, Weidlein presents his own peispectives not only on the subject matter but on
writers, scholars, and politilians who were Ettually involved.
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Weidlein, Johann. JUdisches land deutsches Schick* in Ungarn ureter dem
gleichen Unstern. Schorndorf, West Germany: publishid by the author, 1969. 84p.
Weidlein attempts to prove that 'Hungarian politics were, particularly from 1919,
518.

on, directed by a Turanian movement whose "Asiatic" racialism was actually
responsible for the astruction of bOth the Jews and the Germans in Hungary.

Weidlein, Johann. Der madiattche litassennationalisnsus: Dokumente zur
ungarisChen Geisteageschichte im 20. Jahrhundert. Schorndorf, West Germany:
519.

published by the author, 1961. 132p.
The hypothesis, for the testing of which "evidence" is provided by the author, is
that not only the tragedies of the Jews and the Germans in Hungary towards and after
the end of the Second World' War, but also the devastation and collapse of the country
itself, were due to linguistic and racial nationalism on the part of the, Magyars,
520.

Weidlein, Johann. Pannonian Ansgewiihlte Abitandlungen and Aufsitze zur

Sprach- and Gescislchtsforschung der Donsuschwabeh mid der Madjaren. Schorndorf,
West Germany: published by the author, 19/9. viii, 428p.

This volume contains 40 papers that-wer'a previously published in books and
periodicals. Six of these deal with the earlier history of Hungary and the Germans in
Hungary. Seventeen discuss the linguistic dialects of Danube. Swabians. Thirteen art
',about the impact of Magyar nationalism on Germans in Hungary, and theernaining
four treat German -education in Hungary and the image of Germans fiCtsented in
Magyar schools.

Jews

General Reference Material and &farces
Braham, Randolph L., ed. The Destruction of Hungarian Jewry: A Documentary Account. 2 vols. New York: Pro Arte for the-World Federation of Hungarian
Jews, 1963. Vol. I, 416p...,vol. II, 555p.
This extensive documentary collection has reproduced xact copies of German and
other records dealing with the Holocaust in Hungary. The first volume deals with the
period from September 1940 through March 19f 1944, when the Germans officially
521.

occupied Hungary; 'while the second volume covers the period through Apri1,4, 1945. It
was during this latter period that.most Hungarian Jews lost their lives.

Braham, Randolph L. The Hungarian Jewish Catastrophe: A Selected and
Annotated Bibliography. Yad Washem Martyrs' and Heroes' Memorial Authority,
Jerusalem. and YIVQ Institute for Jewish Research, New York. Joint Documentary
522.

Projects. Bibliographical Series no. 4. 'New York, 1962. 86p.

The publication lists 732 items pahiphlets, books, articlesin various languages
dealing with the Holocaust, its background, and the aftermath. This 'source may be
supplemented by the author's Destruction of Hungarian Jewry.
Monuments Hunginiae-Judaka. Budapestini, 1903- .
This is
important collection of documents from public and private archives
illustrating the
Cory of the Jews in Hungarytheir legal status, relations with the
non-Jewish popula ion and authorities, economic activities, etc. Nine volumes,
523.
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covering the period 1092 to 1160, appeared. before 1966: Between 1903 and 1938, the

work was published by the Hungarian ;wish Literary'. Society (Iixaelita magyar
irodalmi tarsulat), and froM 1959 by the Central Board of the Jewish Communities in
Hungary (Magyar izraelitak ,orsza,gos kepviselete) under the editorship of Alexander
Scheiber. Hungarian title: Magyar-zsido oklevtltar:
Uj Met: a magysir izraelitakktpja (New Life: The Journal of Hungarian Jewry).
. Budapest. Fortnightly.
This is the organ of the Central Board of Jewish Coinniunities, and the only Jewish
periodical published in postwar Hungary.
0
524.
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525..

.

Vklirat a Niicismus Ellen: Dokumentumok a Mfgyarerszki Zsidatildoz,is

TOrtinetehezlindictment against Nazism: Documents to the History of the Persecution
of Jews in Hungary). Vol). 1. 1944 mircius 19-1944 mtus 15. A nemet megszallastell a
deportilis megkezdiskig. Edited Oy Ilona,Benoschofsky and Elek Karsai. Budapest: A
Magyar IsraelitAk OrszAgos Kepviselete KiadAsa, 1958. 379p.
ThiS is a collection of documents drawn froni German and Hungarian trout es on
the developnient anti implementation of the Nazi program to deport Hungary's Jewish

population to concentration camps. The 170 documents deal with the peliod from
March 19 to May 15, 1944.

MonOgraphs
Braham, Randolph L., ed. Hungarian-Jewish Studies. 2 vols. New York: World
Federation of Hungarian Jews, 1966.
A collection of studies by experts on Hungary dealing with the history of the Jews
in, Hungary, their extermination during the last years of the Second World War, and the
present situation of the survivors. Bibliography.
526.

527.

Braham, Randolph L. The Politics of Genocide: The Holocaust In Hungary.

2 vols. New York: Columbia University Press, 1981. Vol. 1: xiii, 594p.; vol. 2:.xii, 674p.

Figures. Maps. Photographs.
At the time of the German occupation of Hungary on March 19, 1944, 825,000

'Jews lived there. Within four months, a relatively small band of Germans had
manipulated the Hungarian police and state administration into shipping almost half a
million Jews to Auschwitz, where most were promptly killed. A quarter of a million
Budapest Jews were saved from deportation by Regent Horthy early in July
after his replacemeril by a Fascist regime on October 15, Hungarian Nazi
slaughtered about 60,000 more Jews, mainly in the capital. By the end Of
564,507 Hungarian Jews had been murdered.

The Hungarian Labor Service System, 1939-1945. East
Braham, Randolph
European Monographs, no. 31. Boulder, CO: East European Quarterly, 1977. x, 159p.
Distributed by Columbia University Press.
This is a detailed history of the auxiliary labor service into which Hungarian Jews

.528:

were _compelled during the Second World War. Hungary's treatment of Jews
throughout the war was as contradictory as the entire participation of Hungary in
World War II. Braham demonstrates conclusively that non-Jewish Hungarians, at least,
cannot completely escape a measure of blame for the catastrophe which befell their
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Jewish compatriots. At the same time, he points out that at least some consciencestricken Hungarian military officers and democratic-minded politicians did try,
however feebly and unsuccessfully, to alleviate the lot of the Jtwish,labor servicemen.
Handler, Andrew, ed. and trans. The Holocaust in Hungary: Au Anthology of
Jewish Response. University, AL: University of Alabama Press, 1982. 162p.
529.

This Is a collection of memoir accounts and essays by Hungarian Jews who
survjved the Holocaust. Most of the accounts were written originally in Magyar, and

provide a valuable personal insight into the catastrophe in that nation. The book
contains a good historical overview of the Holocaust there, and has an excellent
segment of bibliographical notes.

The Jews of Hungary: Survey of Their History and Postwar Situation. New
York: Institute of Jewish Affairs, World Jewish Congress, 1952. 22p.
A brief outline of the Jews' situation in Hungary during the period of lilleration
530.

(1945-1948) and the consolidation of the Communist regime (1948-1952). It deals with

the effect of political changes on Jewish life and is based on information from the
Hungarian Jewish periodical Uj der (New Life) and from Western periodicals.
531. -KatzbUrg, Nathaniel. Hungary and the Jews: Policy and Legislation, 1920-1943.
Ramat-Gan: Bar-Ilan University Press, 1981. 299p.
This is a history of Hungary's Jewish minority and its altered status after the Treaty
of Trianon. Beginning with the White Terror that followed Bela Kun's brief reign, the
author traces growing pressure by right-Wing forces in Hungary, particularly after 1933,
to find legal ways fo eliminate Jews from a prominent role in Hungary's economic and

social life. The work covers the implementation of the first two Jewish laws, and
discusses other anti-Semitic legislation between 1933 and 1943. A collection of
documents is appended.

Lambert, Gilles. Operation Hazalsilt. 1;anslated by Robert Bullen and Rosette
Letellier. Indianapolis and New York: Bobbs-Merrill,Co., 1974. xi, 235p.
532.

This book relates the story of the courageous and desperate Jewish resistance
movement, organized in Budapest, Hungary in 1944 by young Zionists, which helped
save tens of thousands of Jewish lives in the face of the awesome and efficient death
machine commanded by Adolf Eichmann. With forged documents, members of the
resistance released cOndemned Jews from prison or from trains heading for death camps
and guided escapees over borders.
533.

Leval, JenO. Eichmann in Hungary: Documents. Budapest: Pannonia Press,

1961. 294p.

This is an extensive historical and documentary study of the role of Adolf
Eichmann in the scheme todeport Hungary's Jews to death camps elsewhere in Europe.

it covers German plans for the "Final Solution" and the place of Hungary in this
scheme. It also discusses the implementation of these policies as well as Eichmann's
efforts to trade Jewish lives for war materials. The latter third of the volume is a
documentary appendix.
534. Leval, Jeno. Fekete kiinyv a Magyar Zsidosig Szenvedeseirol (Black Book of the
Suffering of Hungarian Jews). Budapest: Officina, 1946. 319p.
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/ 4 National Mttinrities.in Hungary, 1919 -1900
An excellent official history of Hungarian Jewry from 1933 tb 1945..lt,investigates
the impact of growing anti-Semitism in Europe and Hungary on the Jewish community

after 1933. The core of the work, however, deals with the period after March 1944,
when German forces occupied Hungary and began to implement a deportation scheme
designed to eradicate the nation's Jewish population.
535.

Levai, Senn. Zsid&sors Magyarorszigon (The Fate of Jews in Hungary).

Budapest: Magyal. Teka, 1948. 479p.
This study contains a detailed history of the Hungarian Jewish community from
1933 to.1945, with emphasis on the later years. The documents are drawn from German,
Hungarian, and Jewish sources.

Moskovits,,akron. Jewish Education in Hungary (1848-1948). New York: Bloch
Publishing Company, n.d. 351p.
This survey traces the continual struggle to maintain a separate Jewish educational
system and to keep Jewish religious and cultural traditions alive. The author concludes
that it was the divisions between the Orthodox and other Jewish groups that destroyed
Hungarian Jewry's educational system. An excellent bibliography is appended..
536.

s

Patai, Jozsef. Hare a zsid6 kulturiert (Struggle for Jewish Culture). Budapest:
Mult es lova Jubileumi Iciadas, 1936. 317p.
The subject of this study is Jewish culture and religion in Hungary in relation to
.
assimilation and Magyarization over the past century. It also deals with Hungarian antiSemitic reaction to the growing economic strength of .Hungary's Jews.
537.

538. Schickert, Klaus. Die Judeufrage in Unarm Essen: Essener VerlagsanStalt; 1937.
194p.

The study focuses on Jewish assimilation and anti-knitism in Hungary over the
past century. It traces the early history of Hungarian Jewry, and studies the impact of
Jewish emancipation on the economic and social status of the Jewish community
vis-a-vis Hungary's ruling class. The book ends with a look at Hungarian anti-Semitism.
Bibliography.

Romanians
Kovacs, Agnes. "A magyarorszagi roman mesemondek" (Romanian Storytellers
in Hungary). In Eperjessy and Krupa, eds. See etury 488. Vol. 3, pp. 579-89.
539.

In order to assist members of the Romanian minority in keeping their native
.culture, teachers and researchers with Romanian backgrounds are trained at the high
school in Gyula, the Teachers' Training College in Szeged, and the universities of
Budapest and Debrecen. The weekly Foaia Noastra makes its contribution to the same
purpose by keeping its readers abreast of Romanian-related news.
Turza, Maria. A Viiskhelyi Talftlkoz6 (The Meeting at Vasarhely). Bucharest:
Political Publishers, 19'77. 259p.
Not unlike the celebration of the Ides of March, 1937, in Budapest, the meeting at
Vasarlely, in Transylvania (now Romania), on October 2-4 of the same year signified
the gathering together of opposition to national socialism. MOst of the leaders and
intellectuals of the Magyar minority were present, and they were eager to join forces in
540.
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the spirit of a "Popular Front." Their Hitstallds (Declaration of Adherence) called for
cooperation of the nationalities, with particular reference to the Romanians and the
Magyars. The author of the book suggests that early representatives of the radical Left
were in attendance at '91ssirhely.
o

,

Slovaks
541.

Chmelal, Josef. NOlonal Milo_lities In .Central Europe. Prague: Orbis, 1937.

106p. Map.

The. chapter on Hungary (pp. 56-64) criticizes the government for aiming at
denationalization, which caused a steep decline between 1920 and 1930 in the number of

nationalities, and for its treating ininbrities as "groups of citizens speaking another
language ... from whom Magyar patriotitm is/demanded." The schools available,
particularly to the Slovak minority, are described as insufficient.

542.. Gyivicsan, Anna. "Activities of the Democratic Aisociation of Slovaks in

Hungary, 1956-1968." In SpOloint °sad spipolokaa testa: ahit prfsinialkov
slovenskej airodnostl v robotnickycis a roFaickych Wing:ads 19. a 20. 'toroth% na &end

mad'arska (bathe) (Common DestinyCommon Approach: The Participation of
Slovaks of Hungary in National Labor And Peasant Movements Burins the Nineteenth

and Twentieth Centuries. Studies), edited by Imre Polsbaii. Budapest: School
Textb000k Publishers, 1980. 186p.
The author covers not only the period 1956 -1968, but also the years after 1948. She

draws attention to the fact that the association in the 1950s was almost completely
, restricted to cultural Matters and not actiW to any important social or political extent,
even if that would have been of great Momentum in the socialist reorganization of
agriculture. The author also reveals noncompliance with several party decisions after,
1957 concerning the strengthening of the nationality associations' political and social
activities, arid their expansion within the framework of the Patriotic People's Front.
543. Polanyi; Imre, ed. Spololaj, osiid spolans . testa: iihst prisluiaIkov
slovenskej narodnostEv robotnickyek a roPnickych hnutlack 19. a 20. stoma' na %lewd

nid'arska (s'tfidie) (Common DestinyCommon Approach: The Participation of
Slovaks of Hungary in National Labor and peasant Movements during the Nineteenth
and Twentieth Centuries. Studies). Budapest: School Textbook Publishers, 1980. 186p.
The volume is the first of a series published on behalf of the Slovak Derriocratic

Assiation irk Hungary and constitutes the result of a very useful initiative. The
recount the story of the 'Magyars' and Slovaks' centuries-long
association wishes
coexistence and common struggles. The six studies folldw in chronological sequence of
odern times.
their respective subject matter, covering the period from about 1830un
Summaries in Hungarian and German are included.
544.

Swetai, Jan. Die Slowaken in Ungarn: Beitrag zur Frage des statistical

Madjarbderen. Bratislava: Verlag Slowakische Rundschau, 1943. 208p.
SWetQh, a researcher in the Slovak Foreign Studies Institute, Bratislava,' contends
on the basis of comparative statistical itudies of several censuses that the number of

Slovaks in Hungary was actually much greater than reported in official Hungarian
publications.
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545.

Tilkovszky,, Lorant. Jaime Slovenako v rokoch 1938-1945 (Southern Slovakia,.

1938-1945). Bratislava: Vydavaterstvo' Slovenskej Akademie Vied, 1972. 219p.
(Summaries in Russian and German).

4

This Hungarian socialist interpretation of the seven-year history of southern
.

Slovakia under Hungarian rule first points out how Germany could take advantage of
the less-than-satisfactory state of Czechostc;vakia's minority affairs in turning The
parties to the conflict into satellites. Other chapters deal with thrinfavorable effeCts of
prevailing socioeconomic conditions and negative governmental attitudes toward
reform.

Ukrainians
546.

Magocsi, Paul Robert. "Fir Shaping of a National Identity: Subcarpathian
°
arnbridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1978. xiii, 640p.

1848 -1948.

See entry 414 for annotation. The author also discusses Hungary's policy in
Carpatho-Ukraine during the years 1849-1944.
547.

Markus, Vasyl. "Carpatho-Ukraine under Hungarian Occupation." Ukrainian

Quarterly. X :2 (Summer 19.26): 252-56.

'The author details the policy of Magyarization by the Hungarian government in the
Carpatho-Ukraine during the period 1939-1944.

Sduth Slays
Buzasi, Janos. Az tjvidEki "Razes" (The Raid at 1:1jvidek). Budapeit: Kossuth
Publishers, 1963. 125p.
One of the actions connected with the "pacification" of territories restored to
Hungary during the Second World War was the "raid" at tajvidek.'In January 1942,
'when an armed group of 30-40 opened fire on Hungarian soldiers and gendarmes, not
only was the group wiped out, but many of the population of the area who had failed to
report the group and had provided them with food were killed. In the course of antipartisan voids, everyone's.. identity was checked and those found to be suspect were shot.
The official enquiry into the deaths of more than 3,000 persons failed to resultin the
punishment of the guilty officers.
548.

549.

Maacc, Joie, and. Novak, Vilko. Slovensko Potabje (Slovene Porabie).

.
Ljubljana: Slovcnski knjani zavod OF. 1945. 31p. Map.
The booklet covers the geography, history, language, and customs of Porabje, the
Slovene- inhabited area along the Raba River in Hungary. It includes data by townships
from Hungarian censuses of 1890, 1900, 1910, and 1921. The Slovene minority in the
Radkersburg/Radgona area M thetAustrian province of Styria is also treated.

Miklavc, "Janja, and Olits, Ludy*. "Socialnogeografska analiza slovenskega,
Porabja na Madzarskern" (A, Socio-geographic Analysis of the Slovene Porabje in
550.

Hungary). Razprave in gra4ivo 9-10 (1979): 137-48.
The essay analyzes demographic growth as well as the industrial and educational
tion in the Slovene-inhabited Porabje area of Hung4ry. Due to
structure of the po
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isolation from main transportation arteries, the area has not participated in the overall

economic development, with resulting depopulation, population Using, and poor
educational .structure,-

Mukicsne, Kozar Maria. "A magyarorszagi szlovenek neprajzi vizsgalatana mai
helyzete és eredmenyeinek osszegezese (The Present-Day Position of the
Ethnographical Examination of Slovenes in Hungary and the Summation of Findings).
In Eperjessy and Kru'pa, eds. See entry 488. Vol. 3, pp. 559-65.
551.

Of the Yugoslav nationalities in Hungary, numbering about 100,000, 90% are
Croats and 5% each are Serbs and Slovenes. The first Slovene settlements came about in
the twelfth century. The larger portion of the Vend area became part of the kingdom of
the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes in 1920 as a consequence of the Trianon Treaty. Only
10 Slovene settkinents of the Vend area stayed within the Hungarian borders.

Saroserz, GyOrgy. "MagyarorszA delszlav nemzetisegei" (The outh-Slav
Nationalities in Hungary). In Ditiszegi, ed. See entry 486. Pp. 369-90.
A substantial portion of the study examines the historical and geographical aspects
552.

of the settling of the south-Slav nationality groups over the centuries. The most
numerous grouping among the South Slays in Hungary is the Croats; their number was

estimated in the early 1970s at 94,700, while those of the Serbs and Slovenes were
estimated at 7,000 and 5,500, respectively.
553.

SlaviC, M. Prekmurje.Ijubljana: Slovenska krsZanskoiocialna zvea, 1921. 131p.

The, study treats the Slovene minority in Hungary, including the period of
' Hungarian Bolshevik administration in the spring of 1919. At that time, the Hungarian
rule extended to Prekmurje, later ceded to Yugoslavia. This is an eyewitness account of
the negotiations for the Vugoslav-Hungarian boundaries at the Paris Peace Conference
in 1919.
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National Minorities
Romania,
1919-1980
Stephen fischer-Gal

HISTORICAL SUMMARY
The national minorities question in Romania has been one of crises and
polemics. This is due, in part, to the fact that .Greater Romania, established at
the end of World War I, brought the incorporation into the body politic and,

social of the Old Romanian Kingdom, itself relatively free of minority
national minorities. Thus, the
ploblems, territories inhabited largely
p4ulation of Transylvania and the Banat, both of which had been constituent

provinces of the defunct Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, included large

numbers of Hungarians and Germans, while Bessarabia, a province of the
Russian empire, included large. numbers of Sews. While the. Hungarian
(Szeklers and Magyars), German (Saxons and Swabians), and Jewish
minorities were the largest and most difficult to integrate into Greater
Romania, other national minorities such as the Bulgarians, Russians,
Ukrainians, Tatars, Serbians, Turks, and Gypsies also posed problems to the
rulers of Greater Romania during the interwar period and, in some cases, even
after World War II.
It is fair to say that those national minorities !which could and did become

focal pointi in international disputes and whose status in Romania became
internationalized in one form or another or at one time or another since World
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War I, were 'singled out for special treatment by Romania's rulers. This
effected the cohs,v,,,,of their own history and of that of the Romanian state
during the last sixty years or so. These were the Hungarian, the German, and
the Jewih.
The national minorities problem cannot be taken out 'of the general

context of Romanian history and politics, as has been done with such
polemicaj energy ever since the question itself was first formulated a century

ago, as it is intertwined with the entire historic and political evolution of
independent Greater Romania. Atrthe heart of the question is Romanian
nationalism and the role that the political leaders of tile Old Kingdom were to

play in the enlarged Romanian state established after 1918. Since the
legitimacy of Greater Romania was baged on th'ehistoric claim of Romanian
numerical and cultural predominance in all provinces incorporated into the
Old Kingdom, and since the constituent provinces of the Old Kingdom were
the Romanian principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia, both regarded as the

core of Romaniani

he multinational Greater Romanian state, the

political leaders of t
ngdom sought at all times to secure power in the
enlarged Roman
ver, as, the provinces which were united with
tlfe Old Kingdom
re populous. and larger in area than the Old,'kingdom and also had different historic and cultural traditions, the primary
goal of the leaders of the Old Kingdom was to prevent the more modern, better
educated, and wealthier inhabitants of tpte newly incorporated provinces from

reshaping the old Romanian political waxs. 16
This is an important consideration in tidly assessment of the true nature of

the nationality question ,in Romania since the policies of the rulers in
Bucharest were directed not only toward containment of the political rights of
the "advanced" nationalities such as the Hungarians, the Germans, and the
Jews but also against those Romanians from outside the Old Kingdom whose
expectations and plans were often a function of their own historic experience.
'The`one common experience shared by all inhabitants of Greater Romania,
whether Romanians or members of national minorities other than the Jews,
was anti-Semitism. Consequently, the Jewish question assumed immediate
importance at the end of WorldWar I. Next in significance was-the Hungarian

question, since the historic and political experiences of the Romanians of
Transylvania were inexorably linked with the history of Hungary and the
Hungarians. Third was the German question, as the Germans of Transylvania
(Saxons) wig of the Banat (Swabians) retained a civilization of their own,
distinct from that of other nationalities, and their allegiance to the Romanian
cause, was often questioned by the ruling class in Bucharest.
Of the three minority questions that assumed preeminence in interwar
Romania, the Jewish one was the most significant. Its significance lies in the

perception by the inhabitants of Greater Romania, partiCularly by the
Romanians of Moldavia, Bessarabia, Bukovina, and certain parts of Transylvania and Wallachia, that the Jews were an alien and unassimilable element
and in the exploitation of these prejudices by nationalist Romanian politicians.
The Jewish question reached its first crisis during the Great Peasant Revolt of
1907, in Moldavia and Wallachia, when the disgruntled masses identified the

Jewish estate managers of absentee landlords as ruthless exploiters of the
Christian peasant: That crisis lent justificatio
he traditional policies of
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pre-World War 1 Roitanian governments of denying civil rights and
citizenship to Jews.

4

The inCorporition of Dessatabia and of Bukovina after World War I,
provinces witli large, unassimilated, and non-Romanian speaking Jewish
pbpul *ons, exacerlaated the Romanians' anti;Semific feelings, especially ay

,

aliian Jeurrwere considered; or ai least branded, Oy politicalleaders

the

as agents of Bolshevism if not Bolsheviks as suci. Thus, the theory of a
Judaea Communist conspiracy' added fuel to the innate hostility of Romanian
students, intellectuals, workers, and peasants towars1 Jews. The insistence by
the Allied and Associated Powers,to Secure citizenship rights for the Jews as a
prerequisite for fecilnizing Greater Romania further aggravated tINZewish
question. In fact the Powers liad littktoneern for the Jews of RonanT% and
from the enactment of the -constitution of 1923 until the closing stages of -

.

World War II the Jewish question became almosr.entirely an iftternal
Romanian problem.. .As- such, however, it assumed ever greater rielitical
importance as the radical right, first headed by the Moldavian-based League ,

of National Christian Defense, and later by tke Christian populist and
virulently anti-Semitic Iron Guard, committed itself to establishing a

Romanian Orthodox Christian state which would solve the Jewish question.
Hitler's advent to power facilitated anti-Semitic actions and agitation in the
1930s and culminated eventually in the establishment of the so-called National
Legionary State, led by General -Ion Aritonescu, in 1940, shortly, before
4' Romania joined Nazi Germany in the war against the Soviet Union.
It is noteworthy, however, that specific anti-Semitic legislation was not

enacted before 1940 and that, in comparison with other east European
countries under Nazi occupation or allied with Hitler's' Germany, the Jews pf
Romania fared relatively well during World War IL In fact, Hitler's "final
solution "was resisted by. the Antonescu regime, and the vast majority of
RoMania's Jews suffered from nothing more than restrictive humiliations
'during the war. Yet, the sparing of the Jews was not reflective of the absence
of guni:Sernitic sentiments and actions in Romania. What was ultimately'
responsible for a different resolution of the Jewish question in Romania than
,

elsewfrere in Nazi-occupied eastern Europe was the Roinanian rplers' realizajinni frpiti perhaps as early as 1942, that Nazi Germany would nnvbe able to
'defeat the Ru'sians and that a Russian takeover of Romania was likely at the
,end 'of the war. To avoid that fhte, or at it-ast to make it more palatable, the
Rbinanian leadership adhered to a policy of relative .toleration toward Jews.
hoping that is would prol4de flexibility in negotiations with the western 'anti-

Fascist, allies and a certaln4degree of maneuverability in the military and
dililetnatic Moves that wou( determine the postwar status of Romania. It was
e of the
indeed those considerations and not the drastic reduttion in th
Jewish 'population after the involuntary cession. of Northern fr sylvania,tO
ungacy anti Of Bessarabia and Northern -Bukovina to the So et Union in
.1940 that accounted for Romanian policies toward the Jewish niinoritS,..

Statistical. data on Romania's Jews are generally misleading. Figures
aced. 011.-,pationality differ considerably from those based on religion, since

,mar. Jewish inhabitants of Romania considered themselves Jewish Romanians rather than Jews in Romania. Thus, the number of Jewish inhabitants of
Rottianla before World War II has been variously recorded as between 750,000
anci,,,i,500,000.: The 'most widely accepted figure, 'as of 1939, is slightly, over
,.
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*1,000,000, which would represent pproximately 6% of the entire population
the Jewish population as the second largest
of RoMania. That would also r
national minority after the Hungarians, whose number is placed at
approximately 1,500,000. Data on Jewish schools, occupational patterns, and

other standard statistical categories are also inconclusive.- One of the main
,difficulties in these respects lies in the quality of pre-World War II .;tomanian

statistical methods and the fact that, legally, the Jews 'did not represent a
national minority but a religious one. Statistical data are equally questionable
for the period following World War II.
In the absence of censuses, estimates have varied. On the basis of credible
evidence, the numbet of Jews in Romania in 1945 was 385,000, the decline in
the size of the Jewish population being attributed to the loss of Bessarabia and
Northern Bukovina and to the extermination of a significant number of Jews
of Northern Transylvania during the war. By,1949, following the beginning of
emigration to Israel, the number was placed at 256,000. By the end of 1955,
some 175,000 Jews were still living in Roniania. The continuing emigration to
Israel depleted the ranks of the Jewish population ovef the ensuing twenty-five
years, and, according to the best current estimates, ta number of Jews living
in Romania iti 1982 is placed at approximately 40,000.

Despite this drastic alteration in the size of the Jewish minority, the
Jewish question did not go away under Communist rule and, if anything, has

gained in importance for a variety of reasons. In the immediate postwar
period, the Kremlin found it expedient to rely on the "victims of fascism" for

the pursuit of its policies in Romania, and entrusted key positions in the
1Zorrianian government to "anti-Fascist" Jews such ar-A"an Pauker, Gheorghe

Stoica, Leonte Ratitu, snd a large number &lesser "democratic" Romanian
Jews. The encouragement of "socialist patriotism" in the early 1950s resulted
in the gradual elintion of Jews from primary and secondary posts in the
government and the ommunist party and the unleashing of the pent-up antiSemitic sentiments of the anti-Communist Ro.manian masses. As a consequence, emigration to Israel was encodraged. As the Romaniah leadership
reacted to Khrtishchev's plans for Romania and sought contacts with ,the
United States., in the early 1960s, the Jewish question assumed new significance. American insistence on an unrestricted emigration policy for Romania's

Jews and the linking of that position with the granting of economic and
political concessions to ROMania expedited emigration. Moreover, as the
policy of "independence" from the Soviet Union required the creation of an
international image and relations which would provide optimum options and
flexibility for Romania, the rulers of Romania, especially after the advent to
power of Nicolae Ceauiescu in 1965, maintained and promoted friendly
relations with Israel.iThat policy, in conjunction with expanded economic and
political relations with the United States and western European states, resulted
in the de facto elimination of the Jewish question thrOugh rapid emigration by
all Jews who wished to lave Romania.
The few Jews still in Romania are now regarded not as a national minority, not even as a "coinhabiting nationality," but as Jewish Romanians with a

historic culture of their own. Romania's Jews are entitled to maintain their
own" religious and cultural organizations, incluclingewish theatres, but are
legally Rdmanians and treated as such. However, as long aaany Jews continue
to live in Romania, the Jewish question will continue to exist because it. is
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activated by external groups which regard the Romanian Jews as a weathervane of Romania's attitudes toward national minorities, human rights, and
emigration. In purely internal terms, however, the Jewish question has ceased

to exist except to the extent to which Romanian nationalism, even in its
socialist garb, is fundamentally incompatible with Judaism. As such,
opportunities for total Jewish assimilation or integration into the Romanian

body politic and 'social are well' nigh impossible, and latent anti-Semitismone
of the principal ingredients of Romanian nationalism has persisted even into
the 1980s.
In some ways more serious, and certainly more vexatious, than the Jewish
questioh have been the problems relates to the Hungarian national minority in

Greater Romania. The Hungarians, whether Magyars or Szeklers- , were
incorporated into the Romanian body politic when Transylvania IleCame part
of Romania at the end of World War I. At that dine, according to what may,

be regarded as reliable statistics, approximately one-third of the total
population of that province consisted of Hungarians, whote actual number
was around 1,500,000. More than one-half of Transylvania's population was
Romanian (approximately 2,850,000), while the balance of the inhabitants.
consisted' primarily of Germans (about 550,000) and lesser national minority
groups. The size of the Hungarian population, fairly constant during the
interwar y

was markedly redimed between 1940 and 1945 becauSe of the

lempopsyliannexation of Northern Transylvania by Hungary in 1940, but
since-- World War 11 the Hungarian population has maintained itself at
approximately the prewar, levels. All in all, the Hungarian population of
Romania has represented approximately 8% of the total population of Greater
Romania.

While that percentage is not inordinately high for any state with an

overwhelmingly dominant ethnic population, the Hungarian national minority
has been the subject of both special treatment and special discrimination. The
special treatment was the result of the Great Powers! insistence that Romanian
governments respect the provisions of the Minority treaties enacted at the end

of World War I. By virtue of the rights grantedato national minorities in
Romania, all cultural, religious, social, political, and economic activities of
the Hungarians were to be guaranteed and protected by the Romanian state. In
theory, the Romanians adhered to the.letter of the treaties, as schools, publications, political organizations, and social clubs controlled by .the Hungarian
minority and conducted in the Hungarian language were allowed to function
during the interwar years. In practice, however, the Hungarian population of

Transylvania was discriminated against to the extent that the political and
economic power base of the ruling classes and urban and rural bourgeoisie
were in fact destroyed. The massive agrarian reform carried out after World
War I virtually eradicated the Hungarian peasantry in the villages, while the
massive Romanianization of the civil service and of urban centers deprived the
Hungarians of their preeminence in Transylvania. Although the actions of the
Romanian governments were understandable in terms of the determination of
Bucharest to control all of Romania and thus eliminate those elements of the
Transylvanian historic tradition which could interfere with the attainment of

its goals, it is clear that the Hungarians were singled out for greater
discrimination than Hungarianized Romanians if for no other reason than
that the Hungarians were depicted as agents of Hungarian revisionism. (And
r.
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indeed, that element in interwar Romanian-Hungarian relations, both' in
Transylvania and internationally, gave the Hungarian question its greatest
visibility and acrimony.

It is probable that had it not been for the constant confrontation and
polemic between the governments of Hungary and Romania, which brought
seemingly endless litigation and disputes before the League of Nations and

other international forums and which embittered. Romanian- Hungarian
relations during the interwar years, a modus vivendi could have been
established after the initial Romanianization of the early 1920s. However, as
Hungarian revisionism secured the support of Italy, Germany, and the Soviet'.

Union in the 1930s, the discrimination against and "oppression" of the
Hungarians of Transylvania became a focal point of Hungary's foreign policy.
The participation of the Hungarians of Transylvania in Budapest's efforts to
reincorporate TransyLvartia,was generally restrained. Restrained, too, was the

reaction of the Romanian governments of the I930s, which were more
concerned with the political issues of fascism and communism. It was only
joined the Axis powers and the ensuing intensification of
after Hun
Hungarian r isionist piopaganda and demands connected with Transylvania
that an exa rbation of internal Romanian-Hungarian zielations took place.
Yet even du ng phases of internecine hostilities the Romanian governments
did not abrogate the minority rights of the Hungarians, nor did they enact
explicit disciminatory legislation against Romania's Hungarian, subjects.
The loss to Hungary of Northern Transylvania, with its largely Hungarian
population, through the Vienna Diktat of 1940 had dire consequences for
Hungarian-Romanian relations in Transylvania. Systematic persecution of the

Romanian population in Northern Transylvania and of the Hungarian
population of Southern Transylvania, which allegedly involved much
brutality, made, national reconciliation difficult after the restitution of
Northern Transylvania to Romania in 1945. For that reason and because of
the "fraternal ties" established between the ruling Romanian and Hungarian

Communist parties and states after- World War II, the so-called Magyar
.Autonomous Region was created in 1952 and unusually extensive rights and

privileges were granted to the Hungarian population of Romania. Selfgovernance, within the limits imposed and tolerated by the very nature of
Communist political systems, was granted to the Hungarians; "the most
favored nationality" treatment was extended to the Hungarian minority until

the later 1950sschools, publications, freedom of worship, unrestricted
utilization of the Hungarian language in official matters, and extensive
representation at all levels of the party and state.
unity of Transylvania from
The de facto isolation of the Hungarian co

the Romanian majority did not, however, lea to meaningful coexistence
between the two nationalities, partly because of the wartime experiences and

partly because of the large representation of Hungarian Communists in
official posts. As a nationalist Romanian trend became apparent both in
internal party affairs and in Romania's relations with the Soviet Union and
Hungary after Stalin's death, the Romanian leadership undertook, especially
after the Hungarian Revolution of *1956, to systematically curtail the special

privileges enjoyed by the Hungarians. The autonomy of the Magyar
Autonomous Region, was severely restricted by 1960, the Hungarian 13olyai
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University was merged into the Romanian Babes University; and the process
of Romanianizing urban centers was accelerated.

Whether these actions were related to the sympathy expressed /by
Hungarian students and intellectuals for the-Hungarian Revolution or whether

the revolution was, used as justification for consolidating the power of the
Romanian Communists who regarded both" Khrushchev and Kadar as antiStalinists and,' as such, clangerOus for the survival of the Stalinist. Romanian
regime, the measures taken by Gheorghe Geothiu-Dej were ,flective of the
evolution of a "Romanian road to socialism" in which national minorities were

subordinated to the Romanian majority: And, as the rift between Stalinists
and Khrushchevites widened both internally and .externally, the Romanian
'

leadership pursued its national communism with increasingly greater vigor and
efficiency. In the process, the position of national minim:Wes deteriorated as
more and more Romanians became doniinalitin the *.tY and state apparatus

and Romanianization was carried out in ,,the adicational, cultural, ,and
socioeconomic fields as well. By the mid-sixties, as Nicolae Ceati§eacu replaced
Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, the position of national minorities, especially of the

Hungarians, was redefined to the disadvantage of the minorities.
In general, the national minorities were considered "coinhabiting
nItionalities" whose rights and privileges remained legallyintact but whose
representation in tile political and socioeconomic order was limited to the

proportilm that Aidividual coinhabiting 'nationalities. bore to the total

RZimanian -population. Moreover, whereas instruction in ,Hurigariah in both

.Hiaoarian language and bilingual school' in Transylvania continued, a
krioredge.4 Romanian became indispensable for.promotion in all ranks of
the state and party bureaucracy, as in the country's political and economic life.
Aid-tough assimilation did not legally become a prerequisite for advancement
or for constrpction of socialist Romania, the policies and actions of the rulers
of Romania since the mid-1960s have clearly moved in that direction. Another.
discriminatory act was the Romanianizing of Transylvania, through the mass
transfer of Wallachian and Moldavian Romanians into that province. The aim
of those population' transfers has not necessarily been the diminution of the
percentage of Hungarians in Transylvania. The aim, in fact,,appears to be the
destruction of Hungarian cultural and social values historically identified With
Transylvania: Thi corollary movement of Hungarians from Transylvania to

other parts of Romania, largely young men and women engaged in nonagricultural pursuits, is' steadily diluting the Hungarian .0vilization and
"bourgeois-intellectual" values of historic Transylvania.
Assimilation of the Hungarian nationality, direct and indirect, is justified
by the Romanian regime in terms of the obligatory commitment of Romanians and coirihabiting nationalities alike to the common effort of

constructing the Communist' homeland. In fact, hoWever, most of the

ostensibly discriminatory policies directid against the Hungarian nationality
are rooted in causes unrelpted to the Transylvanian Hungarians per se. One of

these causes is the exploitation of the Hungarian nationality question in
Transylvania by the Soviet Union and Hungary for anti-Romanian purposes.
The Soviet Union, faithful to the policy of divide-and-conquer and anxious to
restrain and control the so-called "Romanian independent course," has used
the Hungarian nationality question as an instrument for containing
Ceau§escu's

regiine. The veiled threat of seeking a just resolution of
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nationality questions through a potential readjustment of-the territorial
boundaries of Transylvania in favor of Hungary has resulted in. renewal of'
Hungarian revisionism in the natne of protection of conationals against abuse
by the contemporary.Romanian regime. These actions have, on the one hand,
strengthened the Romanians' determination to Romanianize Transylvania
and, on the other, led to renewal of violent polemics, conductedlargcly by
Hungarian revisionists outside of Hungary., The revisionists, with clear
support from Moscow and Budapest,\ t enounce Romanian persecution of its
ri
national minorities
and violations o human rights, all designed to seek

restitution of Transylvania to Hungary. A corollary factor which renders the
problems of the Hungarian nationality important is the striking difference
between the standards of living and political freedom in contemporary
Hungary and Romania. The Hungarians of Transylvania, keenly aware of the
advantages provided by Hungarian communism over Romanian communism,
would prefer to be subject to Budapest rather than to Bucharest.
The position of the Hungarian national minority in Romania is therefore
turbulent. The Romanian rulers, anxious to defuse the Hungarian question,
view it as a potential instrument for external interference in. Romania's internal

affairs and as a potential magnet for demands by other inhabitants of
Transylvania for a better existence. Yet, they are caught in the dilemma of how

to realize their commitment to a Romanian road to communism, ostensibly rooted in the historic experience and aspirations of ,Romanians, while
adopting policies identified with the economically successful Communists of
Hungary. The attitude and policies of the Romanian Communist rulers toward

the Hungarians of Romania tend to be conciliatory, but the presence of
Kadar's Hungary at the borders of Transylvania and the inability and unwill-

ingness of Ceaufescu's regime to provide comparable advantages to the
inhabitants of Romania make resolution of the Hungarian nationality
problem in Romania unlikely in the foreseeable future.
The third largest minority group in Romania is German. The overwhelm-

ing majority of the members of that nationality were incorporated into
Romania at the end of World War I. Of the total of some 750,000 Germans
living in Greater Romania between the two world wars, approximately one-,
third were Transylvanian Saxons, another third Swabians from the Banat, and
the rest were dispersed in Bukovina, Bessarabia, and the Old Kingdom. The
German minority consisted primarily of small businessmen and artisans living
in histotic towns such as Sibiu, Bra§ov, Media', and Timipara, and of rather
well-educated and prosperous peasants. The -German community was tightly
knit and generally isolated from neighboring Romanian or Hungarian villages.

The Germans had their own schools, publications, social and cultural
societies, and even political organizatimis. Until the later l9 Os, they were
isolated from the mainstream of the politics of their ancestral homeland.
The Romanian government regarded the Germans as a politically neutral
national minority and, consequently, adhered to the provisions of the minority
treaties applicable to Romania. Hitler's interest in the German minorities of
eastern Europe led to the emergence of pro-Nazi political leaders from the
German communities in Romania who, by the late thirties, sought to secure
the status of a state within a state for Romania's Germans. During World War
II the Germans of Romania tried to maintain a separate identity from both
Germany and Romania, although numerous young members of the German
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minority considered themselves- Germans rather than Romanian Germans and
fought with the German armies on the Russian front.

The position of the German minority became precarious as Romania
joined the anti-German coalition in August 1944 and declared war on Nazi
Germany. The postWar Romaniab governments, Comnnmist-dominated or

actually Communist, sought to destroy the homogeneity of what was perceived

as bourgeois, "Fascit; German enclaves often through repatriation or
resettlement. Officially, nevertheless, Germans were granted the same
privileges as other national minorities, including the use of the German

language in official transactions and in educational and cultural activities. in
the 1960s and 1970s, the Romanian Communist -regime allowed and even
encouraged emigration to West Germany, primarily for economic reasons
related to Romania's need for bard currency and trade with West Germany.
The emigration of those years, combined with wartime casualties and earlier

emigration and resettlement, led to a drastic reduction of the size of the
German population in Romania. By 1966 the German minority was about onehalf of the size it had been in 1940, totalling only some 375,000 people. By
1977 the number of Germans in Romania declined by another 25,000.
The steady departvre of Romania's Germans, when taken in conjunction

with intensification 5f the present Romanian rulers' determination 'to

Romanianize Transylvania and the Banat and bring about the integration of
all coinhabiting nationalities into the total effort of building a Communist
homeland, has eroded the homogeneity and cultural and social values of the
German communities. The German towns are becoming more, and more
Romanian in population structure, language, culture, and attitudes. Minority.,
rights, however, are respected, and deliberate efforts at maintaining the facade
of separate and Well-defined characteristics of coinhabiting nationalities are
made by the Romanian government. The reality is, however, somewhat

different in that assimilation and integration of the German minority is
progressing at a rapid pace.

Among the other national minorities in Romania, only the Gypsies
continue to be of historic significance. This is because most of the larger

minority groups of interwar Greater Romania, such as Ukrainians, Russians,
Bulgarians, Turks, Tatars, Serbians, and Gagauti, whose. total number was
approximately 1,800,000, or 1001'o of Romania's population, were either
inhabiting Bessarabia, Bukovina, or Southern Dobrudja and, as such, ceased
to be part of Romania's population after World War II, or, as in the case of
the Turks left in Northern Dobrudja, emigrated to their anwtral lands. By

.1980, the total number of members of national minorities other than

Hungarians, Germans, Jews, and Gypsies reached only some 250,000, or less
than 1.507o of the total population. These groups are allowed to maintain their
own educational, cultural, and social organizations, although for practical
purposes they are being assimilated and integrated into the Romanian socialist
construction.
This is even true of the Gypsies, who traditionally have been regarded as
an undeOrable ethnic group. The number of Gypsies in Romania has remained
fairly constant since World War I, fluctuating between 220,000 and 250,000.
The status of the Gypsies has been historically morelcomparable to that of the

Jews than that of other national minorities since they were regarded as
RomilAtans and as a migratory people without a homeland. The traditional
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antipathy of all inhabitants of Romania toward Gypsies has only recently been
somewhat altered as the Romanian Communist regime has attempted to settle
Gypsies into sedentary occupatibnk. Whereas these efforts have not been
altogether successful, it is evident that the younger generation of Gypsies is
being integrated into the socialist construction process. Assimilation and social
integration have remained illusory, however, despite the enhanced economic,
cultural, and educational opportunities afforded to the Gypsies of Romania.

The problems related to national minorities in Romaniaexcept for the

Hungariansare in the process of simplification. In general, Romanian
,

minority policies have not been harsher than those practiced in other societies
: I ces the Romanian
with significant ethnic minorities. In fact, in some
policies have been more tolerant than those enacted in n. : s boring countries.
Forinstance, with the exception of anti-Semitic mani?es 1 eons, there has been
onal minorities.
.unusual toleration toward the religious organizations of
Catholics,' Protettants, Mohammedans, and even members of the Mozaic faith
have never been denied the right to worship; nor has there been any wanton

destruction of places of worship. In addition, there has been a remarkable
degree of toleration of the cultural and educational activities of national
minorities. Such anti-Minority measures as were taken, overtly or covertly,
were largely motivated by political interests, as were, for that matter, many of

t

(,.
.
the pro-minority pdlicies.
It is fair to say, however, that Romanian political nationalism, whenever
practiced or advocated, is incompatible with the goals and aspirations of most
national minorities. Historically, .the .lews'and the Hungarians have been most
to say that traditional
affected by nationalist discrimination. But it isHungarians
Romanian caution and political intelligence and moderation have mitigated
against extreme intolerance and actions against national minorities and that,
all in all, the position of national minorities in Romania, while lessprotected

from a constitutiohal and legal standpoint than that of minorities of other
multinational countries, has been Much better than depicted by polemicists
and detractors.
Were it possible to examine actual records and archival materials relative
to national minority problems in Romania, it would be easier to ascertain the
validity of the polemics and contradictions which have envel ped the pertinent
issues. For obvious reasons, however, objective data and 'nformation 'are

than printed
materials, are generally unavailable because, officially, the nationality

difficult to -locate and consult. Romanian sources, oth

question has been solved in Romania. Similarly; relevant materials cannot be
located in Hungary largely because of the Hungarian government's unwillingness to admit to any official interest in the problems of the conationals in
Romania. But even for earlier periods, most of the information consisted of

denunciations, diatribes, and enumerations of statistical data which were
questionable at best and likely fabricated for political purposes. Nor are there
any meaningful or accessible collections available for the study of problems
pertinent to the status of other national minorities except for the Germans.

During the last thirty years, both Swabian . and Saxon cultural societies

established in West Germany, such as the Arbeitskreis far Siebenbargische
Landeskunde, have been extremely active in collecting records, establishing

archives, and publishing valuable collections or primary sources and
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monographic studies on the German minority in Romani since the end of
World War I. Still, as the following annotated bibliography of national
minorities in Romania reveals, most of the literature on those minorities is
confined to simple factual data and arguments and, frequently, to polemics.

ti
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National. Minorities.
in Yugoslavia,'
1919-1980:
Linguistic Minorities from an Econoiiic Perspective
To
with the

of David

HISTORICAL ktiMMA4Y,
In 1918, when ,Yugoslavia was formed,-its official name, the 'Kingdom of
the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, reflected the premise that these ethnic groups

were the constituent units of the new state. The seconii Yugoslavia, which
emerged after. World War H, added to the list of constituent nations the

Macedonians and the Montenegrins, both of whom had been formerly

'

subsumed under the S4kui label. 'Later, the Moslems, defined a,san ethnic
group, wend given the liation status, with Bosnia and HerzegoVina being
considered a. their home' republic..
r
Of the remaining ethnic groups, ten are significant enough to have been
recognized as nationalities: Albanians, BUlgarians, Czechs, Hungarians,
Italians, Romanians, Ruthenians, Slovaks, Turks, and recen y Romanies
(Gypsies)) Common to all these groups, exeept Gypsies, is the f That their
-ethnic state ("will= driava) hap ens to be outside of the Yugo av territory.
The related technical distinction between "nations" awl "nation ties" is that
the principle of national self- management, on which Yugoslav'
ased, is
recognized for constituent nations but not for nationalities. Thus,
to
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. the current Yugoslav 'political philosophy, the two autonomous provinces,
Kosovo and Vojvodina; which are inhabited by the Albanian and Hungarian
nationalities, respectively, lack the attribute of a state.2

The Eyolution of Linguistic Minorities
AlthOugh the historical evolution of Yugoslav ethnic groups with national

status is a subject worthy of study, the treatment here is limited to
nationalities, those presently recognized as such as well as those who have
occupied a similar position during recent history, e.g., Germans and Tsintsars.
Since, in the Westqn literature non -state nationalities are usually referred to
as minorities, this term is -used, even though it generally connotes
subordination, which thvsemzunics of "nationalitrare designed to avoid.'
Subordination is a relative` concept, defineable not only in political but in
sociolinguistic and economic terms as well. Since- it is 'difficult, if not

impossible, to draw clear ,boundaries based on all of these criteria,
designations such as minority, nationality, and nation are of necessity

somewhat arbitrary. Hence, it appears that no harm is done by adopting the
term minority, as long as it is recognized that the degree of subordination or
the degree to which sovereignty is approximated may vary for any given group'
over time as well as between groups.
To provide an analytical framework for the study of ethnic minorities

within Yugoslavia and peripheral 'areas; conceptual lines suggested by
economic theory are used tem. AlthOugh the terms "ethnic minority" -and
"linguistic mnority" are often used interchangeably, the focus here is. on
guistic minorities since in economic significance the linguistic attribute
g erally outweighs other attributes which define ethnic groups. After all,
Co munications involve substantial costs, and it is precisel the distribution of
th
costs between linguistic groups which gives the minority status an
important economic dimension The subsequent discussion hinges in part on
these costs.
In order'to treat the historical evolution of linguistic minorities within our
purview,

two economic paradigms are proposed: 1) the principle of equi-

marginal returns to factors of production, and 2) the principle of cost minimization as applied to linguistically alternative communication systems. The first'
of these paradigms Helps to explain the making of a minority, and the second
her subsequent persistence under conditions of a. stationary equilibrium pr,
alternatively, her evolution away from the minority Status. The latter occurs
either through assimilation, i.e., linguistic merging with the dominant group,

pr through emancipation,

i.e., assertion

of linguistic autonomy, both. in

conditions of economic development.

The applicability of the first paradigm, that pf equimarginal returns,
derives from the observation that the emergence of a linguistic minority can
generally be traced to the Migration between linguistic territories. ht cording to

the equimarginal principle, resources are optimally distributed when the
marginal physical .produCt of a resource is equalized betwecn firms as well as
between regions. If opportunities for interregional trade and associated

specialization are limited, then the marginal physical product. tends to be
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equalized interregionally through migration of resources, the population being
one such resource.
The second paradigm, developed fully elsewhere by this author,5 focuses
on the alternative investment Choices associated with the entry of minority

members into functional domains from which the minority language is

excluded. Under the first alternative, entrants into excluded domains invest in
the learning of the majority language. Under the second alternative, the
collectivity invests in resources necessary for the introduction of th'e minority
language into excluded domains. If the aggregate cost incurred by learners of
. the majority language (first alternative) exceeds the cost of enlarging the fune-,,

tional' scope of the minority language through investment in specialized
literature, etc. (second alternative), the latter is 'economically justified. The
critical variable is the number of potential minority entrants into excluded
domains, which in turn depends not only on the total size of the minority
population but on the level of economic development as well; structural
changes linked to development require occupational and industrial mobility,
implying that an increased number of the minority iststrawn into activities
whiih correspond to the domains from which their lang4ge is excluded.
In an a,grictiltural environment, external cornmunication requirements are
mat. Hence the linguistic identity of a 'rural minority can be
likely to be
preserved as long as conditions of estationarx economy prevail. However,
once the process of economic development has begun, laborsaving agricultural
technology, coupled with demographic expansion, causes a part of the
agricultural labor force to become redundant, forcing it into the growing nonagricultural sector, in which communications tend to be more intense and
varied than in the agricultural environment.
If the language used in nonagricultural activities differs from that spoken

by the agrarian population, this part of the population is placed in a
subordinate position, even though numerically they may represent the
majority in a ,given region. Under such conditions, the need for, linguistic
adaptation acts as a barrier for the entry'of the nondominant language group

into occupations within the upper range of the occupational hierarchy, slowing
down the occupational mobility. Those unable to assimilate linguistically
move to menial occupations in'which communication requirements are limited

pr continue crowding the/agricultural 'sector. The nondortiinant language

grotip is placed into tne position of an underprivileged residual, in all outward
appearance impregnable/to modernization.

There are nevertheless instances where sufficient transfer of agrarian
population into the nonagricultural sector transforms their language into the
dominant language, reversing the direction of assimilation. The inflow of rural
population into nonagricultural activities accelerates' at all occupational levels,
ceding up the transformation processes associated with sustained economic
elopment and growth:
SinCe the minorities of Yugoslavia and adjacent areas generally fit one of
the above models, their evolution will be treated under the following topical
headings: 1) external migration, i.e., in-migration from outside the linguistic

region, within which category the distinction is made between a) land
colonization, and b) external migration into the urban sector; and 2) internal
migration, specifically the migration of the agrarian population into urban
centers. Historically, external migration preceded massive transfer of agrarian

r
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population 'into tionagricultural, urban activities, and therefore it will be
treated first.

Land Colonization
The history of settlement' of the German 'minority; 'the strongest
numerically, in interwar Yugoslavia confirms the operation. of the aquimarginal principle, since the migration was directed toward relatively thinly

settled areas, where the marginal productivity of labor appears to have
exceeded that prevailing in the more densely settled home areas of the
migrants. The systematic settlement of German peasants occurred-first during

the Middle Ages and then again during the eighteenth and nineteenth r
centuries.

During the medieval period the region of the eastern Alps, situated
roughly betweenthe Danube and the Gulf of Trieste and settled by the protoSlovene population, acted as a magnet for German colonization: following the
inclusion of the Slovene state of Karantania into the Filmkish empire around

the middle of the eighth century, the Bavarians began to move into the
territory of the eastern Alps in a southerly dation. In the area to the north of
the Drava River, with the exception of the Klagenfurt Basin, the newcomers
succeeded in assimilati the less numerous Slovene population .6 Farther to
the sonth, German peasants imported by indiVidual feudal landlords over the
course of the centuries were readily assimilated by the Skivenes. However, the
fourteenth-century settlement of ,Thuringian and Franconian peasants in the
practically uninhabited, forested Koeevje (Gotscliee) area was important
enough to create a Gerinan linguistic enclave, which remained intact until
1941 resettlement of the Kocee Germans to the territory- which had
aanexed by the German Rei following the occupation of Yugoslavia.?

During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, German settlem
occurred father, to the east in the largely deserted territory of modern
Vojvodina. By that time the Habsburg forces had pushed the border of the
Ottoman empire back to Belgrade. In contrast to the earlier settlement of the
Austrian side of the Turkish border with military guards recruited' from thg,
ranks of Serbian refugees, the eighteenth - century settlement of-Vokiodina
served primarily'econornic purpoSes; the military aspect came into play only
indirectly, tin= the colonists Were expected to make deliveries of grain to the
army.
The conornic motive of colonization had its roots in the Habsburg'
policy referred to as populationism, which aimed at enlarging the
existing tax base. The objective was to raise the productivity of underutilized
natural resources by combining them with additional labors At the same time,,

the productivity of labor was to be increased by promoting improved
technology and skills. Both aspects are in 'evidence in the settlement of
Vojvodina. Through the importation of German and 'other settlers, the area
under cultivation was increased. On the other hand, the introduction of the
three-field system represented a more productive method of cultivation than
the two-field system _used in the Turkish areas.
Between 1740 and 11770, the Habsburgs,lured 43,000 German immigrants

into an area which comprised the present Yugoslav Vojvodina and the
adjoining Romainian Banat by offering them (tee houses and a six-year tax
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exeniption. During the reign of Joseph 11V(1780-1790), these settlers were
joined by another 40,Q00 immigrants. Eligibility criteria used by the Vienna
colonization agency included literacy and skills in farming or in some craft. In
addition to Germans, the inflow of settlers included Serbians, Romanians,
Croats, and Hungarians, as well as Slovaks. No small wonder thatby 1787 the
population of the Ba6ka and Srem each exceeded 20,000 and that of the larger

Banat, the northern part of which is now under Romania, approached
300,000, a ienfold increase since the beginning of the century.$
Non-German inunigranti formerly engaged in livestock raising adopted
German grain cultivation techniques of sowing several crops and using an ipon
plow. In addition to wheat, they planted hemp, flax, and some mulberry trees.
The predominant part of the cultivated area had been reclaimed from former
swamps through drainage.

"Lampe points put that these ficcomplishmspts were possible not only
because of ,active Habsburg policies of promoting German colonization, but
also, because of their efforts of keeping the Hungarian nobility from moving in
to make serfs of the assorted immigrants.9 flowever, when in 1799 all of Banat

and Baka, with the exception of the military border, came under the

Hungarian jurisdiction, the Hungarian nobility succeeded in-reasserting old
feudal rights on the estates they acquired.
r
The immigration into Vojvodina continued into the 'nineteenth century.
During this period the immigrants consisted of Hungarians and Germans from
Hungary. The Germans introduced artesian wells, which allovi richer, clay
soils to be cultivated. (Formerly the cultivation had been' limited to poorer
alluvial sons along the river banks.) Through four- and five-field systems of Nik
cultivation, the fallowing was ultimately eliminated. By the mid-nineteenth
century, German immigrant's owned more land in the Banat than any other
group.
The Western and Eastern Slavic ethnic groups who moved into Vojvodina
came from the overpopulated Carpathian region: from the Tatra Mountains

Slovak landless peasants were brought in by the Hungarians, while the
Ruthenian branch of the Ukrainians moved in from their Trans-Carpathian
homeland.10

Vojvodina is not the only area where the presence of minorities can be'
traced back to the availability of land. It appears that the migration of the
Albanian Moslems' northward into Old Serbia, particularly into the Kosovo
area, was induced by a Much higher ratio of productive land ;19 the total land
areain Kosovo than in_ Albania. The influx of Albanians gained momentum
following the Serbian Great Migration of 1690, and it soon spilled beyond Old
Serbia. However, as during the nineteenth century the young Serbian state
gradually expanded its southern boundaries, Albanian population was forced
back into the Turkish-administered areas, while the Serbian population from
these areas moved into the liberated territory. The consequence was a concentration of the Albanian population in Kosovo and adjacent areas."

Migrations elsewhere included the Croat families fleeing the Turkish
pnslaught. They foueded new homes in western Hungary and Lower Austria
as early as the end of the fifteenth century. The present Croat minority in the
Austrian province of Burgenland owes its origin to these 'Migrations. The
Burgenland Croats were' settled on depopulated lands owned by Hungarian
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magnates. ACcOrding to a recent au or, this allowed for "rational
cultivation."12

In the Somogyi district (megye) of Hungary, at the confluence of Mura
and Drava, land was leased to a group of settlers from northeastern Slovenia
in 1718.13 Their Slovene-speaking descendants were found there, in 1948.14

This group should be distinguished from the Slovenes in the Hungarian
districts of Vits- and Zala, who settled there prior to the arrival of. the
Hungarians in the Pannonian Basin.

External Migration into the Urban Sector
Minorities typically engaged in nonagricultural pursuits owe their
presence in Yugoslavia to two distinct yet somewhat related phenomena,'
namely, the political rule by oatside powers and the high interregional mobility

of perSons in nonagricultural industries such as trade and crafts. Cher the
centuries the external political influences ranged from Germanic and Venetian

to Turkish, Hungarian, and Italian. On an intra-Balkan level there were
periods of Serbian dominance in Kosovo and Serbian or Bulgarian dominance
in Macedonia. The salient point for the-itudy of linguistic' minorities is that.
.within areas under foreign political influence, the language of the ruling elite
became dominant in certain "activities, even though the bulk of the population
spoke the indigenous language.
In the adMinistrative sector, 'the nonindi,genouS languages were propagated by the ruling feudal nobilitY and later by assorted public officials of the
central government recruited from outside the linguistic. region. This group

was augmented by local natives who had invested in the learning of the
dominant language and who in time assimilated with the dominant group. The
actual conditions varied between regions. In the Slovene lands, the German

language dominated the activities of the upper social strata, even though
recent research shows that the role of Slovene outside of the peasant sphere
was greater than was previously held." In Croatia and-Slavonia, the situation
resembled that in Slovenia, although in addition to German, Latin was used to
a greater extent. Moreover, the Hungarians were at least...partially successful in
imposing Hungarian in these areas.16
In Serbia and in other greas,,under Ottoman rule, Turkish was used by the
central administration. The SerbS in turn, imposed their language as the only

official language in the predominantly Albanian-speaking Kosovo and in
Macedonia following the Balkan wars. Italian was imposed, after 1918, in the

formerly Austrian Coastland, inhabited by Slovenes in the north and by
Croats in the south. During World WarTII, Bulgarian served as the administrative language in Macedonia, while the languages of 'other occupying powers
held a similar status elsewhere.
Besides the implantation of nonindigenous languages by political fiat, in
certain urban activities their use was promoted through immigration of traders

and craftsmen. Here the adage that trade follows the flag is generally
applicable, although in at least one case the sequence was in the opposite
direction, namely, the Italian urban settlement preCeded the extension of the
Venetian rule to towns along the Adriatic Coast. This sequence seems to be
confirmed by the fact that even in the city-state of Dubrovnik (Ragusa) Italian

held an important place as a language of commerce. In Serbia, Greek was
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dominant in import and transit trade because traders were either Greeks or
Hellenized local Tsintsars who_had abandoned the Romance dialect spoken by
rural Tsintsars, or Vlachs.'?
In short, as a result of the dominant role of nonindigenous languages in
the urban sector, well into the nineteenth century and in some areas until this

century, the indigenous population had to assimilate with the foreign,
dominant language group in order to gain entry into various nonagricultural
pursuits, especially at the higher occupational levels.

Internal Migration into the Urban Sector.
The strengthened role of the indigenous population in the political sphere
and/or their accelerated mobility into the urban sector, under the impact of
economic development caused the gradual replacement of existing dominant_
languages in urban activities by indigenous regional languages. This reduced
the formerly dominant linguistic groups to theposition Of minorities, reversing
the direction of assimilation. The Italian population in Dalmatia and the
Tsintsars in Serbia are cases in point. With the economic decline of

Venice and the acquisition of Venetian territories by Austria, the Italian
linguistic influence waned, especially as the proportion of South Slavic
population in urban activities at all occupational levels increased. In Serbia,
starting in the 1830s, Prince Milo§ Obrenovit began restricting the commercial
privileges, such as trade passports and state orders, of the Greeks. Although
the Tsintsars were able to avoid these restrictions by accepting Serbian
business partners, this was coupled with the substitution of Serbian for tteir
adopted Greek language, which speeded up the process of Serbianization. is
In the Slovene lands, the expansion of indigenons entrepreneurship
around the middle of the nineteenth century was followed by the establishment
of indigenous financial intermediaries (cooperative and municipal savings
banks and later commercial banks). The indigenous business institutions were
instrumental in the Slovenization of the business sector. Resisting the process
were a few latge outside companies, for example, the Southern- Railroad,
which clung tenaciously to the exclusie use of German until the end of World
War 1. However, neither the linguistic policy of outside firms nor the
organized implantation of German-speaking workers by German nationalists
succeeded in tipping the balance in favor of German.
In the administrative domain, Slovenization was linked to the political
democratization, which started in 1848. Nevertheless, the relative political
power varied considerably between provinces, depending on their ethnic mix:
for the Slovenes the most favorable conditions existed in Carniola, and the
least favorable in Carinthia. In Carniott, linguistic assimilation in the urban
sector was reversed in favor of Slovene before the turn of the century.19

The Interwar Period
The period following 1918 can be viewed as one during which the use of
the two principal indigenous languages of interwar Yugoslavia, Serbo-Croat
and Slovene, was extended to all domains of social activity within their respective territories. Although this process was favored by political conditions
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which emerged after 1918, the basic rationale for the change is to be sought in
the transformation of economic structure and associated modernizatioh. Since
the demand for human resources originating in the expanding nonagricultural
sector bad to be met by the indigenous, rural population, there was a natural
tendency for linguistic conformity between that population and the language
in urban activities. Because modernization had a longer traditiod in-the north-

western than in the southeastern regioni of Yugoslavia, this economically
determined path to linguistic conformity can be traced historically most clearly
in Slovenia and in Croatia.. In Serbia, which had attained political

independence during the nineteenth century, the establishment of an
indigenous administrative apparatus appears to have had a determining
influence on the linguistic use, rather than economic impulses. Finally,
Macedonia and Kosovo lacked both political and economic preconditions for
functional expansion of regional languages, which explains why these areas
fell prey to Serbian linguistic hegemony.

It seems that within Yugoslavia, as well as within peripheral areas,
friction produced by the implantation of nonregional languages varied accord1 ing to the level of economic development: to the bulk of the largely rural and
illiterate Albanian population, the f that a few officials with whom they
came in contact used Serbo-Croat
,of limited consequence. On the other
hand, in the Slovene coastland, wh
ge percentageof the population was
engaged in nonagricultural activities and literacy w nearly, universal, the
exclusion of Slovene from schools, the replacement o Slovene administrative

personnel by Italians, and the supression of Sloven.cooperatives and other
institutions gave rise to deep frustration. The cost of linguistic adaptation was
high, in that during the decades which preceded the Italian administration the
Slovenes had extended the use of their language to most urban activities. Now
their investment in indigenous economic and cultutil institutions was written

off by Italian edict accompanied by biutallrepression through Mussolini's
black-shirts. No wonder that Slovenes, 'regardless of: their political or
ideological orientation, rebelled against fascism before any other group in
Europe.m
In Austrian Carinthia, GermaniAng tendencies were strengthened under
the First Austrian Republic, to be followed under the Third Reich by physical
terror, which included the deportation of Slovene farm families to the interior
of Germany and the carrying-out of death sentences by decapitation.21
In other areas bordering on Yugoslavia, the effective pressure on South

Slavic minorities appears to have varied in accordance with the level of
economic development and the repressiveness of political regimes. The Croats

of Burgenland, the Slovenes of Hungary, the Serbs of Romania, and the
Macedonians of Bulgaria, Greece, and Albania all coma to rnind. Each of
these deserve separate treatment, a task beyond our purview.
In order to evaluate the minority situation within Yugoslavia, it is instruc-

tive to examine the relative numerical strength of the minorities and their
geographical distribution as shown in Table 1, page 224.
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The German minority., which numbered one-half million, was concentratedin Vojvodina, that is, within the Danube and Sava administrative units,
or banovinas. The only other localized German community was in the KoZevje
area of Slovenia (Drayska banovina). The remaining Germans were scattered
among the urban population. Their number included the Jews of German
language, particularly in Croatia.22

The Hungarians were concentrated in the same general area as the
Germans, i.e., in the grain-rich Vojvodina, as were the Ruthenians and the
Slovaks. (The latter predominate in the statistical rubricic"Czech or Slovak," at
least as far as the:area of Vojvodina is concerned.)

The Albanians and the Turks lived principally in the southeastern
banovinas of Vardar; Zeta, and Morava. This area remained longest under the
Ottoman domination and served as a catch basin for the Islamic population
retreating front the areas to the north during more than a century of waning
Ottoman power.
The Romanian linguistic group was made up of the population along the

Romanian border and of Vlachs living in' the interior of Serbia and in
Macedonia. Like the Romanians, the Vlachs are believed to have descended
from the Romanized population present in the Balkans prior to the arrival of
the Slays. The Romanian rubric may also include some Gypsies (Romanies),
whose affinity with the Romanians has been documented.°
Finally, some 12,000 Italians lived in towns along the Adriatic Coast, not
including Zadar/Zara and Rijeka/Fiume, both under Italian administration
during the interwar period.
Under the provisions of the Treaty of Saint-Germain between the Principal Allied Powers and Associated Powers and the Serb-Croat-Slovene state,
the linguistic minorities had the right to use their languages in private schools
and other social institutions. In towns and districts
a given minority
represented a considerable proportion of the population, e government was

obligated to provide primary instruction in the minority language and to
appropriate an equitable share of public funds for edUcation purposes of the
minority. Also, facilities had to be provided for the minority members to use
their language, either orally or in writing, before the courts. Similar provisions,

were contained in the interwar treaties concluded between Italy and
Y ugoslavia .24

Any assessment of the extent to which linguistic usage was affected by

Yugoslav interwar policies would have to take into account that several
languages which after 1918 emerged as minority languages had previously
occupied 'the dominant position, especially German and Hungarian. The
erosion of their functional role must therefore be attributed in part to change's
in international political boundaries. Moreover, a substantial number of the

administrative personnel who promoted the use of dominant languages
returned to their home countries (Austria, Hungary) at the end of World War
I,

thus reducing the number of speakers of their respective languages,

especially in towns.
Although the Yugoslav government failed to take any statutory measures
which would have provided for protection of linguistic minorities as groups,
no negative laws were promulgated, as was the case in Italy, which banned the

use of Slovene in public. Occasional complaints of German and Hungarian
groups concerned the use of their language in the educational sector. Also, the
ti
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Hungarians mplained that in the distribution of lands under the Yugoslav
agrarian ref
, Serbs were favored over Hungarians." Through he agrarian
reform laws f 1919 and 1921, cultivable land in excess of 300 ha. for any
single holding was expropriated against compensation.. The same maximum
applied to holdings in Macedonia and Kosoyo, while for other regions the
axima were set at lower levels. The discrimination derived from the fact that
Srbian war.veterans were given preference in the colonization of expropriated
lands. In this way Serbian presence was increased not only in Vojvodina," but
in Kosovo as well, where it is estimated that nearly 40,000 Serbian families
were settled on lands formerly in the public domain."

World War H and Beyond
Occupation of Yugoslavia
In 1941 Yugoslavia was overrun by Axis forces, which had a significan
impact upon minorities. In areas which had been occupied by, or attached to,
their kin countries, the role of respective minority languages was enhanced.
Thus in Kosovo, which had been attached administratively to Albania by the
Italians, Albanian was reintroduced as the language of instruction in primary

and secondary schools. Hungarian became the official language in parts
occupied by Hungary. German gained importance in Banat, which remained
attached to the German-oocupied Serbia, but was endowed with administrative
autonomy within the Danube ba vina. The autonomous authority, the socalled Behorde des Vize Banta d D©naubankhaft,fser das Banat, had its seat
in Petrovgrad add was headed b an ethnic German.
Local minority institutions d minority populations were used by the
occupying powers to the latter's economic and military advantage. Initially,
Hitler entertained the idea of resettling the Germani of Banat in the Reich,"
but faced with the exigencies of war, he decided to postpone such plans: Banat
was an important granary and the German minority thereJpossessed a network

bf agricultural cooperatives upon which Germany could rely for a steady
supply of foodstuffs. In Kosovo, another area noted for grain production, the
Italians reintroduced the feudal chi/Mk System, which had been abolished
under interwar Yugoslavia. They did so not only in order to win the allegiance
of local begs, but Viso because the chkftlik system facilitated the collection of
grain for the Italian amp. Feudal lords regained the right to collect from their,
tenants one-fifth of the produce. The state tax, which consisted of the tithe
and was collected in kind, was leased out in auctions
During the thirties National Socialists had exploited the ethnic allegiance

of the German minority for their political advantage. Now they declared
ethnic Germans (Volksdeutsche) living in Banat and, within the Axis-allied
state of Croatia fit for service in the SS divisions. As a result, ethnic Gentians
subject to draft were 'recruited almost eitclusively into' the SS: Later in the war,
as the need for military manpower mounted, the Germans mobilized a division

of Kosovo Albanians, known as the "SS Skanderbeg." Incidentally, yet
another SS division was made up of Yugoslav Moslems, All these units were
engaged principally against Yugoslav guerrillas.30
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Toward the end of the war, a sizable number of ethnic Germans withdrew

with the German armed forces. Others were subsequently expelled by
Yugoslav authorities. As to the Hungarians, the Central Committee of the
YugoslaV Communist party decided that they should not be expelled.11. On
formerly German-occupied land, the authorities settled population from
-agriculturally poor regions of Montenegro. and Lika.

Changes in the Relative

Numerical Strength of Minorities
Table 2, page 228, shows changes in the number of persons'belonging to
principal minorities between 1921 and 1953. Many of these changes came.
about as a consequence o1 the war. Thus the postwar" departure of ethnic
Germans reduced their number by tio. On the other hand, the substantial
increase in the number of ethnic Italians is attributable to the attachment of
Rijeka (Fiume) and of the Istrian Peninsula to Yugoslavia. Since interwar data
for the Romanian group apparently include the Vlachs (Tsintsars), it can be

ifely assumed that the decrease of this group occurred because of the
assimilation of Vlachs with the Serbs or possibly Mac edonians.n The increase
in the number of RutheniansWkrainians) may be due in part to their having
been entered in the Czecho-Slovak or Polish rubric in 1921.
The Albanians, who in 1921 ranked third, emerged by 1953 as the most
populous minority. This most likely would have happened even in the absence
of the German exodus because the Albanian rate of natural increase exceeded

by far that of either the Germans or the Hungarians. The economic
implications of the Albanian demographic growth will be covered in the
special subsection treating this minority.
From Table 3, page 229, it can be seen that between 1953 and 1981 all

minorities, except the Albanians and the Romanies, experienced absolute
declines in number. During the same period the population of Yugoslavia as a

whole increased by 32. Although in the case of Turkish, German, and
Italian groups emigration had been a contributing factor, for all other groups
assimilation should be viewed as the principal cause of the decline. The sharp
drop in the number of both Romanies and Vlachs between 1953 and 1961,
followed by a rebound in 1971, reveals a negative statistical bias as far as these
two groups are concerned.
Regional distribution of minorities is shown in Table 4, page 230. Ohtside
of KOsovo, where Akanian is one of the official languages, the Albanians
represented mainly in western Macedonia. The Hungarians are concentra
Vojvodina, where they represent 1907. of the total population. Among owns
where the Hungarian presence is felt are Balm Topola, Kanjia, nta,
Subotica, and Temcrin.33 Outside of Vojvodina, smaller Hungarian groups are

found in northern Croatia and. in northeastern Slovenia around .Lendava.

Romanies are scattered throughout the country, with concentration in
Macedonia, Kosovo, and Serbia proper.

(Text continues on page
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Table 2. Ptincipal Linguistic

1921

19194980
orntes in Yugoslavia, 1921 -1953

1931

Percentage
change

(In thousands

1953/1921

German

-87.9

Hungarian

S02.

7.3

Albanian

754

71.4

Romanian
(including Vlachs)

138

Turkish

133

Sick

-58.0

260

73.3

76
116

Czech

3.4

1

53

Ruthenian (Ukrainian
Italian

26

28

37

42.3

n.a.

36

176.9

Sources: For 1921, Kralievina lugsslavija, Opita driavna statistika, Stange& godihrjak, Kr4figa
1, 1929, Belgrade, 1932, p. 69. For 1931, Gliederung der Bert:I/hermit des ehernaligen Jugoslawieh
weir Muttersproehe and Kotifessiofi, nach den suiverd,,ffenllichten Angaben der Zdhlung von
1931, bearb. u. hrsg. von der Publikatktasstelle Wien, 1943, as quoted in Germany, Federal
Republic, Dos Schicksal der Deuischen in Jugasiowitn,trundeamlnisterium fUr Vertriebene, 1961,
p. 11E. (Dokurnentation der Vertreibung der Dcutschen au: -014-111itteleuropa, Band V.). For
1953, &Vista! godiirtiak higoslaiije for 1953.
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Table 3, Princi

Linguistic Mino

1953

Yugoslavia, 1953-1981

1%1

1971

1981

Percentage
ckaage
1981/1953

(In dtousands)
A1bania4

754

915

1,310

1,731

129.5

Hunggian

302

504

477

427

- .15.0

84

32

78

168

260

183'

RoilmariY (Gypsies)

Turkish
Slovak

Rotanian
'.- Bulgarian

Vlach'(Tsintsar)

.

101

I

r

80

-

5.5

55

-

9.0

60

61

60.

62

63

SS

36

- 41.4

22

32

- 12.7

25 .3

23

37

.

9.

Ruthenian
37

..

..

39
14

Ukrainian

3.

Czech

.35

Italian

36

.(knInan

61

Sources: Various volumes of Statistaki
statistiku, 26/112 (April 29,.1982)

30

20

25

13

20

- 43.1

15

- 57.8

9

- 85.6

and Saapitertie Saveznog
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Regional Distribution of Minorities, 1981
of the total populatio n of a given mi ority)

4

Albanian

14,11.411

Turkish
Slovak

Sulaarian

Ruthenian

German
Sources: 'Various $iolu

atisti ki grrdi

k Jugoslotte and Sckopitenje

iku, 26/112 (April 29, 1
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The Tn s live mostly in Macedonia. Along her eastern border they
preserve old traditions and lead a half-nomadic existence. Towns with
substantial Turkish ponnlatioas are Debar, Kmgevo, Brod, Valandovo,
Gostivar, Ohrid, Skopje,,Titov Veles, and §tip. Over the years the migratory
flow of Turks to Asia Minor has been substantial, which accounts for their
falling numbers.
It should be noted that Turkish sources generally exaggerate the number
of Turks in Yugoslavia because they include other Mosieths, many of whom
are of Slavic stock and language and who are considered as a special ethnic
.group. Admittedly the line between these two groups may often not be easy to
draw, especially since the linguistic assimilation with ohe or another of the
South Slavic groups tends to transform ethnic Turks into ethnic Moslems.
As to the remaining minorities, the Slovaks are settled in Vojvodina,
where Bakki Petrovac serves as their cultural center Other locations are BaEka
Palanka, Kovaaica, Novi Sad, Stara Pazova; and Sid. Also VI Vojvodina Env

the Romanians, particularly around Vrgie: Kula, and Bela Crkva. The
Bulgarians are Ibund in eastern Serbia, mainly around Pirot, as well as in
certain villages of Vojvodina. Ruthenian in Vojvodina continue using their
dard
variant of Ukraintan in written form, despite attempts to favor the
in
the
Ukrainian. Finally, the Czechs are found mostly in the town of Dam
Slavonia region of the republic of Croatia.

Ethnic Policy
constitution of 1946 tested on federalist principles
Tile Yugoslav post
similar to those of the U R. The territories of five of the six federal repigfrics
were &awn along ethnic lines. Only the republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
was constituted as an ethnically mixed unit. Within Serbia, two autonomous
units were constituted: the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina, with a strong
Hungarian minority; and the Autonomous District of Koscivo and Metbhija,

or Kosmet,'tfte home of the Albanian minority. The fact that the Albanian
minority was accommodated through the establishment of an autonomous
district, rather than a province, is to be attributed to the view shared with the
,USSR that less-developed nationalities and territories were to enjoy a lesstr
degree of autonomy.14

Following the break with the Cominform in 1948, Yugoslavia began to
develop a istinct form of socialism, which affected ethnic policy as well.
Three phases of this development calfbe distinguished so far. During the first,
the imperative, centralist economic planning was replaced by a system of self-

management at the enterprise level, implying a substantial measure of
decentralization in economic decision-making, even though the allocation of
investment funds remained centralized' in Belgrade. In the competition for
these funds; certain regional -interests crystallized, leading to pressures for a

greater measure of self-government at the level of the republics. Such
tendencies were at first resisted. However, with the removal of the federal
interior minister Aleksander Rankovib and his associates, in 1966, ahase of
liberalization set in, culminating in constitutional reforms of 11167 and 1968,
which strengthened the de facto autonomy of the republics as well as of the
two autonomous provinces. It should be notes that Kosmet had gained the
status of province earlier through the constitution adopted in 1963, but at that
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'film, the provinces lost their original characteristics of federal units: their
representatives in the Federal Assembly became part of the delegation of the
Republic of Serbia, and departments of the Supreme Court of Serbia were
opened_ in Vojvodiftit as well as in Kosmet. Through 1968 amendments of the
fqieralconstitution, the provinces regained their role in the federal system. At
the same time, the designation Kosovo and Metohija, or,Kosmet; was changed
to Kosovo. '
During the third phase, which followed the removal in the early seventies
of liberal leaders in Croatia, Serbia, and Slovenia, there was a strengthening of
the influence of the League of Communists. However, the 1974 constitution,
currently still in force, retained the basic features of expanded federalism and
decentralization.
Although of primary concern to the constituent' nations of Yugoslavia,
the decentralization process affected the minorities as well. Thus, in 1974 the
two pro
attained a constitutional status which tor all practical purposes

equals the of the republics. The provinces are represented in all federal
og
en though in some organs they have a smaller number of representatives than the republics. The existence of provinces allows for meeting special
needs of the minorities in these provinces, such as the use of their languages in
schools and public administration. Occasionally voiced demands for giving
Kosovo the statit.s.of a federal republic hayle been so far categorically rejected
by the Yugoslav spokesmen.

In other tegitories inhabited by minorities, rights are stipulated in the
constitutions of individual republics as well as in the statutes of local political

units where minorities have been traditionally present. In such areas their
language. serves as the second official language, and 'the education is either
bilingual or in their, mother tongue. Minority cultural and other institutions
receive public support, public information is disseminated in the language of
the minority, and their representation in various public bodies is guaranteed
along parity principles.35

It is worth noting that these requirements do not extend to the business
sector. For example, in the labeling of products the minority languages and
often even the official language of the republic where the product is sold are
ignored. With the passage of a federal law which requires that multilingual
instructions for product use be provided, thelituatibn appears to be improving
at least it this respect:

The Economics of the Albanian Minority
In the section on the evolution of linguistic minorities, it is shown that
interregionally unequal factor ratios, e.g., the population/land ratio, have
historically led to migration, which helped in reducing interregional inequalities in factor returns. Today, under conditions of rapid demographic growth
observed in less-developed countries, it may not be possible to syphon off the
excess agrarian population through migration. Moreover, where employment
opportunities in the nonagricultural sector fail to keep up with the growth of
the labor force, the pressure against limited nonhuman resources may produce
social tension. It appears that such a scenario is gross° modo appropriate for
describing the situation in Kosovo and that serious disturbances in April of
1981, which caused federal authorities to impose the state of emergency in
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Kosovo and to bring in sa-urity forces from as far as Slovenia,36 should be
gauged against changes in relevant socioeconomic indicators during the past
few decades.
First of these is the phenomenal natural increase of the Albanian popula-

tion, as reflected in the grOwth of their number from 754,000 in 1953 to
1,731,000 in 1981, an increase of 130%. During the same period the population of Yugoglavia as a whole increased by only 32%. Even though between
1953 and 1979 in Kosovo the portion of population engaged in agriculture was
reduced from 72.4 to 42.2% of the total population, the ratio of agricultural
population per ha. of cultivable land increased from 1.48 to 1.65. Hence, in

1979, there were 1.54 ha. cif cultivable land for each person attached to
agriculture in Yugoslavia, 'against the corresponding figure of 0.61 ha. in
Kosovo.37

As reported in the Yugoslav press, in Kosovo the Albanians are eagerly

purchasing land owned by Serbs and Montenegrins. Moreover, in some
instances intimidation has been used to drive Serbihn farm families out of
Kosovo." Before placing the exclusive blame for such a turn of events on
ethnic intolerance or outside political forces, one should consider that
Albanian households .are typically larger in size than those of the Serbs,
suggesting a more pressing need for land." Also, for the Serbs migrating to
Serbia proper or Montenegro, no linguistic or cultural adaptations required,
which contributes to their mobility. An analogous *tern has been observed
in the rural-urban migration in Macedonia, where local Albanians tend to
occupy homesteads which had been vacated by Macedoniaes migrating to
Skopje' and other urban centers in which Macedonian serves as the working
language. 4°

As- a result of these' developments, the countryside is becoming
increasingly Albanian'. In Kosovo, Albanization is being felt in towns as well,
since due to improved educational opportunities Albanians are entering white-

collar, occupations formerly held mainly by the Serbs. The concomitant
phenonemon is that the Albanian is being used in an extended number of
-functions and by an increasing number of speakers. The causation is actually
circular, since Serbs not fluent in the Albanian language are becdming less and
less suited for jobs with a heavy communication content and seek employment
in areas where their language is dominant. Educated Albiniang, on the other
hand, are moving from Macedonia and Montenegro to Kosovo. A similar
process could be observed in Slovenia during the nineteenth century. With the
institutionalization of Slovene in Slovene-controlled Carniola, the employment. opportunities there became less and less attractive for German mono-

linguals, while educated Slovenes from Styria and Carinthia migrated to
Carniola, at least as long as the Slovenization of institutions
not extend to
Slovene-inhabited parts of Styria as well. Once the initial adjus ment had been
completed, that is after the German monolinguals had m ved out, the
migration of intellectual capital between the Slovene and
an linguistic
regions slowed down considerably.4' A similar situation may ise in Kosovo
after the out-migrAion of Serbo-Croat mdtiolinguals will have stun its course.
The present structure of employment in Kosovo reflects
direction
taken by past development efforts. The latter have been fin aced largely
through income transfers from developed regions of Yugoslavia. One channel
for such transfers has been a special federal fund fed by contributi ns from the
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developed republicf and 't,ised for subsidizing eponornic investments in lessdeveloped areas. .Given-,:.Kosovo's endOWineiiit with mineral resources,
especially lead ore and Coal, These investinen4 have been concentrated 'in
extractive industries, whichin-I979aocounted for 21.97o of total employment
in manufacturing and mining, a$ compared with the corresponding figure of
4.4% for all of Yugoslavia.42,
income has been the federal budget,
The second channel for ;rang*
0...are being subsidized. A'substantial
through which public servi*Insit
part of employment growth in,the nonagricultural sector has been linked to
these services, which iii :1.979 accounted for 26% -get- the total number of
Among public.
employees, as compared ,to- 17%. for Yugoslavia as..a
services, education occupies firsvplace. Becatise-'.of Kosovo's youthful
of W 'hird province's total' population is in school
demographic profile, one4
achieved
M the,cdueational Sphere over a little
or university. The progress
more than one generation can: be inferred qom the data of school enrollment.
In !939/40, total enrollment in Kosovo's elemental? schools was 33,000, Of
which Albanians accounted" for only 36%. In 1979/80, the,'-cd
hding
'nority.
figure was 321,000 pupils, of which,-,81NI belonged to
During 1979/80, enrollment at the new University of Prishtine/Prihina was
34,000. Of this total, 25,000 were full-tinie students. The faculty Of1,000 was
largely. Albaniatn2speaking, including a: umber of 7visitinrprofessOrS from
Albania, so that three classes were taught in Albanian, fo& every one

Serbo-

Croatian.° It should be noted that communications between Albanian
.

speakers have been made easier ever since, in April 1966, -a Conference on
Language held in Prishtine/Priltina resobld to abando'n the literary use of the
Geg dialect in favor of the Task dialect;- which has been the official language
of neighboring Albania.
Absorbing an increasing number of entrants intdthelabbr force should
be one of the most pressing problenis in the near future, Given the relatively
low propensity or the Albanian population to migrate to other, regions of
Yugoslavia, provision-of productive employment opportunities.appears as-the
most viable alternative to further, social' unrest. Existing' Capital scarcity
suggests focusing on labor-intensive industries. But, at least in the short run,
some migration of Albanians may be unavoidable. One Way of encouraging
such migrati6n would be to offer Slovenelanguage COtnies in Kosovo schools,
h raditionallY
since Slovenia, where the rate of unemployment is the
provided jobs for migrants from less-developed regions
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Jews in Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia's Jewish communities developed along the same diverse paths
as other Yugoslavian minorities, and many Sephardic communities, particularly in Slovenia and Serbia, traced their origins back for centuries. As a result,
they retained their traditional religious and cultural heritage. In contrast,

Yugoslavia's Ashkenaz Jews, in the nineteenth century, came into what
became Yugoslavia, particularly those portions under Habsburg control, and
tended to blend better into local society)

Yugoslavia's Jews, like Poland's, were concentrated in the cities of a
predominantly rural country. They numbered only 71,342 in 1938 out of a
total population of over 15,000,000, and lived primarily in cities, whereas only
10% of other Yugoslavians lived in urban areas. According to 1931 statistics,

26,168 Sephardic Jews, 39,010 Ashkenzic Jews, and 3,227 Orthodox Jews
resided in Yugoslavia.2

Yugoslavia's Jewish communities were organized into the Federation of
Jewish Religious Communities, the position of which was'strengthened by the
Law on the Religious Community of Jews set forth in the Kingdom, of Yugoslavia in 1929. This law allowed for religious developmeritt along Sephardic,

Ashkenaz, and Orthodox lines with state subsidies that amounted to 16.5
dinars per Jewish member. This was far more than the amount given to other
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ethnic minorities, and indicates the positive relationship between the

goVernment and its Jewish minority.; Within this structure, there were 72
Ashkenazic, 36 Sephardic, and 13 Orthodox Jewish communities in Yugoslavia at that time. Over the.years, Zionist influence dominated the federation,
and by 1933 most of the delegates at the federation's, Fifth Congress
"supported a Zionist platform based on Jewish nationality; the primacy of
Palestine, and solidarity with all Jewry:" Unfortunately, thoiigh the Zionist
1Federation dominated the Yugoslavian Federation throughout the rest of the .
interwar period, conflicts with Sephardic Jews and Zionist Revisionists
severely divided the Jewish community and lessened its ability to handle the
severe difficulties it faced after 1939.4
Jewish education in the nineteenth-century Yugoslavian territories tended

to be strictly religious in nature, and little was done, particularly in

Predominantly Sephardic areas, to transmit Serbo-Croatian language or Slavic
culture. After independence, Zionist influence strengthened and forced the
modernization of the Jewish curriculum. Jewish enrollment in these schools,
however, steadily declined throughout life interwar period, despite govern-

ment approval of their curriculum, because of their inferior nonreligious
educatiopal standards vis-a-vis public education throughout Yugoslavia.5 On
the other hand, Yugoslavia's Jewish community opened an excellent seminary,

the Jewish Middle Theological Seminary, in Sarajevo in 192$, to provide
secondary education to their rabbis for work in small synagogues or to prepare
them for higher rabbinical education elsewhere. The curriculum of the

seminary expanded over the years, and provided strong religious leadership for
the country% Ashkenatic and Sephardic communities.6
In the fall of 1940, the Yugoslavian government passed numerous clauses
legislation that restricted the number of Jewiih students in public schools and

universities to their percentage of the total population. In addition, non-

Yugoslavian Jews could no longer attend public schools. Jews, who made up a

far greater portion of the country's students than of the population, were

severely affected by this law. A netwoKk of Jewish secondary schools cropped
up at this point to handle the excluded students, though it did not last long.?
Economically and professionally, Jews played an important, but not an
overwhelming, role in Yugoslavia's regional economies, The majority of Jews
engaged in business and commerce, and to a lesser degree the professions.

They were particularly important in the economic and professional life in
Croatia, where they held positions as lawyers, doctors, and bankers, whereas
in Serbia and even poorer regions of Yugoslavia, their economic and profes-

sional stature was less significant.8
Organized anti-Semitism was essentially unknown in Yugoslavia for most
of the interwar period, in part because of the support of the Karageorgevich
royal family, its successive governments., and the Orthodox Church in Serbia.9
What anti-Semitic feelings did periodically surface, particularly in regions

once part of the Austrian empire, tended to be more anti-Habsburg than
racial. But With the advent of the Nazi regime in Germany in 1933, some
National Socialist propaganda began to appear in German and Serbo-Croatian
in Croatia, Slovenia, and Vojvodina.")
Yugoslavia's drift towards Germany did not alter the government's

tolerant policies towards its Jewish population until after the outbreak of
World War II. Then, in response to a growing number of Jewish refugees who
.0
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had been enterin
e country since 1933, the government prepared legislation
that it never implemented that would have forced foreign Jews to leave the

country within a three- to six - month period. By 1940 this tolerant mood
changed, and two laws came into force on October 5, 1940 that limited Jewish
enrollment in the "wholesale food business or related occupations." Although
Jews now had lost their co-equal status in Yugoslavia, the new position did not
become dramatically apparent until the German invasion of the country the
following spring."

Yugoslavia's adherence to the Tripartite Pact on March 25, 1941
prompted in anti-Axis coup several days later that convinced Hitler and

Mussolini to ftivade the country on April 6, 1941. This was done in alliance

with Hungary and Bulgaria. Yugoslavian territory was divided among the four
conquering pOwers, and German satellite governments were created in Serbia
and in the independent state of Croatia.12
The status of the 12,000 Jews in Serbia degenerated rapidly, particularly
in the midst of a growing Serbian partisan movement. Nazi decrees quickly
deprived Jews of their economic, social, and civil status, and by the summer of
1941 began a wave of killings, of Jews and Serbs, partially in retaliation for
successful partisan activities. Some Jews were used in labor squads; others
were transferred to concentration camps outside of Belgrade. Soon all Jewish
males were imprisoned in camps and systematically murdered by the Germans

at various sites in Serbia: It is estimated that 4,000 to 5,000 Jews died as a
result of these initial exterminations by the Wehrmacht.'3 In the aftermath of
these executions, Nazi officials removed the remaining'Jewish population,
mainly, women and children, to a concentration camp at Sajmiite (Sernlin),
where, the following spring, over 6,000 Jews were gassed in special vans. By
late summer 1942, one German official boasted in a report that."Serbia [sic]
only country in which Jewish question and Gypsy question solved."14
The situation in the independent state of ,Croatia was similar, with initial

"Aryanization" programs followed by the creation of several concentration
camps. It is estimated that over 20,000 Jews died in these camps, the worst
being the one at Jasenovac. By 1942, German officials began to deport Jews,
principally to Auschwitz, a protess that continued throughout the war and
resulted in thousands of deaths. By the end of World War II, only 1,000 Jews
lived in Croatia."
The 8,000 Jews under Bulgarian control survived until the spring of 1943,
when Bulgarian authorities agreed to ship them to Treblinka.16 Serbian Jews
under Hungarian control suffered a similarly harsh fate. Approximately 1,250

Jews died at the Delvidek and Ujvidek massacres in early 1942, while
thousands more were sent to labor camps in Hungary and Ukraine." Those
undef Italian control fared better until the Italian surrender in 1.943, when
many Jews came under German control." The total losses for Yugoslavian
Jewry during the Holocaust were 55,000-60,000 lives, or 80% of therewar
population.19

Approximately 15,000 Yugoslavian Jews survived the Holocaust 12,495
on Yugoslav soil. In 1948, after the creation of the Israeli state, Tito's govern-

ment allowed them, with the eaception of certain needed professionals, to
emigrate. Over the next four years, 7,578 Jews left for Israel. A 1952 census
showed 6,250 Jews in Yugoslavia, and 6,691 in 1957, most living in larger
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urban areas. Those who remain work principally in white-collar positions, in
the technical, professional, and medical fields.
The Federation of Jewish Communities,,revived after World War II, has
involved itself in Jewish community activities, while differences between
Ashkenazic, Sephardic, Orthodox, and Neologues are no longer dividing each
communtiy. The federation publishes a yearbook,. Jevrejski Alinairah, and a
journal, Jevrejski Pregled (Jewish Review). Under the federation, the larger
religious communities have established museums such as the one in Belgrade,
and a research center on the history and culture of Yugoslavian Jewry.21
On the other hand, there has been a shift away from re.litioui emphasis in

the Jewish communities,. and many synagogues have been turned into
museums or cultural centers. In 1968, YugoslaVia's .last rabbi died, and
religious services, which center around important Jewish holidays, are now

conducted by laymen. Consequently, despite the continued existence of small
Jewish communities in the larger cities of Yugoslavia, they are only shadows
of what some Jews considered their golden age in Yugoslavia, the interwar
years22
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the local ethnic Germans. Efforts of the Serbian Chetniks to gain a foothold in the area
689.

.

were thwarted by the Organizations of other, mutually hostile, ethnic groupi
Hungarian, Romanian,.and Slovakencouraged by the Germans.
690. Das Schicksal der Deutschen in Jugoslawlen. Dokumentation der Vertreiburig
'der Deutschen aus Ost-Mitteleuropa, vol. 5. Bonn: Bundesministerium fiir Vertriebene,
FlUchtlingeund Kriegsgeschadigte, 1961. 633p. Maps.

The introduciory chapters treat the German' minority in Yugoslavia since its
creation in 1918. The documentary section contains agreements and statutes pertaining
to the German minority which were passed during and after World War II, including
the agreement between Italy and Germany for the resettlement of the Kolevje Germans.
The largest part of the book consists of statements by eyewitnesses of events since 1941.
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691.

Sena, Josef Vo attar. Das Sambre/ea der Donsasdnvaben lm Koalgreich

Jugostawiea. Munich: Verlag des Siidostdeutschen Kulturwerks, 1969. 303p.
The description of the situation of the Swabians' schools on the territory of the
future Yugoslayta is the opening of this book. The educational policreif the new state,'
with its natio&listic orientation, resulted in periods of restrictive approaches by the
government, followed by more relaxed periods. The author describes also the internal
problems of these German schools. Documents help to prove the cultural achievements
of the German nationality group in Yugoslavia.

gija&i, Ljubica. "0 zatvorima, logorima i logorskim radi nicama u Banatu
s in Banat,
1941-1944. godine" (Prisons, Concentration Camps, and Work

692.

1941-1944)-.`Vojnoirtortiski glasnik 301 (1979): 175-90.
The article surveys the penal institutions in Banat set up by the

an occupying
local
German
authorities and points out that most atrocities were committed by th
by Serbian
minority, aided by the Hungarian sympathizers of, the Horty regime
10,000
'quislings. Puling the period 1941-1944, camps and prisons in Banat p $
people.
de
Willem° Banat. Freilassing, GermanY: Pannonia Verlag, 1962. 75p.
A local history of the German settlement Setschan in the vicinity of Veliki Be&erk
693.

Touteauit, Ludwig. Setseltan: Monographic einer &Wad=

41. w

(now ZrenjaniK Vojvodina. The account focuses on pre-World War 11 life in th
village and on the events following the arrival of Soviet troops in 1944,

ingusistwien: Die deutsche
694. Wehler, "Hansl-Ulricht Nationiditiltengtolitik
Mindekteit, 1918-1978. GOttingen: Varidenhoeck & Ruptecht, 1980. 164p.
Wehler presents a history of the German minority in Yugoslavia,-1918-1978.
Emphasis is on the World War II period, including theGirinan-initiated-resettlement of
ethnic Germans from parts of Slovenia, Bosnia, and Serbia. There are statistics on the'
number of those who settled in Austrk anciVest,9Frmaily daring the post-World Var

perw.
,

41,

656.

Zorn, Tone. "Narbdnostna podoba dela kotevskega obmoCja po podatkih

italijanskega ljudskega itetja z dne 31*. julija 1941" (Ethnic Structure of a Part of the
ItoZievja Area Accordinglo Data of he Italian Census of July 31, 1941). Zgadavinski
&sop& 29:3:4(1975): 247-53.
This essay consists of an analysis of the ethnic and occupational structure of a part
of the Kolevje district for which detailed data are preserved in the archives of Slovenia.
According to the_atitiunary data for the district, the number of `ethnic Germans was
9;145, out of a total population of 40,074. .

Jews
Albat Vajs: 1905-1964; Sponienka (Albat Vajs:
Beograd: Savez Jevrejskih Opivtina JugoSiavije, 19652226p.
696:

1905-1964; Festschrift).

A collection of memorial articles on the life and career, of one of Yugoslavia's
important Jewish leaders.
'.1)
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The Crimes of the Fascist Occupants sad Their Collaborators -against JeWs
Yugoslavia. Belgrade: Federation of Jewish Communities of the Federative People's
Republic of Yugoslavia, 1957. 197p.
This official Yugoslavian Jewish publication discusses tile history itttle Holocaust
in Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, BaCka, Baranja, and Macedonia. It deals with specific
697.

major crimes against these areas' Jewish populations, sua4 as forced labor and
execution's.

698. Cvetit, Nikola. Himmlerov pokusni kunie (Himmlefs Guinea Pig). Zagreb:
Epoha, 1965. 210p.

This publication examines Nazi antilemitic policies in Yugoslavia during World
War II and their impact upon. Yugoslavia's small Jewish community.
699.

Debreceni, Jozef. HlatItti krematorijum (The Cold Crematorium). Belgrade:

Prosvcta, 1951. 202p.
A memoir dealing with Yugoslavian Jews at the German concentration camp at
Auschwitz.
Eventov, Y. A History of Yugoslav Jews. Edited by C. RotemN Tel-Aviv: Copysight Hitandut Olej Yugoslavia, 1971. 432p.
700.

This is a broad historical account of Yugoslavian Jewry. Eventov studies the
Sephardic Jews of Bosnia and Serbia as well as groups in Slovenia and Croatia. There
are English and Serbo-Croatian summaries.

Freidenreich, Harriet Pass. The Jews of Yugoslavia: A Quest for Community.
Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 1979. xiv, 323p.
701.

Following a brief introduction, this volume is divided into three parts, plus an
epilogue. Paft 1 traces the development of. Jewish life; part 2 examines communal,
or izational, and cultural activities, while part 3 deals with problems of national
idc ity and political life and relations. On the whole, Yugoslav nationalism facilitated
the acceptance of the Jews as a nationality, but it also made it more difficult for them to
integrate into the mainstream of Yugoslav soci4. Zionism and communism emerged as
alternatives. About 80% of Yugoslavia's Jews perished in the Holocaust, and the
majority of the survivors emigrated to Israel, leading to the situation where presently
the Yligoslav Jewish community gradually is becoming extinct.
.702.

Jevrejski Almauah (Jewish. Almanac). Beograd: Savez jevrejskih opitina

Jugoslavije, 1951-1970.

his almanac is one of the official publications of the Federation of Jewish
Communities of Yugoslavia, with articles on various aspects of Yugoslavian Jewish
history, culture, and religion.
Jevrejski pregled. Beograd: Savez jevrejskih opkina Jugoslavije, 1950-1982.
Published by the Yugoslavian Jewish commynities, this journal presents articles on
different aspects of that country's Jewish history, with emphasis on the Holocaust.
703.

704. -Kekemet, Duhco. Zidovi u povijesti.5plita (The'Jews in the History of Split).
Jevrijska opZina, 1971. 252p. (Summary in English).
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a rather detailed history of the gall Jewish coMmunity of Split from its
Roman times through the Holocaust. Althotigh the core of the book deals
with pre
Yugoslavia; it still gives valuable insight into the history 'and culture of
Yugoslav ewry, and includes a good bibliography;

This
inception

705.

Kos er, Ljubomir Stefan. Misted,* jevreja a Jugesiaviji (A History of Jews in
Zagreb: "Bankarstvo,"1929,- 44p.
This publication consists of a brief statistical history of the.Jewish community in

.

Yugoslav'

interwar Yugoslavia.

a

KOsier, Ljubomir Stefan. Jevreiji u Jrzgoslaviji i Bugarstlej (Jews-in Yugoslavia
and Bulgaria). Zagreb: ipografija, 1930. xx, 406p.
The author offers a statistical study of the Jewish communities in Yugoslavia and
Bulgaria, with emphasis on the economic status of Jews ifboth countries: The book
!contains an excellent seleetion of talrlesand charts and has summaries in English crud
German. A companion voluve, StatistikaVevreja u Jugoslqviji i Bugarskoj (Statistics
of Jews in Yugoslavia and Bulgaria) (Zagreb: Tipografija, 1930. 58p.), provides charts
706,

that compare statistics of Jews in regions of both countries and also their position
vis-à-vis other European states.

707

Levi, Moric. Sefardi u Omni. (prilog istoriji Jevreja nal3alkanskom paluostrvu)

(Sephardic itws in Bosnia. [A Contribution to the History of Jews in the Balkan
Peninsula] ). Beograd: Savez jevrejskih opitina IugoslaVije, 1969. 110p;
This is a translation of Die Sephardini in Boisnien. It-Consists of a brief history of
the Sephardic Jewish community in Bosnia and Herzegovina..
708. LOwenthal, Zdenko,, ed. The Crimes of the Fascist Occupants and.Tieir i ouab orators against Jews in Vuieslavii. Belgrade, 1957r..xix, 245p.
An official account of the Holocaust in Yugoslavia.

Molho, Michael, and Nehenia, Joseph. Shoat Yehudei Yaystil (The Destruction
of 6reek Jewry, 1941-1944). Jerusalem, 1965. x,266p.
709.

This publication contains an aCcouni of the destruction of Macedonian and
Thracian Jewry.

Peri, Marko. "Posebno demografsko
vanje jevrejske zajednice u
jugoslaviji" :(The Special Demographic Survey of the Jewish Community in
710,

Yugoslavia). Stanovnatvo 12:3-4 (1974): 169-84.
-This article is drawnifrom a survey conducted b
munities of Yugoslavia of 2,500 Jewish fainilies hew

excellent statistical overview of the status of conte

Federation of Jewish Com971 and 1972. It provides an

yJews in that country.

Summaries in English, Freruri, and Russian.
711.

Spomenica. 400 Radios ed delaska 4evreja u Bosnu i Hercegovinu, 1566-1966 (In

Commemoration of theme 400th Anniversary of the Arrival of Jews in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, .1566-1966). UhietniCka obrada: Ante Martinovid. Sarajevo: Jevrejska
zajedhica, 1967. 364p.

A history of %Jews in Bosnia and Herzegovina over the past 400 years. 1t has
summaries in English and F''rench.
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Spomenica, 1919-1969 (Memoirs, -1919-1969). Edited by Branko Gostl and
others, Belgrade: Saver jevrejskih opltina Jugoslavije, 1969. 242p.
This is a historical overview of Yugoslavian Jewry with German summaries. The
2.

volume was issued as a memorial publicatibri celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of the

Federation of Jewish Communities in Yugoslavia. It contains a bibliography and
summary in English.
"4

713. Steehel; Charles W. Destruction and. Survival. Los Angeles: Delmar Publishing
Co., 1973.'179p.
This is a history of Yugoslavia's, especially Bosnia's, Jews during the Holocaust.
The bulk of the study, though, consists of-a-Collection of letters froM the commissioners

of the Jewish Religious CoMmunities in Sarajevo to various regional communities
through 1941.

taaI
714.

Jacquin, Pierre. La question des minoritts entrelltalie et Is Jougoslavie. Paris:

Recuril Sirey, 1929. 220p.
This study covers the ethnic situation in the formerly Austro:Hungarian territories
claimed by Italy at thend of World War I. The discussion centers on the negotiations
leading' to the establishment of the interwar Yugoslav-Italian border, accompanied by
appropriate maps. The book also covers Italian-Yugoslav treaties containing minorities
guarantees, 'Italy extended such guarantees to Yugoslays in Rijeka (Fiume) and Zadar

(Zara), but not to South SlavicSlovene and Croatminorities in the-Julian March.
The appendix contains texts cif the ,Treaty of Rapallo (1920), the Accord on Fiume
11924), and extracts from the Convention, of Santa Margherita (1022), as well as the
Accords of Nettuno (1925) and an exchange of letters on educational matters.
Opassi, Ennio. "Attivita ed esperienze della comunia d'interesse autogestive per
l'instruzione e la culiura degli appartenenti alla nazionalita italiana di Capodistria, Isola
e Pirano." Razprave in gradivo 9-10 (1979): 55-67.

The article deals with the activity of self-managed interest communities of the
Italian minority in the counties of Koper (Capodistria), Izola (Isola), and Piran
(Pirano). Instituted in 1975 under provisions contained in the constitution of Slovenia
and in the communal statutes, these minority interest communities are concerned with
cultural and educational probleins, including radio and TV programming. They also
maintain cultural contacts with Italy.
716._ Tollefson, James W. The Language Situation andLanguage Policy in Slovenia.
Washington, IX:: Univer.sity PreSs of America, 19S1. 285p.

This sociolinguisPic study focuses on the language situation and language policyin
Slovenia.

The situation in the city of Piran, which includei the Italian minority, is

examined in detail.
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Vlachs, Romanians
Gligorijevit, Branislay. "Jugoslovesisko-Rumunska konvencija o uredjenju
manjinskih kola u 'Banatu 1933 godine" .(The Yugoslav-Romanian Convention on
Romanian Minority Schools in Banat, 1933). Zb9rnik za istoriju 7 (1973): 19-103.
An examination of the elementary education provisions extended to the 60,000
Romanians living in Yugoslavia and the educational status of a similar number of Serbs
residing in Romania. The negotiations concerning Romanian schools in Banat advanced
from the initial agreement in principle (1921), to the Protocol of Tithisoara (1923), to
the Convention of Bled (1927), and finally to the above convention, though full imple717.

mentation of ;he provisiOns was delayed until 1939. Educational statistics on the
affected localities in Yugoslavia are given.
718.

Peyfuss, Max Demeter. Die aromunische Frage: Ibre Enhvicklung von

Ursprilagen his suns Frieden von Bukarest (1913) and diellsItuag Osterreich.Ungarus.
Wiener Archly fiir Geschichte des Slawentums and Ogeurotia, 7. Vienna: Hermann
1301ilaus Nachfolger, 1974. 12.5p.

The Aromanian (Vlach) question had its beginnings in the Aromanian national
movement at the outset of the nineteenth century. It focused on promoting the use of
Aromanian in schools and churches. The politicizing of the issue is attributed to Greeks
..and other opponents. The Peace Treaty of Bukarest at-the conclusion of the SeCond

Balkan War (1913) failed to mention the Aromanian minority. In a subsequent
exchange of notes between Romania on the one hand, and Greece, Serbia, and Bulgaria
on the other, the three Balkan states guaranteed the autonomy of Aromanian schools
and churches. Serbia closed the Romanian schools in Macedonia as early as 1918.
Today the Aromanians possess no schooli, churches, or media in their mother tongue.

Popi, Gligor. "Iz politiCke aktivnosti Rumuna u Banatu poste prvog svetskog
rata" (On the Political Activity of Roinanians in Banat after World War I). Zbornik za
719.

istoriju 6 (1972): 173-76.
After World War I, the Banat was divided between Romania and Yugoslavia, with
60,000 Romanians within the Yugoslav Part. The essays survey the political and cultUral

life, including the 1923 congress, at which the Romanian party'was founded, and the
appearince of the Romanian weekly in the area,- Grata Romanesc.

Popi, Gligor. Ruinuni u jugosiovenskoin lianatu izmedju dva rata (1918-1941)
ng the Interwar Period, 1918-1941). Mono(Romanians in the, Yugoslav Banat
grafije, 16. Novi Sad: Institut za izua je istorije Vojvodine, 1976. 178p.
This study deals with the social story of Romanians in the Yugoslay.Banat. The
Romanian party, organized in 1923, functioned until King Alexander's dictatorship in
1928. Among Romanian grievances were the allocation of land expropriated under the
post-World War I agrarian reform,` transformation of .Romanian church schools in
yugoslavia into'state schools, and curtailment of Romanian in elementary schools. The
Bled Agreement of 1927 and the Romanian-Yugoslav Belgrade Convention on minority
elementary schools (193,3) established reciprocity in this domain, since there was also a
Serbian minority in the Romanian Banat. The study further covers Romanian publishing in Yugoslavia and the status of the local communities of the Romanian Orthodox
Church. An appendix contains the text of the Belgrade Convention and memorandum
outlining Romanian' demands for its implementation. A bibliography of archival and
other sources and a map of Romanian settlements are included.
720.
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Macedonians
Debats, Jean-Pierre. "Nationalites et groupes ethniques'en Republique socialiste
de Macedoine (Yougoslavie)." Revue geographique de l'Est 19:1-2 (1979): 67-85.
The emigration of Turks during the 1950s and the acculturation of Vlachs have
reduced the ethnic diversity of Macedonia. Because of an above-average rate of natural
increase, the share of Albanians in the total populatioais increasing. In the countryside
they tend to replace the Macedonian population which is moving to the cities.
721.

722.

Hristov, Aleksandar. T. il.PJ vo reiavanjeto na makedonskoto pralanje

(1937-1944) (The Communist Party of Yugoslavia in the Resolution of the Macedonian
National Question, 1937-1944). Skopje: Kultura, '1962. 108p.
This volume contains a detailed but largely uncritical history of the work of the
Yugoslav Communists in the formation of the Republic of Macedonia as one of the
federated Yugoslav republics, and of the events that transpired.
723.

Jiljovski,

Kiril. Maktdoaskoto prat* vo asenalants program us 101

919-1937) (The Macedonian Question in the National Program of the Communist
arty of Yugoslavia, 1919-1937). Skopje: Kultura, 1962.
This volume, which is one of a whole genre on the subject, discusses the struggles
whin the Conpunist party,of Yugositvia during the interwar period over the problem
41 of Macedonia. it is a companion volunie to A. T. Hristov's work (see en(g 722), which
is concerned with the same question during the period from 1937 to 1944. ,

Mitfev, Dimitar. Piriasks Makedonija vo born' za aseionsdao osloboduvaule
(Pirin Macedonia in the Struggle for National Liberation).Skopje: Slavinot odbor na
Narodniot front na Makedonija, 1950. 461p.
The auihcrr a Macedonian residing in Yugoslavia, presents the Yugoslav position
at the time regarding the Macedonian population of the Bulgarian Pirin area.
724.

725.

Palmer, Stephan E., Jr., and King, Robert 2. Yugoslav Communism and the

Macedonian QueStioa. Hamden, CT: Archon Books, 1971. 247p.
`This volume offers a political history of post-World War 11 Yugoslav Macedonia,

focusihg on the events, factors, and personalities that led to the formation of the
Macedonian Republic within the Yugoslav Federation.

Albanians
726.

Bakali, Mahrnut. "Thirty Years of the Socialist Development in Kosovo."

Socialist Thought and Practice 16:1 (January 1976): 14-40.
Bakali surveys the socioeconomic development of the Kosovo Autonomous Province since the 1950s. Emphasii is on educational and cultural developments, including
radio and television programs. in Albanian, Serbo-Croatian, and Turkish emanating
from Prigtina. According to the 1971 census, the Albanian population of the proVince
accounted for 74%. Investment plans call for a 15% annual increase, 80% of which is
to be allocated from.funds outside the province.
`t-

Biberaj, Elez. "Albania-Yugoslav Relations and the Question of KosoVe." East
European Quarterly 26:4 (1982): 485-510.
727.
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Discussion centers on Albanian - Yugoslav relations over the treatment of Kosovo
Albanians after 1945. Of special interest is the statistical table for Kosovo province
indicating demographic changes which have occurred between 1948 and 111; 1,227,000
Albanians resided in the province in 1981. The article is critical of Yugoslav treatment.
of Albanians.
728.

Hari, Ali. "Albanska narodnost u Yugostaviji od 1918. do 1941. god* i,njeno

liZeA'Ce u NOB lugoslavije" (The Albanian Nationality in Yugoslavia between 1918 and

1941 and It's Participation in the National Liberation Struggle of Yugoslavia). In h
istorfje Albanacs: Zbornik predavanja. PrirukOik za nastavnike, RI). 187-210. Belgrade:
Zavod za izdavanje uZbenika SR Srbije, 1969.

Hari. surveys the Albanian-settled areas of Yugoslavia between 1918 and 1945Serbian policies favoring assimilation included the closing of the few Albanian schools

that had been instituted during World War 1. There is a detailed discussion of the
administration during World War II by Albania, Bulgaria, and Serbia in their respective

territories. Albanians, under Italian tutelage, reintroduced the feudal' system,which
Yugoslavia had abolished during the interwar period. The survey covers the history of
the Communist party of Yugoslavia in the area, the partisan movement, and the
liberation of Pratinit by Bulgarian forces and Serbian partisans in 1944..
729. Islami, Hivzi. "La croiisance demographique du Kosovo." Population 34:4-5
(1979): 915-19.

The article describes the demographic growth in the autonomous province of
Kosovo, largely populated by Albanians, since the 1920s, noting the high rates;
especially since 1960, and comparing them with Yugoslavia's as a whole and with
Albania's.

Islami, HiVzi. "Pregled rasprostranjenosti i porasta broja Albanaca u svetu" (A
Survey of the Distribution and Growth of the Number of Albanians in the World).
730.

Stanovrigivo 16:1-4 (1978): 188-211.

This is a survey of the history or emigration from Albania. Of the estimated 6
million Albanians throughout the world, 4217. live in Albania and 2704 in Yugoslavia,.
The Albanians have a natural rate of increase of between 27 and 34c7e, which is among
the highesn the world. There is no sign that this high rate is diminishing, and in areas
with a high concentration of Albanians it may even be increasing.
Nusi, Pajazit. "Qualitative Changes inpthe Cultural Emancipation of the
Albanian Nationality in Yugoslavia." Socialist Thought and Practice 16:12 (December
731.

1976): 72-87.

The culturalLemancipation of the Albanian minority in Yugoslavia is viewed as an

expression of the workers' self-management. ContempXary Albanian literature in
Yugoslavia, as well as important musical works, derive ?heir inspiration from the
ancient wellspring of folk songs and tales. In collaboration with the artists from the
ranks of the Serbian and Montenegrin nations, the "Kosovo school of art" is seen as
emerging.
732.

Perazie, Gavro. "International Aspects of Albanian Interference in Kosovo

Events." Socialist Thought and Practice 21:10 (1981): 58-72.
the author polemicizes with the Albanian newspaper Zeri i popullit concerning the
Albanian irredentism vis-a-vis the Kosovo province of Yugoslavia. He reviews the 1913
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London Agreement and other pertinent international agreements which define the
present Yugoslav-Albanian border.
733.

"Political Stabilization and Socio-Economic Development in the Socialist

Autonomous Province of Kosovo." Socialist Thought and Practice 21:11-12 (1981);
81-136.

The article contains the integral text of the "Political Platform for Action by the
League of CoMmunists of Yugoslavia in Developing Socialist Self-Management,
Brotherhood, Urlity and Fellowship in Kosovo." The platform, adopted on November
17, 1081 in Belgrade, was drafted in responte to disruptive events in Kosovo, which
claimed several lives, during March and April of the sante year.
Prifti, Peter R. Socialist Albania since 1944: Domestic aud Foreign Developments. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1978. 311p.
This study contains a chapter (pp. 222-41) oil the Albanian minority in Yugoslavia
It surveys the history of, acid current situation in, Kosovo and adjoining areas...
734,

\

Jens. Die Albaner in Jugoslawien. "Lintersuchungen zur Gegenwartskunde Sildosteuropas," Siidost-Institut Milchen, vol. 20. Munich: R. Oldenbourg
735.

Verlag, 1982. 140.
This is a condensed, yet the most Objective, study in a Western language on the

Albanians in the Kosovo Province. Against a historical -background, the author
discusses-the fate of the Yugoslav Albanians since their,incorporation into the Yugoslav

state. Numerous tables and several maps help illuminati the problem. Appendixes
include documents covering various subjects on Yugoslav-Kosovo-Albanian aspects
and an updated bibliography.
Rusinow, Dennison I. Unfinished Business: the Yugoslav "National Question."
Reports, 1981, no. 35 Europe. Hanover, NH: American Universities Field Staff,.1981.

736.

13p.

The report surveys the disturbances which broke out in the largely Albanianinhabited Socialist Antononions Province of Kosovo in April 1981, as a result of which
a state of emergency had to be imposed. The main body of the report analyzes Yugoslav
ethnic policy since World War II.

Rusinow, Dennison I. The Other Albania: Kosovo 1979. Part I: Problems and
Prospects. Part 11: The Village, the Factory, suinhe Kosovsirs. Reports, 1980, nos. 5
and 6. Hanover, NH: American Universities Field Staff, )980. 17p.; 11p.
This two-part report is based on visits to Kosovo in October and NOvember,1979
and on conversation with local officials, including the Provincial Communist party
president Mahmut Bakalli. It includes selected economic and educational statistics and
a map of the Kosovo province.
737.

738.

Saljiu, Kurta. "The Development of Autonomy in Yugoslavia." Socialist

Thought and Practice 22:8 (1982): 32-45.
This is a survey of the changes in the constitutional status of the two autonomous
units within the Republic olSerbia, namely Vojvodina and Kosovo, since 1945. These

units are the area of the Hungarian and Albanian minorities, respectively. The
constitutional changes of 1963, 1968, and 1974 are analyzed in detail,
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739.

"What Happened in Kosovo'?" Socialist Thought and Practice 21:8 (1981): 11-36.

An interview with Sinan Hasani, vice president of the Assembly of the SFR of
Yugoslaiia, concerning the demonstrationsiin Kosovo during the spring of 1981'.

Gypsies
740.. AndrejiC, Ljubomir. "Prilog bibliografiji o Ciganima" (A Contribution to the

Bibliography on Gypsies). Glasnik etnografskog nuszeja 33 (1970): 209-70.
An annotated bibliography of Yugosiay and Western literature on the Gypsies of
Yugoslavia.
741.

Lutovac, MotnCilo. "0 Roraima u Crnoj Gori" (On the Romanies in Monte-

negro). Glasnik etnografskog instituta SANE' 24 (1977): 119 -38..

The contribution makes distinction between Madjupi, . Kona, and Babelji
nomadic Romanies (Gypsies) in present-day Montenegro, In 1971 these people totaled
4,197. The Romanies settled in Serbia following the Turkish invasion of the fourteenth
century and appeared in Montenegro in ilk eighteenth century. Today only the nomadic
Romanies preserve their ethnic and linguistic identity.

giftar, Vanek. Opal: Waviest v seds9josti (The Gypsies: c Presece of the
Past). Murska Sobota: Pomurska zaloiba, 1970. 232p.
The study reviews the settlement of Gypsies in Prekmurje and elsewhere in
Slovenia, their tribes, language, customs, migration -patterns, health, education,
housing, and their attitudes toward work and organized government. The author
74Z.

provides demographic data by villages.

t

743. Strukelj, Pavia. "Dolenjski Romi v zbranem delu Janeza Trdine" (Dolenjsko
Gypsies in the Collected Works of Janez Trdina). In Janez Trdina etnolog: Zbornik
posveta ob 150 Wok! rojstva Janeza Trdine., Novo west° 25. 5..1980, pp. 57-65.
Ljubljana: Slovensko etnoloilo drugtvo, 1980. 119P.
A critical survey of the treatment of the folklore of the Gypsies of Dolenjsko,
LoWer Camiola, in the works of the Slovene writer and ethnographer Janez Trdina

(1830-1905).
744.

Strukclj, Pavia. Ruins nst flovenskem (Romanies in Slovenia). Ljubljana:

Cankarjeva zaloiba, 1980. 323pi

..trukelj 'provides historical background on the Indian nomads in Europe,
'ficaily in Yugoslavia and Slovenia. The empirical part is based on ethnological
fieldwork in Slovenia, covering occupation characteristics and life style of the Romanies

(Gypsies). The study includes texts of several Romany folktales and a dictionary of
Romany words appearing in the bOok. Romanies of the Prekintirje region who were
given land in the Banat region of Yugoslavia in 1948 soon returned to their villages in
Prekmurje. So did those who were taken from the Gorenjsko region to the Kole' vje area
of Slovenia.

Trifunoski, Jovan. "Prilog prouCavanja Roma u Jugoslaviji. Romi Kokanske
kotline" (A Contribution to the Study of Romanies in Yugoslavia: The Romanies of the
Kaani Basin). Glasnik etnogrgiskog instituta SANU 22 (1973): 161-76.
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This. essay surveys the Romany population' of the Ko4ani Valley in eastern
Macedonia. Of a total of approximately 2,400 Romanies, 85% live in the urban center
of KoZ:ani and Vinica.'Those of Musliin religion (80%) speak Turkish and Romany. The

remaining 20% are of Orthodox religion and speak either Macedonian (they are
referred to as Karaci) or Romanian (Liguri). Most of the Turkish Romanies are
tinsmiths, musicians, or horse traders or work as helpers. The Karaci ale farmers, and
the Liguri make wooden utensils and troughs.

Slovaks, Czechs, Ruthenians
Auerhan, Jan. 'Ceskoslovenska whey v Jugoslavia (The Czechoslovak Blanch in
Yugoslavia). Knihovna Ceskosl. iistavu zahraniZniho, 1. Prague: Nadkladern Ceskcisi.
Ustavu zahraniaiho, 1930. 403p.
This survey of Slovak, Czech, and Ruthenian minorities in Yugoslavia includes
demographic data as well as data on their _religious affiliation, with Slovaks being
as predominantly Protestant and Czechs as typically Catholic. Among topics covers
arc educational and cultural institutions, folklore, and economic and political activities.
Illustrations and,a fold-out map.,746.

747.

Bednarik, Rudolf. Sloviici v Juhosliyil; materilly k filch hmotnej a duchovaej

kultiare (Slovaks in Yugoslavia: Materials for Their Material and Spiritual Culture). 2nd

ed. Bratislava: Vydavategstvo Slovenskej akademie vied, 1966. 386p. Illus. Maps.
Plans.
A cultural
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ocial anthropological study of the Slovak minority in Yugoslavia.

f. "Die Tschcchen in iugoslawien." Europa Ethnica 32:3 (1975):4

12.2-25.

The Czech settlement in South Slavic areas started in 1823 and ini:reased after the

occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina' by Austrian troops in 1878. The author
describes the activities of this ethnic group during the nineteenth century.

Lilge, Karol. Stark Pazova; Monografija (Stara Pazova: A Monography). Na
Myjave; Nakladom D. Paiickeho, 1932. 261p.

749.

This is a local history of Stara Pazova, Stem, which focuses on the Slovak
community there. It describes economic conditions and cultural activities and includes
statistical information and photos.

Mra, Andrej. Rozhovory o juhoslovansidch Slovikoch (Notes on YugoslaVian
Slovak s). Bratislava: Nakladatelstvo Pravda, 1948. 126p.
This brief account contains historical and ethnographic notes on Slovaks in the
Yugoslav autonomous province of Vojvodina.
750.

Siracki, Jan. "Mesto i znaZaj jugoslovenskih Slovaks u istoriji eehoslov acojugosloveps kih odnosa" (The Significance of Yugoslav Slovaks in the Histo y of
751.

Czechoskivak-Yugoslav Relations). Zbornik za dratvene nauke 48 (1967): 40-52.
During the nineteenth century, in the face of increasing Hungarian chauvinism, the
Slovak minority sided with the Southern Slays. In 1869 the Slovak Vilian Pauliny-Toth
represented the Kulpin district in the Hungarian parliament. In 1919, a Slovak grammar
.

school was founded in Baal Petrovac with the financial support of the Czechoslovak
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government. During World. War II,Slovaks and Czechs
groups.

Yugoslavia formed guerrilla

Siracki; Jan. "Slovaci u Vojvodini kao istori
Slovaks in Vojvodina as a Historical and Ethnpgrap

ografski fenomen"
Phenomenon). Zbornikiza

7S2.

islortiu 5 (1972): 109-17.

This is a .survey of the historical and cultural development of the Sloyaks in
Vojvodina from the time of their settlement during the eighteenth and nineteenth
enturies to modeni times, including political, geographical, economic, add religious
aspects.
753.

Svetoh, Jan. Siovici v europskom zahritaki (Slovaks in European Foreign

Countries). Bratislava: Slovenska sikademia vied a umeni, 1943. 95p.
This volume contains chapters on the religthus life, demography, economy, and

education of Slovaks abroad and includes the treatment of Slovaks in Yugoslavia. It
contains maps showing their distribution in towns and villages of Vojvodina.
754.

Tradleyjna kulturs jogoslavjauskyh Rusynoh (Prylogy): Materyjali zoz

Sovytovanja o tradycyjuej kultury volvodjanskyh Itysystoh i Ural:mob, ortrYmanolto
u Novym Sadze y Ruskym Kenayre od 30; julyja do S. julyja 1970. roku (Traditional
Cuittire of Yugoslav Ruthenians leontributionsj: Materials of the Conference. on the
Traditional Culture of 'Ruthenians and Ukrainians in Vciivoclina, Held in Nov} Sad and
in Rhtki Kerstur, June 30-July 5, 1970). Novi Sad: "Rusko slovo" and Ethografski
\`
institut Srpske akademije nauka i urnetnosti u Beogradn, 1971. 316p.
These are the conference proceedings containing essays dealing with the Ruthenian

and Ukrainian minorities in Vojvodina. Topics include migratory movements of
Ruthenians to and within the BaZka region, major Ruthenian and Ukraizaan settlements, folklore, language and linguistic assimilation, and literature and its relation to
folklore.. A bibliography on Yugoilav Ruthenians compriSes 432 titles, arranged by
subjects. French summary.

Hungarians
Bromlei, lu., and Kshuba, M. S. "Nekotorye aspecty etnicheskikh protsessov 'si
lugostavii." Soveiskula ethnoirafila 1 (1969): 59-67.
The article observes a tendency of Serbiantzation among'the menibers of the
1#114gatitm, national minority, especially those of mixed Hungarian - Serbian parentage.
755.

.

Gower, Sir Robert. The HuagarialiMinoritles in the Succession States. London:
Grant Richards, 1537. I23p.
In the chapter on Hungarians in Yugoslavia, the author asserts thit annexation of
756.

Vojvodina by Serbia, in 1918, violated the principle of self-determination, that
Hungarians are underrepresented in various political boditss, that the effect of the land
reform was tour uce the amount of land owned by Hungarians by' 544o, and that
the section
educational righ and privileges have been curtailed. The volume inchtdes
..
pertaining to mi orities of the 1919 Treaty of Saint-Germain.
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kajos, Ferenc. "A nemzetsigek jogi helyzete a Szloven 'szocialista
kortarsassigban" (The Legal Situation of Minorities in the Socialist Republic of
757.

Slovenia). Razpravi in gradivo 9-10 (1979): 41-53.
The essay surveys the legal norms applicable to Hungarian and Italian minorities in

Slovenia. Current implementation of these norms is also discussed.
NeCak-Liik, Albina. "Otis polokaja madUrske narodnemanjgine v Prekmurju v
obdobjii od 1918 do 1945" (A Survey of the Hungarian Ethnic Minority in Prekmurje
during the Period between 1918 and 1945). Zgodovinski Lsopis 35:3 (191): 279-86.
758.

Following the Trianon Treaty of 1920, the Prekmurje region, formerly under
Hungarian administration, came under Yugoslav sovereignty. The area was inhabited
by 74,000 Slovenes and 14,000 ethnic Hungarians. Hungarian civil servants were
dismissed or transferred elsewhere. The agrarian reform, legislation placed Hungarians
at the lower end of the scale according to which land was distributed. Hungarian public
education declined considerably dining the interwar period.
759.

Popov. Jelena. "Organizacija KOmunistiZke partije Jugoslavije u VOjv

a

1945-1948" (Organization of the Communist Party of Yugoslala in Vojvodina,
1945-1948). Zbornik za istoriju 19 (1979):_61-96.

Between 1945 and 1948 in Vojvodina, membership in the Coalitionist party of
Yugoslavia,increaserl substantially. The majcitity of the members were of Serb
nationality, with Hungarians a distant second. :`
.

760.
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Sandor, Varga. 20 kI kenniskje sea astrodaosti.:- A Neuiyetisegi

Bizottsghfiez eve

(Twenty. Years of the Commission for Nationalities). Lendava-Lendva: Pomurski
medolx4inski svet SZDL, Komisija za narodnostria vpraknja in obmejne stike, 1980.
This is a report of the activities of the Conimission,for Nationalities of the Inter-

communal Council of the Socialist Alliance of the Working People of Pomurje. It
provides information On 'the use of Hungarian in public administration and in schools
'of the Lendava and Murska Sobota communes (counties) in Slovenia..
761:

Gradjaiisko nasiedje u socialintakoj kultari Madjara a Jugoslaviji I
ujegovo prevaellaiegje (The Bourgeois Heritage in the Socialist Culture, of Hungarians
Seli,

in Yugoslavia and Its Transformation). Belgrade: Centar za istraiiVanja kot
presednRtva CK SKJ, 1976. 139p.
The study considers the interwar Yugoslav policy toward the Hungarians, which

was "mina ity-oriented." as politically unstructured and defensive. The present
situation is characterized by the evolution to a geographically, economically, and
politically homogeneous "nationality" on.an.egual footing with a "nation."
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY

The Slovene Minority in Italy
For South Slavic minorities in Italy and Austria, the end of World War II
brought promises of hope. However, their expectations were subsequently
only partially realized. Although the border actipstment with Italy brought all

Croat territory which had been under Italian administration during the

interwar period and a major Part of the livens- inhabited Coastland province
under Yugoslav sovereignty, a substantial Slovene minority remained in the
present provinces of Trieste, Gorizia, and Udine, first under Anglo-American
and later under Italian administration.
The Slovene educational system which had been reintroduced in Trieste
and Gorizia following the capitulation of Italy in 943 was left in place and
was even somewhat enlarged by the Anglo-American and subsequent Italian
administrations. Today the, system consists of elementary and secondary
schools and a teachers college. The demands for minority schools in the
Slovene-speaking area of the province of Udine have not yet been met by the
Malian authorities.

Historical. Sumnuuy 1259

The Slovene press and publishing flourish in all three Slovene-inhabited
provinces, and there is a permanent SlOvene theatrical company in Trieste. The

state-supported Trieste radio maintains a special broad Sting service in
Slovene, while Slovene television programming can be received -directly from
neighboring Yugoslavia.
The only Sl9vene political party, Slovenska skupnost, it represented in
local and provincial governmentS as well as in the regional assembly of the

autonomous 'egion Venezia-Giulia, which is comprised of the provinces of
Trieste, Gorizia, and Udine. Several other Italian political parties include
representatives who speak the Slovene language.
In public administration the role: of Slovene remains limited, despite
numerous petitions and resolutions submittej14,Slovenes through various
channels over the years. On1Y7 recently, protests'ivete raised' against the postal

administration in Trieste because it refused to accept telegrams written. in
Slovene. Moreover, in August 1982 the administrative court of the region
Friuli-Venezia Guilia ruled against the use of Slovene in elected repretentative
bodies after such use had been sanctioned in the Trieste ProvincialCotmcil.1
The Italian-Yuioslav Agreement of Osimo of 1975, through which Italy

recognized the present boundary with Yugoslavia as definitive, failed to
include specific provisions for the protection of the Slovene minority in Italy.

Stvenes in Italy are demandinglegislation which, would assure uniform
implementation of Slovene linguistic rights in the provinces of Trieste,
*Gorizia, and Udine. It appears that successive Italian goVernments have pro-

crastinated adopting legislation which would offer the Slovene minority a
comparable degree of protection as that enjoyed ley the German-speaking
minority of South Tirol. Such statutory guarantees could contribute signifiaantly to international stability in a strategically important area.

The Slovene and Croat Minorities in Austria
In Austria, British occupational authorities introduced bilingual German-

Slovene primary education in the Slovene-inhabited portion of Carinthia.
However, in 1958 the Austrian .administration allowed parents to withdraw
children from Slovene classes. In 1959 instruction of Slovene was Made subject
to parental request and had to be taken in addition to the regular curriculum in
German, which significantly reduced the number of children taking Slovene

in primary schools. At the secondary education level, the federal govern, merit opened an eight-year secondary school (gymnasium) for Slovenes in
'Klagenfurt/Celovec, the Carinthian capital. The instruction in this school is in
Slovene, but the students acquire proficiency in German as well.
Article 7 of the State Treaty concluded between the Allied Powers and
Austria in 1955 contains provisions for the protection of Slovene and Croat
minorities. However, the absence of a precise definition of the territory to
which these provisions were to apply served the Austrian government as an
excuse for implementing Article 7 in very few places, and even there only
partially. Thus the provision for erection of bilingual town-limit signs was
conveniently ignored for seventeen years, until the governor of Carinthia,
Hans Sima, decreed in 1972 that such signs be erected in 205 localities. After
forceful removal of bilingual signs by German-Austrian extremists, the federal
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-"--c-hancellor Bruno Krelsky gave in to their demands, forcing Governor Sima to

resign. At this point Slovene protest demonstrations in Klagenfurt and
elsewhere brought the Carinthian minority problem to worldwide attention.
Following, a special language census, which was boycotted by the Carinthian
Slovenes, bilingual signs were erected in a limited number of smaller places.
Similarly, the prisions of the State Treaty for the use of Slovene in the courts
and administration have been implemented only on a token basis. The federal
law on minorities passed in 1976 with the intent of satisfying the provisions of
Article 7 of the State Treaty has bee -declared unsatisfactory by the Slovene
anti Croat minority. organizations, %hichs are demanding its amendment
(Novellierung).

The properties of Slovene cooperative and educational organizations,
which had been confiScatedi by the National Socialists, gradually have been
restored to theiforiginal use. There has been some new investment as well, for
example, in a new business building in Klagenfurt which houses the central
office ofCarinthian Slovene lending cooperatives, in a Catholic printing plant,
and in dormitories for out-of-town students attending the Slovene gymnasium
in Klagenfurt.
The Croats of Burgenland have generally been the subject of less attention
than-the Slovenes of Carinthia. This is because the Croats live in an area in

which urbanization has not made such inroads as -in Carinthia. Also, in
contrast to the Slovenes, the Croats appear to accept more readily the role of a

folklore curiosity, rather than that of an ethnic group aspiring to their own
educational and economic institutions.2.

Notes
I Gospodarstvo, 22 October 1982. (Trieste)

.

zCi Wilhelm Filla, Ain Runde Osterreichs: fin Beitrag zur Soziologie der Osterreichischen Volksgruppen (Vienna: Wilhelm Braurniiller, 1482).
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received ione B, with minor changes; Italy, Zane A. Both the big dispute (1918-1947)
and the little one (1447,1954).were passionate bee use they involved nationalism. This
book should be consulted for information on the diverse local political factions as well
as on ethnographic composition of the area in question.
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Radetic, Ernest. Wry pod 11alijom 1918-1943 stra unc4r Italy, 1918- 1943).
Zagreb: n.p., 1944. 276p: Map.
This is a historical account of Croats and Slovenes in lstra during the interwar
Italian administration. it includes a selective list of family names in their Croat and
ItalianiZed forms. In 1936, 17,000 family name changes were imposed in the Pula
province alone. RadetiC provides a detailed list of Croat and Slovene prbperty (schools,
b'usinesses, homes) destroyed by Fascists during the twenties, mainly by fire, with
monetary losses expiessed in Italian lire. The uprising in Krnica and the proclamation of
the "Labin Republic" by the coal miners of Labin, both in 1921, are described in detail.
784.

785.

Rebula Tuta, Alenka. La questione nazIonsle a Trieste in un'inehiesta
gii
operal sloven!. Trieste: Editoriale Stampa Triestina, 1980. 183p.
This sociological, study is based on interviews with tli sample of 54 Trieste workers
of Slovene nationality. The main focus is on attitudes concerning the use of Slovene.
Analytical portions of the text are supplemented with extensive passages from
interviews.

Spekonja, H. Rod ea mejo: Zgodovinska in socisdna silks Sense Slovenkje in
Rezije (Progeny across the Border: Historical and Social Picture of enetian Slovenia
and Rezija). n.p., 1954(?). 71p2
A survey of historreal and contemporary conditions of the Slovene population
inhabiting the valleys of Rezija (Resia), Ter (Tarcento), Nadia (Natissone), and Kanal
i(tanale), Italy. Historically, home rule Was exercised by a parliament of village mayops,
called vigja sosednja, or arenga. in 1419 this body accepted the sovereignty of the
republic of Venice under the guarantee of continued autonoA. Under the eace treaty
of Campoformio in 1797, the area came under Austria, but was ceded to Italy in 1866,
following a plebiscite. The author surveys the Slovene cultural heritage and the
measures to italianize the area by both secular and church aulorities; up to 1952.
Census data are provided for selected years froM 1811 to 1921, when 33,000 Slovenes
786.

were registered.

Susie, En idij, and Sedmak, Danilo. Tills asImilacija: Psiholoiki vidiki

\787.

nacionainega adtujevanja (Silent Assimilation: Psychological Aspects of National
Alienation). Trieste: ZaloZnitvo triaikega tiska, 1983. 174p.
This volume offers an analysis of selected psychosociological mechanisms responsi-

ble for assimilation of individuals belonging to ethnic minority groups, It _takes into
cOnsiiieration problems related to mass media, school, mixed marriages, and the use of
leisure time. The applied portion of the study draws upon the contemporary experience
of the Slovene minority in Italy.

Slovenes and Croats in Austria
General Reference Works
7shisl Appynik,

Paul.

Das VoltsgruppenseSetz eine Osung?: Standpunkt der
Kiirntner Slovienen. 3rd ed. Klagenfurt/Celovec: Sloven Information Center 1980.
141p.

Apovnik presents information pertaining the situation of linguistic min tics in
Austria. He advocates greater tolerance vis--v irIguistic minorities in general and the

78,

,
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Slovenes of Carinthia in particular. Photographs of Slovene civil rights demonstrations
during the 1970s and of related events are included,
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Volksgruppenfrage. Nein eialg Volk von Brudern: Studien
rum Mehrbeilen-/Minderheitenproblesn am Beispiel Kbytes's. Osterreichische Texte
'zur Gesellschaftskritikat Vienna: Verlag fur Geseilschaftskritik, 1982. 443p.
789.

Fourteen essays ea with thC linguistic minority problems of the Carinthian
Slovenes. The authors, all of whom are on the faculty of the University of Klagenfurt,
treat the problems from the point of view of their disciplines: soeio-linguistics, history,
psychology, sociology, and political science.,
790.

Grafenauer, Bogo. Ethnic Conditions in Carinthia. Ljubljana: Research

791.

Klernenal, Vladimir, ed. Koroila in koroikl Slovene': Thornik poljud-

Institute, section for Frontier Questions,t1946. 40p. Map.'
A historical sur4ey of ethnic conditions in Carinthia, Austria. Census data arc
analyzed, and a map showing ethnic distribution is included:
nosnanstvenih in leposlovaih splsov (Carinthia and Carinthian Slovenes: Popularizing
Scientific and Literary Essays). Maribor: Zalolba Obzorja, 1971, 389p. Map.
Yugoslav and Austrian Slovene authors present sociogeographic, historical, and
linguistic-literary essays. The volume includes the text of a memorandum subinitted by
Carinthian Slovene organizations to the Austrian government in 1955. A linguistic map
of Carinthia is based on the 1951 census.
792. linrosli ;barna, (Carinthian Essays). Ljubljana: Drlavna zaloiba Slovenije,
1946. 658p.

This compendium consists of scholarly essays on geography, history, linguistici,
and literature pertaining to the Slove;nes of Carinthia.
793.

The Legs' Status of Ethnic Groups In Austria. Vienna: Federal Chancellery

Austria, 1977. 107p.
This official publication contains the text of 'Article 7 of the Austrian State Treaty
of 1955 as_wen as texts of notes between Austria and Yugoslavia pertaining to the
Slovene and Croat minorities in Austria.

Osolnik, Bogdan, ed. Problem stuuktiin v jugosksvansko-aystrijskih Oduosib:

Chink' in dohumenti (The Minorities Problem in Yugcislav-Austrianaelations: Articles
and Documents). Belikrade: Medjunarodna politika, 1977. 197p. Maps.

These contributions discuss Austria's international obligations in regards to
Slovene and Croat minorities, implementation of Article 7 of the Austrian State
Treaty, and the Austrian tars on the legal status of ethnic groups of 1976. The appendix
e declaration of the Yugoslav
contains Yugoslav notesto Austria of 1974 and 197
organizations in Carinthia
Executive C.ouncil of 1975, and the declaration o
demonstration's in Austria
presented to theU.N. in 1977. There are also pho
- Slovene extremists.
by Slovene civil rights groups and by German-A

Rusinow, Dennison 1. Nationalism' Today: Caufitthiel Slovenes. Part I: The
Legacy of History. Southeast Europe Series, Europe vol. XXII, no. 4. Hanover, NH:
The American Universities Field Staff, 1977. 9P. Part U: The Story of Article Seven.
Southeast Europe Series, vol. XXII, no. 5. tjanover,,NH: The American Universities
795.

,
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I

Field Staff, 1917. 9p, Part
"Let the Cot .Die Quickly." American Universitiii Field
Staff Reports, 1978/no. 23 Europe. Hanover, NH: The American Universities Field
Staff, 1978. 14p,
,,As a ease.study, the problem of the Carinthian Sldvenes reveals the complexities of
"the national question" in centrarEurope. It also sheds light on contradictory aspects of
minority group options in political and economic life. Article 7 of the Austrian State
,

Treaty of 1955 obligated Austria to guarantee both the survival and the equality of
Slovene (and Croat) minorities., Dispute over implementation centers on the school
system, use of Slovenian as a second language in the bureaucracy and courts, and
bilingual topographical signs, Part 3 discusses census data op the number of Slovenes in

Carinthia since 1'980, Gentian-Austrian assimilatory pressures, and the controversy
surrounding the 1976 special census. If the disappearance of the Slovenes is, as some
would believe, a foregone conclusion, the author asks why not' do all that the State
Treaty requires and much more besides.

796. Tisch ler, Josef, ed_ Die Sprachenfrage In Karnten vor 100 Jabren and hente,
Auswidil clause:ler Leitdokumente nod .Zeitstimmen. Klagenfurt: Rat der Karnter
Stowenen, 1957. 116p.

A collection of German documents and newspaper articles spanning a period of
100 years and dealing with language-related topics in Austrian Carinthia. A large part of-

the texts date from the post-World War II period.
797.

Zorn, Tone. "Bibliografija del o slovenski severni men v letih J918 -1978"

(Bibliography of Works about Slovenia's Northern Border, 1918-1978). Jugoslovenski
istonjski &isopis 18:1-2 (1979): 101-20.
This bibliography of works published' § Yugoslavia and abroad, 1918-1978, on the
subject of Slovenes in Carinthia and StyriaTAustria) and in Hungary includes works on
the Carinthian plebiscite of,1920, the struggle for cultural autonomy before World War
and the Carinthian Slovenes'sparticular situation during the Anschfusl. The postorld War 11 period is covered up.to 1977'in works cited.

History
Balker, Thomas NI. "The Carinthian Slovene Question in the bight of Recent
man Austrian Scholarship." Nationalities Papers 7:2 (1979): 125-37.
Adapted mainly from the appendix of The'SloverteMinosity of Carinthia (see entry
99). Barker's articlecritically surveys .recent historical and sociological literature on the
.'Carinthian Slovenes by German Austrian authors.
798,

799.

Barker. Thomas, and Mori sch, Andreas. The Slovene Minority of Corinth's!.
?rtd ed. Social Science Monographs Brooklyn College Studies on Society in-Change.
New York: Columbia University Press, 1983. 516p.

This work, a completely revised and rewritten version of the monograph The
verses of Carinthiu: A National Minority Problem (1960) by Thomas M. Barker,
brings the history of this significant rninority group Up to date. The evolution of the
"Carinthian question" over the two decades since the work's Original publication
prompted the author to follow up his research and tq survey the post-1960 course of
Austrian and Yugoslavian po,licies toward the Slovenes, and to present a current-Picture

of the ethnic Carinthian situation.
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Carantanus. Jugoslavija In njene mejel

1.

Korollea (Yugoslavia and Her

Frontiers, 1. Carinthia). Ljubljana: Pisarnsi za zasedeno ozcmlje v Ljubljani, 1919. 62p.
A brief survey of the historical role of Slovenes in Carinthia and a review of the

contemporary Slovene-German linguistic boundary. The booklet also contains
linguistiedecennial census data by counties and villages of Carinthia for 1880 through
1910. It lists government officials by language (1'913) and parishes by language used in
church (1848 and 1918), and includes'a 1910 census data linguistic map.

Einspi51er, Valentin. Verhandiungen Ober die der ilowenisehen Minderheit
angebotene Killiunuttmoutie .19254930: BeIlreg zur Geschichte der Slowenen in
Karate's. Klagenfurt: published by the author, 1976. 171p. Map.
801.

Einspicler presents documents,, including minutes of the school commission of the
Carinthian provincial asseMbly, pertaining largely to the role of the Slovene language in
the educational system. The period 1920-1930 is covered, with emphasis on 1925-1930.
802.

Grafcnauer, pogo. The National Development of the Carinthian Slovenes.

Ljubljana: Research Institute, Section for Ffontier Questions, 1946, 91p.

This survey of the history of Carinthian 'Slovenes provides data on the 1930
elections, the industrial structure of population (1880-1934), occupational levels (1934),

and size of land holdings 0914
803. Haas, Hanns, and Stuhlpfarrer, Karl. .elserrekb and seidt Noviesten. Vienna:
rocker .84 WOgenstein, 1977.'142p.,
This is a documented coverage of the Germanization drive in coinhabited

Carinthia, largely fram,1920 to 1977.

Koroik* v barb' S
the Struggle. R

8Q4.

osvobodilno borbo v Slovetisid Koroiki (Carinthia

ces on the Liberation Struggle in SloVene Carinthia).

izanov Slovenskc Korogite, 1951. 224p.
ajgnfurt: Zveza biv
These cohtfibutions tell of the armed resistance of Carinthian Slovenes against the
Thiki Reich. The volume contains documents on death sentences pronounced
13 Slovenes by the People's Court in Klagenfurt in 1943. All 13 were subsequ tly
,decapitattd in Vienna. Included are photographs of families who wer .deport
:Thuringia, Gernianyirom their native Carinthia.,
1/2

Korotancc (pseud.). "Naia Koro4kal (Our Carinthia). In Slov
918-1928: Zbornik rstzprav iz kulturne, gospoduske in politiineirgodo
losip Mal, pp. 1-62. Ljubljana: Ltonova drulba, 1928.
This -essay surveys political and educational conditions as well as the prevailing_
_situation of religious communities in the Slo*e- inhabited areas of Canthia betWeen ,1920 and 1928. An analysis of a 1925 map of parishes publishedby the datholic diocese
of Gurk (K ca) reveals'67,000 inhabitants in 82 parishes designated as Slovene; 26,000
in 16 parishes designated as Slovene-German; and 28,000 in 12 parishes designated as
.

German-Slovene.
806.

Moritsch, Andreas. "Zur Karinner Minderheitenfrage. Ositr-reichiche Ostheffi.

'

117:2 (1975): 180-82.

1

The author reviews new publications on the problem of the Slovene minority 'with
regard to censuses, ethnic development, disetiminatiOn of carinithian tlovenes in 'the
administration, and the sociop4:nitical situation of the Sloyetie, population i$,Carinthia
during the nineteenth and twentieth center" ics.
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807.

Ude, Lojze. Koroilso vpralaajt (The Carinthian Question). Ljubljana: Driavna
zalolba Slovenije, 1976. 463p.
This collection of previously published essays is by a historian specializing in the
modern history of Carinthian Slovenes. The essays appeared between 1946 ar1d-1973.
808.

Zwitter7Fran. The Kammer Frage.

acije in raz:prave, 2. Klagenfurt and

Celovec: Stovenski znanstveni ingtitu4 1979.
The Carinthian ethnic. problem is view

a historical perspective, buttressed

by socioeconomic data, in this translation of a aper first piblished in Sodobnest 5
(1937), Ljubljana. It is supplemented by a paper
Carinthian Cultural Symposium in 1970.

esented by the author at the Second,,
,

.

Politics and Government
'

809.

Karmen. Volksitbstimasmig 1920. 'VOraussetzungen VerlaUf Folgen. Studien /
.,zur Geschichte und Gesellschaft in Slowilnien, Ostetieich und Ration, 1. Vienna: LOcker
Verlag, 1981. 265p.
This volume incorporates the results of recent research by contributors who include
German Austrian, Slovene Austrian,and Yugoslav specialistsAfiternatiorsal as well as

economic, and social *ects_are brought to bear,on the 1920 Carinthian
plibis,cite issue. The socioeconomic variables as a determinant of the plebiscite outcome

(59'/o for Austria against 41918 for Yugoslavia) are .treated empirically by Andreas
Moritsch. The thesis advanced by some Yugoslav and Austrian historians according to
/which the Slovene Carinthian working class voted for Austria beeauSe they preferred a
progresslve republic to iiiYugoslav monarchy is not borne out by Moritsch's data
Rather, economic considerations were decisive. Conservative farmers who supplied the
local urban market Aid:* relish the prospect of being separated from Klagenfurt by a
customs border, while the Ferlach/Borovlje gunsmiths or the Viktring/Vetrinj textile
workers perceived Yugoslavia as their natural market,
NeCak, Dugan._"Volitve v kmetijske zbornice na Koroitern po drugi syetovni
vojni" (Elections for the Agricultural Chambers in Carinthia after World War H).
810.

ZgodOvinski Lsopis,.28:1:2 (1974): 95-116.

'

The elections for the provincial agricultural chamber of Carinthia between 1951
and 1971 arc analyzed, with particular reference to the paiciPation --of Carinthian
Slovenes. Data for 193kas well as 32 notes are included.
811. Neumann, Wilhelm. Abwehrkampf and Volksabstimrnung irt Kirnten
1918-1920: Legenden and Tatsacheii. Das Kiirntner Landesarchiv, 2. Klagenfurt: Verlag
des Karntner L andesarchivs, 1970. 154p.

The author polemicizes against recent theses advanced by the Austrian historians
Rudolf Neck and Karl Stuhlpfarrcr concerning the 1920 Carinthian plebiscite. These
authors underestimate the influence which the German-A,ustrian resistance against

Yugoslav troops may have had on the decision of the Pails Peace Conference to
conduct the plebiscite. Moreover, the decision was due maetrio Italian, rather than to,
American, efforts. Two-thirds of the voluMe contain official documents.
812.

Rigl. Miha. ed. Koroika pots (Carinthian PatIts). Maribor: Zalolba bbzoria,

1978. 151p. Bilingual (Slovene-German) edition.

e

4'

.
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A travel guide through Slovene Carinthia, Austria, including a schematic,
comparative representation of linguistic minority lei.itation and minority institutions in
Austria (Carinthia, Styria, Burgenland), Italy (Trieste, Gorizia, Venetian Slovenia,

Smith Tirol), Hungary (Vas and Zahi. districts), and Slovenia (Koper region,
Prekmurje).
813.

Rumpler. Helmut, ed. Umtata' Volksabstlaustung 1920. Wissensehaftliche

Koutroversen und bistorisch-politische Diskussionen azdassilch des internationaien
Symposiums Klagenfurt 1980. Klagenfurt: Karntner Druck- und Verlagsgesellschaft,
1981. 434p.

Contributors to this compendium include German Austrian, Slovene Austrian, and,

Yugoslav specialists. In a broad thematic 'sweep, the book covers the theory of
nationalism and the specific' forms nationalism assumed among the Slovenes,
Carinthian Slovenes, other South Slays, and German Austrians. Five essays treat the
international political aspects
recent literature' on Carinthia

o

ng on the 1920 Carinthian plebiscite. A survey of the
1918-1920 period is included.

%debut' vpridanja slovenske in brvaikemanjiine v Avstriji Suvremena pitanja
slovensice i brvatske magjine u Austarik (cUrrent Issues of the Slovene and Croat
Minorities in Austria). Ljubljana: Inititut za narodnofina vpralanja, Ljnbljarsaind
Zavod za migracije i narodnosti, Zagreb, 1976. 74p, Title of English edition: Actual
Questions of the Slovene afid Croat Minorities in Austria.
The proceedings of the Conference on Contemporary Problems of the Sloene and
Croat Minorities, in Austria, which was held in Ljubljana on May 26, 1976.,
814.

Vciter, Theodor'. Das Ostertrichische Volksgruppeurecht sett dem VolkSgruppengesetz von 1976: Iftecbtsnormen and Rechtswirklichkeit. Vienna: Wilhelm

'&15.
..

Braurntilfer, 1979. 192p.
The author discusses.the 1976 Austrian legislation on ethnic minorities. The law of
1976 wak passed in an attempt to implement Article-7 of the State qreaty of 1955, which
integral text of the law of
pertains to the Slovene and Croat linguistic minorities.
1976 and related federal decrees passed in 1977 are appen

ed

v

Veiter, Theodor. Das Recbt der Volksgruppen und Sprachminderiteitek in
eisterreich: Mit einer' ethposoziologischea Guindlegung and eluem Anhang
816.

Materiallen), Vienna and Stuttgart: Wilhelm BraumUller, 1970. 890p.
Veiter analyzes 'Austrian legislation with regard to minority rights and legal practice
concerning the right of ethnic and linguistic Minority groups, including minority
complaints to. international bodies. Because of their relative importance, the Slovene
and Croatlinguistic minorities occupy the largest part of the book. The work contains
,

information on the deportation of Slovene farmers from Carinthia to Thuringia,
Germany.during World War 11..
817.

Veiter, Theodor. Verfassungsrechtslage und Rechtswirkliehkeit der Volits,

gruppeis and Sprachminderheiten in Doerreick. Vienna: Wilhelm Braurniiller,
Universitats-Verlagsbtichh

980.131p.
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This study contains a
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818.

Randall, Richard IC "Political Geography of the Klagenfurt Basin." Geograp
cal Review 47:3 (1957): 406-19.

\
A review of the physical, economic, and political geography of the
Basin in Austria, including maps of counties voting foe Yugoslavia in

en fat
1920

plebiScite, of the area-claimed by Yugoslavia`, 1945-1950, and of the area with bilingual
,"(Slovene-German) schools, 1945 and 1953..
819.

Zorn, Tone, "Ljudsko hetje z dne 7. marca 1923 na Koroikem (The Census of 7
March 1923 in Carinthia). Kronika (Ljubljaxia) 16:2 (1968): 12I-23.
The 1923 Austrian census grossly understated the number of Slovenes in Carinthia.
The author supports his thesis with contemporary evidence shoWing that anti-SloVenes
were deliberately appointed as census takers. Also, the results of the 1923 census shocV

downward bias when compared with those of the 1939 census conducted by the
Natidnal Socialist authorities.
820.

Zorn. Tone. "Slovenci na aystrijskem gtajersketh" (Slovenes in the Austrian

Styria). Cosopis, za zgodovino in naredopisfe, New Series 15:1-2 (1979): 430-47.

The article provides and analyzes census ciatis on the nutnber of Slovenes in
Austrian Styna, particularly in the so-called Radgona Triangle. In this area Austria has
failed to apply Minority provisions contained in Aiticle.7 of the State Treaty.

Social and Ecimonnc 'Conditions
.

r

Cures, Rudolf P. "Minorities: Methodological QUestions-in Relation to'SloVenes
in Carinthia." Nationalities Papers 7:2 (1979): 138-4.

'821.

The. tudy relates primarily to the situation of the Slovenes in Carinthia, with
emphasis n social facts which have a decisive influence on proper understanding and
presentati of matter under invest
ion. Forced assimilation may exist even in the
absence of outright coercion.
822.

Flaschberger, Ludwig, and Reiterer, Albert F. Der Sexist Abwebrkampf:

Erscheinungsformen and Strategies* der etbnisehen Assimilation bei den Kiirntner
Sluwenen. Vienna: Wilhelm Braumtiller, Universitats-Verlagsbuchhandiung, 198G.
123p.

An examination of the social and political assimilatory pressures faced by the
Carinthian Slovenes. In recent years, the Slovenes in Austria have show greater
res

a2

cc than expected. Qualitative analysis is followed by an empirical studY

on

sample of the population age .16-69 in the VOlkennarktiVelikovec district.

Seventy-five percent of those interviewed: had at least a -passive knowledge of Slovene.
823.

Go4podarsko7sucialni problemi koroikib Slovencev: predavaisja in

pozimi 1973/74 v Domu prosvete v Tinjab, (Economic and Social Problems of
Carinthian Slovenes: Lectures and Discussions Held in the Cultural Centee of Tinje
during the Winter of 1973/74). Tinje/Tainachi pom prosvete v Tinjah, 1974. 109p.
Proceedings of a symposium held in Tainuch/Tinje, Austria in 1974. Most of the
contributors belong to the post-World W2(0,,, II generatioh of specialists. During the
preceding two decades the Siovene-inhabited counties of Carinthia had experienced a
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rapid decline of the agricultural labor force. The main problem resulting from this
development is that the Slovene minority's institutional influence has failed to keep pace
with rapid structuralThan,ge and remains limited to i4riculWre hence the strongly felt
need- for gaining representation in the existing semi-public bodies which regulate the
actiVitiescof the nonagricultural sector.

Raumplanungsgespritch Stldkiiraten. Vienna: Slowenischis WiisensehaftlicheS
lnstitut, 1917. 197p. The pdblicationglirovides the proceedings of a symposium on "regional planning in
on of southern Carinthia in Austria. The symposium was held
the Slovene-inhabit0

in Vienna in Jand y 1977.
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erature
.

825.

Detela

PeV0j111 slovenski korosli pesniki

pisatelji; Obraati s1?4lobne

koroike kajia 1 v slovenskent jeziltu; Esejistana razmilljanji o slovenski povojni
literattiri v Avslriji (Postwar Slovene Carinthian Poets and Writers; Portraits from
Contemporary Slovene Literature in the Slovene Language: Essay Reflections on the
Slovene Postivar Litirature in Austria). Celovec./Klagenfurt: Dram sv. Mohorja v
149p.
Celovcu.
here are essays on the work of nine contemporary Carinthian-Slovene
Offe
ary
summafy

an introduction, and a concluding overview. There is a German

well as a bibliography of other essays on Carinthian-Slovene literature by
the author, a literary critiCand free-lance writer now living in Vienna.

obkl: Vida. Die siowenische Iliteratur is Kiirnten seit 1945. Disertaeije in
ti

ge, 1. Klagenfurt/Celovect'Slovenski znanstveni ingtitut, 1979. 63p.
The author surveys contemporary Slovene literature in Carinthia, Austria. Focus is
cin Individual authors, in particular those of the group contributing to the literary
review 4vfladje (Celovec/klagenfurt).

' Education and Cultural Affairs
827.

Moritsch, Andreas. "History Teaching in Austria and Carinthia: A Slovene

Perspective." Nationalities Papers 7:2 (1979): 14753.
Moritsch,. a Slovene-speaking native of Carinthia and a professor at the
University of Vienna's 'Institute for Eastern European History and Balkan Studies,

evaluates the treatment of Slovene history in the curriculum of Austrian and
particularly Carinthian schools. He makes concrete proposals for improvements,
particularly in regard to the treatment of the role of Slovenes in the history of Carinthia.
828.

Zorn,' Tone. "ManjS'inska sclka probi

(Problems about Minority Education in Austrian

atika na aystrijskem Korakem"
arinthia). Razpraye in gradivo 7-8

(1976): 125-33.

The discussion centers on the so-called utraquist schools of interwar Austria, which
served the purpose of Germanizing the Slovene population. Mandatory bilingnal

education was introduced after World War II and discontinued in 1958, resulting in
unfavorable consequences for the Carinthian Slovenes.
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Das punk:manse Kirateu Skupua Koreika: Dokumeatation des deutschsioweuisebea Koordinationsaussedusses der Diozese Gurk. Klagenfurt: Deutsch829.

slowenischer Koordwinationsausschuss des Diozesertrates, 1974. 154p.

A collection of contributions of German-Austri and Slovene-Austrian authors
pertaining to the Catholic religious community in Carinthih, Austria.

0.

National Minorities
in. Bulgaria,

199-1980
ki

Peter John

with the.ssistance of 'David Crowe

iiliSTWG44,SUNIIMAit
Bulgaria may be considered, in a sense, an eiception among the Balkan
i:Mitions; tot its minority population constitutes only about 103/4 of the. total.
Compared to Yugoslavia, where no ethnic group has a majority, Bulgaria
becomes almost a homogeneouily ethnic state. In another sense, Bulgaria may
be considered one of the most ethnically heterogeneous states in the43alkans.
Unlike Yugoslavia, which is formed by a federation of constituent republics
and autonomous regions which possess considerable internal administrative

independence and whose political boundaries are based largely on ethnic
nationality, Bulgaria is a centralized nation. Its administrative subdivisions,

which in the past have been changed frequently, are largely determined'on the
basis of economic, geographic, historic, political, and administrative reasons,
rather than ethnicity.

The distribution of the ethnic minorities in Bulgaria is such that the
formation of political subdivisions on the ethnic principle is -not feasible.
Moslem Turkish villages, Moslem Bulgarian villages, and Bulgarian andTurkish Christian Orthodox settlements may exist in the same area. Indeed,
Moslem and Christian, Bulgarian and Turk, and Romanian and Tatar often
live side by side in the same village.

274

The heterogeneity of Bulgaria's poptilation is due to at least two
important factors. The first is Bulgaria's strategic location on one of the great

.

world travel routes between Asia, Africa, and Enrope. The second factor
follows from the first: .becatise Bulgaria is so situated, many peoples have
passed through her territory as travelers, traders, invaders, and conquerors;
and all have left their mark. Thracians, Greeks, and Romans all have been
there, an all have left remains of their civilization. However, the Turks, by
their conquest and' ubjugatiOn of the Bulgarian people for nearly five hundred
and.' its inhabitants.
years, exerted the most profound effect upon the
the minorities that
osques and minarets are reminders of this time,°,
N
ritilain in Bulgaria.

The Ottoman invasion profoundly changed tt ,Characteristies of the
:Turkish lords and
population of the territory of contemporary B
managers of the newly acquired Bulgarian lands came to stay. Accompanying
them were retinues of followers and a permanent force of soldiers to secure the

fniits,of their conquest. The Turks became, and remain, the largest ethnic
minority in Bulgaria. This statement is all the more remarkable given the fact

that, since Bulgaria's liberation, there has been ,a constant, though a
numerically uneven exodus from Bulgaria

Turkey.

In addition, the Turkish conquest brought. to Bulgaria other ethnic
groups, for Turkish sovereignty opened up Bulgaria to them. Greeks from
Byzantium, a state that previously had been at almost perpetual odds with the
Bulgarian rulers, were now able to settle in Bulgaria-because-Byzantium, too;.';
shortly became Ottoman. Armenians came when 'their ancient homeland was
incorporated into the Ottoman empire. Later the Jews came, fleeing the.fieree
pogroms of the Spanish Inquisition.
The arrival of the-Ttirks permitted still another ethnic Clernent to enter
Balkans. Gypsies whose origins'were in India came froni-Persia,-:
territories that had become part of the Ottoman empire as early as
and
thl fourteenth century through Constantinople to Bulgaria, where they have
remained.
The indigenous Bulgarian population fell upon difficult days after the
Turkish conquest. Suffering and misery abounded throughout the land. As

rayahs (non-Moslem serfs), they were required to work the land for the
Turkish overlords. At the same time, there remained an avenue of escape.
They could become Moslems, in which case they would be granted Ottoman
citizenship with all the rights and privileges which such citizenship entailed;

and some chose this route. As soon as the land was conquered, some
Bulgarians accepted Istamthus preserving their lives and possessions.. Others

resisted, only to suscurnW later :as the pressure for conversion to Islam
increased until it peaked inrthe seventeenth century.
These Ottoman :effOrts at proselyfiiiii0 succeeded most among the,
Bulgarian peasantry-.0 the Rhodopi Mountains, where Islam was accepted

known as the, Pomaks, and as Bulgarianportant
religious minority in Bulgaria. The
MOhammedans, reinains
Pomaks speak Bu rian, not Turkish, and their customs,- traditions, and

on a grand basis. This g

Blelgarian.
culture are essen.t
Another large group in Bulgaria is the Macedonians. FliDwever, whether
they are a separate ethnic'group or not remains in dispute. The language that

they speak is every similar tto Bulgarian, and historically and presently the
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Bulgarians consider it to be a dialect of Bulgarian. Macedonian history,
=torn, and traditions -are4intilar to those of Bulgaria, except that puigaria
.was liberated from Turkish rule in 1875, while ,Macedonia became free only in
1942.

,

Bulgaria welcomed Macedonian immigrants; both political, refugees and

students, even before Bulgarian independence, and they hare assumed an
active role in Bulgarian life. At times, members Int the Bulgarian cabinet,
inc ding prime ministers,.have been of a*Macedonian background. At the'
e, not all Macedonians have considered,themselves Bulgarian. Some
garded thimselves.as Serbs, and others have accepted the Greek thesis

that fey are Greeks.
Given the confusion and conflicting claims, niany Macedonians considered the best solution to be autonomy, an idea that gathered momentum in,
the tiventieth century. The idea was seized upon during the Second World. War
by the Communist Partisan Fatherland Front, and a Macedonian republic was

established for ,the ort of historic Macedonia that was within Yugoslav
territory. At the same;ime, attempts were madeto encourage the expression of
Macedonian ethnicity 'among Macedonians in Bulgaria, evetr to the extent of
declaring fremselves Macedonians in the Bulgarian census. After Tito's break
with Stalin and Dimitrov's death, the Bulgarians began to suppress the idea Of
a separate Macedonian ethnicity, and the last census to include this item, or
indeed any item regarding ethnicity, was the one of December 1956. Since that
time there have beeti.bitter denunciations and recriminations between Sofia
and Belgrade over the question of a separate Macedonian ethnicity.
Another ethnic element in the Bulgarian populion is the Romanians, of
which there are 'several types. A few descendants of Romanians who seetlechn

Bulgaria from the provinces of Wallachia and Moldavia are still found,
primarily around Vidin Kula, Svishtov, and ill" Southern Dobrudja, where
they are known as "Vlachs" ( Vlasi in Bulgarian). Their number is not large, for
most Romanians living in Bulgaria were repatriated in population exchanges
that took place during the first half Of this century.

A second .type of komatiltan: is a group of nomadic shepherds in the
Rhodopi Mountains who also call themselves "Vlachs." Their real ancestry is
in much dispute: they may be Rpmanized Dacians as the Romanians claim, or
Rpmanized Greeks as'some Greeks contend. At any rate, they speak a version
of Romanian that is unlike that spoken by the inhabitants of Romania. The

group is also known as Latina or "Latiris" among the Bulgarians, as
Arumanians or "Aromanians" by the Romanians-of Romania, as l'sintsars"
by the Serbs, as "Kuzovlachs" ("lame Vlachs") by the Macedonians, and as

Sarakatchans by' the Greets after the village of Sarakovo in the Pindus
Mountains where many of Itrem lived. All of these names are used in the
literature at' one time or anpther in referring to these people.
A third related group that needs to be noted here is that of the nomadic
"Karakatchans" (Kitrakacham), whose way of life and iaaltural patterns are
similar to those of the Vlachs and with whom they may indeed well have
common- origins. This group has Greek as its mother tongue, and its first
identifiable beginnings appe4r to be in the region ofihe Pindus Mountains of
Greece. Their,,ethnicity being in question, the Greeks claim them as Greeks, the
Bulgarians as Hellenized Thracians, and the Romanians as , Hellenized
Dacians.
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Several distinctly Slay -ethriic groups have also made their temporary or
permanent home in Bulgaria. Contacts between Russia and Bulgaria at:times
have been very close. In fact,. Bulgaria's( independence from the Ottoman

Turks can be attributed to a considerable extent to the support which the
Bulgarians received from the Russians. As a result, Russians have lived in
Bulgaria from the nineteenth century as- businessmen, diplomats, and emigres.

However, their number drastically increased after the Russian kevolution,
when a large group of "White" gusSian political exiles found asylum in
Bulgaria. Many left after a time, but some remained, only to be "repatriated"
to the Soviet Union after Russiari forces moved into Bulgaria during World
War 11. Presently the Russians that reside in Bulgaria are on temporary assignment in a military, diplomatic, economic, cultural, or other advisory capacity.
Most intend to remain in Bulgaria'only a& long as their tour of duty requires.

Other Slavic ethnic groups in Bulgaria were the Czechs and to a lesser

.extent the Slovaks, both of whom had important "colonies" in Bulgaria
begigning in the litter halt of the nineteenth century. By the early 1920s a
lively and prosperous Czech colony. existed in Bulgaria, with its own
businesses, banks, libraries, newspapers, schools, and churches, and the,
Slovaks were close behind. The end orWorld War II brought an end to the
Czech and Slovak settlements In Bulgaria. In the postwar .population adjustments, most of these groups. were repatriated to Czechoslovakia.
Another minority group in Bulgaria( one oficonsiderable importance, is
the. Armenians, whose coming to Pulgarian territory shortly after the Turkish
conquest has already been noted. Engaged primarily in trade arid commerce,
Atmenians lived mostly in larger towns and cities anti constituted a small but
important minority in Bulgaria through-out the Ottoman period as well as after,
Bulgaria's liberation. Their numbers increased significantly in Bulgaria after

World War I as 'a consequence of the Armenian massacres. Located as
Bulgaria is, in juxtaposition 'to Turkey, many Armenian refugees sought
sanctuary there. As, a result, the Armenian population in Bulgaria grew significantly during the early twenties, eyen though many of then\ used the country
only as A stopover on their way to ester Europe and North America. Today,

the Armenian minority in Bulgaria has dwindled to insignificance. After
'World War II, a mass kepatriation of the Armenian population from Bulgaria
to the Soviet Union took place, mostly to Soviet Armenia.
The Greeks once were an important minority group in Bulgaria. Greek
trading outposts had been established from antiquity on the territory of what
was to become modern Bulgaria. With the establishment of OttoMan rule in
the Balkans, Greek merchants were able to obtain various privileges from the
Turks 'and so to penetrate into the larger Bulgarian towns, where, like the

Armenians,' they established themselves as a vital part .of the mercantile
community. As a result of the Ottoman conquest, Bulgarian society was
disorganized, and in the centuries that ensued, Greek influence in Bulgaria's
religious, edueational, and cultural life became strong. Greek churches and
schools were established not only in the towns but in some of the larger
Villages. Thus the number Of Greeks in Bulgaria, grew to rival that of the
Turks, and Greek hegemony threatened to overpower the Bulgarians. The
Bulgarian renaissance, which took place in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, was as much a cultural and educational struggle- against Greek
influence as it was opposition to the Ottoman empire.
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As a result of the secession of the Bulgarian 'Church from the Greek
Patriarchate of Constantinople in 1860, the Griek influence in Bulgaria
waned, and after Bulgaria's liberation in 1878 a, number Of Greeks left
Bulgaria. The question of the Greek minority took on added and more intense
dimensions during the Second Balkan War and reachednear-crisis proportions
after World War I. The situation was defused through an agreement for mass
repatriations, in which most of-the Greeks were repatriated to Greece and the
Bulgarians in Greece were returned .to Bulgaria. Thus, by the beginning of

World War II, only a few thousand Greeks remained in Bulgaria, most of
whom lived near the dreeklBulgarian border. Relative numbers changed little
as a result of the war, since the boundaries between Greece and Bulgaria
remained substantially the same after the conflict.

,

Three other minorities in Bulgaria should be considered here. The first is
the Gagauzi, a Turkic ethnic group that speaks Turkish but that belongs to the
Eastern orthodox faith. They live primarily in the area of Varna and are not
more 'than a few thousand in number.
The Tatars and the Circassians, two other minorities, were transplanted
into Bulgaria by the Porte in 1861 and 1864, 'respectively. Two purposes were
served by resettlement: refuge and defense. As Moslems, they received
sanctuary in the Moslem-ruled Ottoman Europe. The Circassians !might a
valiant rebellion against the Russians, only to be defeated; and rather than
submit, most left -their ancient homeland to seek refpge and resettlementin
Turkey and her provinces, which included Bulgaria. Furthermore, the Pale
welcomed them as co-religionists and as a large, trustworthy group to serve as
a countervailing force against the.A.Bulgarian population, especially in areas
where the Turkish population wis diminishing and the Bulgarian one was
increasing. Most now live in villages in Dobrudja near the BulgarianRomanian frontier.
The minority problem in Bulgaria has been, further complicated by
religion. As previously noted, the Pomais, who are ethnically Bulgarian, are
Moslem. Indeed, they are perhaps the "purest" Bulgarian stock existent today,
since as Moslems their women and girls were not violated by the Turkish forces
of occupation as the Christians sometimes were. Yet, because of, religious
difference they remained until recently outside of the mainstream of life of the
Bulgarian majority. On the other hand, the Gaugauzi are of Turkic ethnicity
but belong to the Eastern Orthodox Christian faith. And the Gypsies belong to
either one or the other, with about 750/o being Moslem and the rest Eastern
Orthodox. The Jews as an ethnic and religious minority are discussed
separately.
Prior to the seizure of power by the Bulgarian Communists, the Bulgarian
Eastern Orthodox Church was the national church. koVvever, there still are
small minorities of Catholics and Protestants, the latter being divided into
several denominations. Catholicism in Bulgaria has its modern roots in the
Bulgarian reawakening of the nineteenth century.
Partly in an attempt to break the fetters of the Greek Church in Bulgaria,
and partly in an effort to bring Western enlightenment to Bulgaria, a number
of prominent Bulgarians during this periodsought popular support to reunite
the Bulgarian Church to Rome. The movement failed, but Catholicism gained
a fokkhold in Bulgaria, which was strengthened by subsequent missionary
activities, primarily in 'education and medicine. At the time of the suppessions
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of foreign Catholic activities by the Communists, in Bulgaria in 1952, there
were three dioceses in Plovdiv, Sofia, and Ruse; and hospitals, experimental
farms, and schools were being conducted by various Catholic orders, notably
the Carmelites, Ascenionists, and LuCharests. Although there has now been

some relaxation of restrictions against the, church, most of Bulgarian

Catholicism continues to be indigenous in nature, with the largest part of the
Catholic Minority being found in and around Plovdiv.
Protestantism in Bulgaria flows from the great missionary movement in
the United State's during the mid-nineteenth century. At that time, American
missionaries arrived in Ottoman-ruled Bulgaria, Where they founded schools
and churches. Shortly they became a strong, pro-Bulgarian voice in the West
in the furtherance of Bulgaria's struggles for independence. Although Protes-

tantism never gained a significant number of adherents' in Bulgaria, it
nevertheless exerted an influence on Bulgarian development out of proportion
to its size, for a number of Bulgarian leaders and intellectuals during the latter
part of the nineteenth century and first half of the twentieth century had gone
to schools established by-the Protestant missionaries.
At the time the Communists assumed power in Bulgaria, there were five
significant Protestant denominations in Bulgaria:.the Pentecostal, Methodist,
Baptist, Congregational, and Adventist. Because of their tics with the West,
and the United States in particular, these churches were deemed subversive; A
number of ministers were either jailed or executed. Protestantism continues to
exist "in Bulgaria, although it is superirised and restricted. Recently several
Protestant pastors were tried for activities inimical to the Bulgarian state the
smuggling and distribution of Bibles.

Most Protestants today live in Bulgaria's larger cities: Sofia, Plovdiv,
Varna, Ruse, and Turnovo. Their existence is tolerated to the extent that they
retain in indigenous basis, maintaining only such contacts with the West as
may be approved by, and of interest to, the regime. Taken together,
Protestants constitute Bulgaria's smallest religious minority.
In the bibliography that follows, annotated bibliographic, citations have
been included for all the minority groups noted in the preceding discussion.
However, the number of citations, as well as the topics considered, varies for
each minority group. In some cases, such as the "Macedonian minority" in

r

Bulgaria,_the citations listed are intended to be suggestive, being selective and
representative of a far greatef volume of literature. In other instances, fewer
studies and articles about a group are available, so that bibliographic material
about the group is limited to a few of the topics included in the bibliography.

For this reason,- not .all categories contain material relating to each of
Bulgaria's minority, groups considered in this introduction. Although many
'studies have been done of minorities in Bulgaria, much work remains,

Some limitations and cautions should also be noted regarding the
statistical information that is presented in the bibliographic sources. Much of
the historical demographic data on the ethnic populations of the Balkans is

unreliable, due to either the poor methodological techniques used or the
political purpose of the data, or both. With same exceptions,' hard data op
Bulgaria's ethnic populations during the Ottoman period are unreliable-and
hard to come by. After the ceriquest, the ethnicity of the empire's subjects was
not of immediate paramount Importance to the Porte. By the time the subject
(Text continues on page 282.)
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EstiMated PgpulatIon of Bulgaria ".
Record of the Census of January 1; 1893

Bulgarians

Turks,
Romanians
Greeks
Gypsieso
Spanish-speaking Jews

Tatars
4rmenians
Germans and Austrians
Albanians
Russians
Czechs
,-§erbians
Italians
Not specific

2,505,326
569,728
62,628
58,518
52,132
27,531
16,290
6,445
1,221

928
905
818
803 -

,

3,8i0

Source: 'John Scott Keltie, ed. The Statesman Year-Book; Statistical and Historical Annual of
the States of the World for the Year 1901. London: Macmillan and Company, p. 1143.

Ethnic Minorities in Bulgaria

Population of Bulgaria in 1910

Bulgarians
Turks
Romanians
Greeks
Gypsies
Jews
Germans
Russians
Other nationalities

3,518,756
465,641
79,429
43,275
122,296
40,133
3,402
2,505
62,076

Source: John Scott Keltie and M. Epstein, eds. The Statesman's Year-Book: Statistical and
Historical Annual of the States of the World for the Year 1921. London: Macmillan and
Company, 1921, p. 728. From the census of December 31, 1910.
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National Composition According to Language or Ethnic Affiliation:
Bulgaria, 1934-1965
Native

1934

Magee or
Is

ATM

otal
Population
(Percent
Bulgarian
Percent
omak
Percent
Turk
Percent
'Jewish

Percent
Russian
Percent
Greek
Percent
Serb
Percent
German
' Percent
Macedonian
.Percent
Armenian
Percent
Romanian
Percent
Tatar
Percent
NO3/11W

Percent
Other
Percent
Undetermined
Percent
Unaccount-

ed for
Percent

1946

1956

lib

Ub

1965

t

1lb

Mb

6,077,939
100.0%

6,077,939
100.0%

7,029,349
100.0%

7,613,709
100.0%

8,226,564
100.0%

8,227,866
'100.0%

5,274,854
$6.8%
e

5;204,217

6,073,124

4,506,541

7,259,147

86.401.

85.4%

88.201.

7,231,243
87.9%

85.6%

..

...
4

618,268
10.2%
28,026

591,193

675,500

656,025

746,755

780,98

'9.7%

9.6%

8.6%

9.1%
...
...

9.5%

Oe

...

0.5%

...

11,928

0.2%

10,815

*1.!

....!

Ott.

..

... ,

9,601

a...

0.2%

0.07.
4,171

-

0.4'/

.,

4,377

0.1%'

0
0%

0.0%

,
187,789

8,750

.

0.1%

2.5%

...

4f

.

...

...

...

763
070

Of.

6,430
0.1%

...

148,874

1.8%
4,178

-

0.0%

282,529

280,725

263,354

211,912

4.7%

4.0%

3.5%

2.6%

0
090

0
0%

b
070

9,632
0.1%
20,282

0.2%

a

80,532..
1.3%
6,560
0.1%., .

0
0%

795

01

,

23,045

0.3%

0.0%

*BO

0.1%
...

16,405

0.1%
8,/41
0.1%
577

172
,

5,108
0.190

0
0%

0

o,

0%

0%

Notes: a: Nationality determined by native tongue. b: Nationality determined by ethnic affiliation.
c: In 1934, 134,125 Moslems spoke Bulgarian; the, majority of these persons were Pomaks. The
1926 census recorded 102,351 persons of Pomak ethnicity.
Source: Paul S. Shoup. The East European and Soviet Data Handbook. C 1981, Columbia

University Press. Reprinted by permission.
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became of real concern to the Ottorrians, particularly during the nineteenthcentury national revivals in the Balkans, population figures had become highly
suspect, with each national group skewing the data to advance its own national

purpose., The situation intensified after Bulgaria's independence and the
national conflicts which ensued between Bulgaria and her Balkan neighbors.
The problem still confronts researchers studying the ethnic minorities of
Bulgaria: For instance, after World War II, when diplomatic relations between
Bulgaria and Yugoslavia were rather close, the population of the Pirin area of
Bulgaria, in particular, was encouraged to call itself "Macedonian," and it Was

so designates in the census. As the situation worsened between the two
countries, the.number of "Macedonians" in Bulgaria diminished to insignifi-

cance. Indeed, the last census to include, this information, or any other
information regarding the size of Bulgaria's ethnic minorities, was the one for
December 1956. Since that time, no figures on ethnicity have been published
by the Bulgarians except those relating to emigration and immigration.
Even when population data on ethnicity were published, the question of

what constituted an ethnic group was often a moot point for other gropps
besides the Macedonians. For instance, the Gypsies, who prefer to be known
as "Romanies," consider themselves a separate ethnic group, but Bulgarian
government policy regards them as "Bulgarians," and they have been identified
as such in the census. Perhaps the most reliable of the statistics on ethnicity are those relating to
the exchanges of minorities during the 1920s and 1930s, since the exchanges
were supervised by neutral international commissions. Even so, the usefulness
of the data is limited, for they are concerned primarily with the ethnic popula-

tions that were transferred, not those that remained. Thus, the data on
minorities, ethnic and religious, are subject to limitations and must always be
used with care.

Jews
Bulgaria's Jewish community enjoyed a modicum of economic' and
caltural success until the Holocaust. Earliest statistics showed 14,342 Jews in

Bulgaria in 1881. This number grew significantly with the Bulgarian
acquisiil6n of Eastern Rumelia six years later, and by 1900 the community had
grown to 33,663. Proportionately, they made up 0.9% of the population at the
turn of the century; with 95% in ,urban areas, particularly Sofia, which had

over half of the country's Jewish population by 1934. By 1926, there were
46,558 Jews in Bulgaria; 48,398 in 1934; and 51,500 in 1943.1
Jewish life in Bulgaria, while modestly successful, did not find Jews wellintegrated, since consistent government, social, and economic policies discour-

aged an active Jealish role in Bulgarian society. But by the end of die
nineteenth century, stimulated primarily by Zionist influences, Jewish culture

began to thrive. Zionists helped develop an educational system for the
Bulgarian Jewish community that emphasized Jewish studies, and under the
direction of the Jewish Central Consistory, Bulgarian Jews created a threetiered educational system ttfat began with kindergarten and ended with the pro
,gymnasium. The Jewish community provided 80% of the funding for this
system, while the rest came from local and national governmental sources.

95

Enrollment in these schools grew impressively after World War I, and their
success became a source of pride to the Jewish community.2
Another unique characteristic .of Bulgaria's Jewish minority' was its
relatively insignificant role in the country's economic lifa, Those involved in

Bulgaria's business life concentrated their efforts in the import/export
business, and even then they made up only 2% of those engaged in commerce
in Bulgaria. Few were involved in government or professional work, nor could

many be found among the country's intellectuals. Consequently, while
Bulgaria's Jewish community, concentrated mostly inits firban areas, enjoyed
a ;comfortable social and political life, . it was not% deeply integrated into'
Bulgarian society, which helped temper anti-Semitic flings against it.3
Anti-Semitism spread in Bulgaria after 1933 with the growing economic
'influence of Germany, andithe return of Bulgarian stud is from Germany and

Austria who had been infected by Nazi propagandi.4 n addition, a Fascist
German anti-Semitic
,movement emerged under Khristo Kunchev that4'ollo
patterns and called for moves against Jewish economic ipterests and, oddly
for the "removal of Jews from positions of influence.'s Regardless, a strong
is began to drift.
body of anti-Semitic sentiment did not emerge until
Nail-Soviet pact
towards Germany after the Munich agreement. This and
convinced the nation's leaders that only tinier could providel,Bulgaria with the
opportunities to expand her frontiers.6

In mid-1940, Premier Bogdan Filov announced that his government

intended to limit the rights of Bulgarian Jews, and thra attitude was
promulgated into the Law for the Protection of the Natiori, In 1942, the
Bulgarian government obtained power, under parliamentary Protest, to deal
freely with the Jews, and created a Commissariat lot Jewish Affairs.?
In early 1943, SS officials arrived to help set up a deportation program for
Bulgarian Jews. On February 2, 1943, the Bulgarian government agreed.:to
surrender all Jews in 'the Macedonian and Thracian areas acquired by Bulgaria.
earlier. The figure included 8,000 from Macedonia, 6,000 from Thrace, and
6,000 from Old Bulgaria. The Thracian and Macedonian Jews were sent w
death camps in Poland.8 However, political opposition tempered by concern
over the impact of Bulgarian partiCipation in the Nazi campaign against the
Jews and strong interuational 'protests hindered further Gorman efforts to ships.
Jews from Old Bulgaria to _Poland. The Germans did, however, succeed' in
having most of Sofia's Jews shipped to the ,countrySide, and used forced
Jewish labor in public works prog,rarns.9
By the end of 1943, thg new Bulgarian government of Dobri BoZhikov had
eased these restrictions, and on August 31, 1944, the new government of Ivan
Bagrianov nullified all anti-Jewish legislation. Within a week the SovietI.Jnion
declared war on Bulgaria and quickly dcaupied it. It removed the-,Bulgarian
government of Kosta Muraviev and replaced it with the 'Fatherland Front,
which, after peace was concluded 'between MoscoW and Sofia, revived-the
Jewish communal network under a Central Jewish Coniistory with 34 communities under it. The consistory published a weekly newspaper, Evreiski Vesti
(Jewish News), and organized an anti,-Nazi political organization, the "Ilya
Ehrenburg." Most remarkable, according to the consistory, were Bulgaria's

post-Holocaust figures published in 1945, which showed that, with few
exceptions, its Jewish population had survived the war.1°
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The new communist rulers were faced with a dilemma not experienced in

other east European countries, where most Jews had died during the
Holocaust.Unfortunately, efforts by the Jewish community to'have property,
businesses, and otheF goods restored to' them, failed for-the most part, even
after the passage of the 1945 Law of Restitution. In addition, Bulgarian Jews
found that Bulgaria's new rulers wers. unwilling to allow ,them to enjoy the
unique cultural status that they had prior to. World War II. The Communistorganized Central Jewish Committee of the Fatherland Front oversaw the
activities of the Central Jewish' Consistory to insure that it adhered strictly to
official government policy on community matters. Bulgarian Zionists
struggled to maintain an independent status in these representative bodies,
though the Communists always remained the dominant force. As a result, by
.1948 Bulgaria's Jews had lost control of their most significant cultural organs,
and what remained were organized to adhere strictly to guidelines of Bulgaria's
Communist regime. This, combined with the deteriorating economic status of
the nation's Jews, as well as concern over the rise of anti-Semitism, stimulated
many to consider emigration to Israel." Illegal emigration had gone on since
World War II, and by the end of 1948 almost 7,000 Jews had left the country. Over the next few years, emigration intensified, and by December 1951 there
remained only 7,676 Jews 'in Bulgaria, over half in Sofia. By 1952, Jewish
cultural autonomy ceased to exist, and their organs came under the complete
control of the government. 12
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Sofia: Sofia-Press, 1978. 208p.
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the study centers on the role played by th Bulgarian
government, its political factions, and the Jewish community in efforts keep Old
Bulgaria's Jews from being shipped to death camps elsewhere. He also
usses the
controversies that have emerged since World War II over the role played by King Boris
and others in these successful efforts. This is a well-documented study that integrates
the most significant scholarly Works on the topic available at the time.
890.

Oschlies, Wolf. Bulgarian, land ohne Antisemitismtut. Erlangen, Germany: Net.Tamid-Verlag, 1976. 168p.
This isn expanded version of the auth
igariens Juden in Vergangenheit and
Gegenwart (1972). The early portion of the
k deals with the history of Bulgarian
Jewry between 1878 and 1939, while the core of 'it centers on their history during the
Holocaust. Oschlies pays attention to the successful efforts of the government to save

the Jews of Old Bulgaria and its failure to do the same for the Jews of Thrace and
Macedonia. The documents and the bibliographical information in this study add to the
history of Bulgarian Jewry.
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Oschlies, Wolf. "Die Tragbdie der mazedonischen Juden." In Bulgarien, Laud
ohne Antisemitlimus, pp. 66-76. Erlangen, Germany: Ner-Tarnid-Verlag, 1976. 168p.
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reasons for the lack of significarft antl-Semitism in Bulgaria.
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the World). Sofia, 1940.,n.p.
An anti-Jewish pamphlet published after the implementatio; of the ZZN (Law for
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Jews had played an inordinately powerful and exploitative role in Bulgarian society.
894.

Reitlinger, Gerald. "Bulgaria." In The Final 'Solution: The Attempt to
Exterminate the Jews of Europe 1939-1945, edited by Gerald Reitlinger, pp. 379-84.
New York: The Beechhurst Press, 1953.
This is a brief account of the saving of the Bulgarian Jews and of the extermination
of the Jews in Bulgarian-occupied 'territory.
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Romano, Albert, et al., eds. The Jews of Bulgaria (in Hebrew). Jerusalem and
Tel Aviv: Encyclopedia of the Jewish Diaspora, 1968.
This large memorial volume in Hebrew contains a number of valuable articles on
Jewish history in Bulgaria. One of the more significant entries is a lengthy account by
Chaim Kishales on the various questions and theories about the salvation of Bulgaria's
Jews during World War IL Kishales' work is based on a larger study by him (It
Happened in Those Days: Notes on the Life of the Jews in Bulgaria during the Period
896.

1939 1931)), in Hebrew, located at Yad Vathern in Jerusalem. This voluthe also includes
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that country.
Tamir, Vicki. Bulgaria and Her Jews: The History of a DublOus Symbiosis. New
York: Sepher-kiermon Press for Yeshiva University Press, 1979. 314p.

897.

Tarnir prnfr a history of Bulgarian Jewry from its inception in the seventh

century until after World War II, of which two-thirds is devoted to the twentieth
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the history of the Bulgarian Jewish community. A section of bibliographical notes and a
collection of documents are included.

Tonchev, Tudor. Osnovatekn li e u nas antlsemitizmut? (Is Anti-Semitism DeepRooted among Us?). Sofia, 1938. 50p.
This little booklet is a defense of the Bulgarian Jews, ix\ which their-patriotism, as
well as their contributions to Bulgarian economic, cultural, social, and religious life, is
shown in historical perspective.
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Congres Internationale des Sciences HiStoriques Vienna, *WitSeptet:tbs., 1965. II.
Sofia: 'BAN, 1965.
Topalov's article discusses the role of Bulgarian public sentiment in efforts to halt
the shipment of the country's Jewish population to death camps in other parts of eastern
Europe.
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900.

Tsion, Daniel. Pet godini pod fashistki gnet: Spomeni (Five Years under Fascist
Terror: Memoirs). Sofia,, 1945. 80p.

Written by the former chief rabbi of Bulgaria, this account of Jewish. life in
Bulgaria during World, War II includes an excellent study of life in the Somovit
concentration camp. Rabbi Tsion..was relieved of his positiOn, according to this study,
because he attempted to relay to Soviet and orthodox lealieri a warning frqrn- God
about the persecution of the Jews.

Macedonians
901.
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Anastasoff; Christ. The Bulgarians from Their Arrival in the Balkans to Modern
Times: Thirteen Centuries of History. Hicksville, NY: Exposition Press, 1977. 380p.
.This history of Bulgaria devotes Several chapters to the question of Macedonia andthe Macedonians from antiquity to the! post-World War II period. Written in a highlST
partisan style, the volume is a good statement of the historic position of Bulgaria toward
Macedonia and her inhabitants.
902.

Anastasoff, Christ,

ed. The Case for an Autonomous Macedonia: A

Symposium. Indianapolis, IN: Central Committee of the Macedonian POlitical
Organization of the United States and Canada, 1945. 206p.

The volume consists of statements, documents, maps, and ethnographic data
favoring the thesis that the Macedonians are Bulgarians rather than a separate 'ethnic
group and that autonomy would be a solution to thb 4Macedonian Question."
903.

Anastasoff, Christ. The Tragic Peninsula: A History of the Macedonian Movement for Independence since 1878. St. Louis, MO: Blackwell Wielandy, 1938. 369p.

A history of Macedonia from about 1878 to the late 1930s that is highly
sympathetic to Bulgarian claims on Macedonia.
904.

Ara popularsi a aromanilor din Dobrogea (Folk-Art of the Aromanians of

Dobrudja). Bucharest: "Meridiane," 1979. 38p.

This volume contains a brief deicription of Macedonian-Romanic folk7art of
Dobrudja. Topics discussed include: costumes and clothing, tools, house decorations,
utensils, and ornamental jewelry. A bibliography is included.
905.

Barker, Elisabeth. Macedonia: Its Place in Balkan Power Alitics. London:

Royal Institute of International Affairs, 1950. 129p.
This is a study of Macedonia, her ethnography, and its effect on the politics of the
Balkans. The period between the two World Wars is emphasized, as is the immediate
aftermath of World War II.
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Christowe, S. Heroes and Amsandits. New York: R. M. McBride & Co., 1935.
290p. Illus.
Christowe describes the activities of the IMRO (Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization), particularly after World War 1.
906.

The Executive Committeeof the Brotherhoods of the Macedonian Eraigratioh in
B41garia. Memoir Presented to the Goveramenits of the United States of AlialMall of
Great Britain and Ireland, of France, of Italy and Japan. Sofia, 1919.
The Memoir is a plea by Macedonians living in Bulgaria to the Great Powers after
World I to unite all of Macedonia with Bulgaria as 'pars, of the Treaty of Peace An
ethnographic map of Macedonia is included.
907.

908.
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feek, antLaervian Assinillative Policies" and "The PeaCe Treaties and the
" In Tke'Tregle Peninsula, edited by Christ Anastasoffo pp. 245-54; 255-71.

St. Loais, MO: Blackwell Wielsuidy, 1938.
The contributions are strongly pro-Bulgarian and pro-IMRO (Internal Macedonian
Revolutionary' Organization). The Macedonians are considered Bulgarians. Focus is on
Greek and Serbian policlei toward this group between world wars as well as the effect of
the post-World War I peace treaties on the Macedonian minorities. The author of the
volume is director of the Reitarch and Information Bureau of the Macedonian Political
Organization in the United States.
909.

Kofos, Evangelos. NatIonaBsm and Coma ualun in Macedonia. Salonika:

Institute for Balkan Studies, 1964. 251p.

Written from a political, military, and diplomatic perspective, this history of
Macedonia and her minority problems emphasizes the policies and activities of the
Balkan Communists with regard to the Macedonian question, and especially the Greek
Communist party and its guerrilla war. Included are maps, a bibliography, and an
index.
910.

K riakides, Stilphon P. The Northern Ethnological Boundaries of Hellenism.

No. 5 in a series. Thessalonika: Society for Macedonian Studies. Institute for the Study
of the Haemos (Balkan) Peninsula, 1954. 63p.
This short study argues that "the northern ethnological boundaries of Hellenism
both in Macedonia and Thrace have been during the Middle AgeS, [sic] and still are
today, the same as those, established by the Hellenes during the victorious days of the

Macedonian dynasty." The study therefore concludes that most of the population
beyond the present Greek borders who live within this historic region is Greek,
irrespective of the language spoken.

Mojsov, Lazo. Okolu prashanjeto na makedonskoto natslonshw msltslustvo vo
Grcija (On the Problem of the Macedonian Ethnic Minority in Greece). Skopje: Institut
za natsionalna istorija, 1954. 392p.
Through the implementation of post-World War 1 treaties on the exchange of
populations between Greece and Bulgaria and between Greece and Turkey, Greece had
hoped to Hellenize northern Greece. Hoiliever, since the crlieria for determining populations to be exchanged were based on religious characteristics, the Macedonians
remained numerically the strongest ethnic group in many localities of so-called Aegean
Macedonia. Greece was able to'avoid implementation of the 1920 Treaty for the Protection of Non-Greek Nationalities in Greece because of the diplomatic imbroglio with
911.
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Bulgaria and Yugoslavia :. Yugoslavia insisted that the Macedonisui minority be
recognized as Serbian, while Bulgaria emanded that they be treated as Bulgarians.
the Bulgarians, Greece mainiained that the population an question was
"Slavointacedonian."
912.

Moore, P. "Macedonia: Perennial Balkan Apple of Discord? World Today

XXXV (October I979):,420-28.

Written by a senior analyst for Radio Free Europe, the article discusses the
perennial moll= between Bulgaria and Yugoslavia concerning Maceppia. The

author presents an overview of the problem, especially in the context of post-World
War II developments. He notes that it is the "uncertain ethnic charicter of the majority
Slavic population" that has ptoved to be the source for the debate.
913. Ramat, Pedro. "Soviet factor in the Macedonian Dispute? Survey XXIV
(Summer 1979): 128.34.
t.
This is a good, general survey of the Yugoslav-Bulgaria debate. over Macedonia and

of the question of whether the Macedonians are Bulgarians or a distinct ethnic group.
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Solarov, Kosta. La Dark et la question Macisloatiesdne. Sofia: linprimerie de
I'Etat, 1919. 258p. Bulgarian edition: Bulgarila i Makedonsidiat vupros: Prkhinite na
Balkanskite voini (Bulgaria and the Macedonian Question: The Causes of the Balkan
Wars). Sofia: Pechanitsa P. Glualikov, 192$. 180p.
The study analyzes the relationships since 1878 between Bulgaria and Macedonia
and attempts to show that the Macedonians are Bulgarians. Maps and several important
treaties relating to this period are included.
915.

Stilianov, Khristo. Osvoboditelsite borbi as Makedoalia (Iqacedonia's Struggles
of Liberation). Vol. If iliadeaskoto vantaaie (The linden Insurrection); Vol. II: Sled
lindenskoto vuzstanie (After the linden Insurrection). Sofia: Durzhavna pechatnitsa,
1933; 1943.

The author, ftotn a Bulgarian viewpoint, gives a history of the struggles in
Macedonia since the uprising on St. Elias Day, in 1903. The role of theBsdkan powers
in these struggles is noted, as well as the complexities caused by the varied, heterogeneous minorities within the region.
916.

Swire J. Bulgarian Congpiracy. London: Robert Hale, Ltd., 1939. 356p.
This is a detailed political study of Bulgaria during the period between world wars.
A considerable part of the volume is devoted to a detailed analysis of the problem of
Macedonia and its effect on internal Bulgarian politics as well as the country's foreign

;elation.
917.

Veritas (pseud.). Makedonila pod ago, 1919-1929 (Macedonia ender the. Yoke,
1919-1929). Sofia: Makedenskiia natsionalen komitet, 1929(?).
580pMgps:

Illus.

This encyclopedic volum--``e is a condemnation 9f Greece and
role in Macedonia during the decade noted above. The problem o
protection under various 1tk:aties is reviewed in considerable detail
factor in the politics, diploinacy, and wars of the Balkans.
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918. Vishinski, Boris. "Denial: With No Argument." Macedonian Review V1:3 (1976):
221-24.

The author seeks to discrcdit'Bulgarian statistical data which attempt to show that
a Macedonian national minority does not exist in the Pirin region of Bulgaria. This is
the controversy that has hindered Bulgarian-Yugoslav relationt.
,919. Vishinski, Boris, ed. "Docuntents
`.Macedoniari Review VIII:8 (1978): 239-46.

for Y

slav-Bulgartan Relations."

ulgarian- Yugoslav relations
during the 1970s: I) a joint agreement Between Todor Zhivkcfir and Josip Broz Tito; 2) a
resolution by the parliament of Yugoslavia regarding the Bulgarian national minority in
the country; and 3) Yugoslavia's pledge to regard the Yugoslai-Bulgarian frontiers as

Three documents are presented which relate to

inviolable. The decisidns effect also the situation of the l&cedortians in the Pirin
region.

.

Wilkinson, H. R. Maps and Politics: A Review of the Ethnoginpitk CartortPhY
of Macedonia. Liverpool: Uhiversity Press, 1951. 366p.
This volume presents an excellent comparative analysis of the use of maps to
support the various Macedonian ethnic claims of the several Balkan states.

920.

921.

Zarev, P. "Dimitur Talev." In Work na bulgarskata literstnra (History of

Bulgarian Literature), vol. 4, pp. 721-52. Sofia: Izdatelstvo na Bulgarskata academiia
na naukite. Institut za iteratura, 1976.

The blather includes a brief biographical sketch of Dimitur Talev, a noted

Macedonian-Bulgarian writer, and a discussion of his famous trilogy of Macedonian
riovelt: Zhelzniiat svetilnik (The Iron Candlestick), Prespanskite kambani (The Bells
of Prespa), and !linden (linden i.e., "The Feast Day of St. Elias"). A bibliography of
his works is included.

Turk(and Moslems
Ardenski, Vladimir. Svoi, a ne chazhdi (Ochettsi) (Our Own, and Not Foreigners
[Sketches] ). Sofia: Partizdat, 1973. 144p.
This is a highly sympathetic account of-the life of the Bulgarian Moslems and of the
changes that have taken place in their villages under the present Communist government. The writer, himself, a Bulgarian Moslem, describes the historical origins of his
group and its separation from the mainstream of Bulgarian life. Written from a Marxist
the work is highly critical of past Bulgarian governments in their policies
point of vi
toward this ti ert . Bibliography.

922.

923.

Danailov, G. T. "Vliianie na plemcnnite i religiozni elementi vurkhu demo-

grafiiata na Bulgariia ill demografski osobnosti na tursko-mokhamedanskoto naselenie
(1879-1926 g.g.)" (The Influence of Racial and Religious Elements on the Demography
of Bulgaritic or Demographic Peculiarities of the Turkish,Mobammorlan ,Population,
1879-1926). In Bulgarska akadendia na naukite. Shona, Book 24, Part III, Part 1 to
12, pp. 344-430. Sofia: Bulgarska akademiia na naukite, 1932.
The study provides very detailed demggraphic statistics, in absolute numbers, in
percentages, and on a comparative basis, about the Moslem populations in Bulgaria. In
particular, resettlement and vital statistics are provided.
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period. It includes information about post-World War II Bulgarian pressure on
Bulgaria's Turks to leave the country and on Turkey to accept them, and concludes with
a summary of the agreement signed on December 2, 1950 betw..n Turkey and Bulgaria
for the repatriaticin of Bulgarian Turks to Turkey. V;
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Hazai, G. "Textes turcs du Rhodope." Acta oirentalia X:2 (Budapest, 1960):
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Hoppe, F.' M. "Die Clagauzen." International Arc Itivis of Ethnography IlL

.0957): 119-29.

A German Protestant missionary, cognizant of ethnological methodology, who
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brief description of the history and customs of the Gagauzi of Bulgaria.
928. Hoppe, F. M. "Die tiirkischen Gagauzen-Christen." Oriens Chr Lanus XLI
(1957): 125-37.

The author gives a brief description of the Gagauzi of Bulgaria -tHdir origin,
history, Christian heritage, holidays, and customs.
929. Kakuk,
1958): 169-87.

S. "Le dialtIcKazanlyk." Acta orientalia VIII2 (Budapest,.
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mokhantedani v Rodopite (From the Past of the Bulgarian- Mohammedans in the
930.

Rhodopi). Sofia: Bulgarska akademiia na naukitc, 1958. 171p.
This is a short history of the Rhodopi Mountain Pomaks, from earliest times to
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Kiril, Patriarch of Bulgaria. Bulgsromokhamedanskf sellshta v uzhni Rodopi:
topoohnuo, etnografsko I istorichesko izsitdvane (Bulgarian Mohammedan Settlements
in the Southern Rhodopi: A Toponymic, Ethnographic, and Historical Study). Sofia:
Sinodalno kn-vo, 1960. 101p.
Presented here are the findings of a field study conducted by the Bulgarian prelate.
during 1943-1944. Official records of the obshtini and the oblasts and historic Ttirkish
documents were used, and extensive field interviews with representative inhabitants in
these villages were conducted.
931.
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ornamentika v Ludgorieto" (Contribution to the Study of Turkish Ornamental
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Embroideries and Fabrics in Ludogorie). Izisestika na etnognzfiskla Institut s muzei III
.
(1958): 65-40.
done
by Turkish
author diScusses the decorative fabrics and embroideries
The author
women in the region of Ludogorie.
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Louis. "Turkish 'Resettlement of Bulgarian Turks,1950-1953."

In University of C1foeiãa Plantations la Geography, vol. VIII,,, no. 2, pp. 65-163.
Maps. Tables. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1957.
This monetitrapht is perhaps the defuiitive work in English on the subject of the
resettlement of the Bulgarian Turks. The author includes vol I, , ous 'general statistical
data relating to the Turks in Bulgaria as well as to the other .4, , rities in the country.
934.

Kostanick, Huey Louis. 'Turkish Resettlement of Refugees from Bulgaria,

1950-1953." Middle East Journal IX (Winter 1955): 41-52..
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The resettlement of the Turkish refugees fro

Bulgaria during the period

vered include the location of
1950-1952 is the subject of this detailed study. Top
4.
Bulgarian population
Turkish settlements in Bulgaria, the history of previous
scope, methods of
exchanges, and the present exchange (its motives- and p
operation, and Turldth reactions), with an evaluation of its outhome.
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Kowalsid, fCnieusz. Lee Tares et Is !save blame de Le Bidgarie dm noid-est.
Craw*: Naki. Polskiej Akadanji Umiejetnosei, 1933. 28p.

935.

This is a brief linguistic study of the language of Turkish groups In northeast
Bulgaria. However, the author, inn extended introduction, describes the 'various
ethnic elements in this region, including the Turks, Tatars, and Gagauzes, that forth the
subject of his study.
444

Marinov, Vasil Aleksandrov. Prisms kain iineluivaneto as bits i kulturats na
turstite I ate v severniztoeitse Balgarlifi (Contributions toward the Study of the
Life and Culture of the TUrks and Gagauzes in Northeastern Bulgaria), $2fia:
936.

Bulgarska akadaniia na naukite, 1956. 36311.

This is a comprehensive study of the history, culture, social life, and economic
conditions of the Turks and Gagauzes of northeastern Bulgaria. Numerous photographs and illustrations, a detailed map, &good index, 'and an extensive bibliography
114
add to the usefulness of the volume.

937. Marinov, Vasil, et' al. "Prinos knrn izuchavaneto bita i kulturata na turskoto
naselenie v Severoiztochna Bulgariia" (Contributions towards the Study of the Life and

Culture of the Turkjsh Population in Northeastern

13plearia). In

levestlie as

Etuogrefddls Institut Tomuzei, vol. II, pp. 95-216. Bulgarska akademiia na naukite,
Otdelenie za ezikoznanie, einogractia i literature. Sofia: Izdanie an Bulgarskata

*AP

akatiemiia eta naukite, 1955.
The paper reports the resitIts of three :field studies made among the Turkish popuI4
94its 1951, 4952, and 1953. Family trees
lation of northeast Bulgaria
p ditticting the growth and development of the
village relationships, a
and several house plans (witlibuilgitasi Methods illustrated and explained) are Motu.
Also discussed are musical instruments, tools and methods of agriculture, how' old
crafts, folk costumes, trades, animal husbandry, transportation, and economic
cooperative life.
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Capitalism and Fascism, 19144944). Sofia: Partiedat, 1977. 219p.
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Bulgarian governments during theyears cited above. The work of the Bulgarian Cornmunist party among this group is recounted in detail and is credited for the support
given tri the party by this group at various critical times. Published by the press.of the
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majority of Turks who were not in sympathy with the aims of the Communists.
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Mizov,- Njkolai. Isliansut v Balgaribi (Islam in Bulgaria). Sofia: Ithatelstvo na
BKP, 1965. 232p.
Mizov discusses the dissemination of Islam in Bulgaria and its ieffects on the
Populace; He notes that conimunism must do more to combat the religion, which,
unlike Christianity, it has tended to ignore. The book is published by the publishing
house of the Bulgarian CoMmunist Party.
940. Sanders, Irwin T. "The Moslem Minority of Bulgaria." Moslem World XXIV
(1934): 356-69.

This is a descriptive survey, with some statistical data included, of Bulgaria's.
Moslem population as it existed during the mii1-1930s.-Written on the basis of first-hand
experience by an American sociologist who spent many 'years in Bulgaria, the study
describes the three main Moslem groups in Bulgaria at the time: the Turks, the Pornaks
(Moslemiza native Bulgarians), and
Gypsies. Extensive comments about each

group are giveir941.

Schechtrnan, I, B. "Compulsory: Transfer of the Turkish Minority from
Bulgaria." Journal of Central European ,Affairs XII (July 1952): 154-69.

The article it an excellent, rather detailed study of the reparation of members of
Bulgaria's Turkish minority population to Turkey. Extensive background information
is provided, political aspects of the reparation are considered, and the economic factors
are noted. Some statistical data are also prestnted.
942.

Shishkov, S. 1s4L Bulgaro-Moklasimedanite (pomatsi): istoriko- zemepisep Prettied

s obrszi (The Bulgarian Mohammedans [Pomaks]: A Historical-Geographical Shrvey
with Illustrations). Plovdiv: Turovska pechatnitsa, 1936. 118p.
Locations of villages and extensive statistical data about their populations are
provided in this short, well-organized study of the Bulgarian Moslems. Discussions
focus on cultural traditions,s-internal migration patterns. and the linguistic peculiarities
of this group,in the use of their native Bulgarian language.
943.

Shukru, Takhirov. "Etnokulturni protsesi sred bulgarskite turtsi" (Ethnocultural
Processes among the Bulgarian Turks). Bulgarska elnogrofiia V:4 (1980): 3-16.
The article notes:the importance, from the viewpoint of the Bulgarian Communist
party, of all ethnic grciups being ideologically, politically, morally,and socially united
for the patriotic development of the nation. Examples of the results of the communization of the Bulgarian urks are given, in which the Moslem traditions, attitudes, and
customs have been replaced by those ofcormnunism. Interesting data are provided on
such topics as intermarriages between' Bulgarian Turks and Slav Bulgarians, social
integration, participation in spOrts, and housing.
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944. Olkitsal, Mastecib. Detbrics we .Ti rkki (Dobrudja and the Turks): Ankara:
Turk .killttu-iing arastirma enstitilsii, 1966. 256p. Map. Illus.
This is a detailed historical account, by a Turk, of the life and culture of the ".
Moslems in Dobrudja. Although the work concentrates on the Turkish inhabitants cif
this aw, the Tartars and Gagauzi are also included.
Vakareiski, Khristo. "Porttinutsi ná bulgari mokhamedani i kliristiiani v srednite
rodopi" (Occupations 'of Bulgarian-Mohammedans and Christian in the Middle
Rhodopi). lzvesilia na etnOgnzisiclia institut Imuzei XII (1969): 39-613.
945.

In this article on the occupations of the inklbitants of the Central Rhodopi

Mountains, special .attention is given to the methods used in agriculture and animal
husbandry 'by both Moslems and Christians. Illustrations and a 4110 show specific
-practices in each village ,and area.

Vasilev, Kiri'. Rodopsiate bulgartiookkaraedani: ptoridieski ()Chair (The
Rhodopian Bulgarlan-MohamMedans: A Historical Outline). Plavaiv, Bulgaria:

946.

Khristo G. Danny, 1961. 288p.
This is a history of the Pornaks whofive in the Rhodopi Mountains. The volume
unfortunately lacks an index and
947. Vasileva, Margarita. "Skhodstvii I otlld v Bulgatslcata I Turskata svatba v grupa

seta na razgradski okrug" (Similarities and Differences in the Bulgarian and Turkish
Wedding in a Group of Villages of the Razgradski Okrug). kvestila na etnaggifskii
Institut i nutzel XII (1969): 161-90,
The article describes reciprocal cultural influences between Bulgarian and Turkish
villages, with marriage customs being used for illustrative purposes. The study is seen as
having a theoretical importance in determining the ways in which socialist values'can be
transmitted. Thirteen similarities in the marriage ritual were identified. A lesser number
of differences were found, Primarily in the bridal dress and in the role of the members
of the respective wedding parties.

Veleva, M., and Lepavtsova, II. Bulgarsid aserodni scuff: Torn H. Bulgarsid
modal nosii v sredza apadairBalgarila I sredalte zapadid Rodopi ot krala na XVIII
do sredats na XX v. (Bulgarian Folk Costumes: Vol. II. Bulgarian Folk Costumes of
Middle Western Bulgaria and the Middle and Western Rhodopes from the End of the
Eighteenth to the Middle of the TWentieth Century). Sofia: Bulgarska akademlia na
948.

naukite, 1974. 252p.
This is a well-illustrated, in-depth analysis of the folk costumes of the above noted
regions, for both males and females, Moslem and non-Moslem. Each item of cothing is
discussed separately. Material of a historical and contemporary nature is included, and
a map adds greatly to the volume's usefulness.

Other Minorities
Academie /touminine. toanaisance de is terre et de la pens& Rouniabses. Vol.
Vr Les Macedo-Rounrains: Esquisse historique et descriptive des populations
Rournsdnes de la pealusole Bidesaique, edited by Th. Capidan. Bucharest: Academie
Roumanine, 1937. 79p. Maps. Photographs.
949.
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This is a monograph on the Macedonian Vlachs by a Romanian scholar. Topics.
include origins of the name and its variants the geographical distribution of the Vlachs,
their history, langtrage, occupations and trades, culture, and religion.
950.

Auerhan, Jan. etchoslovad v Jagoslavii, v Rumunsku, v Madarsku a v

Bulharsku (Czechoslovaks in Yugoslavia, in Rumania, in Hungary, and in Bulgaria).
Prague: "Melantrich," 1921. 207p.

The volume includes informative data regarding the history and cultural
and economic status of the Cz#hoslovak colonies in each of the countries cited in the
title.
951. Auerhan,
{Czechoslovaks

Ceskosloveaske jazykovi: mienany v evropsketts zahraniii

ed in European Lands). Ptigue: Orbis, 1935. 105p.
The author escribes the political, linguistic, educational, and religious status of
the Czechoslo
minorities in each of 'the European countries where a suable colohy
existed. Built = a is one of the states ,included.

952. Ber vice, Konrad. "The Macedonian Gypsy." In The Story of thGypsies, pp.
32-48. N
York: Cosmopolitan Book Corporation, 1928. 294p.- ,

This" is a popularly written volume about Gypsies. In terms of the Macedonian
Gypsies, fact seems, to be mixed uncritically with fiction and legend, so as to create a
mo interesting and readable chapter.
.

Bozhikovi ..Bozhidar. "Promeni v etnicheskila sustav na naselenieto na
urdzhali" (Changes in the Ethnic Composition of the Population of Kurdiliqii).
kvestilho etnografskiia institui i mute VI (1962): 39-48.
The article is a case study of the changes of the ethnic composition of Kurdzhali.
Data from 1884 through 1962 are displayed in a series of tables, ald a brief analysis is
included.
. Sofia:
Chekhoslovashid obzor ( eskosiovenski obzor) (Czechoslovak Su
vols. 1-V, 1920.1925. 5 vols. in 4. Frequency varies: Voltimes I-IV are semi-monthly;
volume V is monthly. Written in both Bulgarian and Czech.

954.

Published in Sofia during the 1920s, the survey recounts the activities of the
Czechoslovaks in Bulgaria at the time. included are news items about Czechoslovak
schools, churches, and businesses in Bulgaria, events in the mother country, and the
activities of Czechoslovak immigrants throughout the world.
955.

Frumkin, Grzegorz. Population Changes in Europe since 1939: A Study of

Population Changes in Europe during and since World War," as Shown by the Balance
Sheets Of 24 european Countries. London: George Allen and Unwin, 1951. 191p.
.This is a country-by-cOuntry analysis of European population shifts during and
after the Second World War. The section on Bulgaria is concerned primarily' with the

Romanian-Bulgarian population Changes in Southern Dobrudja eta' it was
reincorporated into Bulgaria.
Y.

Georgieva, Ivanichka. "Izsledvaniia vurkhu bita i kulturata na bulgarskite tsigani
v Sliven" (Investigations onthe Life and Culture of the Bulgarian Gypsies in Sliven).
956.

lzvestiia no emografskii itisillta i muzei IX (1966): 25-50.
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Georgieva's historical survey of Gypsy life in Slivers includes some historical
statistical data regarding the number of Gyp.des in the town and their occupations for
particular periods as well as photographs of their dwellings and activities.
Gnat-Smith, B. J. "The Dialect of the Moslem Kalajdzhis (Tinners) of the Tatar
Pazardzhik District." Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society, Third Series, XIV (Part I)
957.

(1935): 25-43.

A linguistic study of the dialect of the Moslem Kalaidzhis Gypsies of the Tatar
Pazardzhik area, who once practiced the tinner's trade, after which they, as a subgroup,
and their dialect are named.

958., Gillis's-Smith, B. J. Two Tilides' Fairy-Tales." Journal of the Gypsy Lore
Society, Third Series, XXIV, :1-2 oanuary:April 1945): 17-26:These are two tales.in the Faiides dialect, that spoken by the.Gypsies of Sofia and
environs._ The original and an Fimglish translation are inclUded in each case.

959. Jahrback der Dobradsokadeutiehesi. (1956 and 1957): CoMpiled by Otto Klett.
Gerlingen, Germany: Verlag Heilbronn& Stimme, 1956(7); 1957. 168p.; 188p.
Issued by displaced Gernians, formerly. residents of Dobrudjay the yearboots

commemorate the life and culture they once enjoyed there. Historical, religious,
cultural, and statistical data are included. Although much of this information relates to
the.period between World Wars, when all of Dobrudja Was under Romapian jufsdiction, Bulgaria's involvement in the region and her relationship with, this German group
,-are also examined.

Jubilejtiii roleaka ..eskosloven .k& kciloale v Balluirska, 1868.1925 (Jubilee
Yearbook of the iCzechoslovak' colony in Bulgaria, 18684928). Sofia.- Druistva
960.

Eeskosloven.skeho nitrodniho dornu T. G. Masaryka, 1928(?). xvi, 297p.
This is a jubilee yearbook published by the Czechoslovak colony in Bulgaria' to
commemoration of its fiftieth anniversary. Data are provided on its leaders, schools,
sports (i.e., Sokol activities); culture, financial affairs, and commercial enterprises.
Some rare photographs are included.
.

961.

Karateev, Mikhail D.: Belogvartleitsy u Balkaaakk: vospomhisaila Maio

ofitsera (White Russians on the Balkans;- Memoirs-of-a-White RussianOfficer)-Buenos_.:
Aires: Talleres Graficos'Dorrego, 1977. 230p.
This is an autobiography by a White Russian officer cadet, now living in Uruguay,
.

in _which he desCribes his experiences in the Balkans as a refugee after the Russian
-Revolution. Although the volume is not restricted to Bulgaria, a Significant part of she
book relates to his adventures there, with much valuableMformation being given about
the life of these Russian emigres in Bulgaria at that time. The dilemma Of the Bulgarian
government in dealing with this group is described humorously and insightfully. In view
of the relative dearth of material on this group in Bulgaria, the volanie assumes an
added importance.
962. Kenrick, Donald. "Notes on the Gypsies in Bulgaria." Journal of the Gypsy Lore
Society, Third Series, VL (1966): 77-84.

A brief but detailed d7escription of the life of the Gypsies in present-day Bulgaria.
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(1962): 227-76.

Marinov's article is a good descriptive account of the contemporary life of
Bulgarian gypsies. Older, traditional nomadic patterns of existence are contrasted with
those which now require them to live in fixed communities. Old crafts and tools are
described and illustrated. In addition, musical instruments, methods Of transportation,
and dwelling construction are illustrated and discussed.
.
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Marinov, Vasil Aleksandrov. Prinos kum inuchnveneto an proidckodn, bits i
kulturnts us knrakicinuilte v &Aprils (Contributions toward the Study. of the Origin,
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kite; 1964. 138p.
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changes that outside forCes have effected upon them.
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In thiS history of the .Vlachs in the Balkans, the emphasis is on the factors leading

to their national reawakening in The nineteenth century, their development of a
national consciousness, and the role that the Romanian governments have played in
bringihg about the colltipsc of Austria-Hungary.

Schechtman, Joseph. "Transfer of the Germans from Bulgaria." In European
Population Transfers, 1939-1945, pp. 250-51. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press,
970.

1946.

'

This brief article describes.' the resettlement of ethnic Germans who were living in
Bulgaria. Considerable factual and statistical data are inc.luded, despite space
limitations. The article is especially valuable because relatively little has been written
about this migration.

Wurfbain, Andre. L'idtange veco-bulgare der mined* ethnkputs. Lausanne:
Paydt & Co., 1930. 217p.
971.

The author discusses the problems and procedures involved in the exchange of the
Bulgarian and Greek minorities during the 1924s as part of the provisions of the peace
treaty of Ncuilly.
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National Minorities
in Albania,
1919-1980
Stephan M. Horak

HISTORICAL SUMMARY`
Albania, since 1946 the Peoples Republic of Albania; has been the Most

homogeneous nation in the Balkan Peninsula since its proclamation of
independence on November 28, 1912. Her problem with respect to the issue of

the national minorities is not internal but rather is an, external problem
involving large number of Albanians (1,309,523 as of 1971) residing in
Yugoslavia. Some 3 5 11. of Albanians live. ()aside their country the highest
percentage of any divided nation in Europe, with 2,550,000 Albanians residing
in Albania.

The ethnic minority population in Albania, in fact, is estimated at
80,000:1 In- round numbers, according to the 1961 census, there are 35,000
Greeks (2.2%), 10,000 Macedonians and Montenegrins (0.8%), 35,000 Vlachs
(2.2%), and about 5,000 Gypsies living in Albania. Regrettably, the political
isolation, together with hard-to:-come-by official or tutoffitial_information,,
makes it difficult to obtain precise data or objective knowledge regarding nonAllianian ethnics.
While the Greek minority of southern Albania, living in compact settlements near the border, still maintains its ethnic identity and at one time even
had its own newspaper, To vima, the Vlachs, for instance, are rapidly undergoing denationalin4tion because they lack ethnic material in print, educational
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institutions, and contacts with Vlachs abroad. The process of denationalization reveals itself in the declining population of ethnic groups, from 3% in
1955 to only 1% in 1976. In the early 1970s, lb several Macedonian villages
along Ohrid Lake, the Macedonian language was maintained as the language
of instruction and Ale textbooks used were from the Macedonian People's
Republic. However, worsening relations between Belgrade and Tirana in the
late 1970s brought these limited concessions to an end.
According to John Koisti, of all ethnic groups, only the Greeks constitute

a serious ethnic problem Inside Albania. "The Greek presence in South

Albania was a threat to the security of the country in the late 1940s; tensions
aIdng the Greek-Albanian border lasted long after the end of the Greek. Civil
War.... In 1971, however, when the Greek government officially gave up all
territorial claims to South Albania, it was no longer Viewed as a serious threat
to the internal security of the country:12
Another factor contributing to etlinic -distinction'is religious affiliation.
To a significant degree, religion used to be a part of ethnic identity, at least in

the case of the Greeks, the Vlachs, and, in part, the Montenegrins and
Macedonians, before the total destruction of organized religion in 1967. PreWorld War II data indicated the population to be 70% Muslim, 20% Orthodox, and 10% Catholic. Now, it is impossible to deduce from these numbers
the percentage of non-Albanians from each faith -or denomination. However,
it is true that all ethnic minorities were once represented in these groups.
Finally, it should be noted that Article 43 of the new constitution
recognizes the rights of national minorities living in Albania. On December 28,

1976, the People's Assembly approved the constitution, which guarantees
ethnic Greeks "the protection and development of their culture, the use of their

language and the teaching of it in the school." Yet, in spite of the legal
settlement, a hostile exchange of accusations regarding the Greeks in Albania
continues on the highest level.
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Nukes! Composition in
Albania According to Ethnic Affiliation
Ethnic
Affiliation
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Source: Paul S. Shoup. The East European

wet Data Nand

° 1981, Columbia

University Press. Reprinted by permission.

Notes
1Peter R. Prifti, Socialist Albania since 1944: Domestic and Foreign Developments (Cambridge; MA: The MIT'Press, 1978), p. 2. See also Paul S. Shoup, The East
Europeansand Soviet Data Handbook. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1981),
p. 135.

2John Kolsti, 'Albanismi From the Humanists to i-ioxha," in The Politics of
Ethnicity in Eastern Europe, eds. George Klein and Milan J. Reban, pp. 40-41
(Boulder; CO; East European Monographs, .1981).
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Nationality Iresearc.h
Centers in

Stern European Countries*

In the countries of the Danube River region,"to which Poland, the USSR,
and Italy, could be marginally included, there are to this damesetiCh centen,
that investigate nationality tnatters, including the legal status .of ethnic and
linguistic minorities. A complete list of these centers. cannot be funtishtti due
to the difficUlty involved in obtaining the medic' inforMation.
Within the countries in que::stion, the term VOlksgruppen (nationality
groups) is seldom used when referring to the ethaic.pbpulation, althbugh in the
Soviet Union the word etnitscheska grupa has begun to be utilized.' By and
large the term nationalities is widely accepted, and in the Croatian: language
one finds more recently the term nationality group (narodnagrus, plural:

narodne grupe).2 In the five-language dictionary by Golias,4 a 1974
Yugoslavian publication, one finds the term Vollagruppe in the German
version and a comparable expression used in the remaining five languages
(Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian; English, French, and Italian). The expression

national minority is either missing or rarely used, paiticularly when takingthe
word nationaiinto consideration. The exception is in the Russian language, in
which the expression naisionalinyi (e.g., natsionarnala grupa), for example, is

'Translated from German by Siegfriedt. Het, this, essay was fast published in Per Donouraa
25:1 (1980).

YR*
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ethnic and analogou.s to the Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian word narpd,
narodni. The term nation is rarely used in Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian,
whereas in the USSR the customary term-for the individual Soviet (national)
groups is natsiia.
For the most part, when narod is used in assorted variations; such as the
Slovenian narbdnost (which could be translated as "nationality group") or
narodna skupina (likewise translated as "Volksgruppe) or the Serbo-Croatian
reklitelji (parents), one 'secs therein a derivative which expresses a natural,
element. Not as conclusive is natsiia, even though this word is related to the
Latin term natio and thus does show that it, too, originally is derived from the
natural element (nasci =' to be born).

HUNGARY
Hungary' has various research centers for nationality issuesthe most
nipdrtant being the Committee' for Eastern European and Nationalities
Complex' of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, whose president is a
German-Hungarian, Dr. Emil Niederhauser. The Ministry of Culture has its

own nationalities department, The National Institute of Pedagogy has a
professional chair of nationalities, whose purpose is to publish textbooks. for
the various ethnic schools as well as to conduct research on the ethnic groups.
Included among these nationality-based schools are ethnic kindergartens,
preSchools, grammar schools, middle Schools, and high. schools, all of which

use the corresponding national language as the language of instruction,
riaely German, Romanian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovakian, and Slovenian. A
number of schools are also bilingual (utraquist) in that they use Magyarian
(officially known as Hungarian in the non-Magyarian languages) as well as
one of the other ethnic languages as the language of instruction. Designated
for every important nationality are regional inspectors Ipur altogether. A
breakdown of inspectors'on the country level would include nine for Germ;
one for Romanian, five for Serbo-Croatian, five for Slovakian, and one for
Slovenian. For the past twenty-five years, the Hungarian Textbook Publishing
Company his published texts in the minority languages.' Good relationsexist
with the Yugoslavian textbook publishing firms which deliver books from
Skolska Knjiga in Zagreb, with the textbook publisher in Belgrade, and with
the Regional Publishing House in Novi Sad. It should be noted, though, a
the expression "Croatian" is not used, , even though a part of the o itian
ethnic group

Hungary, i.e., West' Hungary, makes exclusive use of Cakavis,

a Croatian language. The education of teachers for the ethnic schools takes
place in separate departments offering a distinct course of 'study, including
specialized preparation for those planning to teach in ethnic'kindergartens. An
effort is made to research laws pertinent to nationalities and policie.s affecting
national minorities.5

The various ethnic newspapers examine their own nationality-related
political situations. For the German ethnic group, there is the Neue Zeitung (in
1974 the-circulation dropped to 4,018), for the Slovakians the Ludove Noviny

(circulation of .1,506. and presently experiencing growth), for \the Croats,
Serbi, and Slovenes the Narodne Novine (circulation of 3,310 and growing),
and for the Romanian ethnic group Foaia Noastra (circulation of 960 and

growing). That the Narodne Novine, which is not circulated in the
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Buigenland, has become a paper for the Slovenian ethnic group living mostly
in the area of the Raab River can be explained by the fact that this is such
small minority.

On the part of the Hungarians, ethnic research is conducted by the
Ministry of Culture (Kulturalis Miniszterium). This can' at best h'e.classifled as

scholarly research only. The committee of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, under the direction of Dr. Niederhauser, coordinates research on
east European history as well as nationality issues. First organized in 1977, i
does not constitute a research consortium or institute but was establithed for
autonomous research, Included among its areas Of, responsibility is the
research of Hungarian nationalities since 1945. In charge of nationality issues
is the well-known expert' in this field' and the presiding secretary of the
committee, Dr. Laszlo Kovago.,
Among the institutes actively engaged in research concerning nationalities

in Hungary is ;lite MTA Dunantilli TudOmanyos Intimete in Pecs
(Funfkirchen). The director is the academician Dr. Otto Bihari (Pecs, Kulich

Gyula utca 22).. This institute deals with the German. and south-Slavic
minorities in the Trans-Danubian area. During the interwar years, the
University of Pets had the Institute of International Law, which, under the
Jeackership of Ivan Nagy and Ferencz -Faluhelyi, examined minority issues.
During this time the institute published a series of books"on.minority rights in
general, in particular the minorities in the Burgenland. A total of twenty -six
works had been published by 1937.
Another institution dealing with the Slovakian andlt*Ottin minorities'

of the Great Plain exists at the University of
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Tudomanyegyetem, Ekilszezettudomanyi Kar. Uj- 6s. leguja kori egyetemes
tortineti -tanszek (Szeged, Tancsics Mihaly u. 2). The institute is attached to
the chair of Modern history and headed by Professor Daniel Csatari.
The former Institute for Minorities at the University of Budapest, under

the leadership of the ethnic German from Zips, Dr. Ernst Flachbarth,
internationally known advocate of nationality rights, was dosed in 1940. From

there, Professor- Flachbarth 'moved to the University of Pecs, where he
remained until his death at the end of the 1950s.
The Slovak Ludwig von Goglak taught history of the nationalities in
ungary at the University of Budapest until the revolt of 1956; No successor
found for his position after he fled to Vienna in 1956. He continued his
esearch of Slovakiari history at the University of Vienna.
The individual nationalities have the? own associations. Magyarorszagi
Delszlivok Demokratikus Szovetsege (Democratic Association of South Slays
in Hungary) and Magyarorszagi Nemet DolgozOk Demokratikus Szovetsege
(Democratic Association of Slovaks in Hungary) share the same addresS:
H-1065 Budapest, VI. Nagymezo u. 49. Another association is Magyarorszaai
Romanok Demokratikus Szovetsege (Democratic Association of Romanians
in Hungary), H-5700 Gyula. These associations constitute political representation for the nationalities. The attendant agericy in the government is. the
Department for Nationalities in the Ministry of Culture (Kuituralis
kiniszterium, Nernzetisegi Osztaly, H-1055 Budapest, V. Szaliy Laszlo u.
10-14). The department head is Dr. Ferenc Boros. Newspapers are published
independently by each association. Besides those alrearlY:mentioned, the
Ludove Noviny for the Slovaks and Foaia Noastra for the itomanians should
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be cited. Definite d
entation about the actual state of affairs of the
nationalities it gath
by the national Gorkij Library (Ailami Gorkij
Konyvtar. H-1056 Budapest, V. Molnar u. 11., Director: D. Gyula Toth).

Finally, to supplement the list, reference should be made to the

Hungarian Ethriographic Society in Budapest, which has a Department for
Nationalities. Under the editorship of Professor Ivan Balassa, it has published
in the respective languages follective volumes of ethnography and folklore of
the 'different nationalities. To date, ten volumes have appeared (Magyar
Neprajzi Tarsasag, H-1087 Budapest, VIII. Konyves Kalman krt. 40).

C,MCHOSLOVAKJA
Institutes that are concerned only with the ethnic and linguistic relationship betwebi Czechs and Slovaks are not included here, Since neither Czechs
nor Slovaks are classified as minorities. According to the nation-state concept,
only the whole is a nation; thus both constitute the nation, i.e., the Czechs
comprise two-thirds of the 15 million inhabitants*and the Slovaks one-third.
The official theory of the existence of a Czechoslovakian people, promulgated
during 1919-1938, is nO longer valid since World War.H. As far as nationalities
go, only the fbllowing are considchred as such: approximately 600,000 Magyars

(Hungarians), 60,000 Ukrainians (Ruthenians), and 77,000 Poles. The
Germans, officially still listed at 77,000 (approximately 3.5 million were
expelled or transferred), were recognized as a nationality minority and given
the right to constitute themselves as such during the "Prague Spring".of 1968.
Even today they are officially listed as a nationality minority in official reports
published for foreign consumption. The constitution (4°1968 in the section

pertaining to the .rights of nationalities in the tsSR also guarantees them
ethnic equality.
Ethnopolitical self-representation is possible 'through certain organiza.

tions. For the Poles it is the Polish Cultural and Educational
'ation
(PRK0); for the Magyars (usually. called Hungarians) it is the
'al and
Cultural Association for Hungarians in the tSSR (Csemdok) (although the
original Czech text specifies Magyars and not Hungarians); for the Germans it
is the Cultural Association for Citizens of German Nationality in the tSSR;

and for the Ukrainians the Cultural Association of Ukrainian Workers
(KZUP). These ethnic groups also have their own newspapers, and the Poles
have a theatre, the Polish Theatre in .,esitS, Tegin (the former Silesian Teschen)
in north Moravia.
A Council of Nationalities functions within the governmental agencies of
the CSR and the SSR. The chairman of this council is the first deputy to the
chairman of the government of the tSSR. Scholarly work is not done there:
Tht Polish, Magyar,.and Ukrainian ethnic groups have elementary as well.,

as secondary schools in which the language of instruction is their native
language. These schools have textbooks in their languages, but lessons in the
official language, i.e., Czech or Slovakian, are also given. The Germans, who

no longer are classified as Sudeten- Germans,6 and most of whom- were
deported, now live scattered amcing other ethnic groups. The government uses

this as an excuse for not opening German nationality schools, even though .
these were planned during the "Prague Spring" of 1968. Only forty-five nineyear elementary schools were opened as "Learning Centers for the German
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Language." German textbooks were written and published by various edtica-

tional publishing houses in the t SSR. Learning centers were opened for
children of -Greek (Macedonian) descent in northern Morayia, where their
parents, most of whom had been followers of the Communist Markos regime
in Macedonia, had found asylum after leaving their homeland in the years
following the war.7
A research institute of the Silesian Academy of Science is Concerned

primarily with minority issues, especially with the history of the Sudeten
Germans and emigration of the nationalities from Czechoslovaki.8 It has
published the best and most cdmprehensive bibliography on the Sudeten issue.
The Slovakian Academy of ScienCes is involved in issues pertaining to
nationalities. One need merely mention its monumental work. concerning the
Austro -Hungarian. Compromise of 1867.

ITALY
Because of its borderlands, Italy belongs, in a restricted sense, to the
,

Danube region. However, it should not be overlooked that from 1918 up to the
Second World War, Italy was directly involved in -what is today the Yugo-

slavian coastal region (rightly called "altla sponda") and in parts of the

Danube region, i.e., Zara, Logosta, Fiume with the Quarnero Islands, Istria,
Terra dei Cicci, West-ICrain with PoStumia/Postojna/Adelsberg, as well as the
hinterland to a certain extent of Trieste, C.TOrf/Gorica/Gorizia, and the Isonto
valley.9 During World War II, Italian forces invaded the entirg Dalmatian
coast, with the exception of Ragusa/Dubrovnik, and thereby severely limited

the territory of the Independent Croatian State (Nesavizna Drzava

Hrvaisica).10 In addition, Italy obtained. from the Third Reich the southern
part of the former Drau-Banat, which today is the Slovenian Socialist
Republic, with Ljubljana (Laibach) as its provincial capital. Hereby, Italy
encroached directly on the Danubian region and underscored its interest in the
area by signing the Treaty of Osimo in 1975,11 which theoretical/5, would
secure a shipping route, i.e., navigation rights, from the Gulf of Trieste via the
Save to the Danube. Finally, Italy has an active Slovenian ethnic group in
Venezia- Eriuli, i.et the provinces of Triette, Gorizia, and Udine, where
regional research institute have established contact with Yugoslavia.
Here one should mention the Slovenski raziskovalni Institute in Trieste.
This Slovenian research institute is concerned with the history as well as the
legal status of the Slovenians in Italy. It also concerns itself with minority
ues in general. An excellent, series of books in Italian bears witness to its
- efforts.

Located in Gotzia/Gorica is the ISIG (Instituto Internazionale di

Sociologia di Gorizia), under the leadership of Raimondo Strastoldo, which
examines problems of nationalities in the frontier areas, South Tyrol for
example. It also delves into topics of an cthnopolitical nature regarding
southeastern Europe. A number of remarkable books, pro-minority without
exception, are published by the LINT Publishing House in Trieste. f2
Many Slovenian newspapers and magazines are.published in the autonomous region Venezia-Giulia-Friuli. They are not generally scholarly in nature,
although the Catholic Slovenian cultural journal Most, published in Trieste,
does print scholarly articles. Also, the Bollettino d'informazioni degli Sloveni
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in Italia in Trieste regularly prints documentary materials concerning the
Slovenian minority.

The provincial government of the province. of Trieste had an advisory

council for minority questions. In 1978, Dr. Brezigar, a Slovenian, was
appointed to head this council while he was at the same time the editor of the
Slovenian daily newspaper Primorski Dnevnik. Althaugh as a result of the
1980 elections he withdrew froin this position, the advisory council should
survive.

The Society of Slovenian Academicians (freely translated from "Drugtvo

slovenskih izobraiencev) in Trieste can be considered a minority research
institution. The existence of this Catholic institution was prohibited prior o
World War 11, when all minority organizations were proscribed in Italy.
During that time it was known as the Catholic Academician Association of
Zarja in Bohinj, Slovenia. In 1939, at Sv. Janei ob Bohinjskem jezeru, the
first conference of Catholic academicians was convened. Since World War H,
these conferences have taken place in Draga near Trieste. The topic for the
fourteenth conference, which met in September 1979, was "National Characteristics in Theology and the Church before the. Year 2004." This research

group issues the journal Draga, a supplement to the Slovenjan Catholic
literary journal "Mladika" of Triestev
Various universities within thetalian-Yugoslavian and Italian-Austrian
border areas have research institiaties dealing with nationality matters of
southeastern Europe. The University of Trieste, .vith its Instituto di Studi e
decumentazione sull'Est Europeo (ISDEE) (Corso Italia, 27) and its journal
Est-Ovest, is an example. In Trieste the Societa Trentina di scienze storiche,
under the direction of Umberto Corsini, more and more concern itself .with
minority rights in Austria-Flungay and especially the position of the Trieste
Italians in the Crown land pf Tyrol. Moreover, the institute focuses upon the
nationality rights in Old Hungary as well as in the area of the former pual
Monarchy. At the University of4PadovaiPadua), there is a research instifute
under the direction of Professor Milan Stanislao burica which specializes in
the Sudeten issue as,well as the history of Slovakia. Dr. Lisa Guarda-Nardini is

the specialist at the institute, while Francesco Leoncini, a lecturer at the
University of Venice, is concentrating on the Sudeten-German issue. Outstanding publications about nationality problems in southeastern Europe have
been produced there.

YUGOSLAVIA
Tht Yugoslavia, which designates itself a multinational state, should
place special emphasis on scholarly research of minorities is,prObahly understandable. This work refers only to the ethnic and linguistic minorities and-not
to the'major nationalities which comprise the state and are constituent nations,
called socialist republics, or better known as component republics.13 Tice
following research centers should be mentioned.
The Ingtitut za narodnostna vpraganja (Institute for Nationality Questions) in Ljubljana was founded during the interwar period, when it directed
its research toward the' situation of the oppressed Slovenian people in Italy.
The driving force behind 'this work was Dr. Lavo ermelj, the present-day

Nestor of ethnopolitical. research. At present, however, all nationality
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questions within the Slovenian region are examined, even such problems as the

Magyar -national group in the Prekmurje. The institute's resident expert,
Albina Liik, is a Magyar native of that region. The institute publishes a
scholarly yearbook for nationality questions, Razpvive Dt gradivo (freely
translated as Proceedings and Materials), containing some outstanding contributions, and in recent years issued some special publications on the Carinthian
Slovenian problem.
The Zavod za Migragije i Narodnosti in Zagreb is an-institute comparable
to the Slovenian Institute. Both have provided publications about minority
issues with parallel Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian texts.
with the
In Zagreb the t akayski Sabor (takavish.Council) deals expr
on of
Burgenland
Croatians;
these,
with
the
ex
ethnic issues involving the'
a few villages, belong to the t alcavish branch of the Croatian language.

A typical research institute for nationality questions is located in
Ljubljanathe Zgodovinsko dmitvo za Slovenijo (Historical Society for
Slovenia). Its quarterly journal, Zgodovinski &mop's, is concerned with
nationalities in the past and present. Again, the focus is on the Slovenian
problems in Italy and Carinthia. The journal possesses an excellent scholarly
reputation, although at times it does reflect biases.
Loosely affiliated with the above-mentioned is the institute in Belgrade,
the Zveza druitcry zgodovinarjev Jugoslavije (Association of Yugoslavian
Historical Societies). Its publication, JugOslovemski istrijigi &alai% is less
involved, with nationality questions.
The Inititut za zgodovino delayskega gibanja (Institute' for the History of

the Workers' Movement) in Ljubljana publishes a journal, Prispeyki za

zgodovino delayskega gibanja (Contributions to the History of the. Workers'
Movement), which occasionally deals with issues relating to the Slovenian
minority. The journal basopis za zgodovino in narodopisje (Journal for
History and Ethnography), published in Maribor located on the Drava River,
deals with the minority issues of lower Styria (and the Austrian southern
Styria) district and the Prekmurje region.. The periodical Nahi razgledi (Our
Views), published in Ljubljana, continues to focus on the problems of-rdtbnal
minorities (even those of countries other than Yugoslavia). A scholarly,
research center is located there.
The significant Muslim population' in Bosnia and Herzegovina, officially" considered neither as a religious, ethnic, .,nor national minority but
rather as a branch of the Southern Slays, together with the Montenegrins,

represents the "relatively indigenous nation." Housed in the Bosnian-

Herzegovinian Academy of Science in Sarajevo is a research center for muslin)
questions. Also in Sarajevo, the Esperantist League of Bosnia-Herzegovina,
together with the Bosnian UNESCO Commission, engages in serious,
scholarly research in the area of nationality rights and language policies. is This
is a omplished with the assistance of internationally recognized experts from
n Europe.
W
In Belgrade, the Center for Demographic Research, in conjunction with
the publishing house Medjuna-rocina Politika, is engaged in researching ethnopolitical and nationality-related questions. Furthermore, the Jugoslovenska
Stvarnost, also in Belgrade, is involved with nationality questions. The Savez
udruienja pravnika Jugoslavije of Belgrade and the Institute of Socio-Political
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Science and Jurisprudence at the School of Law in Novi Sad .should also be
mentioned.
Although the history departments of Yugoilavian universities liursue the
history of nationality problems, and law faculties concern themselves with the
legal aspects of public and international law with respect to the nationalities,
systematic research is not pursued by the universities. The number of
publications dealing with nationality questions is vast, but tendentious. Even
basic works, published in the United States and Western Europe, dealing with
the international aspdct of nationality rights, such as those directly concerned
with the problems ofthe-Slovernap_minorities in countries other than Yugoslavia, are systematiCally suppresseciT16 The only known exception, and a
model of objectivity, is a new work by Ernest Petre. 17

ROMANIA
Since Romania is a multiethnic country, research in nationality.policies
and nationality rights plays a significant role. To be sure, on the part of the

Communist party of Romania there is the attempt to build a "Socialist'
Nation" ethnic superstructure based on party ideology and patterned on the
example of the USSR. According to the official party viewpoint, the first step
toward a unified national state was taken when Romania became independent
in 1877. During the1977 centennial celebration, this position was promulgated
in conjunction with a strong anti-Habsburg and anti-Hungarian sentiment, all
with disregard to historical facts. To be sure, the nationalities still receive
attention, despite the fact that in the future there may be a fully integrated,
even linguistically and ethnically unified Romanian nation in which the
individual nationalities and ethnic groups (other than the Romanians) will
cease to exist. These nationalities include the Hungarians, Germans, Serbians,
and Ukrainians. According to the words of Nicolae Ceau§escu, a "unity
between the Romanian people and other co-inhabiting nationalities" should
become a reality through Marxist-Leninist brotherhood. Innate national sentiments, especially those of the Germans and the Hungarians, are considered
obsolescent and thus expendable.
The loremost authority on nationalities in Romania is the Academy for
Socio-Political Sciences in Bucharest. Within the framework of this academy,
as a direct result of a speech given on March 12, 1971, by Nicolae Ceausescu,.
to the assembly of the Council on Workers of Hungarian Nationality, an
institute was established which investigates special problems of coinhabiting
nationalities. The workers' councils of ,he Hungarian, German, and Ukrainian
nationalities have no particular scientific research assignments to pursue,
although the councils of the Hungarian and German workers, due to the
dimension of these ethnic groups, play a certain role in assessing problems that
may arise. To this end, plenary sessions of these councils are being held and
corresponding publications are issued.'9 The Council on Cultural and Socialist
Education includes members of the German and Hungarian minorities who
serve in an advisory capacity on nationality matters.
In states where minorities exist, instruction in the mother tongue is a pre-,

reqUisite to specializing in-nationality research. Romania has a network of
educational institutions with German as the language of instruction, including
kindergartens, elementary and secondary schools,. and girls' high schools
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(Ordinance of the Ministry of EduCation and Instruction, No. 278/1973).
During the 1977/78 school year, 692 school units and departments used the
German language during regular daytime instruction, and two girls' secondary
schools and three college preparatory schools utilized German as the language

of instruction in their niikht courses. Some 13,712 children attended the
German kindergartens, 39,662 the elementary schools, and 5,112 the high
schools. There are also institutions with a classical-humanistic emphasis,2° as
well as one school with an agricultural-industrial curriculum, seven offering

programs in mathernatics/physict, one in philblogy- and history, and one
school specializingin pedagogy. Romanian must_hetaught_at all levels, and
certaui subjects Romanian history, geography of the Romanian Socialist

Republic, government and patriotism, economics and business law,
etc. must belitsejlexclusively in Romanian.21
Similar numbers are reported for the Hungarian minority. This, too, is
reported in the plenary sessions. Lately, more and Moreresearch work about
the Magyars (Szeklers) abroad is being made known, some with absolute
objectivity, as for exarnple.that of the London Minority Rights Group.22 At
the universities and other schools of higher education, instruction, too, is
offered in the Gentian and Magyar languages, which is the case at Babe§ai University in Cluj-Napoca.
The Romanian Academy of Science is the leading authority on the history
of the nationalities of Romania. Outside of Romania the Societas Academia

Dacoromana in Munich can claim this role, with its publication Ada
Historica.23

AUSTRIA
In Austria, various institutions and societies explore, at least partially, the
topic of minorities in southeastern Europe. Among these is the Austrian Ostund Siidostinstitut in Vienna, which publishes the periodical Osterreichische
Osthefte. The Forschungsinstitut fur. den Donauraum, which publishes the
journal Der Donauraum, is sometimes mistaken for the Donaueuropiiische
Institut because both are located in Vienna. The latter does not, however, deal
with nationality problems but focuses on matters of economics.
Austrian universities are involved in east European research, including
research on the question of nationalities in the region east and southeast of
present -day Austria (Institut fiir Osterreichische Geschichtsforschung an der
Univcrsitat Wien; Institut fiir Zeitgeschichte in Wien; Institut fiir Zeitgeschichte an der Universitat Salzburg). Also touching on this topic is the work
d9rit by 'the Wissenschaftliche Kommission, which, in ,conjunction with the
National Archives; investigates Austrian history from 1918 through 1938, with
emphasis on the question of the ethnic groups in Burgenland and Carinthia. At
the University of Innsbruck, more attention is being given the history of the
Italians in Trentino, a region not included in east-southeast-Europe.
The topic of Carinthian Slovenes is dealt with by various scholarly establishments of the minority' group itself, above all by Slovenski Znanstveni
Institut in .Klagenfurt/Celovec, where the beginnings of Slovenian scholarly
research can be observed.24 The Slovenian information center (Slovenski
informacijski center SIC) in Klagenfurt/Celovec attempts to investigate the
issues of the Carinthian minority. Moreover, the Institut fur Slawistik at the
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University of Graz has recently begun an extensive compilation on 'the
Slovenian mother tongue in Carinthia.
The Dom, prcisvete v Tinjah (in Teinach/Tinjah), a Catholic cultural
center with a pronounced ethnopolitical character, has issued a large number
of publications, -religious as well as minority-political in scope. It also sponsors
symposia with an accent on minority issues.
The Mladje club in Klagenfurt publishes a literary magazine of the same

name which frequently contains essays' related to the problem of the
Carinthian Slovenes. Of the two leading Sloverlian weekly newspapers, only
the politically Left Slovenski. Vestnik o_ f Klagenfurt regularly includes relevant
--scholarly articles-on- -questions about minority andininority language issues,
whereas Na..* Tednik, issued by the Christian People's Council, rarely, if ever,,
does so.
The 'official historiography of Carinthia discourages any -research on
ethnic groups due to its rejection of Slovenian positions. The one exoeption is

the work done by the University of Klagenfurt, a federal institution. The.
German-language press of the province has a predominantly anti-Slovenian
orientation.
The Croats of Burgenland at the present do not have a scholarly, ethnopolitical institute, although there was an attempt in 1974 by. the "Symposion
Croaticon" to research their own identity.25 Through the Hrvatsko Kulturno
DruAtvo u Gradiki (the Croatian Cultural Association of Burgenland) in
Eisenstadt/k,eljezno and the Hrvatski Akademski Klub (Croatian Academic

Club) in Vienna, the Croats of Burgenland' have made initial scholarly
inquiries into the subject of ethnic. minorities. And the weekly newspaper .
Hrvatske novine of Eisenstadt and Trausdorf/Trajstof has, since about 1978,
been dealing with general ethnopolitical issues. The official historiography and
the minority policy of the Burgenland are not receptive to the issues of the
ethnic minorities, but are not necessarily hostile either.

POLAND
According to the official Polish view, there are no longer any ethnic or
linguistic minorities in Poland since, as a result of the Warsaw Agreement
between Polandand the Federal Republic of Germany, those Germans who
remained in Poland after the World War II population transfer were resettled
in West Germany.26 This official view has been refuted by Alfr --Bohmann, a
former official in the Foreign Ministry in Bonn, but estim
of the number
of Germans still in Poland vary greatly (between 18O,a,1 of fid 1.2 and as high

as 1.8 million). Besides the Germans, Czechs also r.. de in the Olza region.
The number of Ukrainians is relatively high, although it would appear that the
cession to the USSR of areas in the east, predominantly settled by Ukrainians
(East Galicia; Volhynia, Brest-Litovsk), would have decreased their number
significantly. Finally, mention must be made of the linguistic minorities of the
Mazurs and the Kashubs in former East Prussia.27

Only a few 'scholarly institutions examine topics related to ethnic
minorities in Poland, namely: the Instytut Zachodni in Poznan,28 and the
Instytut gl4ski in Opole under the direction of Idief Byczkowski, a minority
specialist with rather pro-German views. The Geographic Institute of the
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Polish Academy of Science '(Geografd POlskiej Akada:oii Nauk) in Warsaw
_compiles data on linguistic minorities.19
.

BULGARIA
Although the Danube makes up its northern boundary, Bulgaria
traditionally is not included in the Danube region, but belongs to the Balkans.
With Austria and Hungary she had no conflicting territorial claims. Bulgaria,
too, if one does not designate the Macedonians as an ethnic minority but as a
branch of the llulgarian_naticlan_re9clf eficial stance of Bulgaria but unacknowl), has a numbeTiirethnic-andlinguistic
both Yugoslavia and
edged
minorities. Among these are the Aromanianstv the Pomaks, the Vlachs, and
fell victim to
the Albanians. The once numerous Greeks and Turks in
the Romanian
mass repatriation and.evulsion. Since Bulgariausstill resid
Banat, the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences is the scholarly a si 'y on this
Particular group, as the question on minorities is within tote scope of its
Et nogtafski Institut .31
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